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To his E_ceUency, Joseph D. Bedle, Governor of the State of New Jersey, and ex.o_cio President of the Board of Managers :
SIR :--

I have the honor herewith

to submit a repor_ on the Clay

Deposits of New Jersey, and trust that it may meet your approval, and aid in making more widely known one of our most
abundant and useful natural products.
With high respect,
Your obedient servant,
GEO. H. COOK,
State Geologist.
New Brunswick,
Jan. 1, 1878.
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INTRODUCTION.

The following report is intended to present all intelligible
description of tlle clay deposits of New Jersey. They have long
been known, but their importance and extent lmve been understood o_fly for a few years. Their uses for common earthen and
stoneware pottery, first attracted atteution about the beginning of
the present century.
Clay from Morgan's clay banks at South
Amboy, was used in making stoneware at Van Wicklc's pottery
at Ohl Bridge, now Herbertsville, about 1800. Ebenezer Price,
Ebenezer Price, Jr., and Xerxes Price purchased the property at
the Roundabout. now Sayreville, on the Raritan, in 1802, and
began making stoneware pottery, using for the purpose clay from
Morgan's banks, at South Amboy. The use of the stoneware
clay for pottery gradually extended, and it is now carried to potteries everywhere along our Atlantic coast.
The use of New Jersey clays for making fire brick and other
refl'actory materials began after the war of ]812. Mr. G. W.
Price. of Sew Brunswick, informs me that his father carried a
vessel load of fire clay from Woodbridgc to Boston, soon after 1816.
It was dug on _[r. Cotheal's property, and was used for making
fire bricks ; and Mr. Price thinks it was the first load sent from
Woodhridgc for this use. Mr. Samuel Dally, of Woodbridgc,
says the white Woodbridge clay was known to the soldiers quartered at Pel'tb Amboy, before and during the revolution.
They
called it faller's earth, and used it lbr cleaning their buckskin
breeches. About 1820 Jacob Felt, of Boston, bought 50 tous of
the clay of Jeremiah Dally. He paid 25 cts. a ton, in the ground,
for it. This was sbipped to Boston ; and it was sent on regularly
to the same place, from thai, time onward for ninny years. It
was used in satiniug wall papers in Philadelphia
in ]835, by
Howell & Brothers.
J.R. Watson, of Perth Amboy, began the
manufacture of fire brick in 1833 and lind lfis works in regular
operation in 1836. Gordon, in his Gazetteco"of New Jersey, pub]ished in 1833, says "extensive beds of white pipe clay, composed
1
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],rim'ipalIy of alumine, and infusible, have been observed between
Woodhridge
and Amboy."
So little, however, was known of its extent and uses, in 1840,
that Prof. Rogers, in his Final Report on the Geology of New
.h,rs(,y, lmt)lished
that year, says " about one mile southwest of
\Vo,,lbridge,
near the level of a small stream, on the road to
New Brunswick,
tlwre occurs an insulated
deposit of white clay
oral whirr saint, in which both materials are of remarkable
purity.
This b.'al b,,d is surrounded
by the red-shale rocks of the middle
serotulary
series, alld would seem to be a remnant of the lowermo_t lay,.rs of thr upper secondary group, lying in a depression
of the surface, where it has escaped removal during the general
d,,nmhltM1 ef the strata.
" B,.m.ath about tell feet of reddish
diluvial
matter derived
from the a,lj(_inlng red-shale,
we find a bed of pure white sand,
regularly
stratified, and dipping gently westward.
Its thickness
i_ about ten fret.
This sand is much esteemed as an ingredient
tbr the manufacture
of fire bricks.
Underneath
the salad lies tile
white el.y. in a bed about eight feet thick; when dry it is very
nearly
white, some portions
of it, however, have a very slight
bluish tinge.
It is much used in the manufacture
ot' pottery and
tlrebrh'k_.
The purer
varieties
are admirably
adapted
for
making the glaze for paper hangings, being employed
for this
purpose.
About three-fourths
of a mile southwest
of this excavation, another simih(r deposit is exposed in some recent digti)rmer in whiteness, and in its exquisite
smoothuess
of texture.
" Ill the
order,latter
the beds
this placeeven
are, that
first,ofdilugings.
Tilt,descending
(.lay at the
place atsurpasses
the
vial mailer ten OF twelve feet thick, thou a layer of sand, and
mater (hi* again the ('lays, between seven and eight feet thick."
In thr (;colt, gieal R,.port for 1855, statistics
collected
showed
tlmt clay fi)r making
50 million firebricks
was taken yearly
fl',un th(, pits at Woodbridge,
Perth Amboy, and South Ambey ;
2,1)(_0 tolls of clay were soht for facing paper lnmgings;
2,000
_ons f()r making alum, and a considerable
quantity
for making
fine pottery at Jersey City, Trenton, and Green Point.
About
10,000 t,_ns a year of stoneware
clay we're needed to supply tile
demand.
The (;eology of .New Jersey, 1808, shows an increase
in.the a_'¢regate of clays
quantity dug in 1855.

dug

for market
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The Geological Report for 1874, pages 42 and 43, says:
" It is estimated that two hundred and sixty-five thousand

tons

of fire clay are dug annually
in the places mentioned
above, and
sent into market for msking
fire brick, fine pottery, sewer pipe,
terra cotta ware, retorts and crucibles,
facing for wall paper,
alum, &e. The prices at which it is sold vary from $1.50 to $13
a ton, according
to its quality,'but
its average
price may be
safely set down at $3.50, which produces
an aggregate
of $927,500 for the amount of annual sales of the fire clays.
"The amount of stoneware clay dug almually
in the vicinity
of South Amboy, is estimated
at twenty
thousand
tons.
It is
shipped to all parts of the United States, and supplies the material for most of the stoneware
that is used in the country.
Its
price varies slightly, but an average is near $4 a ton, the aggregate of which is $80,000 a year.
" Fine earthen ware was formerly imported ahnost wholly from
Europe, but within the last teu years potteries have been established at Trenton, which have been remarkably
successful in the
quality
of the wares made and in finding a ready market for
them.
There are now twelve potteries in Trel!ton, which elnploy
about one thousand men, and one thousand
women and boys, and
turn out $1,500,000 worth of ware annually.
The ware made is of
the eommou white earthen and ironstone, and its qeality is now
fully equal to the best English ware of those grades.
The manufacture of such ware was very limited at tlle beginning
of the
late civil war; it has now grown so as to supply aquartcr
of the
demand
in the country, and the market for it is still kept up,
even under the present financial
distress.
A few years more of
like progress, and we shall be able to flllly supldy the demands
of our own market, and from the peculiar advantages
of New
Jersey, in regard to materials, fuel, and markets, it must become
tile centre of such manufactures."
The business depression
which has been continued
from 1873
to the 15resent (1877), has greatly shortened
the demand for clays ;
but it must revive again with the general improvement
in financial matters.
The manufacture
of pottery has continued
to prosper and grow even during the present stagnation
in trade.
THE abundance
of the clay, its superior qualities, and its convenience to market, have made it almost essential to the successful prosecution

of some

of tlle great

industries

of our country.
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And tin, progress of manufactures gives it promise of still greater
importanceintlle
future.
Thisreportwithitsmaps,drawingsand descriptions
willaid
cxph*rcrsin _carchingfornew locations
fordiggingclay,ill
cnuhlin_owners t_ judge of the valueof theirlands,
and ill
directing
buyersof clayto thevariousqualities
of thematerial
and thesourecs
fortheirSUl)ply.
THe:work isbasedon theexplorations
of thesurveym IS55,
aml on the re,ult_
of the work as publishedin theGeologyof
.New Jersey in 1565. But in the fullness and accuracy of its detailed descriptions and drawings, it is largely the work of Assistant (;cologist, Prof. J. C. Smock.
The heautlful ,_IAPof the clay district was drawn by the late
James Kennedy Barton, C. E., and his own surveys and levels
furnished nearly all the material for it. In addition to the matter on ordillary maps, it gives the elevation of all parts of its
curfaee above the sea. The numerous analyses of clays have been
made by Mr. Edwin It. Bogardus, in ttle laboratory of the
Geological Survey. They fllrnish an addition to our knowledge
of ill't, and potters' clays, and will be appreciated wherever such
matt.rials art' used.
Ix the arrangement of the various details of the report, Part I.
treat_ of the geography and topography of the Middlesex county
clay district, and of its place in the general geology of New
Jersey. Part It. describes the geological structure of the clay district of Middlesex county, with flfll local details. It gives the
extension of the Middlesex clays across the State and along the
Delaware tlivcr.
It also gives the clays of southeastern New
Jerst.y, add those of northern .New Jersey.
Part III. gives the
composition, properties and origin of the clays. Part IV. shows
the economical uses of the clays. Part V. gives statistics of
peculiar products of the clay districts, directions for exploring
for clay, digging and mining clay, and some account of its relations to transportation and market.
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PART I.
ONTHEGEOGRAPHY,
TOPOGRAPHY
ANDGEOLOGY
OFTHECLAYDISTRICT
OFMIDDLESEX
COUNTY.
The clay district, which is the chief subject of this report, ineludes the portion of Middlesex county which lies along the
Raritan and South rivers, and the Woodbridge and Chesquake
creeks, and extends from Woodbridge on the north to the Monmouth county line oil the south ; and from Staten Island sound
and Raritan bay oil the east, to Martin's dock, and the mouth of
Lawrence brook on the west. Its boundaries are as follows : beginning at the northeast on Staten Island sound near the mouth
of Woodbridgc creek, the line runs west southwest up that creek
till opposite Edgar station on the Woodbridge and Perth Amboy
railroad, which is three-quarters of a mile north of Woodbridge;
thence from the creek running west and southwest near the old
Woodbridge and Mctuchen road, and intersecting the Metuchcn
and Bonhamtown road a half mile north of the latter village;
thence southwest through Piscataway to Martin's dock on the Rat'itan river; south of the Raritan river its western linfit may be
said to be defined by Lawrence brook aud the Old Bridge and
New Brunswick turnpike; the southern boundary is not plainly
marked, but it may be approximately described as running from
Old Bridge to Jacksonville, and thence to the Monmouth county
line, near Raritan bay shore; and the waters of Raritan bay and
Stateu Island sound, being the State line,* limit it on the east.
Ou the northwest the clay district joins that of the red-shale
and sandstone, and the frequent, outcrops of the latter make the
location of the northern boundary of the clay easy and accurate.
Towards the west the boundary is entirely arbitrary, the later
geological deposits, over which the Old Bridge and New Bruns.
wick turupike runs, being without any breaks, mid effectually
concealing the underlying formations.
Indeed, it is proba%le that
to Long island also.
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the equNa]ent of the clay is not limited by the boundary above
given; lint that like all the other deposits of tlle cretaceous
f.rtnatim_ it extends entirely across the State in a southwesterly
direction to the l)elaware river, and beyond.
Ill the flat and
_andy ¢'t,untry _outh of the South river, and stretching cast as
far as Jm'ksonville, yellow sand and gravel drift reach down to
tide low.I, and so eltbetually discourage explorations for clay
tlmt this boundary nmst be considered the limit of the distriet
in which c]ay can be protitably dug, rather than the end of the
beds of clay. From Jacksonville to the bay shore tim outcropl,ing c]ay-marl accurately defines tile southeastern
nmrgin of
the clay district. The nmp accoml)anying this report shows the
wlmIe nf this district whiell produces clay, including all the pits
of the county and of tile adjoining parts of Staten island, in
which lirc clay or stone-ware elay is dug ; but it does not exhibit
the wh.ie area of the county in which clay may, possibly, yet be
found. The belt of country underlaid by the plastic clays extends entirely across the State, and includes an area of 39-0
square miles. In this area it is possible much valuable clay
land may yet be fimnd which can be worked to profit. The
area of tile clay district of Middlesex county within which is
imquded all the day pits at present worked is only 08 square
miles.
The map of tile clay district, which accompanies this report,
exhibits the above described boundaries and area on a scale of
three inches to a mile. It will be further described in its relations to topography and structural geology.
Although this district borders the tide waters of Staten Island
sound and Raritan hay, and is intersected by the tid0 waters of
Raritan and South rivers, and belongs in the general Atlantic
slope of the country, it has not the flat surface, or general long
seaward slope which are such marked features of most of the land
along our coast. On the contrary, the surface is uneven, and its
average elevation is quite as great as that of the red sandstone
country on its northwest border, or tile marl region on its southeast. North of the Raritan river nearly all tile upland has an
elevation exceeding 30 feet, and fully one-third of it is over 100
feet above tide water level. This area is subdivided by a series of
bills or flattened ridgeswhich extend southeast fl'mn the Short
bills near Metuehen to l'erth Amboy. The Perth Amboy and
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Metuehen road runs almost level, high up on tile side of this
elevated ridge. From this elevated ground as the water shed. the
draitlage is northeast and east into Woodbridge creek and Staten
Island sound, and southward into tile Raritan river. Poph_r hill
is the highest point ill this ridge or chaiu of hills, and lhe highest
in the district being 240 feet above tide level. From Ford's
Corners westward to Bonhamtowth aud thence southwest to t'iscaraway, the old road runs on high ground, most of lhe way
about 100 feet above tide. Bordering the sound and along Woodbridge creek there is a narrow fringe of tide marsh. The largest
body of tidal meadow, however, is alotlg the Raritan river. That
on its nm'th side extends the whole distance from Martin's dock
to the Crossmau Clay Company's works, and is from a half mile
to a mile wide, and nearly five miles lon_. On the south of this
stream there is but little tide marsh on the shore of the bay ;
Chesquake creek is widely bordered by tide marsh from its mouth
to its head ; there is a fringe of marsh along the south shore of
the Raritaa between South Amboy and Kearney's dock, mad
smaller patches from there up to Sayrevillc, and a much larger
tract above Sayreville about the mouth of South river, aud stretching up that streara nearly four miles. The area of the district,
which is tide marsh, is as follows, iD acres:
TOWNSHIPS,

ACItF_.

Perth Amboy ...................................................................................
Woodbridge ....................................................................................
Raritan ..........................................................................................
East Brtmswick ................................................................................
Sayreville ..................................
:....................................................
South Am|loy ...................................................................................
Madison ..........................................................................................
Total ........................................................................................

403
690
2,0{_7
673
1,797
4t_
1,56_
7,238

The surface of the quadrilateral area bounded by these streams
and Raritau bay is nearly all 40 feet and upwards above tidelevel, and a large part of it is about 100 feet high. u,hile a number of hilltops are from 140 to lS0 feet in height.
These hills
are irregularly grouped.
One ridge of 100 to 180 feet high can be
traced frmn Sayreville southeast, east, and again southeast nearly
to Chesquake creek. The Burt's creek and Jacksonville road
runs a little east and northeast of the crest line of this ridge.
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West, _outhwe_t and south frmn South Amboy, most of ti_e surface i, h_twcen 100 _l 140 feet high. The C,'unden and Amboy
rai!r.,,_d , lt_ tbrmzt:l_ ;hi_ high ground near the Sayreville road_
asc_*ndb_!:frcmI tile d*,pot at South Amboy, to an elevation of 100
fi,vt m_r lhi, road, an,l descendin_ a little near the clay pits of
W. ('. Pcrrim, ami E. R. Rose, and again running up to 100 feet
aeros_ lhv ridge, near tlw Burrs creek and Jacksonville road. It
runs fi,r ov_,r tim'(' miles on the watershed between the streams
Ilowin;: _rth aud w_',t into the Raritan aud South rivers, and those
tIowi_d Last and smith into tim bay and Chesquake creek. The
.,lop,.- ,,f _ht. nphtnd tq_wardthe Raritan and South ri_'ers are coml*arat!v_.!y g_nth', aml t(,rminate, except in a few eases, in tide
rnars!_.,,
s(mth of Smith Amboy, along Raritan bay and up
('h_,._:_mk_, crt, ek, tl_c upland is high quite to the water or marsh,
and l,,"nI¢ hlufN that mark clearly the upland from the nmrsh.
The Nt.w York and Long Branch railroad runs at the base of
thc_, ],]l,ll:_ fr(,m S_mth Amboy to the Chesquake creek at Morgall _t,_ti,u.
TAB'_ C:c F.LEVATIONS
IN THECLAYDISTRICTOF YIIDDLESEX
COUNTY,
TAKENWITH ANENGINEER'SLEVEL.
Tlw f,?,',,_whl;4table _ff elevations, ascertained by leveling, gives
the lai:_:.ls at mal.y tasily identified points. They were got
frt)m rai_ad
..-ur\'t,).'b, u_ld. surveys made for tile Geological Survey. "l 1st.malL-, ,_iv_' uaany additional heights of hills and crests
of rid,_t,. TlI_.._v,with theeoutourlines,
showboth the elevation
and th_ .,hatw or conliguration of the country, much better than
any verbal tle.-eril_ti_n.
The llgures give the elevation in feet above mean high water
level.
VHINITY Or' WOODllRIDGE.
Feet,
lk_vh[ bl *,,,i- clay b:m_, tt. 4"_.f platform scale_ .......................................
David .t.?, r-' clay brmk,.r_,,, of _,ffive......................................................
1"*_,,¢
c _,1 I ,] !,zt', hi'a:" |). S_,_twtll"_ ]mu_,', old Woodbmdgo and .Metncben road

75.0
88.0
90.7

S,,_J',e_, f _ :tcr in t,m,_k und_,r the bridge ...............................................
17bin; i_f 17[d_% al_,_v_-mtntioned
road, and one mile nortbeast
of above
brid_e .............................................................................................
Sum..I .f h;ll, Ntw Brtm.wiek
and Woodbridge
road, near E. Staekpole's
lmu-,'. ............................................................................................

85.0

165.0

S.mle rt :ld_ raar

162.0

I. Liddle'-

b,mce ...........................................................
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F_t.

Same road, brldge over brook from Mutton Hollow, top of stone
northwest corner ..............................................................................

abutment,
55.0

Surface of road, David Flood's tenant house, north of Mutton Hollow ...........
H. Cutter's l)!atfoJ_ scales, on road to bis pits ............................................
Woodbridge
and Perth Amboy rc_'td, Spa Spring brook bridge, top of northwe_t parapet ....................................................................................
Perth Amboy road, corner of road to Cutter's dock, surface. .........................
PERTH

AMBOY

AND

WESTWARD

1 .NORTI!

OF

TII_

HARITAN

103.0
37.0
8.4
20.0

RIV]:H_.

Track, E. & A. 1_. R. and _'. Y. & L B. R. R. crossing ..............................
Summit on E. & A. R. i_._ near Ford's corners ...........................................

50.0
94.0

E. & ;_,. IL R. track, crossing ._ew Brunswick and Woodbrktge straight road...
5[etuehen and Perth _t.mboy and New Brunswick and Woodbridge roads inter-

89.0

section, surface. ..................................
:.............................................
11ridgcfloo_' on Florida grove road over the E. & A. IL R ...........................
Surface at l/eniamin Valentine's
gate, near Florida grove ..............................
Summit, New Brunswick
and Perth _.mboy mad near the Eagleswood road .....
Surface corner of n)ad north northw_t
of Manning tIouse (hospital) ............

105.0
101.0
67.0
104.0
122.0

Surface, at Manning clay shaft ................................................................
103.0
Centre of New Brunswick road, opposite entrance to Eagleswood .................
98.8
Flaorin_ of culvert, New Brnnswick road at corner of road on the west line of
Perth Amboy ...................................................................................
108.7
Railroad track over small culvert at entrance to Phillip .Neukumet's clay bank
38.4
l_ail at end of track, E. F. Roberts' pits ...................................................
84.4
Surface, west end of grinding pit house at old brick yard, Raritan Clay Company ...............................................................................................
Frag of switch at junction of railroads from pt s of Chas. A. Campbell & Co...
Surfuce, New 11runswiek and Perth Amboy r_md, at " Half-way llouse" .........
Surfi4ee, .New Brunswick and Perth Anlboy road, at west end of pits of Samuel

40.8
14.5
86.0

Dally .............................................................................................
Surface, pits of Samuel Daily, near red house at pits of N. J. Clay and Brick
Company ........................................................................................

77.4

Top of po_t near corner of road leading to pits of R. N. & IL Valentine .........
Top of pl:ttform of David Flood, side of N. J. Clay and Brick Co.'s railroad...
PhEtJ'orm of scales near office of R. _N. & 1t. Valentine ...............................
Railroad t_'ack, at the scales of N. J. Clay and Brick Co ..............................

108.2
45.4
78.6
41 0

New Brunswick
lnuntown......,

112.0

road, _urfaee in front of David Mundy's
house, e,_t
..................................................................................

New Brunswick road, _rface in front of Martin Schofiehl's
east of Bonhamtown
........................................................................
l_ailroad

trnck, entrance

to gravel

pit of P. l_.. R. Co., nortb

WASHLNGTON

TO

SOUTH

house,

73.0

of Bonhalf-mile
103.0

of Bonhamtown...

67.0

A.MBOY,

/3rt'ck parcment (west end) in front of M. E. Church, Washington ..................
Lower rag on curve of track entering Willctt & Yates' brick yard, Waslfington ................................................................................................
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Sayrcviik.. sv,Ja_ in centre of road in front of M. E. Church ......................
Sayreviib., _vr_rr_ at frame harn of Sayre & Fisher, near tbe fire brick works..
S_rface, Washington
antl South ,_,mhoy road, corner of road to Wbitehead's
dock ...............................................................................................

Feet
41.4
20.0
45.0

Sttrfaee, _Va_hington anti _utll Amboy road, Sucll's railroad crossing ............
,Summit, Wa._bingl.n
anti South Amboy road, between Suclfa gate and Roberts'
wt_t ph_ .........................................................................................

11.5
44.4

Suture#, on ruad front Rub_.rts' pits to Kearney's
(lock ................................
Sucb', railroad trod:, lit ,lay works .........................................................
Stmtl, in fr_)nt of R. ('. (;lulrch, South Anlboy ..........................................

61.8
13.8
47.0

Surfirr,', ,,mtht.ast corner of R. C. cemetery, main street, South Amboy ............
,_ua+_a;t t_f hill _uth of tht' villnge .........................................................

122.5
144.0

F/Do*"of hridgt' over C. and A. R. R., W:mhington

115.0

road .............................

M ADL_ONTOWNSIlIP.

Surfilee, Sotttil Amhny and Jacksonville
road, at corner of road
Smith's clay pit ...............................................................................

to Theodore

,qo._J'ur,, in front of E. l}i_brovc's house, on road to Theo. Smith's

clay pits ......

45.0

S.rfare, north t,,+rnt,r of -- - Fitznaek's
house, at Theo. Smitll's clay ldtq ......
(Rto Ern-t% clay mine_ floor at ttDpof shaft of 1868 ....................................
Otto Ernst% el:ty mines, floor at top of shaft of 1874 ....................................

38.5
31.3
27.6

80.0

ELEVATIONSOF EACH OF THE CLAY BEDS AT VARIOUSP0INTS IN THE
DISTRICT.
RARITAN

CLAY

BED.

(;eo. _V. ]iudd.Cs pit., _outb end, *urfiwe of day ..........................................
(_o. _,V. ]_.ttdtiy'. pits, m,ar house, surface of day ........................................
Win. B. ])ixon'. clay, lop .......................................................................
New J('rm,y Chy and Brick C_)mpany, 6_/)........ : ......................................
David Flood'_ fl re clay, ,._'outbeast of Bonhamtown, top of clay ........................

38
36
31
44
47

David Fh,_.i's _outllwest pit-, top .f day ...................................................
Geo. Ph<Puix's clay pits, north of Bonhau_town, top of day ...........................
W. C. & ]';. Mundy'.
pit_, north of Bonhamtown, top of da_t..........................

43
76
77

Carman's brk.k y_.rd, north of Bonbamtown,
top of dlDy...............................
Cbarles M. I)ally's ldts, mufti of Bonbamtown and north of the ]{aritan
top vf el,vl, [}wlow tide] .....................................................................

WOODBRIDGE

FIRE

WOODBRIDG_ AND

Win.

P E,l_.-ar'_ hank,

CLAY

78
river,
--11

BED.

VICINITY,

top of clay ............................................................

'Wm. P. Edgar'_ bank, 120 feet east of above (tap) ......................................
Win. II. B_'rry'- pit,, (ca,t! t,,p ofc!ay ......................................................
Win. If. Bcrry'_ pit% northwest of farm hous% lop of day .............................
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89
73
81

i

ELEVATIONS

OF
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OF
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BEDS,

11
Feet.

David Flood's hank, near hla re._idence, top of bl_e day, at northc:L_t end of the
hank ..............................................................................................
Davbl Flood's bank, t_,p of sandy clay, 100 yards northwest of above ...............
J. H. Campbell, estate, tap of be_t da_ ......................................................
David Aycr_' bank. top of day .................................................................
Charles M. Dally's hank, top of fire day .....................................................
Salamander Works bask, top _f whide clay .................................................
Loughridge
& Powers' pits, top of white day ...............................................
Longhridge & Powers' pits bottom of fire day_etpeot
...................................
_Iellic'k Brothers' pits, top of fire day ........................................................
B. Kreischer's pits, top of sandy (_doneware) day ..........................................
B. Krcischer's
pits, top of fire day ................................................
*............
Win. IL Berry's
dt]y

bank, adjoining

New Brunswick

76
89
78
80
65-77
79
73
48
57
59
53

ro.'alj on the south, top of black

................................................................................................

S. A. Meeker & Softs pi% " ._[utton Hollow," top of fire day ........................
J. R. Wat-*on & Son's bank, top of (stoneware) da V.....................................
J. R. Watso, & Son's b_nk, bottom of fire clay .............................................

56
59
41

A. I [all & Son's bank_ top of fire day ....................
: ...................................
A. IIall & Son's banak, SOlltbwest end of bank, top of fire day ..........................

67
73

BANKS

Isaac Iaslee's pits,
Isaac hls[ce's pits,
James Valentine's
James Valentine's
]Iampton
Ilamptol_
lIampton

SOUTIIWF_ST

AND

S01JTII

OF

WOODBRIDGE.

top of day ..................................................................
bottom of fire chly .........................................................
pits, top of day ............................................................
pits, bottom of fire day ...................................................

52
38
48
36

Cutter & Sons, northeast plt_, top of t_hitefire day ..........................
C.tter & Sons, south pit._, top of day bed ......................................
Cutter & Sons, so, th pits, bottom of fire day ..................................

Hampton Cutter & Sons, w_t hank, top _f black day ....................................
Hampton Cnttcr & Sons, west bank, top of blue day ......................................
Hampton Cutter & Sons, west hank, bottom of blue day .................................
Isaac Flood, clay pits, top of (stoneware) day ..............................................
E. Clltter's estate, old pipe clay bank, top of clay .........................................
W. ] I. P. Benton's pits, top of clay, [below tide] .........................................
Charles Anness & Son's pit.% Lop of clay, [below tide] ...................................
CLAY

ALONG

TILE

NORTII

$I_ORE

OF

TIIE

RARITA_

pany's ._-orks. top offiJ'e clay, [below fide] ..............................................
Woodbridge
Cbly Company's pits, bottom offireclay, [below tide] ...................
Aiigu:tizle Campbell's
pits, near Crows' Mill creek, bottola of fire day (average).
A. Weber's bank, top of fire clay ...............................................................
A. Wcber's bank. bottom of fire clay ...........................................
:...............
Clay ,¢z Mamlfacturing

Company's

63
41
20
38
25
--7
_5-10

RIVER.

Woodhridge
Clay Company's
pits, east of Crows' Mill creek, top of the fire day,
[below tldc] ....................................................................................
Woc<lbridge Clay Compaay's pits, near Crossman Clay & Manufacturing
Com-

Croaeman

32
34
20

east hank, top o/fire clay ............
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Ct'o_uman ('hly & Manufacturing
Crop-man ( lay & Manufacturing
Cros_man (lny ,_ Manufacturing
('rob,man (lay & Manufacturing
('r,_,man
(Iay & Manufacturing
Fh. Ncllkumrt'._ bank, top of fire
Ph. Neuknlm.i's bank, bottom of
Cbas.
I'ha_.
I_aae
Isaac

A. ('ampb_.ll & Co?s
A. (':lmpbqll & Co.'_
F]ood & Son' _ bank,
Flood b: Sofia hank,

Company's
Company's

cast bank, boUom of fire clay ........
middle bank, tap of fire clay. ........

10.5
26

Company's middle bank, bottom of fire clay .....
Company's west bank, top of fire clay. ............
Company'_ west bankj boffom of fire day. .......
cloy ........................................................
fireclay ..................................
"..................

17
37
25
38
.m9-32

north or
south or
eaq o_d,
west end,

blue clay bank, top o] fire day ...................
wbite clay bank, too of fire clay ................
top of fir_ clay ......................................
top of fire clay ......................................

40
38
50
61

1-I.N. & t1. Va[entlu_'s b._nk, top of fire chly ..............................................
R. N. & 1L Valentine's southwest pits, top _ fire clay...................................
S;taluel Ikdly'_ lilts) north of .New Brunswick road, top of clay .....................

51-54
50
74

Samuel I)ally'_ pit_p south of New Brunswick
road, top of clay .....................
N. J. Clay and Brick Oompany_ northeast plh b_to_ of fire clay .....................

66
64

KAOLIN &NO PEJ_I)SPAR _,ED.
F.rbt J fJ rnl,flbt._l_le bank, top of sandy clay ..............................................
Forbt J fitrm, top of feldspar ...................................................................
Forbes' t;arm, br,ttma offi'ld,_oar .................................................................
Cbn.. Anne_. & ,%ms' jdd,_ar bank_ top offehtspar. ......................................
( ba_. Anm-_ t_: K
_o a_' fdd,_t_ar bnnk, e:_t end of the bank, top of J_ldspar. ........
{'ha-. Annc_ & _,md fdd._par bank, top of sandy r_l eh_y..............................

104
96
90
91
99
104

Edgar Br._'.fdd-.l_r
bank, top of feldspar ..................................................
Knlekt.rb_,_-kt,r 1Ale ln,urance Companfs
fitrm, fire sand bank, top of black clay
Knh'k_ rbot.kt r Life Insurance Company's fi_rnb fire sand bank_ top of fire s_md
Knickt.rboek_'r
Life Insurance Company's £_rm, fire sand bank, top of fire _ad
Knickerbocker
Li_k_Insurance Company's south pit, top of kaolin ...................
Ja_. V_k,u_[m"_ I:,_e/_n, _. Y. & L. F.. R. R. cat_ botto_r_of kaolln ...................

83
50
71
5S
65
3S

Mr*. Mt-rritt'. l._ol':n pit_, top of kaolin ......................................................
Wbitehead
Rro.,,'. bank, Sayrev[ll% top of kaolln .........................................
J. K. Brick e..tate, Burls' etx,ek_ top of kaolin .............................................
Whitehead
vst.tt% hank, Washington,
top of kaolin ......................................

53
50
30
8°

SOUTH

A_IROY

_oR_rn
_Ianning _baft, top
]':. F. R,*bert_' pits,
E. F. R.bert;
plt,,
E. F. R_*bcrtd plt_,
John

FIRE

CLAY

OF TH_ aAmr_,._

]_ED.

mwm

of the clay ................................................................
Manning farm, top of fire clay .......................................
Manning fitrm, bottom of fire clay ...................................
._,_ann_ng farm, east end, {_ttom of fire clay .......................

De Bow', pit_, t,,p of red clay ..........................................................
SOVT_ Of xu_:

Kearney

tract,

m_mT_

100
80
69
60
S0-83

_tvE_t.

E. lb. & J, 3i. Robcrt_, north of Washington
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].'eet.

Kearney

tract, E. F. ,_ J. M. Roberts,

north of Washington

mad, bottom of fire

cloy ................................................................................................
26
Kearney tract, E. F. & J. 5I. Roberts, south of Washington
roa(l_ top of fire
clay ................................................................................................
29-35
Kearney tract, E. F. & J. M Roberts, soutb of Washlngton
road, bottom of fire
clay (deepest) ...................................................................................
Gee. 8uch's pits, southern end, top of fire clay .............................................
Gee. 8uch's pits, southern end, bottom of fire day .........................................
J. K. Brick estate, bank, top of fire day ................
;...................................

15
25
13
28-36

Whitehead
Whitehead
WMtehead
Whitehead

Bros'
Bros'
Bros'
Bros'

54
70-72
70-76
59-62

Whitehead

Bros' hank, near Sayreville,

Sayre

& Fishcr's

pits, (old souttmastern)
top of fire clay ...............................
old Bohon pit, top of clay ...............................................
bank, near 8ayreville,
top of day .....................................
hank, near Sayreville,
(south end) top of day ......................
(south end) bottom offir¢

day ............

bank, top of fire clay .....................................................
STONEWARE

CLAY

51-54
65

BEDS.

E. R. Rose & Son's pits, near C. and A. R. R., top of clay ............................

70

Thee. Smith's
Thee. Smith's
N. Furman'_
N. Furman's
N. Furnmn's
N. Furman's

40
32
20
13
19
13

Otto Ernst's
Otto Ernst's
Morgan
Morgan

pit._, top of clay .................................................................
pits, bottom of cloy .............................................................
clay mine, Chesquake creek, top of stonao,are clay ......................
clay mine, bottom of stoneware day ..........................................
clay mine, western shaft, top of stolJeuv_re clay ...........................
clay mine_ western shaft, bottom of _ton.eware clay .......................
clay mines, 1868 shaft, top of good day ..................................
clay mines, shaft of 1876, top of good day .................................

estate, Raritan
e_tate, Rarltan

Bay_ top of stoncu_re day ........................................
Bay_ bottom of stoneware day ....................................
,AI
ISCELLA

Flood's

"kaolin pits, southeast

25
--

IWEOUS.

Salamander
Works fire sand pits, northwest of Woodbridge,
R. _N'.& l[. Valentine's fire sand pit, at Raritan Sand Hills,
David

12
4

of Bonhalatown,

top of sand .........
top of sand .........

top of (so-called)

Win. if. Berry's hank, Woodbridge
and New Brunswick
day ................................................................................................

kaolin...

72
49
49

road, top of th_ b&ck
88

Clay pit. across road from residence of Chas. Anness, lop of blackday .............
W. S. Petit's brick clay hank, Washington,
South River, bottom of working face

22

of bank ...........................................................................................
Willett & Yates' brick clay bank_ Washington,
8. R., Copof bank ..................

18
41

Everett

& Fish,

potters'

clay bank, South

Amboy,

top of day ........................

8288

The drainage of this clay district has been already described
in connection with its surface elevation.
It is so limited in
extent that there are no large streams wholly within its bounds,
and yet it is remarkably intersected by tide water, and navigable
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channels.
Thus ill this area of about 68 square miles, there
are al.)ut 30 miles of shore fronting on navigable water; or,
countblg both sides of the Raritan as high up as $ayreville, and
excluding thc more tortuous bends of tile Raritau and South
rivers and Chesquake creek, there are 25 milos of water-front.
So that there is not a point in the district three miles from navigable water; and of the 100 clay, }aolin, and sand pits, none
is more than 21 miles away from such water-front.
The advantagvs of this remarkable location for the dex'elopment of such a
country, arc plainly shown by the rapid growth of its industries.
Tile tributaries of these rivers and creeks are small and unimportant, although most of them, for short distances, are small
tbh, water inlets, bordered in stone cases by tide meadows; and
some of them are capable of being improved as canals or basins.
The character of the surface and soil throughout this clay
district is so wtried that detailed description would fail to convey
a distinct idea of its manifold phases. And yet nearly, if not quite
all the upland area call be described in two clearly characterized
groups. These two groups of soils and superficial deposits, mark
two kimls and two periods of the drift. These are (1) the nord'_eru
or glacial drift which is composed of fragments of the red-shale
and other northern rocks spread unevenly over tile surface, (2)
the older (southern ?) yellow sand and gravel drift, derived, apparently frmn some more southern source, and containing no redshale drift whatever.
The former is the more recent of the two,
and is found resting at many points upon the latter ; and both
unconformably upon the beds of clay, &c. The district north of
the Raritan is mostly covered by the former, and that south of
the Raritan has only the latter kind. The yellow saud and
gravel drift is found to some extent north of the Raritan.
1. (_LACIALDarFT.--NO attempt has been made to trace out all
the sinuosities of the limits of this sm'face formation.
The general outlines are as follows: Staten Island sound oll the east,
Rarit_m river on the south, and, oil the west, a line drawn fi'om
the works of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing
Company
north-northwest
to the Sand hills, and thence west, near BOllbamtown, to the limits o_th_ map.
Northward this connects
with tb_ Short hills and the red shale country.
It will be thus
seen that this drift covers, or occupies, tho tongue of land run-
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ning southeast from the Short hills to a point between the
sound and the Raritan river, forming Poplar hill and the high
ground thence to Perth Amboy. It nmst here be stated that the
sound is not its eastern limits, as the same drift covers nearly
the whole of Staten Island, and there is no difference ill the materials as seen at Perth Amboy or at Tottenville, on the opposite
shore. No shale, or sandstone, is to be found south of the Raritan river and east of the South river, and the former, at Amboy, sharply divides the two surface formations.
This drift is
cut on the line of the Easton and Amboy railroad at Ford's
Corner, and at several points between that place and Perth Amboy. It is best exposed in its relations to the yellow sand. and
gravel, in the feldspar banks of Chas. Anness & Son, and in
the Woodbridge and New Brunswick road, near Wm. H. Berry's
bank.
It can also be seen in the cut on the Easton and Amboy
railroad, half a mile south of Ford's Corner.
This _'ed-shalcdq'ift belongs to the true, northern drift of the
glacial epoch, which is seen covering nearly all of our more
northero territory.
This portion, thus locally described, most be
considered as part of tbe southern end of the great sheet covering the continent ; and the city of Perth Amboy stands on the
southernmost point of this particular drift bank.
The red-shale
material, the predominating
and characteristic
constituent
in
this mass of drift, gives character to _he surface of the country,
which resembles somewhat the country to the north and west
where the red-shale crops out in place. The soil has that peculiar
purplish-red color, and is in marked contrast with the sandy surface towards the west and south. The forest on this drift area is
also quite different from that growing on the sandy and gravelly
loam surfaces. There is less chestnut and no pine, both of which
trees are common and make up most of the wood found growing
south of the Raritan river. From these statements it is evident
that the boundary of this drift is easily and accurately traced.
The matrix of this drift consists of red.shale in the form of
small fragments and as fine red earth. In this the pebbles, cobblestones, boulders and other rock masses are enclosed, without
order and in all possible combinations.
Boulders and pebbles
and fragments of red and bluish (indurated) sandstone and of
trap rocks are very abundant.
Gneiss, granite and syenite are
less abundant; the conglomerates and slaty grits of the Green-
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pond mountain (Potsdam) series, and the Magnesian and Trenton limestones are of much rarer occurrence.
Large boulders
are quite common, so much so that their removal in clearing new
ground for tillage is labori,ms and quite costly. Many of them
are large en,mgh for quarrying into building stones. One on
Miss Gaie's laml, thrce-fimrths of a mile west of Woodbridge
and a slmrt distance south of tile New Brunswick turnpike was
')5 to :I0 feet in diameter and was used for bridge abutments on
the Easton and Amboy railroad.
111Melick Bros.' clay bank near
Woodbridge, a _ranite block, 10 feet in diameter, was found,
lying with its polished and striated side down and imbedded 3
feet in the fire clay bed. Near Patrick Miles' house, west of
Wnodbridge, there is a trap rock boulder, whose dimensions, out
of ground, are 15xl0x; fcet. Others nearly as large might be
cited, but they are not uncommon, although growing scarce as
the country is more cleared up aud farmed, or worked for its
clays. Boulders from one to three feet in diameter arc abundant,
both in the drift bed and on the surface. Occasionally thin and
irregular layers of white, sandy clay and clayey-like pebbles
occur in this drift. These are, however of very limited extent and
not eonlmon.
The surface of much of the area occupied by this drift is remnrkaldy uneven.
The hills are irregular in outline and of
uneven slopes, and sild_ holes aud small ponds are numerous.
These irregularities of the surface are striking features in the
higher grounds west and southwest of Woodbridge, in what may
be termed a continuation of the Short hills.
The thickness of the red shale drift, as cut in many places,
does not exceed 20 feet, lint in Poplar hill there must be a much
greater thickness--possibly
more than 100 feet. The average or
mean thickness may be put at 20 feet. An examination of the
table of elewltions of the clays, ],'aolins,feldspars and fire sands,
and a emnparison of these heights and the heights of the surface at these places, shows that there is not anywhere more than
40 feet of drift, excepting in Poplar hill. So far as excavations
indicate, it is frequently quite thin, sometimes amounting to
little more than a soil and subsoil. This is more particularly
the cane towards the southeast and near its boundary lines, or
where the sheet thins out and disappears.
That this drift is a part of the great northern drift and of the
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glacial epoch is evident from the nature of the materials.
The
largo and numerous boulders ill it belong to rocks whose outcrop
is to the north, and these occur in numbers oroportloual to the
nearness of such rock formations.
Thus the trap rocks and
sandstones are ill excess over the gneiss and conglomerates.
Then tile great mass of shaly material has certainly not traveled
far, as much of this is in tbe form of fragments, which are incapable of long transportation
without heing reduced to earth.
This character of constituent materials and entire absence of all
sorting, or stratification, corresponds with what is observed in
the great northern drift elsewhere. No organic remains have
been discovered in it, althou.gh it has been so largely excavated
and at so many points.
2. YELLOWSA_D A_'DGRAVEL.--This so called sand and gravel
drift includes all the more or less sandy and gravelly layers which
form the surface materials, or superficial covering of this clay
district, outside of the lines above given as the boundaries of the
more receipt red-shale, or northern drift. As has already been
stated it underlies much of the latter and extends north and
northwest beyond the limits of this district. In all directions it
goes beyond the comparatively small area represented by this
map. The ahnost endless gradations of sand, sandy learns,
gravel, gravelly learns, &c., generally of a yellowish color, but
with many other shades, accidental to the surface, are embraced
in tiffs formation.
It is not only thus marked by the general
character of its material components, but more definitely by the
sorted or stratified arrangement of these materials--a characteristic, which everywhere distinguishes it from the unsorted, redshale drill
And it might very appropriately
be termed the
stratified drift. Towards the northwest, between Bonhamtown
and Martin's (lock, some red-shale earth and fragments and
boulders appear in it--as if there had been a mingling of materials by alternate currents, carrying shale and sand and gravel. •
Excepting on the northwest border of this district there is a remarkable absence of shale in this formation.
And this is another of its distinguishing
features.
This sand and gravel or stratified drift is found as a surface
covering, unconformably resting upon all the clay aud other beds
2
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of tile plastic clay series, excepting in the area of the red-shale
drift, wtn're it is overlaid by tile latter.
The thickness of this surface formation varies exceedingly
from point to puint, even wit[flu the limits of a single clay bank.
Ill tlmse ahout Woodbrldge and north of the Raritan river, it
rangc_ from one to thirty feet, or possibly, in rare instances, even
morc widely. In William P. Edgar's clay bank it is thirty feet
thick, and the red shale drift is wanting--this
forming the surfact,. In the bank of William H. Berry a.few rods southwest of
Edgar's, it is cut 20-25 feet thick, under six feet of red-shale
drift.
A fcw rods west of this and on the same property tlm
latt_'r rcsts immediately upon the top black clays. The same
irrcgularitics and breaks appear in il, in tlle Mutton ttollow clay
banks, west of Woodbridge, and in those of the Salamander Works
and others, north of the New Brunswick road. And the two in
their relation to each other and ill their varying thickncss, arc
beautifully exposed ill Anness' feldspar bank ; in E. F. Roberts'
bank, near Eagleswood; in the cuts of tile Easton and Amboy
Railroad; in the cast bank of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing ('ompany, and at many other points which might be
mentioned since most of the digging for clay about Woodbridge
ha_ to penetrate both of these drift ibrmations.
The average
ddckncss may be put at 10 feet. In tile clay banks at the Sand
hills and along tile north shore of tile Raritan river, the thickhess is from 4 to 25 feet. tlere it forms the surface material.
South of the Raritan it appears to be thicker, ranging from 15 to
.t0 h'ct ill the scveral clay banks from Sayreville to South Amboy. At the sand bank of Maxfield & Pariacn, in South Amboy,
it is at least 30 feet; at Otto Ernst's clay mines, near Chesquake
creek, it is about 40 feet thick. From the elewlti(m of some of
the bills lun] ridges in the district southwest of South Amboy
I110-1S0 feet) the maximum thickness of this sand and gravel is
thought to be not less than 100 feet.
Tiw materials of this forlnatiou, whether sand, gravel, or less
rounded rock fragments, are always stratified. The lines of stratification, or layers, are sometimes horizontal, but frequently they
are s('en to be wavy, or gently undulating.
The dip or inclination of thcsc lamina', or layers, is not uniform in direction.
A
prewdling (lip towards the northwest, as might be expccted, is
not shown by the ohservations.
This sorted arrangement ap-
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pears in the layers of sands, gravels, &c., although these layers
arc not, generally, persistent to any great distance, but taper out
and are then replaced hy others. In the examinatlon of thesur.
face of the country a marked fcalurc is nearly everywhere observed in the gravelly hills and crests of ridges and more sandy
valleys and depressions.
This may be owing to some systematic
arraugelneut of the gravels aud sands, but more likely the result of surface drainage, which, operating through ages, has
carried down the more easily transported sands and loft these
gravelly accumulations in the shape of hills and ridges such as
we now see. The sand and gravel generally alternate, but irregularly, and in some places there are thick beds of sand with.
out any lines of gravel, as, for exalnple, at the clay banks of
Sayre & Fisher, George Such, Messrs. Roberts, and the sand bank
at South Amhoy. Very fi'equently a thin gravel stratnm, a few
inches thick, is seen lying immediately upon the clay. The sand
beds generally exhibit a doul)le system of lines, or oblique lamination, known as cross stratification.
This can be seen at
nearly all of the clay banks on the south shore of the Raritan,
from Sayreville to South Amboy. The sand is mostly a fine
white to a yellowish-white granular quartz mass, which is in
some layers mixed with earthy matter.
On the north side of the
Raritan there is less sand and a larger l)roportion of earth and
gravel.
Quartz constitutes nearly the whole of the yellow sands,
and most of this is in the form of grains and pebbles of white tu
yellowish, transparent, translucent, chnlcedonic varieties.
Some
black grains of hornblende and very small, angular graias of
magnetite occur with the quartz.
In sume l)]aces tbese grains
are cemented together by oxide of iron, making a friable, stony
mass. Fragments of feldspar are rare ; and most strange is the
general absence of mica fi'om these yellow sands and gravels. It
does occur ia places, as in Whitehead's moulding sand, east of
SayrevilIe, and in the South Amboy pits. This absence of so
common a mineral and rock constituent nmy, perhaps, be suggestive of the source of the materials found in this drift. In the
vicinity of Piscataway, and at Weidener's cut near Martin's dock,
both rounded and angular fragments of red shale are quite abundaut in this formation.
This exceptional occurrence of the shale
is also seen further southwest, beyond the limits of this map, and
always near the southeast border of the shale outcrop.
But here
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the dcl,osition was in water, and a mixture of materials was such
:,_ wmlhi be expected. Further east, the glacial action carried
the red--hale further south and covered the stratified drift, and
in that nnumer made a marked line between the two surfitce
formations.

Wherew,r the white sands of this formation constitute the surfiwt,. the soil is light and poor, and the timber is mainly yellow
t,ine, t.lw,tuut and scrubby oak. The gravel has more earth in
it and mak(,s a tighter and better soil. But as a whole the area
o .cupied by this sand and gravel formation is quite inferior as a
soil to thc red-shMe drift north of the Raritan river. As these
formations make the soil, their occurrence explains the differ9 .
enccs so marked in this district, not only in the natural sin]
it_elf, hut in its forest covering.
And nmch of the general dcw.loi)ment of the agricultural wealth of this part of the State is
al_,) due to this occurrence of the northern drift. The mouth of
the Raritan river also owes its place to the glacier whose foot
ternlim_ted at Perth Amboy. So that the glacier of the past
ge(,lo;;ical age has left an impress upon this country which all
._ub_equent tillage and improvement has not effaced.
Thi_ formation has been described as drift. It must not be
[.onfi,umled with glacial drift, as its origin was due to water.
Its stratification--its
lines and layers--indicate
that flowing
water and not ice was the moving power. And these alternation, _)i pebbles and sand show that there were great changes in
the force of the currents that carried them. The dip of these
layers is not at all uniform, although several to the northwest
haw, been (,hscrvcd. These may point to u northward .nmvemeat of these currents.
The general absence of red-shale also
p_iuts to a southern origin. Again, the prevalence of pebbles of
mottled white and chalcedonic quartz and of a reddish variegated quartz, unlike any known rocks to the north or northwest
alnl Ibc existence of rolled fossils, more abundant than in the
more northern gruvels and true boulder drift, all point to a
southeaqern origin--a wash or drift from lands now under the
wavc-_,f the Atlantic.
Possibly the same continent furnished
the nmtcrlal_ for the older beds below--the clays, l_aolins and fire
sands--and this, in part gravelly formation, may have been the
last of the successive floods that came from that direction.
If so,
there must have been a long interval between the deposition of
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these clays and this drift, since these, as well as tlle more recent
greensaud marl beds of the Cretaceous and Tertiary ages, are all
alike covered uueouibrmably by it. The glacial drift came later
and partly covered this, but as to the length of time between the
two formations we have no data for knowing.
As no fossils have
been found in the older, sand aad gravel drift, excepting the
rolled pebbles and fragments, it is impossible to determine its
age. It may beloog to the later Tertiary and have preceded the
Glacial age. It is hoped that fnture explorations in many localities may result in the discovery of some remaius which will
enable us to determine its place in the geological series, and also
point nmre conclusively to the sonrce of its materials.
In this notice of the surStce these two drift formations have
beeu described as constituting the whole of the area of this
clay district.
They do not, however, form the whole surface,
since there are here and there small, .isolated outcrops of the
several clays, kaoli_s, feldspars, and fire sands. These are, as it,
were, little islands in the great sea of drift. But these outcrops
arc of so limited extent, and they have been so nearly all dug
out for their materials, that they are altogether insignificant, so
far as snrfaee features are concerned.
There is one other outcrol) deserving attention, not so much
from its size as its geological importance--this
is the red-shale
hill in Perth Amboy township, one and a half miles northwest
of Perth Amhoy and about a third of a mile east of the Woodbridge and Perth Amboy road. This outcrop of shale is not
more than an eighth of a mile in diameter and is surrounded on
all sides by drift. The shale has a northwestern dip and appears
to be fiLst rock. [t is prohably an elevated point in the floor on
which the clays aud drift have been successively deposited. And
it was probably never covered by them, or at least, not by the
clay and j'cldspa_" bed. 'l'bc drift may have been renloved by
subsequeut deuudation.
This hill, or outcrop, of shale i_ sitt*
is at least two miles from any other--or from the southeast border
of the shale ]brmation, and appears to be an outlier from the
nmln body.
Tile tidal meadows have already been referred to in the above
general deseriptiou of the surface of this clay district.
They constitute the more recent alluvial formation.
The boundary lines
of such meadows are easily traced and are represented on the
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map.
This alluvium
rests mmonformably
upon the older formations.
Very generally
there is either red-shale drift, or the sand
and gravel under the meadow mud.
At a few points valuable
_.lays have hecn found a few feet beneath the surface of the tide
meadows.
The depth of the workable deposits below tide water
level and tile expenses of raising both water a|ld clay from such
pits have retarded the e×amination
of such ground fin' clay, and
consequently
only a few pits have been dug ill the nleadows, and
the_e are near the upland
border.
The depths below mean tide
level at which clays have in several places been discovered,
show
lhat the beds are eontinu¢?us underneath
the nmadows and the
l[aritan river. It is only the dittieulty and expense of contemling
a_.ainst water that binders the opening of clay pits at any proper
place in these meadows.
The beds of clay were deposited before
the Raritan bad cut its present channel to the sea.
MAP,

TIIE

._IAP OF THE

CLAY DISTRICT

shows

the variations

of the

sur-

fm'e by means of its eontour lines ; and a careful study of these
will enable a i)erson to understand
the tbrm and elevation
of
ridgc_ and hills, tim shape and location of valleys, and the drainaat, area of streams, better than any detailed description
can possibly do. And a eomparisou
of tile map at any point with the
e_)lumnar and cross sections will show what beds of clay or sand
umh, rlie tile surface at that point, and at what depths tilt)' can
he fmmd.
It is drawn to a scale of three inchc_ to a mile; and
the eross seetions have the salne horizontal
scale, and a vertical
scale of one inch to 200 feet.
The data from which the ma l) was drawn
were obtained as
follows :--The
water lines of the Raritan
bay, Staten
Island
sound, Baritan
river and South river (to' Bissett's brick yard),
were taken from the United States Coast Survey maps of" New
York, Lower bay and environs," published
1844, and of "Raritan
river," published
1874.
The city of Perth Amboy and the villages
of Woodbridgc,
Washington,
South Amboy and Old Bridge, were transferred
from local maps.
_'he straight road from Old BrMge to Hardenberg Uorners and the roads south and west of it ; the roads southeast of Cbcsquake

creek ; and the roads north
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east as far as Bonllamtown,were taken from the map of Middlesex county. The vicinity of Sayreville was taken from a private
map .belonging to Sayre & Fisher.
The railroads were drawn
partly from railroad nlaps aml partly from odometer surveys
The relnaining roads on the north side of the Raritml river
and the principal oues on the south side of the same, were surveyed with odometer and compass. Oll some of the la_es on the
north side of tile Raritan and on several of the less important
roads alld by-roads on the south side, pacing was substituted for
the odometer, the coursesbeing determined by a compass. This
method was also applied to all the salt meadow lines, to Woodbridge and Chesquake creek, South i'iver (above Bissett's brick
yard), Lawrence brook and most of the sulaller streams. The
field work was constantly verified by plotting.
The datum plaice, or plane of reference for levels, was taken
at ordinary high tide.
The heights of the surfitcc of tile clay at most of tile openings,
and the surface of the ground at many points, were obtained by
an engineer's leveling instrument.
The heights of all otlmr l)oiuts were measured by an aneroid
barometer.
To show the elevation of the surfilce of the ground on all parts
of the map, contour lines of level were then drawn through all
points having the same elevation.
These lines are drawn at intervals of ten feet. The contour line which is nearest' to the
sllore would be the shore line, if the water rose ten feet above
present high tide level. Tile second line from the shore would
be the shore line, if the water rose twenty feet higher than present high tide level. The third, if it rose thirty feet, _¢ze. The
small figures on the contour lines denote their height above high
tide. The limit of error of the contour lines may be assumed at
ten feet. In places where they have been checked by a levelling
instrument
it was rarely found to exceed that amount, and
usually it has been much less.
GEOLOGY.

by
a general review of the geology of the State in which it occurs,
and of the geological formations which are associated with it.
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will

be

best

understood
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a condensed

statement

classes of rocks and

of the

earths

are

repre-e nted ill this State.
Its oldest rocks i_lake up tile mountain
range _ hlch erusse_ tile northern
part of the State from northeast
to s, mthw,.st in parts of Sussex, Passaic and Bergen;
Warren
and ._[¢_cris; tIunterdou
aud Somerset;
aud which is known in
New Yurk as the IIighhmds,
in Fennsylvaaia
tain ; amt is here without any general name,

as South Mounbut its individual

ridges are known as l_amapo
Mountain,
Hamburg
Schooleys Mountain,
Trowbridge
Mountain, Watnong
Musconctcung
Mountain,
Scotts Mountain,
Marble

Mountain,
Mountain,
Mountain

and otht, rs. The newer geological formations
lie upon each side
of this ('cntrai ridge, and run parallel with it; the Silurian and
Devoni:m
limestmles
and other formations
being mostly in a
broad In.It uDm its northwest
side, and a little in its valleys; the
Triassi*' red sandstone adjoins it in a broad belt on its southeast
side ; the t'retaceous
clays and marls stretch across the State iu
a belt .iusf southeast
of the red sandstones;
and tlle Tertiary and
tilt, Recent f_)rmatlons lle southeast'of
the marls.
The columnar
sccticm of New Jersey formations
here inserted shows their order
and relative position, its they have been proved by measurement
and t'Oml,:Wison at the various places where they occur in differ.
eat paris _f the State.
It does not however give tile relative
thidim-s
of the different
formations,
those in the lower part
being mm'h thicker in proportion
to tile higher;
and the layers
or strata are not level as represented
here, hut are almost all of
them slanting
or dippb_g downwards
towards the northwest
or
southeast.
The Azoic, Cretaceous,
Tertiary,
and most of the
I_.v(.ent have a prevailing
dip towards
tile southeast;
Silurian,
Devonian,
al_d Triassic mostly dip towards
west.
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The sketch map of .N'ew J-ersey, which faces the title page,
gives the outlines and location of the most important geological
divisions of the State. Tbe plastic clay formation is shown on
it. It is that part of the Cretaceous which is northwest of the
dotted lira, drawn through it, and the clay district of Middlesex
county is marked by a dotted line, inelosiug a rectangular space.
The h¢)undaries of the formation are as follows:
The northw_,stern boundary, beginning at Woodbridge _Neck,on the shore
of Staten Island sound, passes just north of the villages of
Woodbridge ami Bonhamtown, to tbe Raritan river, a few rods
below the mouth of Mill brook. Then crossing the Raritan, it
i_ easily traced along the sonth side of La_rence brook, and at
distances varying from a few rods to a quarter of a mile from the
stream, to the bend of the brook a mile west of Dean's pond.
From there it can be traced in ahnost a straight line to the Delaware and Raritan canal, half way between Clarksville and Baker's Basin, and then near the line of tbe canal to Trenton and
tile Delaware river.
From Trenton to Salem the Delaware
marks the northwestern and western boundary, with the exception of some limited patches of marsh and anuvium along the
river. Its southeast border can be traced from tim shore t)f Raritan bay, a little south of Chesquake creek, in a southwesterly
• direction, in a line passing north of the village of Morristown,
and on just south of Jacksonville;
then across the couotry by
the house of the late Parker Brown to the little village called
Texas, on the Matchapouix creek ; and from thence directly on,
pa_sing about a mile south of Jamesburg station, aud crossing the
('amden and Amboy railroad near Cranbury station, it passes
about a half-mile north of ttigbtstown, and thence in a line a
half-relic north of the railroad to the mouth of Crosswicks
cry'ok, on the l)elaware at Bordentowu.
It follows the bauk of
the river to Kiukora, from which place it is extremely difficult to
trace it with accuracy, the characteristic clays being entirely
hidden by superficial deposits and soil, except in the banks of
the streams. ({uided by these marks the line has been drawn.
It follows near the line of the railroad east of Florence ; a halfmile east of Burlington, crosses the Rancocus a mile above
Bridgeb(_ro', and the Pensauken
some distance above Cinnaminson bridge ; it comes to the bank of the Delaware again at
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Gloucester City ; it passes back of Red Bank, crosses Woodbury
creek a mile above its mouth, Mantut_ creek near Paulsboro,
and Raccoon creek a mile above Bridgeport ; thence it continues
in the same direction to the Delaware near Pennsgrove.
The area comprebended within this formation is tbree hundred and twenty square miles.
The materials of the clay formation arc earthy; and no rocky
or stony layers or beds are to be tbund in it. There are some
small places iu which the sand and gravel have been cemented
with oxide of irou sufllcietly to form a rough building stone, and
concretions of clay and oxide of iron of a stony hardness are
found in some of tt)o clay beds; but the layers of sand and
clay, of which the tbrmation is made up, arc all earthy, and so
soft that they can be dug with a spade.
The w_mle formation is composed of a series of strata of fire
clay, potter's clay, brick clay, sand and lignite. The details of
these with their order, thickness, and qualities will be given farthor on in this report. The thickness of _he series of strata is
nearly 356 feet. The strata are generally parallel to each other,
and are all inclined downwards towards the southeast, with an
average dip of about forty-five feet per mile. The direction or
strike of the outcropping edges of the strata is south 46°wcst, true
bearing.
The geological age of this formation is determined entirely
from its fossils--tim series of earlier formations between this and
the Azoic period being wanting here, and this lying directly upon
the crystallille gneissic'rocks.
Fossil wood is abundant in many
places, and the roots, leaves and fruit of plants are sometimes
found. Shells, and remains of animals, are rare.
Fossil leaves fl'mn the clay banks at Washington and Sayreville, from the clay pits at Burrs creek, from Mrs. Allen's pit at
Sou_h Amboy, and from the clay in tbe bluff bank of the Delaware two miles below Tret_ton, were collected. These were submitred to the examination of Prof. Leo Lesquereux, of Columbus,
Ohio, who makes a special study of Vegetable Paleontology, and
is one of tbe most eminent authorities upon the subject. He
reports as follows : "The specimens, very numerous, badly preserved, from Sayreville'and
other localities in the leaf-bed overlying *the Woodbridge fire clay bed, have, so far as they are
determinable, the characters of the flora of the Dakota group,
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or of the lower Cretaceous of Nebraska and Kansas.
This is
lower Cretaceous for this eouutry equivale_t to a lower member
of the upper Cretaceous of Europe.
The species identical to
both formations in New Jersey and Kansas are Magnolia Capellini,
ttecr; M. alternates, tteer ; Purses Nebrasce_is, Lesclr. ; Salix prot_ffolia, Les_tr. ; two species of Peoteoides; Glyptostrobusg_'acillimas,
Lesqr. ; Seq_mlaco_dita, Lesqr. ; I noted some other species as new,
but tht\v arc not named or described, indeed from the bad state
of preservation of the leaves, it wouhl not be possible to make a
diagnosis, without a comparative study of specimens with those
I have on hand.
Among others there are fragments of an
Araliopsis, the basilar part of a leaf only, and we have from the
Cretaceous ()f Kansas and now also from that of Colorado numerous species of the same genus.
"Tile ttora of South Amboy, as collected from Mrs*. Allen's
clay pit, totally dilfers iu its character as filr as represented by
the few species known as yet, from that at Sayreville.*
It has
one, a single species, a Sterculia (new species) ill common, and it
is the only one. Most of tile leaves of the lower Cretaceous stage
have entire borders : on the contrary those of this upper stage
arm serrate or dentieulate on the borders.
As said above, these
upper Cretaceous le:wes represent mostly new species referable to
the genera, Salix, Proteoides, Andromeda, Myrica, and perhaps
a Prunus.
There are many specimens of small cuneate flabellate
leaflets referable to a new genus of tbrns ; also leaves of Qae_'cus;
of the ._ectiou Dry_)phytlura, and another narrow denticulate,
appart.ntly a Lo,mtia or a Myrica. The leaves of Salix are like
those c_f S. pr_tafoli(1 of th_ lower stage but arc eo,:ered with a
coating of carbonaceous matter which renders their ncrvation
obsolete. Ouo of the leaves is referable to Andromeda like A.
parlatori, ttccr.; anothor to Cb_aamora_m Hser_, and two species
of conifers, Sequoia rigida., tIeer, and S. Reicheabaehi, Hour., the
leaves being shorter and narrower.
t_csumb_
9.
1. Pl'tlits' clay ba_[cnear lVashi_gton, S. R.
Sterculia, undetermined species.
Rootlets of equisetum.
Andromeda.
Proteoides Daphnogenoides.
',
* It l'_oom

:]r_h[_ to an upper

Crot_cou9

bed of aouth_st

Colorado.
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Platanus Heerii, Lesqr.
2. Sayre & Fisher's clay bank, at Sayreville.
Giyptostrobus gracillimus, Lesqr.
Sequvia condita, Lesqr.
S. Smithsiana, Heer.
S. Subulata, Heer.
A raliopsis--undeterminable.
Magnolia alternans, Heer.
M. Capellini, Heer.
Cizmamomum Heerii, Lesqr.
Laurus--species.
Persea Nebraseensis, Lesqr.
Daphnophyllum ?
Salix protmfolia, Lesqr.
Proteoides Daphnogenoides, Heer.
P. undeterminable.
Sterculia--species.
3. J. K. Brick's clay bank, Burrs creek.
Sassafras (Araliopsis).
Seed of Conifer.
Rootlets.
A Sequoia with thick leaves.
Sequoia Reichenbachi.
4. Mrs. Allen's clay pit, South Amboy.
Quercus, dentate leaves.
(Dryophyllum.)
Sterculia, same as above.
Myrica or Lomatia.
Salix protmfolia.
Andromeda
Cinnamomum Heerii; Lesqr.
Sequoia rigida, Heer.
S. Reichenbachi, I'[eer.
Leaves of a peculiar Dew kind of fern.
"These specimens are few and poor, and therefore the determinations are not positively ascertained."
Two specimens only of shells have been collected from the
clays during the surveys.
These are not very well preserved,but
they have. been examined by Prof. W. M. Gabb, of Philadel-
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phia, aml by him determined to be the Caculhea a,trorsa, a
species common in the greed sand marl bed. :It is undoubtedly
of the Cretaceous age.
Pehb]e* containing fossils are not uncmnmon in the gravel
found in all parts of the clay district.
Several small lots submitted to Prof. R. P. Whitfiald of the American Museum of
Natural t{istory, Central Park, New York, were reported ou as follows: "Tim fi,s.-ils in the various lots are nearly all from the
Upper Ih,Iderherg limestone group.
Those fl'om Martin's dock
contain three species of Favosites, several fragmezlts of cyathoplJylIold corals, a Mh'l, dbm, also allied to Faro.sites, Atrypc_ re_ie(darls,
St,'opl_,_d,)_t,_puree and _ome other shells, fragmelltary, also several specimens of an umlcscribed Stromatopora (spongoid).
" Those from Everett and Fish's clay banks are mostly cherts
add jaspers and many, likely, from the Corniferons.
"The pebble with fish tooth is most likely Upper t-lehlerberg.
Ooe other lot contaitmd a curious pebble of sandstond composed
of a white matrix and rounded quartz and on being broken open
reveah'd a large fragment of Orlhis hipparion?]z. Vanuxem.
"Another lot reveals A trypa retic_laris, Spiritbrae (species ?) and
several fragments of Devonian brachiopods and corals and an
impre_.-:ion of the dorsal side of a Gyroceras, or Cyrtoceras, very
like C. -tiall, from the Schoharic Grit.
" There is no evideuee of anything in the lot of more recent
age than the ttamilton and that only on two fragments, the others
being Upper ttehlerberg, Oriskany and perhaps some of the
Farosibs Lower ttehlerberg, possibly though not probably."
The source from whence the materials for this formation originated must be looked for to the southeast of the present strata.
Though bordering upon and overlying tile red-shale and sandstone which lies to the northwest of it, there is not a fragment of
those rocks to be found in any of these beds, Dor any of their
striking and charaelcrislic red color to be perceived in them.
On the contrary, the materials of these beds arc white, grey, or
blackish, and if at all tinged with tile reddish color of oxide of
iron, it is a yellowish red, and not a purplish red llke the redshale and red samlstone.
The appearances all il_dicate that they
have originated from the materials of disintegrated and partially decomposed feldspathic granite or gneiss. In some places
these products of disiutegration have been sorted by water, the
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fine particles of clay deposited by themselves to make the ire-"
sent clay beds; in others, the quartz has been deposited as sand
ill beds by itself; and in still other places, the finest of the sands,
with a little mica ahnost in powder, has been deposited to make
the so-called ]:aoliu beds. ]n other beds the materials are deposited in their original "mixed condition--clay
and quartz together constituting the so-called feldspar beds of this district.
There does not appear to have been any violent or irregular
movements since the deposit of the clay beds, which has disturbed or distorted them. But there must trove been high
ground to the southeast and outside the present line of sea coast,
frmn which the materials for the clay and sand could have been
washed and deposited on the lower ground upon which they still
lie. And this high ground, besides what wore away to make
these beds, must have gradually settled down till it was hidden
beneath the ocean, and the beds of the clay formation have risen
along their northwestern
border till they were above the sea
level, and till the beds had so altered their inclination as to slope
down towards the southeast instead of towards the northwest, as
they did when first deposited.
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TIIE PLASTICCLAYFOR._IATIONhere described consists of tile
following members, or sub-divisions, begimfing at the top, viz. :
Dark colored clay (with beds and laminm of liga_itc) .................................
Sandy clay with san,I) in alternate
layers .................................................
Stoneware clay bed ..............................................................................

Feet,
50
40
30

Sand and sandy clay (with lignite near the bottom) ....................................
South Amboy fire clay bed ....................................................................
Sandy clay (generally red or yellow) ......................................................
Saml and kaolin ...................................................................................
Feldspar bed ......................................................................................
Micaccous sand bed ..............................................................................

50
20
3
10
5
20

Laminated
clay and sand .....................................
...................................
Pipe clay (top white) .............................................................................
Sandy clay (including
leaf bed) .............................................................
Woedbridge
fire clay bed .....................................................................
Fire sand bed ......................................................................................

30
10
5
20
15

l_aritan

15
4
20

clay beds--Fire
clay .................................................................
Sandy
clay ..............................................................
Potters
clay .............................................................

347

The columnar section here given shows the position and relative thickness of the several members of the Clay Formation.
These several members of the Plastic Cbty Fornmtion are not
equally well defined and clearly marked by characteristic features; neither do they always appear of uniform thickness, corresponding to the figures as stated i.n the above general section
and order of superposition.
The series here given represents the
succession of the several sub-divisions, or beds, attd their average
thickness, as observed in localities where they appear fully developed and have not been subsequently eroded or otherwise
• diminished in thickness through the action of outside agencies.
The order of succession, or superposition, is made up from a survey of the whole.
3
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In this district there are no high hills with steep slopes, neither
river or shore bluffs, nor any natural cuts or banks of sufficient
elevation to exhibit this aggregate thickness of individual beds.
Nor are any of the excavotions made in working the clays, or
borings made in the course of exploration, deep enough to show
the whole series. Scarcely any of these exceed eighty feet in '
depth, or little more than one.quarter of the whole thickness of
the formation.
The general section and the sub-divisions given
above, may be considered as a combination representing and including over one hundred local sections, which are distributed
all over the district.
Some of these are quite short, scarcely
showing more than a single bed and its relations to the one over
or under it. Others include several entire beds and parts of
others. Taking into account all these features and peculiarities,
tbe position, extent and character of each bed have bcen determined as the result of this General comparison.
There are
many characters or phenomena which are merely accidental,
peculiar to a locality and of limited extent. These, however, when
carefully examined, are found to conform to the General arranGement described above, and a reasonable cause can be found for
the apparent variation.
In the consideration of this partofthesubjeet
the superficial beds
of earth, loam, sand, gravel and boulders are omitted, inasmuch
as they have already been described in Part I, page 14, on the
geology of the surface. The discussion here considers the geological structure, or skeleton of the district stripped of its superficial or later covering, though in many cases this is of great
importance in the economy of mining clay. We look at it as it
existed just before the drift of sands, gravel and boulders came
in successive floods and covered it.
STRIKn.--rt'he strike of the beds in the plastic clay series is in
a general northeast and southwest line, or more accurately,
north 46° east, and south 46 ° west. This is ascertained from a
comparison of heights of the Woodbridge fire clay bed,South Amboy fire clay bed and of the stoneware clay bed, taken at nearly
all the points where they have been seen. The vertical sections
properly referred to these standard levels or elevations of these
more prominent and persistent beds give further data for comparing the elevations of other and intermediate beds, and consequently additional lines of equal heights or stril'c. Each layer
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or bed thus furnishes one or more of these, but since they all
agree in direction and are simply parallel to one another, one
represents all these beds, or the whole formation.
Any given
bed or member of the series is at the same elevation on this line
of strike. And proceeding from any given point on one of these
beds in the direction of this line either northeast or southwest,
that bed is to be found at the same elevation throughout the extent of thi_ district. A reference to the map will show a renlarkeble eorresl)ondenee between this line of strike and some of the
natural featnres of the surface. First, it will be observed to coincide with the trend or direction of the tidal valley along the
Raritan river from the South river at Washington and Petit's
(.lay bank to the utdand at the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing
t'ompany',_ works and at Kearney's dock, where the wide border
_f meadq)w on the north side of the river ends. Second, the
brt_ad valley of the Chesquake creek from J'acksonville to the
I{aritan bay also runs in this same direction.
There are, of
ecmrse, other streams and valleys and depressions, as well as
rid_zes of hill and lines of elevation, which do not agree with
tbi_ gem.ral trcnd. But these two valleys, above mentioned, are
large and the meet characteristic features of the surface and
thE.Jr coincidenec with the line of strike is at least remarkable.
The hanks opened along the Raritan from near Bonhamtown
t,_ the tract of the Crossman Clay and hlanufacturing Company,
in what i_ known as the Woodbridge fire clay'bed approximate
t-the line of strike. The several banks in the South Amboy
tlre clay bed between Washington and South Amboy border the
thh, valh'y of the Raritan on the south and their general direction
coincides with the line of strike of the clay beds. In the same
way the openings along the Chesquake creek in the stoneware
clay bed correspcmd to the trend of this tidal valley and to the
line of strike. The Woodbridge clay banks are all in a comparatively limited area and the length of this group of openings
i, from northwest to southeast, or across the strike.
The elevatlon at the several points in this group shows that going from
northwest to southeast the line of strike is crossed at right angles.
])Ii,--From
the strike, or line of level along or in any given
bed the line of maximum descent gives the inclination, and
this descent is termed the dip. It is always at right angles to
the strilc. From the elevations of the clay beds this descent or
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dip towards the southeast is evident.
And as the line of the
strike is north 40° east, tbe direction of the dip, being at right
angles to the strike, is, therefore, south 44° east. An examination of these elevations at a few points illustrates this statement.
Beginning with the lowest member of this series, the Raritau
potters clay bed--the bottmn of tile bed in Muudy's pits, north
of Bonhamtown, is 60 feet above mean high water level; in
Charles hi. Dally's pits along the Reritau river meadows it is
about 18 feet below the same datum plane, showing a difference
in elevation of 78 feet in a distance of 1.3 miles (measnred on
the line of dip) equivalent to a descent, or dip, of 60 feet to a mile.
In William }*.Edgar's bank, north of Woodbridge, the bottmn
of the Woodbridge fire clay bed is 69-75 feet above high water
mark ; in James Valentine's pits, south of Woodbridgo, the stone
bed (bottom) is 3(; feet above the same datum plane, a difference
of 30 feet, taking the menu of the two measurements in Edgar's
bank. These pits are ou the line of dip and the distance between
them is two-thirds of a mile. This would, therefore, show a
descent or dip, of 48 feet to the mile. Again, in David Flood's
bank, northwest of Woodbridge, the height of the bottom of the
fire clay is 61 feet; in William H. Benton's pits, near Spa Spriug
station, the bottom of the same bed is 25 feet below high water
level, showing a difference of 86 feet in a distance of 1.7 miles,
which is equivalent to 50.6 feet per mile. In the clay banks
along the Raritan, those of P. Nenkumet and the Woodbridge
Clay Company, near the mouth of Crows mill creek, are on the
line of dip, and the distance between them is just one mile. The
mean elewltion of the clay bed (bottom) in the former is :30 fbet,
while in the latter the bottom is about 22 feet below high tide-a difference of 52 feet, or here the dip of the bed is 52 feet per
mile.
]n the South Amboy fire clay bed the average height in E. F.
Robert's pits near Eagleswood, north of the Raritau, is at the
bottom 65 tbet ; in George Such's pits near Burt's creek, south of
the Raritan, the bottom of the clay is 11 feet above high tide level.
The distance betweeu these two points, on the lhm of dip, is one
and a quarter miles, and hence the dip is 42 feet per mile.
Between the average elevation of the fire clay in the bank of the
J. K. Brick estate and that of George Such's bank there is a differonce of 9 feet--a distance of a quarter of a mile, equivalent
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feet to a mile. In the stoneware clay bed the dip is less than in the
8outh Amboy or Woodbridgc beds. At the pits of E. R. Rose &
Son, near the Camden and Amboy railroad, the bottom of the clay
is 55-64 feet high ; at Otto Ernst's clay mines on Chesquake creek
the bottom of this bed is a little'below
mean tide, making a
difference of about 65 feet in 1.5 miles, equivaleut to a dip of 43
h'et per,nile.
Again,the heights of this bed in Theodore Smith's
pits and Noah Furman's western mine are 32 feet and 13 feet
re_pe;tively--a
difference equivalent to a descent of 80 feet to a
mile. Other examples might be cited, showing the uniformity
in the dips of the Woodbridge and South Amboy beds, but more
variation in that of the stoneware clay bed. The average of all
tile measured dips in any given bed is taken as its representative.
This average or mean inclination of the several beds has been
a-certaincd more accurately and readily from a general or comhincd section, upon which all the openings and outcrops at
their respective elevations have been placed and all referred to
their proper position with respect to each other.
This section ,nay be understood as coinciding with the direction line of the dip, S. 44° E. To it every outcrop of clay or of
other associated beds has been projected, each carried on the
line of strike to this section line and there represented at its
prol,crheigllt.
Wehave inthis waythewholedistrictrepresented
On one plane and by a single section ; and on it the several clay
beds appear within certain parallel lines, which correspond approxinmtely to the top and bottom of each bed. These are observed to have quite a regular descent or dip to the southeast, corresponding in amount to the figures given above. As this section
includes in the comparison all the outcrops, pits and openings, it
furnishes a nmre nearly correct mean or average dip tlmn any
eomparisoll which could be made, using any less number of
points of observation.
This section will be found folded and accompanying this
report. The horizontal scale is six inches per mile; the vertical scale, one inch, equivalent to one hundred feet. The observer is supposed to be looking in the direction of the strike,
towards the northeast--the
northwest end being to the left hand
and the southeast to the right hand.
The Woodbridge and
South Amboy beds will be observed descending quite regularly
towards the southeast and at Dearly the same angle of dip, while
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the stoneware clay bed descends more gently in the same direction.
From this section the Woodbridgo fire clay bed is found to
have a dip of 51 feet per mile; the South Amboy fire clay bed,
4S feet per mile ; and tile stoneware clay bed, 28 feet per mile.
These figures indicate a slight difference only between the rate
of descent of the two fire clay beds. Practically, they may be
assumed to be parallel, although the mm'e gentle dip of the
South Amboy bed, together with the still more gentle dip of tile
stoneware clay bed, show that the strata of this clay formation
gradually becolne flatter, approximating to the horizontal position, or level, in going from northwest to southeast.
And the
mnount of the dill of the stoneware clay bed agrees with that of
the greensand marl beds which lie on its southeastern border,
although in these latter the direction of the dip is about 10°
more towards the south. The strata which lie between ttle
Woodbridge and South Amboy beds conforlu to them in the
amount of dip, that of thefddspar bed, which is clearly marked
and easily traced, being 48 feet to the mile. The strata above
the South Amboy bed and under the stoneware clay bed arc not
so plainly marked as to be capable of identification at many
points, and, consequently, it is not possible to give their rate of
dip, or to i_dicatc the llne where the dip changes its angle and
these beds become flatter. From an isolated outcrop of an inferior fire clay on the beach at South Amboy, about 25 feet higher
than the regular dip of the South Amboy bed would put it at
that point, it is reasonable to stlppose that this bed bends a little
upwards somewhere between this point and Burt's creek clay
banks, or near the line where the bed strikes tile level of tide
water. The curve may be near this level, not only in this bed,
but upwards through the overlying beds to the stoneware
clay bed.
RARITAN

:RARITAN

CLAY

POTTERS

BEDS.

_LkY
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This .is the lowest member of the Plastic Clay Formation and
lies unconformably
upon the red and shaly rocks of the
Triassic age. Its contact with the shale can be seen at nearly
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all the localities where it has been opened and worked. The
shale appears with its uniform northwest dip at the bottom of
the pits which are dug thrcmgb this clay bed. From the elew_tions of tile bed at its several localities its dip is ascertained to
be toward_ the southeast _md at tile rate of 60 feet per mile.
It is sllghtly more than that of the following and higher beds
of this fornlati,m.
The strike corresponds to that of tile rest of
the elay formation.
The bed has been designated as the Rarilan
Potters' ('lay Bed, on acc_,nnt of its occurrence on both sides of
that river, having a greater length of outcrop on tile northern
side of it than any of tin, other clay beds of tbe series. And
from the top,,;zrapby of the country this outcrop and its localities will in all probability be considerably extended and increased, and will make it prt'-eminently the Raritau bed. The
extreme western _*utcrops now known are near Silver lake, half
a mile south ,_f the village of t'iscataway, aad north of Martin's
dock. The bed has been opcued on the property of J. Couway
west of the Silver Lake br,*ok and in the pits of W. N. Weidner
on tlle east of the same stream. At tile latter the bed had a
maximum thickness of 1,S feet and rested upon a greenish grey
shale. This h_cality is e-_l,ecially interesting on account el the
sew'ral relations betw,'e_ the clay, shale and the drift over the
former. These are illustrated and described fully in the local
deseriptions given in the chapter succeeding this. Proceeding
eastward this clay crops out in the upland bank, bordering the
tide meadows, on John Vail ltoru's farm. It was also tbund in
digging the well at his residence and was there repro'ted to be
13 feet thick.
I.t has also been found on the lands of Morby &
Brown, east of Vun ttorn's.
Charles M. Dally's clay near and in
the tide mea,h*ws belongs to this bed. On the adjoining farm of
B. Ellison it has been uncovered in pits dug in the low grounds
south of his residence.
Ne_lrer the house andin a southwesterly
direction from it a pit was recently dug through a sandy clay,
which is considered the e,luivalent of W. B. Dixon's clay at Woodbridge, and i_ named the Raritan fire clay bed, then through
about 4 fcet of clay with lignite and a layer of " hard pan," or
cemented
sand, and thea 4 feet into this Raritan
potters clay
bed. East northeast of Ellison's, a pit dug near the Crossway
brook and the road which leads southward to the meadows from
Bonhamtown, is also supl)osed to have opened this bed. Still
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further towards the northeast some of the clay dug by David
Flood in one of his southwest pits may also belong here.
This bed appears north of Bonhamtown
at Carman's brick
yard, and in the pits of W. G. and E. Mundy and George Phoenix.
At the first named of these places the clay was mottled red and
white, and was said to lie on tlle shale. Oa it there was the clay
containing lignite.
In Mundy's pits the same relation between
the clay and shale was observed. The top of the bed hereabouts
has an average elevation of 78 feet above mean high tide level.
This bed has been struck by the auger in borings in the Pennsylvania R.R. Co.'s gravel pit at Bonhamtown and on the farm of Harrisou Martin, northeast of the same place. Going northeastward the
next locality where this clay bed is recognized is at the pits of
George W. Ruddy, one mile northwest of Woodbridge.
Here also
the red shale is found at the bottom of the pits, underlying the
clay. The mottled clay dug at Edgar station on the Woodbridge
and Perth Amboy railroad, is the most northerly outcrop of this
•bed. At Ruddy's the elevation of the bed top is 36-38 feet.
Southwest of the Raritan river the white clay on the Island
farm and that on the adjoining Devlin farm, being on the lines
of strike passing through Charles M. Dally's and B. Ellison's clay
pits, aud at about the same level, are included in the limits of
this bed, and they are its most southern outcrops thus far discovered. A reference to the map will show that the area, within
which this clay bed may be found at workable depths beneath
the surfuce, is large, reaching from the Sand hills to Martin's dock,
and southwest beyond the Island farm at the mouth of Lawrence's brook. In consequence of the gentle slope of the surface
throughout much of this distance the breadth of working territory will probably be found to be greater titan it is in theouteropsof
either of the other.beds of this formation.
Up to this time this
bed has not been developed to the same exteut as the others, and
future explorations and working must add largely to the list of
localities and our facts concerning it.
This clay bed has been reeoguized still further west, beyond
the limits of the clay district, near Ten Mile Run, on the farm
of Isaac Webster. Its elevation tbere is nearly 200 feet, and it
there also lies immediately upon the red shale. The descriptions
of these western localities appear in Chapter II. of Part ]I. of this
report. The composition of Webster's clay is included in the
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tahle below with the others of this district--for purposes of comparison.
This bed appears quite irregular both at the te t) and at the
bottom, lying upon and conforming to the inequalities of the
shale beneath, and having its surface marked by inequalities,
some of which are so great that the continuity of the bed is apparently broken in places, and some of the outcrops seem more
like local pockets or deposits than the parts of one continuous
bed. The red shale sulfaee has given character to the bottom,
receiving as a great sloping floor the clay as it was deposited
upon it. And this rocky basis, by its greater elevation in some
places, may have interfered with the depositiou of the clay and
thereby occasioned the formation of some isolated bodies or
masses. But these separate outcrops, if there be such, will all be
found having the same general dip towards the southeast and
the same elevation on given lines of strike. The top of the bed
has been in most places towards the north, very much exposed
to the denuding agency of the northern drift, and after that to
t].c wear of tlu, natural drainage of the country, and by them
has been very much modified, so that in places, as at Edgar's
station and at Carman's brick yard, only a thin layer of elay--a
renmant of the bed--has been left. Along Mill brook, from
Mundy's pits to the Raritan river, the bed has been eroded so
that none of it remains.
In consequence of the modifying agencies that have acted upon it, the thickness of the bed varies considerably, frmn a few feet to a maxinlum of about 20 feet. The
latter, as the limit, corresponds to the requirements of the general _eetion (appended to this report), in order to include all the
localities represented upon it. The northwest edge or outcrop of
this bed m_y be a natural thinni_g out of the formation in that
direction, and not a result of the drift denudation.
This clay bed has been recognized at the several localities by
its immediate contact with the shale and by its elevation, as referred to planes corresponding to its top and bottom, drawn
from known heights at given localities.
It has, however, some
characteristics that are generally seen. Most of the clay in it
shows, on close examination, a laminated structure _nd a lack of
honmgeneity, as if the materials of which it was formed were of
somewhat diverse origin. This seems particularly true of the
lower part, near the shale ; and in some of the pits, as at Charles
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1. Best white clay, Weidner's pits, Martin's dock.
2. White clay, Island farm.
3. White clay, Isaac Webster, near Ten-Mile Run, Somerset
county.

4. Best clay, Charles M. Dally's pits, south of Bonhamtown.
In Nos. 1 and 3 the titanic acid was not determined.
It is
weighed with the alumina in these analyses. The other hlanks
show that no determinations
were made where they appear.
The Island farm specimen here seems to be exceptional, but as
only a foot or so of it was dug aud that in a single small pit, it
cannot be considered as representing, the locality. The others
exhibit the ptash present in quantity.
The Raritan clay bed is interesting geologically on account of
its position at the bottom of the plastic clay series and as the
first of the deposits of the Cretaceous age in New Jersey.
And
it marks the changed conditions that followed the deposition of
the shales and sandstones of the Triassic age. Instead of the
shallow waters and sandy flats of the former age there was a
general subsidence, deeper water, and sheltered seas in which
was silted down the suspended matter carried hither by the
gentle currents from the surt_ce degradation of gueissie and
granitic rocks which lay to the southeast.
The Raritan potters clay bed is separated from the Raritan
fire clay bed in B. Ellison's pits, southeast of Bonhamtown, by a
layer of sandy clay, which has in it considerable lignite, and _
layer of so-called hardpa_L or cemented sand. The clay layer is
2 feet thick and the hardpa_ 1 to 1½ feet thick, making,
together, nearly 4 feet. The lignite bearing clay is seen at
Carman's pits, north of Bonlmmtown.
These arc the only
localities where it has been observed and they are hardly sufficient to allow any definite conclusions being drawn from them,
regarding the space between these two clay heds.
On the
general section this interval is scarcely noticeable.
In William
B. Dixon's pits at Woodbridge there is a sandy clay at the bottom, but nothing is known of its thickness or of the beds under
it. More facts are needed to determine the nature and extent of
these intermediate layers. For the present they are assumed, as
a provisional arrangement, to be 4 feet thick and to consist
mainly of clay and lignite, according to the section at Ellison's
pits.
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M. I)_dly's, it looks like a mixture of blue clay, alternating
in
very thin layers and laminm with fine shaly material or earth.
Thi_ h_tter may be largely from the wash of red shale or earth
tingL,d by it. In general, there does not seem to be the same
unif.rmity iu m_terial which is so characteristic of the best portion_ ()f the higher fire clay beds. At Ruddy's pits some of the
clay h_l_ h(,cn fi)und containing traces of copper, which is cvidenlly from tbe copper-bearing beds of the Triassic shales. Red
and m()ttIHl coh)rs are also common, and ahnost characteristic.
Another ohscrw, d cba)acter is the low degree of plasticity.
The
rit.h white clays of Weidner's pits, near Piscataway, and of the
Island farm, as well as the laminated specimens from Dally's
pit_, _)ll exhibit this want of plasticity as compared with the rich
clays (if the other beds of this district.
Another character of
neath" all flw ('h_y of this bed is the larger percentage of potash
than in tin, fire clays, varying from one to two per cent. Specimen_ c(mt:Hning much less can be found, and there may be less
in certain horiz<ms, or portions of the bed ; but taken together,
from _)i_ t. bottom, all the clays of the Raritan potters' clay bed
have it in amount sufficient to render them fusible at high temperature_ and unfit for refractory purposes.
In short, they are
not properly fire clays. This does not, of course, prevent their
u_c n_)r le--,m their value for other purposes. By careful selection it might be possible to get some fire clay from some of the
localities.
The results of chemical examinations of some of the clays of
this bcd are here given. These are representative specimens :
4
Alumin:t

...................................

Siliclc atld
Watcr ....
Qu:lrtz
Magm-i_

39.041

_coml,int_l)

45.611
10.90

-and

0.711

4.90
0.511

.........................

Lira('. ..............
Potash.

I
2.26

_)da ...............
Titanh" m'id ..........................................................

0.25

025I...
0.121

1.71

trace_l
1.44
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As has already been stated this bed follows, ascending in :Lhe
series, tile Raritan potters clay bed, and is separated frmn it by
a thin layer of Iignitic clay and a cemented sand, or hardpan.
This bed was first recognized, as a distinct and well defined member of the plastic clay series, at the pits of William B. Dixon, in
Woodbridge.
From this locality it was for a time known as the
Dixon bed. The identification of the clays at the pits of David
Flood and B. Ellison, southeast of Bonhamtown, as belonging to
this bed, has extended its limits and proved it to be more or less
uninterrupted
from Woodbridge southwest to the Raritan river,
and probably beyond this stream, corresponding in direction and
exteut with the Raritan potter's clay bed and the Woodbridge
and South Amboy fire clay beds. Continued exploration and
clay mining will undoubtedly discover and open new localities
of this bed. The map and appended section suggest these.
Begilming at the southwest, this bed is opened in the southwest pits of B. Ellison, where it is 8 feet thick. In a pit west of
his house it was found 15 feet thick. The next locality, going
northeast, is the clay of David Flood's pits, about one mile southeast of Bonhamtown.
Here the bed is covered by the fire sand
bed, and that by yellow, sandy and gravelly earth. The'elevation of the bed (top) here is 47 feet. It is a little lower at Ellison's. The only other locality is in Woodbridge, at the closely
adjoining pits of Wm. B. Dixon and Lewis Potter. Here it is
covered by drift, and is of varying thicknessifrom
5 to 15 feet.
The clay of this bed is characterized by its drab color, its containiug very fine sand, and its small percentage of potash. The
specimens examined show from 29 to 50 per cent. of fine-grained
quartz sand. The composition of specimens taken as representing the three separate localities, is as follows :
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Alumina ......................................................................
Silicicacid
Icombint, d) ...................................................
Water

............................

Quartz sand .................................................................
Ferric oxide .................................................................

1_

2

9.63

9.60p

--n
27.13. ........
31.32'. .......

29.00 q.........
1.26

N 3

r--_ 15.70
I 15.13
4.90

1 58.00
1.21

.....................................................................
00s::::::::1
.........

Lime ..................................
Potash .........................................................................
Soda .......................................................
Titanic

....................

acid ...................................................................

Toka _

i
traces.; I..................
traces.p
0.42
0.17
_...................
,
tr0E .c_.
1.93 .........

-.........................

i

1.61
99.81

1. William B. Dixon's clay.
2. David Flood's clay.
3. B. Ellison's clay.
In No. 2 the percentage of water shows the amount of sand to
be quite small.
In No. 3 the percentage of quartz sand is a little higher than
in stone of the clays from that property.
It is a varyiug constituent.
FIRE

SAND

RED.

This sand is seen at the bottom of the pits dug in the Woodbridge fire clay bed ; and as the openings in the bed are numerous about Woodbridge and along the Raritan river, the localities of this sand are also many, and in several places borings,
made in search of clay, have gone nearly through it. As the
Raritan fire clay bed has not been discovered at any point under
the Woodbridge bed, there is no vertically measured section
giving the thickness of the sand separating them, bqt from the
general section, accompanying this report, the vertical distance
between them is found to be fifteen feet, which, of course, must
be the thickness of the fire sand bed. Abthe bank of A. Hall &
Son, in Mutton Itollow, a boring is reported as going 14 feet into
this saml. It was said to be mixed with streaks of reddish,
sand)" (arth and fine gravel. In Loughridge & Powers' pits,
near th,, Woodbridge and New Brunswick road, a boring 21 feet
deep w( nt 13 feet into yellow sand and then 8 feet into a sandy
clay.
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This latter is probably the Raritan fire clay bed. At the bank
of the Salamander Works a boring, made several years ago, is reported to have passed through 27 feet of sand from the bottom
of the clay bed as then opened and worked. This must have
reached the level of the same fire clay bed, but the earlier
borings were not so skilfully nor so carefully made as now, and
a sandy clay might have been overlooked or not recognized in
the small pieces brought up by the auger. Under the fire clay
in J. R. Watson's bank, borings show 20 feet of sand. The sand
under the clay in William P. Edgar's bank, B. Kreischer's bank,
and the east bank of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing
Company, has been found containing lignite and, occasionally,
pyrite.
The fire sand in the pits of R. N. & H. Valentine, M. Compton,
Charles A. Campbell & Co., and David Flood, north of the Raritan, is in each of these localities lower than the horizon of the
Woodb.ridge fire clay bed and in that of this bed.
The material of this bed, as already referred to, is generally a
white quartzose sand. In places it contains a little fine gravel.
Fragments of lignite also are common in it. Thin layers of yellowish and reddish earths are occasionally seen in it. In general, its characters are not so clearly marked or so persistent as
those of the clay beds above it, and hardly decided enougli to
admit of easy recognition, unless the accompanying and overlying clay bed be present to enable one to identify it by its position.
WOODBRIDGE

FIRE

CLAY

BED.

This is one of the most important members of the plastic clay
formation.
On account of the great commercial value of much
of its material and the important uses to which it is put, this
bed has been excavated at many points, and widely explored
for additional workings.
There are, in consequence of these
openings and explorations, the best facilities for studying its
geological relations, structure and character.
It has been named
from its development and the many pits where it has been
opened and worked, in the vicinity of Woodbridge.
Excepting
the clays of George W. Ruddy, L. Potter and William B. Dixon, all
the fire, ware and paper clays dug about Woodbridge and south-
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ward as far as Anness' and Benton's pits, near Spa Springs,
belong to this bed. But this is only one group of openings or
outcrops. Separated from these by the high ridge (which is a
continuation
of the Short hills), running from Poplar hill to
Perth Amboy, are the several clay banks on the north side of
the Raritan river, from Eagleswood westward to Bonhamtown.
These are often termed the Raritan river clays. The pits on the
J. It. Manning farm and the pits of John De Bow and Edward
F. Roberts do not, however, belong to this bed, but are in the
higher South Amboy fire clay bed. The position, association and
character of the materials in these pits along the Raritan show
their intimate relation to the Woodbridge group, as parts of the
same bed. Whether these two groups of outcrops and workings
are connected under the high ground lying between the'm, or are
separate bodies or deposits of the same age and origin, is at
present unknown.
And this question can only be solved by
further exploration in this intervening territory.
It may be that
this ridge has in it a core of red simle rock inplace, of which the
little hill of D. Watrous, two miles northwest of Perth Amboy, is
an isolated outcrop, that has not been covered by drift. The more
probable exidanation is that the ridge is a continuation of the
Short hills, and is a part of the great terminal moraine, which
here covers deeply tile Woodbridge fire clay bed and the higher
memhers of this formation, and by thus concealing, divides, as it
were, the outcrop of this bed into two distinct groups of localities.
The ¢.xi._tenceof thefddspar bed near the top of this dividing ridge
also indicates the presence of the lower members of the series beDeath it. Future exploration and excavations will probably soon
prow' the continuity of these outcrops and dispel the prevailing belief in their separation.
The general section appended to this report aml described on page 38 exhibits nearly all the localities
where this clay bed is opened, or seen, and these are represented in
their relative position as determined by the lines of strike, in
the thickness of the bed, as cut in these several localities and in
their elevation above the level of mean high tide. In thickness
there is considerable variation, as observed in the different pits.
And this is more generally due to inequalities in the surface, or
top, than in the bottom of the bed. And these changes of level
or irregularities
of the surface are frequent, within short
distances, and there are many instances known where the
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top line has abruptly fallen from five to fifteen feet. Wherever a considerable
area of the bed has been uncovered,
this undulating
character appears to a greater or less extent; sometimes rising and falling quite gently, fbrming ridges
and dome-like knobs or elevations and irregularly
shaped
depressions or hollows; at others, marked by exceedingly irreguhtr "bttnl:s '_ as the lniners call them, and sink-like holes
that succeed each other without any apparent order or system,
resembling on a smaller scale, the uneven surface so characteristic
of much of the drift areas of the Short hills and other nmraine
ridges. These irregularities are characteristic of the top, or surface of this bed very generally throughou_ the district.
There
are, howeyer, pits where the bed is more uniform and the top approximates to a plane surface. This irregular surflme has been
observed very marked in some of the pits west of Woodbridge;
for example, in those of Loughridge & Powers, a difference of 17
feet has been seen within a few yards. And here, the bottom.
also, being quite uneven and not corresponding to the top, the
clay has been found in places 40 feet thick. In Hmnpton Cuttot's bank, south of Woodbridge, the top line has been seen running in nearly a straight line for several rods. In the banks
along the Raritan river this bed seems to be more uniform in
thickness and less irregular in its surface line. This regularity
in stratification is very beautifully exhibited in the bank of A.
Weber and the east bank of the Crossman Clay and Manufi/cturing Company.
But in these this bed is covered by the overlying memhers of the series in their regular order of succession
and these in their turn by the drift beds. It may be stated as a
fact of general occurrence that there is more inequali b, in the
surface of the fire clay in the lower ground, or wherever the bed
is not covered by the dark colored sands and clays that belong
geologically over it, but by drift, only. In such localities the
surface features are to be regarded as the results of denuding
agents which have removed the higher beds of the series and
worn down the clay into furrow-like depressions and sink holes,
and left it to be subsequently covered by deposits of the glacial
and post-glacial epochs. This wear or denudation may have occurred in the time of the glacial drift or long before it in Cretaceous or Tertiary times, and it may in the latter case have been the
wear of natural drainage rather than the work of any extraof
4
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diuary floods sweeping over the land of those ages. This
diffcr_,m'e between localities where the bed is covered by dark
colored slmds amt clays or by a thin layer of drift, is well exhibited ill tile banks of Charles A. Campbell & Company, at
Sand ]fills, alon_: the ]'aritan.
]n the old bank near the Forth
Amboy and New Brunswick road, the fire clay is covered by
these higher clays and sand; in the southern pits, in the lower
ground, about two acres of the clay bed stripped of the top dirt,
show the inequalities of such surfaces. The high bank of R. N.
& I[. Valentine near the same road, and the southern pits of
the samc firm also illustrate this difference in the surface. In
Isaac Flood's bank, east of that of Valentine Brothers, the fire
ciev hed is covered at tim east end by white'sand, while at the
west elnl the black clay lies upon it, and there the top of the bed
is fiw, li'et higher than at the east end where the covering is
drift.
For additional facts illustrating these general statements
the reader is referred to tile chapter on detailed descriptions of
localities.
The c_mtlnuity of this bed is in places wholly interrupted
by breaks or gaps, which show that it was not deposited until*truly, or that there was a considerable wearing away, or erosion
after its deposition.
That there was such erosion is evident in the
clay pits worked on either side of such depressions which are
h_wcr than the general level of the clay bed. This can be seen
in tl.' pits alor,g the valley of the brook betweerl David Flood's
clay and that of the Salamander Works, also along the branch
of lteards brook between the pits of Meliek Brothers and B.
Kreischer & Son on the east side and those of William H, Berry
and others on the west side. The valley along the Metuehen road
between David Flood's clay'on the west and William H. Berry's
on the cast, is another example of an eroded valley, cut out
after the deposition of the beds of this clay formation.
Northwe,t of David Flood's fire clay bank borings show black sandy
clays, but no fire clay. Here is an example of erosion in the
interval of time between the deposition of tim latter and that of
the former and higher, or more recent, strata. Many other localities eoald be given where the older strata appear to have been
replaced by the more recent. More frequently we see the hollows
and &'pressions and breaks filled by drift materials, evidences
that these inequalities in the surface belong in the more recent
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age of the drift or diluviunl.
The bottom of this bed approximates to a plane, descending to tile southeast.
It has some inequalities making it ill places higher and ill others lower, but not
rising and falling with the surface. This could not be so when
it is considered that tile bottom of this is the top of an older bed,
or beds, upon which, as a great floor tile fire clay was gently laid
down. Arid hence the uneven upper surface of that older bed
is represented by the bottom which is reached in the fire clay
pits.
As the top and bottom of the bed are not generally parallel
planes or confolmable to one auother, the thickness of this
member of the clay formation is subject to the inequalities of
both, and is, consequently, more varying than it would be if one
or both were more regular, or plane surfaces: And it is seen
ranging from a few feet to _10feet thick. The average of all the
pits, where the bed appears well developed, is about 20 feet. The
general section appended to the volume shows, by its parallel
lines following the dip, that this agrees with the mean or average of all thereon represented.
For the exceptions, the reader
is referred to the descriptions of localities.
This bed is mainly a bluish-white refractory clay, mixed with
more or less fine white quartz sand. Its composition is represented by the following eight analyses of good specimens of as
many No. 1 fire clays taken from different banks :

I

Alumina

_8.37

Silicicacid (combined).
Veater .......................
Quartz sand ...............
Ferric oxide ..............

0.511

44.77
12.971
0.80
1.141

Magnesia ..................
Lime ........................

' 0.11
0.10: ........

Potash .....................
Soda ........................
Titanic acid ...............
Tot.[s

5

2,6.401 a7.92

6

35.95

7

8

30.34

36.73

42.82 42.40 38.13
36.60 40.28
12.42114.60 ]2.381 12.231 13.06
5.80
1.41 10.50
12.331 8.10
9.78
1.05
0.96_
9.971 1.92
0.111 0.11 ........ Itrace_ .........
0.04
I
I
I
0.16[

0.45]

99,92: 100.12_ 99.9[

0.0S

99.51 [ 99.9_
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1. Loughridge & Powers' fire clay, Woodbridge.
2. ttampton ('utter & Soil's fire brick _:lay, Woodbridge.
3. ttarapton Cutter & Son's ware clay, Woodbridge.
4. A. ttall& Son's fire clay, Woodhridge.
5. Win. It. P. B_,uton's fire clay, Woodbridge.
6. Crossman Clay and Manufacturing
Company's fire clay,
north ._tlorc of Raritau river.
7. Charles A. Campbell & Co's white fire clay, north shore of
I_aritau riw'r.
8 R.N. & tI. Valentine's fire clay, north shore of Raritan river.
9. An average, 1--8.
While this may be taken as representative of the whole, there
are ninny exceptions.
The following order in the nature of the
material from the top downward shows the more common character of these variations :
Sandy clay.
Alum clay.
Fire clay.
Spotted or red clay.
Sandy clay.
Extra sandy clay.
These are not to be understood as separate layers, but simply
part_ of one continuous bed. This shows that both at the top
and at the bottom there is a larger proportion of sand and very
frequently the bed is found more and more sandy until it is lost
in the samls above and below. Especially is this true at the bottom and the gradation is so gentle that it is difficult in some
places to fix the limit between the clay and the sands. The alum
clay is not so well nmrked nor so cmmnon.
It may be defined
as that portim_ of the bed which contains some pyrite, or sulphide of iron with some sulphates of iron and alumina and
which is not good for refractory purposes, whereas it answers
quite as well for the manufacture of alum. It is .distinguished
by these little nodules or lumps of pyrite and by its yellow and
dark colored or dark mottled color on 'weathered surfaces.
The best clay of the bed is commonly in the central portion,
or ahout half way between top and bottom, but these variations
have so wide a range that it is impossible to be definite upon
this point. The spotted and red clays are those which contain a
large percentage of iron and which exists in them.as ferric oxide,
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giving them a red or spotted (red and bluish) color. They are
termed mottled clays, and _lso, simply red clays. The line of
separation between these red, spotted and blue clays is always exceedingly uueven aud tbe. clay often appears to be one mass,
which has been made by the most irregular mixture of large and
small masses and fragments of these different shades of color.
Iu some places these colored, or more properly discolored, clays
are not found and tile whole bed is blue or bluish white clay. In
others the red clay is at the top, as if this part of the bed had
been in some way thus discolored by ageucics from above; in
still others it is found at the bottom, but it is more generally
tbund towards the bottom, as iu the order of arrangement given
above. Some of these latter seem to indicate an original uniform
percentage of ferric oxide throughout the whole bed wbich has
been removed from the upper part.
The sandy and extra saudy clays coutaiu such varying percentages of saud that their composition can be given only
approximately.
A typical speeilnen from Lougbridge & Powers'
pits contains 52.6 per cent. of quartz sand.
From the Woodbridge fire clay bed upward to the feldspar bed
there is a distance of 65 feet, which is occupied by sandy and
dark colored clays with irregularly interbedded layers of sand
Seine of these beds are largely worked for cmumou red brick aud
pipe materials, and these excaw_tions, together with those necessary for the removal of these higher beds in many of the fire
clay banks, aflbrd good opportunities
for the examination of
the lower of these strata, but the whole series is not to be seen at
al_y one locality or iu any one vertical secLiou. In the Woodbridge group of pits the overlying black clays run up to 40 feet
in thickness
Alol)g the Raritan also they arc very well exposed
both in the clay banks and also in the high bluff at Florida
Grove. The sub-division, as given in the columnar section
ubovc, see page 34, is not everywhere equally plain and well
marked. It may be regarded as provisional, particularly towards
the top, subject to alteratiou and further sub-division after extended workings bsvs made the order more clearly defined.
SANDY

CLAY_

INCLUDING

LEAF

BED.

This bed is easily traced by its contact with the fire clay and
by the leaf prints, or impressions so numerous in it. These are
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occasionally seen in other strata of this formation, but not in
such numbers as here. This leaf bed, with its fossil rome:us,
appe_rs in David Aycrs' pits, S. A. Mocker's pits, Hampton Cutter & Sons' pits, in Isaac Inslee's pits, near Woodbl'idge, ha the
Woodbridge Clay Company's pits, in the cast bank of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Compal_y, and at the bottom of the
brick clay bank of Sayro & Fisher, on the Raritau river. Elsewhere the sandy layers appear, but they have _mt been examined
tbr such organic remains. Careful explorations will no doubt
result in their discovery in Dearly all places where the bed is
found. And this may be considered as tbe immediate aceomp_miment of the fire clay, and a guide in exploring for the
underlying Woodbridge fire clay bed. It is difficult to determine
accurately the thickness of this leaf-bearing sand bed. At the
bank of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Company, wllel'e
it lies between the top white clay and the fire clay, it. is six feet
thick.
In R. N. & It. Valentine's bank tbere is five or six feet of
such sandy layers between the pipe clay and the fire clay. ]n
some of the banks it is only one or two feet thick, while in others
it_ limits cannot be fixed with any certainty.
Lignite or, as it
is more commonly termed, wgod, and pyrite (sometimes known
as " sulplmr balls") arc also common in this bed, aud the dark
color of the sandy mass is often due to the amount of earbonace_us nmtcrial disseminated in small fragments and particles
through it. This is sometimes so abundant that the bed appears
made up of malay thin layers of compressed woody matter in
the form of flattened limbs and trunks of trees and le_ff impressions packed so closely togetl?er that it is difficult to to get good
specimens or well marked prints. These all lie with the stratification, that is, with tbeir longer axes conformable to the plane
of bedding.
In the banks of H. Cutter & Sons, and at Sayreville,
the bed seems like a great herbarium, with its specimens nicely
pressed and preserved in the sandy layers:
PIPE

CL,_*Y.--(TOF

WHITE

CLAY).

This subdivision, as well as its uame, comes from the fine section seen in the adjacent bauks of the Crossmau Clay aud Manufacturing Company and A. Weber. It is made to include both
the so-called top white clay, and the clays over it, which are used
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as pipe material.
The best of the top black and dark colored
clays in the bank of the Salamander works, and in those adjoining it, along the Woodbridge and N_w Brunswick road, and also
those in Mutton Hollow, as in J. R. Watson's, S. A. Meeker's, and
Melick Brothers'banks
and in Isaac Inslee's pits south of Weedbridge, H. Cutter & Son's, and the pipe clays in the banks along
the Raritan, and the hard clay stratum at Sayre & Fishcr's brick
clay blank, used for front brick, are all in this member of the
clay series.
The stiff blue clay stratum in W. S. Perth's brick clay bank ou
the South river, and the five-foot blue clay layer in Willett &
Yates' bank, at Washington, are also to be referred to this member of tile clay formation, although in neither of these banks has
the lower Woodbridge fire clay bed been identified.
It has been represented in the columnar sectiou as 10 feet
thick, but like the sand bed underneath, its thickness varies in
different localities. In Watson's bank there is 8 feet of pipe clay ;
at the Salamander Works' bank the pipe clay, including three
feet of sandy clay, is 11 feet thick. At Weber's bank and in the
cast bunk of the Crossman Clay and Manut_cturing
Company
there is 12 feet, including a blue pipe clay 3 feet thick ; then 2½
to 3 feet of black sandy clay ; 3 feet of black pipe clay; then
the top white clay 3 to 4 feet thick. Near Crows Mill creek, in the
pit of the Woodbridgc Clay Company, tlds bed is 9 feet thick.
At R. N. & H. Valentine's bank there is a layer of dark colored
pipe clay 4 to 5 feet thick, which belongs in this subdivision.
The front brick clay at Sayre & Fisher's bank is about of the santo
thickness.
These examldes show that there is in this, as in the
lower strata, the same moderate range of variation from certain
fixed limits, which are to be taken as the mean or average of
many localities.
As has already been stated, this sob-division in stone places
consists of two to four distinct layers or strata. Generally there
is a thin and sandy stratum interposed between two layers of
pipe clay, as if the middle of the bed had received a larger percentage of sand. A more detailed survey of localities may find
additional facts sufficient to justify a triple or tbur-fold sub-divisioa of this member of tim series. The material of this bed, as
here limited and described, shows a wide range in character.
The top while day of the Crossman and Weber banks may be
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taken as typical of the purer clay of the bed. This contains
ab(mt 50 per cent. of sand, and about one per cent. ferrieoxide
and 2.1;t per ct'nt, of potash. The equivalent of this layer--in
Sayrc _: l:ishcr's bank--the
front brick clay, lms the following
constitmmts, as determined by analysis:
,'_I,_a_::

..........................................................................................

28.24

Si:i, h mid ........................................................................................
Wa_tr ................................................................................................

29.15
6.60

Quartz -:rod ........................................................................................
Fcrrh" t_xhh.. ......................................................................................

28.63
2.76

Ma:m .i _...........................................................................................
Lilm .., ........................................
,.............
. ...........................
Pc*ta-h ...............................................................................................
Soda ........................................................................................................
Tita::i,'

..Ad ........................................................................................

T, aal ..........................................................................................

, ............

0.19
.......
2.97
1.03
99.47

Thc,c fitzurc_ rcprcsent the best portion of this bed, although
thq.rv is probably lc_s potash in some of the black clays that are
included iu it than in these clays whose analyses are here given.
Somc of them arc certainly more sandy. This gradation from
tit.her to poorer, or more sandy clays, is seen here as in all the
oth_r cIay beds, and this not onlyin going vertically, but also horizontally, from point to point, thus explaining the differences which
arc to he seen in corresponding sections of the same layers taken
f,',,,,t ,littbrent banks, or even from points.in
the same bank.
There i_ the general correspondence rulming throngh the varying details of each locality. Lignite is not so abundant as in the
bed, above and below this one. It occurs more commonly in the
san,ly layers, anti not in the richer portions of the bed. There is
some carlmnaccous matter in all the clays of darker shades of
color. In one from the bank of H. Cutter & Sons--_ black clay-it amounts to I;.73 per cent. This is exceptionally large. The
aw.rntzc is estimated to be 4 per cent. It is distributed quite uuiformly through the mass, and gives it the dark blue to black
col,)r so common. As this is eonsmned in the kiln, such clays
burn white. Pyrite is another quite common constituent of the
clays in this bed, but nearly always in the more sandy portions
which are not used. It is generally associated with the lignite.
It i_ ._ccnin thc thin layer separating the black pipe and the blue
pipe day layers of the east bank of the Crossman Clay and
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Manufacturing Company.
The top white and the best pipe clays
are free from it. No leaf impressions are known to have been
found ill it, but they may exist in some of its sandy and lignitebearing layers. This bed has furnished the few shells and casts
of shells which up to the present time have bectl found in the
plastic clay formation.
These are of one species only, viz. : Cucullea a.nlrorsa. They were found in Valentine Bros.' bank, on
the l_aritan river. Additional localities and specimens of this
shell, as well as of other species, are anticipated as the results of
further diligent search for such fossil remains:
LAMINATED

CLAY

AND

SAND.

This member of the clay series is well developed in many of
the banks about Woodbridge and also in those along the Raritan, especially where the bearing, or top dirt, is thick. At many
of them it is the uppermost clay in the bank, since none of them
as yet are high enough to reach the next higher member of the
series. The bottom sandy clay of Isaac laslee's pits, near the
Woodbridge and Perth Amboy railroad, is referred to this subdivision.
The lower half of the brick clay bank of Sayre &
Fisher is _flso placed here. Most of the upper part of W. S.
Petit's red brick clay, on South river, very probably belongs to
this bed. The black clay and sand dug by Willett & Yates in
their bank at Washington, and the clays dug along the South
river for the red brick yards, are also here included.
This bed crops out at Florida Grove, in the north bank of the
Rarltan, and is seen in the south bank also, near Kearney's
dock, and thence southwest along that bank to Mount Ararat,
near George Such's resideace.
It will be observed that this, with
the micaccous sand bed which rests upou it, furnish nearly all
the clay which is dug in this district for the manufitcture of red
or common brick; and the extent of these beds is quite equal to
the largest demands.
As implied in its name, this bed consists of thin layers of sand
and sandy clay, alternating quite irregularly.
Some of these are
less than an limb, while others exceed a foot in thickness.
Both
lignite and pyrite abound, more, however, in some than in other
layers, !lnd disseminated irregularly in all of them. The carbonaceous matter gives the dark color to much of the clays in
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tllis sub-division.
The sandy layers are ahnost all wllite quartz,
althilugh in places blackened by small fragments of lignite.
In
consequence of tllis sorted character of these layers and hunimc
and the lack of homogeneity, as well as the very general prevalence of both pyrite and lignite, the materials found in them are
only used in the nmnufilcture of red brick. Some of the layers
might be used ibr more valuable purposes. The division plauo
between thi_ and tile overlying sand cannot be located accurately. There are but fi,w sections showing the whole tllickness of
the two, and consequently it is impossible to define exactly their
limits. As nearly as can be determined, the thickness of this
laminated clay bell is put at 30 feet, leaving 20 feet (the interval
between this and the feldspar bed) as the tllickncss of the sand
bed.
"_IICACEOUS
•

SAND

BED.

While thelaminatedclayand sandhasbeen most studiedat
thetopofthechlybanks,wherealoneitisworked,thissandbed
i._
b¢,_t
known from theexcavations
thatgo down throughhigher
bedsand stopinit. In otherwords,itisbestknown asa bot(om
bed, whereas the other is generally at the top of the section. Tile
localities wllcre this is seen are comparatively few, partly owing
to its positiou with reference to other beds, partly to its having
no prt.sent use, and, possibly, in part to its lack of decided marks
or character whereby to identify it. Lying next under the feldsfa: bt,d, the pits in that material have in nmst of the banks
gone down to it, and borings and explorations have then gone
furtller into it. At tile bank of Charles Anness & Soil this dark
colored sandy bed hlts been penetrated twenty feet in borings.
On the adjoining Forbes farm, a pit and boring went through
20 feet of this bluish'sand
and micaceous clay. It appears in
Edgar Bros.' bank also. On the line of the New York and Long
Branch railroad, near Woodbridge creek, and under the kaolin of
James Valentine, tllere is 14 feet of black, sandy and micaceous
clay, containing lignite and pyrite. Here this sub-division appears more clayey than it is under the feldspar in the above-mentioned banks. This bed, or this portion of the clay series, crops
out in the hillside at Florida Grove. It was dug years ago on
B. Valentine's place, south of his residence, and down the hill
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below the feldspar pit. The black clay under the sand at thcfire
sand bank on the property of the Knickerbocker Lifo Insurance
Company, fronl its relations to the overlying feldspar, must also
be placed here. The top clays at Isaac Inslee's pit, near the
Woodbridge and Perth Amboy railroad, also belong hcre. South
of tile Raritau, tile top clays ill W. S. Petit's bank, in Willett &
Yatcs' bank at Wasllington, and those in Sayre & Fisher's bank
at Sayrcvillc, also belong here. As the division plane between
this and the laminated clay and sand under it is unsettled,some
of these localities here separated may belong to both. In our
section 20 feet has been assigned as the thlckuess of this bed.
Micaccous sand and sandy clay, dark-colored to black, make
up tile mass of _his bed, not uniformly mixed, but more or less
in layers of varying thickness ; but tile sand predominates
over
the clay and gives character to it, distinguishing
it from tbe
more clayey beds under it. Mica also appears more abundant
here than in some of the lower strata of this formation.
It oc- .
curs in the form of very minute flakes or scales. Pyrite and lignite are also common in it. No organic remains other than
those of plants occur in it.
FELDSPAR

AND

KAOLIN

BEDS,

The columnar section represents these as distinct beds. They
arc, however, so intimately connected that for the purposes of
description these layers, and the thin sandy clay stratum which is
found generally aecmnpanying them, are here included under one
head--ram sub-division, as it were, of this formation. This threefold division is plain at nearly all the localities, but there is such
a variation iu the thickness of the .respective layers that tlIe
l_gures on this liarL of the section canao_ be considered as representative of any one locallty, but as typichl of what is seen atall
of the openings and outcrops.
These s_rata lying on the black
sand and sandy clay, are not seen in the vicinity of Woodbridge.
The sections there do not reach high enough to include them.
.Nor are they seen in any of the Raritan river banks west of Crows
Mill creek. There, also, the drift lies upon the laminated clay
and sand bed, or upon even lower members of the clay series.
Tile higher ground between these two groups of clay banks includes the higher strata under a considerable thickness of drift,
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and the most extensively worked feldspar localities are in th_s
dividing ridge. At the bank of Charles Anness & Son, thefddspar varies from 'd to 10 feet in thickness, sometimes ii_ two
layers, which are separated by a bed of white quartz sand, and
covered by a sandy clay bed 1 to 5 feet thick. At the neighboring lart_e bank on the Forbes tract there is, in nlost of the pits,
a samly clay at the top, which is between a few ilmbes and 3
feet thi_.k ; then there _s a fire sand and a sandy clay, resembling
kaolhh from 2 to 8 feet thick ; then the feldspar, 2 to S feet thick;
and at the bottom the bluish, mieaceous sand bed. A little furthor to the southeast, this bed is qpened on the farm of the
Knickerbocker
Life Insurance Company. Still fllrther southeast it is cut in the l.'_oli_ pits of James "Valentine, and /ff the
New York and Long Branch railroad near Maurer's brick and
tile w_rk_. At the last mentioned place the feldspar occurs iu e,
thin ]a.vur, SCaleely a foot thick, resting on the black, sandy clay
and umh,r ttu, ]:,tolil_. On the Forbes farm the fdds'par bed is
90 fe_,t !bottom) above high water level; in James Valentine's
pits it is 3'_ feet, and at the latter place the kaolin is 6 feet thick.
At Merrltt's pits, one mile northwest of :Perth Amboy, the
],'aolia w_ries between 4 amt 12 feet in thickness, and there is no
clay orf_'bhTar of any ('xtent accompanying it. Ill Perth Amboy
and its vicinity the ]:aol;a is dug in the pits of A. Hall & Son,
where it is '_to 10 feet thiek, aud also along the Easton and Amboy
railroad.
It also appears in the cut of the :New York aml Long
Bram.h railroad, near the depot, besides several other places withil_
the limits of the city. Thefeld,_par is wanting in these pits and excavations in Perth Amboy. West of this, and on the southwestern sIepe of the ridge, Edgar Brothers dig the J_ldspar near
Crows Mill creek. ]t hasbeeu fomld in the clay shaft oa the J.
It. Manning farm, and in a boring under the clay at Ed. F.
Roberts' pits, and also o'n B. Valentine's lands, near Florid_t Grove.
These localities are between one and two miles west-northwest
of Perth Amboy. In Roberts' boring, on tbe Manning farm,
the three layers were penetrated as follows: reddish yellow,
sand)' clay from 2 to :_ feet thick; kaolin and white sand. l(I fee_
thick ; .f_htsp_r, 4 feet thick, and a_ the bottom, sand. South of
the Raritan river this feldspar bed has been opened by J N. Coleman, about half a mile southeast of Kearney's dock.
The
kaolin _tratum has been recognized under the South Ambay fir_
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clay bed in all the fire clay pits on that side of the river• At
the oils of E. F. & J. M. Roberts, on the Kearney tract, it is
found at the bottom, but is not taken out, the work stopping as
soon as tile clay is reraoved.
In George Such's pits the red clay
under the blue fire clay is presumed to lie directly upon the
kaotb_ or on all equivalent bed of sand. On the J. K. Brick estate
the pits are dug through the fire clay and into the kaolin, and
this is at least 7 feet thick. At Whitehead Brothers' bank, at
Sayreville, it is 8 feet thick. At Washington the kaolin crops
out near the top of the hill above the brick clay and it is there
opened and dug extensively by Whitehead Brothers.
The layer
there appears higher than the natural dip would put it at this
point, occupying the horizon, which the South Amboy fire clay
bed would be expected to fill. The general section illustrates
this statement.
Some of the fire sand and clay of J. _N.Coleman's pits between South Amboy and K_earney's dock is refcn'ed lo this place in the vertical geological section. From
these preliminary notes of localities and from the fuller description of all the outcrops, giw_n fllrther on in this report, it will
be evident that the strata of feldspar, kaolin and the associated
clay laver are subject to much variation in their thickness and
character of materials.
The average aggregate thickness of the
three beds is 18 feet, of which the feldspar occupies 5 feet, the
kaolin 3O feet, and the sandy clay, 3 feet. The surface is marked by
its unevenness, the inequalities being more characteristic and
common thau they are in any of the clayey beds of this formation.
The names feldspar and kaolin, as used everywhere in this
clay district to designate these strata and their materials, are
applied incorrectly.
The feldspar is more properly a kaolin, although not answering fully to all the characters implied in that
well known term. It is a mixture of a l'ich clay with white
quartzose sand and fragments of quartz, nearly all of which are
slightly rounded on their edges and lack the sharp grained
character of the quartz in most of the true kaolins. Both the
clay and the quartzose portions are of a secondary origin, that is,
they are not the result of rock disintegratiou in place. Nor are
they sorted as the lnaterials of the clay and sand beds• There
is no lanaination in its structure nor any arrangement
other
than a nmst intimate mixture of these two constituents, some-
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what _imilar to the blending of quartz and feldspar in some of
our granitic rocks. Whence it came and how it was deposited,
in this unsorted condition over comparatively so large an area,
and so uniformly, are difficult questions.
If there were gncissic
or granitic rocks immediately under it, the explanation would
be easy. Instead of such a rock basis it reposes on a sand bed,
which is one of a series of sedimentary strata and these too of
earthy materials, such as clays and sands, all of which appear
to have been sorted by the action of water during tlmir deposition. The mixture is so intimate that there is not the slightest
trace of lamination'or stratification in it. As i_ does not show
considered
as a drift
the Cretaceous
periodin probably
quite
any wave action
or of
evidences
of depositiolL
water it of
may
be
local origin and ext_.nt.
The chemical composition of this anomalous mixture varies
somewhat in the different horizons of the layer, according as
tberc is more or less quartz in it or oxide of iron stains through
it. In places it is quite saudy and by gradations, not marked,
passcs into a coarse, clayey fire sand. In others it is discolored
by the iron oxide and this appears in the analyses of such specimens. The followiug analyses * represent the average composition of the typical feldspar, viz:
J
Ah_rnina ...........................
Silicic acid ........
Water .....................................................
Quartz _nd ..................................................................
Ferric oxide. .................................................................
._Iagne_ia
Lime ......
Potash ......
Soda .................
Titanic acid..

1

2

3
16.07
4.30
" 77.40
0.53
0.25
0.15

T.tals ..............

98.70

J"Including the _[llclc
acid.

1. Feldspar from the Forbes' farm, hank worked by W. N. Weidenrr.
In the (,hemicul
examinath_n
+)f till,So s )ecimen_
the nm nt.sia aud
th_
Th_.y _r+. _, ry -I_I.LN Ln amoullt,
hllrfe',- mot(! th_n
|r_(:(._.
T_q2 Ll_ln C C
only.
hi lh_ blht_r ttn_l.y_¢_ it IS weighed
with tile slLIcic Ltcid.
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2. Edgar Brothers' feldspar.
3. Feldspar from bank on farm on the Knickerbocker
Life Insurance Company.
These analyses show a remarkable agreement among the several
constituents.
They show also that the sand and quartzose fragnlents or pebbles amount to about sixty per cent• of the weight,
which, allowing for the greater density of the quartz, would
make it about one-half of the mass by volume.
The specific gravity of the feldspar is 2.2S3--2.321, being considerably greater than that of the fire clays.and a little less than
than that of pure quartz (2.5--2.8).
The so-called kaolin is a micaceous sand. consisting of finegrained, white quartz sand, mixed with a small and varying
percentage of white mica, in small flakes, or scales and a very
little white clay. The mica, however, is conspicuous and gives
the mass a glistening appearance and a somewhat soft and soapy
feel, but the sand is very largely in excess, constituting from
sixty to ninety per cent. of the mass in the more clayey and micaceous specimens. The ultimate chemical composition of some
of theso kaolins is as follows :

f!213
Silicic
acitt and sand ..............................................
Alumina
and
fermc
oxide ................................................

s7.101
]l.lO

89.40'
1.80

92.70
5.70

"*_atcr ..........................................................................
II 4"501
0.70
!%utsh
..........................................................................
1.30 ..........2.60'
0•35

]. Is from Mrs. Merritt's pits, near Perth Amboy.
2. From Whitehead Brothers' pits, Washington.
3. A typical specimen from Charles A. Campbell & Co.,
Staten island.
These analyses were partial, made for comparing tbe kaolins
witb the fire sands, but lhey indicate the large proportion of
sand and show that they are simply mica-bearing sands.
The upper layer of sandy clay is not seen everywhere accompanying tbe feldspar and kaolin. It is quite often wanting.
It
is very sandy and in most places has a reddish or yellow color
and contains a considerable amount of ferric oxide• Some of
it is used, mixed with other clays in the manufacture of lower
grades of fire bricks and also in saggars.
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East of Staten Island sound this bed of kaolin is worked extensively ill several large pits north of Rossville, Stilton island.
It has been worked to a depth of 18 feet without finding bottom.
It occupies the same relative position as in New Jcrsey, a little
below the South Ainboy fire clay, which latter bed is seen in
the pits of Storcr & Brothers, B. Krcischer & Co. and William
II. Berry.
SOUTH

AMBOY

FIRE

CLAY

BED.

This bed of fire clay is best developed on the soufll side of the
Raritan river and within the limits of the township of South
Aalboy, as these ran before itsdivision two years ago. This name,
then proposed, has been retained as appropriate inasmuch as the
bed eonlcs to the shore near the town of South Amboy.
Like
the Woodbridge bed this fire clay bed has been worked extensively
at several points and these large excavations have afforded very
good fi_eilities for studying its relations and structure.
The contlguration of the surface south of the Raritan river does not
favor a wide developnient in working, such as is seen north of
tlmt stream, in the Woedbridge fire clay. In the latter the slope
of the surface descends southward, making a small angle with
the line of the dip ; and as this slope is in some places quite as
steep as the dip of the clay, the belt of avnilable or working territory--tlmt
is, land where the clay is within an accessible
depth beneath the surface--is wider than it is on the south of the
river, where the slope of the country is towards the Dorth and
northwest, or in an opposite direction from that of the dip of the
clays. As the ground here rises quite rapidly, going southward
the edg_,s of the strata are soon passed over, and the covering, or
top dirt, becomes too thick for removal, precluding profitable
working and exploration.
This explains the narrow belt in
which the several banks of fire clay south of the Raritan are
boated.
Looking at the map, we see this belt bending south in
the low ground along Burt's creek, then turning north again in
the banks on the J.K.Brick estate and that of Wbitehead Brothers,
where the land rises. This bed has been 'identified north of the
Raritan river at three points, near the New Brunswick road, 1½
miles northwest of Perth Amboy.
The most important one of
these localities, where the bed has been best opened and most
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extensively worked, is ill the pits of E. F. Roberts, oa the Manning farm. Here the bottom of the fire clay is 60 to (;9 feet
above high water level, and is between 7 and 13 feet thick.
Under it there is a saudy c]-ty 2 or 3 feet thick, aud under this
the ]:aol6_ and feldspar. These pits and the neighboring river
bluff, south of them, together make a vertical section of 80 feet,
including nearly all the strata between the Woodbridge and the
South Amboy beds. Until the true place of this fire clay was
recognized it seemed altogether exceptional, being, as it were, an
isolated outcrop ou the top of the hill, and much too high to be
classed with the other Raritan river clays. By reference to the
general section, it will be seen that its elevation is. that "which
would be assigned to it, knowing the dip of this fire clay bed and
its correct geographical relations to the other localities of this
bed. The pits on the Do Bow farm, west of Roberts', arealso in
this bed. The remaining locality is on the north of the New
Brunswick road, on the J. H. Manning place. A deep lilt or
shaft was here sunk through this into the kaolin and feldspar,
confirming its geological position, as indicated by its elevation.
In addition to these three localities, of which there is no question, some of the reddish clays found in the Easton and Amboy
railroad cuttings, near the Florida Grove road crossing, very
probably belong in this horizon. ]t is also reported as existing
norfll of the Manniug farm, in some of the higher ground running thence to the Forbes farm.
All of the fire clay which is dug south of the Raritan river
comes from this bed. It has been very extensively mined in
the large cxcawttions made by E. F. & J. M. Roberts, on the
Kearney tract. It has in these pits an average thickness of 8
feet and is underlaid by quartzose sand, the equivalent of the
kao_b_bed. In mos_ of these it has evidently suffered some loss
at the surface by wear, or denudation, and afterwards has beeu
covered by the yellow sand and gravel drift. In George Such's
bank it is generally found covered by sand and sandy black
clay, m irregularly alternating layers. And here the bottom of
the bed is red and not properly a fire clay. Proceeding west, it
appears in the Brick estate bank, under a heavy bed of sand and
gravel drift and lying on kaolin. The same association of layers
is seen at Whitehead Brothers' bank, at Sayreville, although in
some of the pits of this bank there is a sandy bed at the top,
5
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which i_ called kaolin, as well as that tinder it. The same sand
drift cow,rs it in Sayre & Fisher's (westernmost) bank and it in
turn lies on the kaolin. Here it is from 5 to 16 feet. thick. This
bed has been opened on F. Van Deventer's land near the South
river, one mile southeast of Washington.
The diggings were
not of sufficient extent to test the locality.
At James Bissett's
red brick clay bank on the South river, a thin layer of tough
and ret):_ctory white clay, near the top of the bank, has been
supposed to belong to this bed. Its elevation corresponds to that
of the llre clay horizon, but tile layers associated with it do
not appear to confirm this position.
The white clay which
crops out on the shore in South Amboy near William Allen's
pits may also be a part of this bed. Its elevation and place
have been discussed above (see page 54.) The fire clays dug on
Staten i,_land, near Rossville, by William H. Berry, Storer &
Brother and B. Kreischer & Co., from their relations to the
/_aol/_, near the same place, their elewttion and their location in
reference to the fire clays of this district, are also in this bed.
The general section shows these re[ations and their elevation
and illustrates this statement.
Judging from the localities where
this bed appears best developed and no_ greatly worn or denuded
on the surface, its thickness has been estimated to be about. 90
feet. This exceeds the measurements in most of the pits, but in
many of these there are evidences that at these points the thickness has been diminished by much surface wear. The inequalities in both the surface and at the bottom are very considerable,
as can be seen in the pits of E. F. Roberts near Florida Grove;
in George Such's and in the Brick estate banks at Burt's creek,
and very finely in those of Whitehead Brothers and Sayre &
Fisher, at Sayreville.
So a/so on Staten island this clay is 15 to
29 feet thick in Storer & Brothers pits, while in Kreiseher's it is
only 6 feet. ,N'otwithstanding all these variations the general
section shows the mean thickness to be about 20 feet.
The South Amboy bed, like the Woodbridge bed, shows much
variation in the character and in the percentage of its several
constituents.
The order of succession, or changes vertically in
this bed, is as follows, beginning at the top :
Sandy white to buff-colored clay.
Blue fire clay.
Sandy mottled-red clay.
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These arc not distinct layers, but gradations from top to bottom in the one bed. This order is not always apparent.
For
exceptions the local descriptions must be consulted.
This bed,
like the Woodbridgc bed, has its upper and lower portions more
sandy than the intermediate part; and here, also, the lower part
is found, in most pits, colored by ferric oxide, making a red or
mottled, or (as often styled) a ,spottedclay, according as the clay is
wholly or in part impregnated with this coloring oxide. "Sulphur halls," or round, ball-like aggregations of pyrite crystals,
are found in many places in this bed. They occur irregularly
in all parts of it--in the rich white and fine fire clays, just as
in the inferior red clays. These are from one to four inches in
diameter.
Frequently the outer shell or periphery is completely
changed to ferric oxide, while the interior is still unchanged sulphide of iron. Pyrite in smaller lumps and fragmentary pieces
is also quite common, and diffused throughout the clay of the .
whole bed as worked in some places. It appears more common
in this than in the Woodbridge bed. Small pieces of lignite are
also found here and there in it. A filmy coating of vivianite (phosphate of iron) has also been seen in one locality.
Amber is another foreign mineral, but of much more rare occurrence.
The
rich and purest clays of this bed do not (iiffer essentially in
chemical composition from those of the Woodbridge bed.. For
the comparison the following table of analysis is here given :
1
Alumina
Silicicacid .............
Water .............

2

37.49
41.33
12.66

39.9_

Quartz sand ..............................................

5.27

Ferric oxide .............................................
5Iagnesia .................
Lime
Pota._h ...
Soda .........................................................

0.22
0.59

Titanic

acid ...............................................

Totals ................
(1) Undetormln(._l,

_......
weighed

4

I

5

13.4._

38.76
43.36
13.64

39.051
41.511
13,68!

38.$I
42.4l
13.35

0.71

1.51

3.131

2.65

1.21
0.41
0,87,
0.25 .............................

0.7_ i

0,8I
0.25

(1)

0.20 ...................
0.47
0.2(
0.28
0.42
O.lfi
0.18

0.21
0.40
0.26

1.63

1.35

100,64}
with

3

1.21
99.7 c

1,21

99 19 100._0

alumina.

1. E. F. Roberts' pits, Manning farm, northwest of Perth
boy.
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2. E. F. & J'. M. Roberts' pits, Burt's creek.
3. George Such's, (washed clay,) Burt's creek.
4. Sayre & Fisher's fire clay, Sayrcville.
5. An average of analyses, 1 to 4, inclusive.
There appears to be a slight difference in tlle density, those of
the Woodbridge bed being more solid and their specific gravity
a little greater.
Tbis difference does not, however, exceed onetenth (0.11, ,vhich is equivalent to 150 pounds, nearly, per cubic
yard. These clays tbus compared contain nearly the same
amount of quartz sand. The more sandy specimens are more
dense.
The interval between the South Amboy fire clay bed and the
stoneware clay bed is not so well known as tlle lower part of tile
clay formation.
Tile thick beds of drift which make tlle surface of the slope skirting the clay banks along the Raritan river
• from South ,__mboy to the South river, have hindered, to some
extent, exploration, and there arc very few outcrops, or cuts,
whcrc these intermediate strata appear.
Tile sandy, dark-colored
clays of E. F. _ J. M. Roberts' pits, near the South Amboy road ;
that over the fire clay in the old Kearuey bank, and in the bank
worked by tho Messrs. Roberts in 1865, all on tbe Kearney
tract ; the black clay in George Such'sbank, and the black sandy
earth on the same clay bed in Brick's pits, constitute the lower of
thc_c strata. Iu the last-mentioned locality leaf impressions and
lignito occur. The sandy, dark-colored clay in W. C. Perrine's
pits, cast of Roberts' pits, and near the old South Amboy and
Burt's creek road, from its elevation, is supposed to be near the
toil of this intermediate series, and not far below the stoneware
clay. The laminated, sandy clay dug in Mrs. Clark's pits, ou tbe
shore at South Amboy. and iu which, also, leaf prints and lignite
are abundant, is another exposure of these layers, but close down
to the fire clay bed, the latter cropping out a little lower on the
beach and seen at low w,_ter only. One of the best localities for
sceing a part of these intervening beds is in the cut of the Camden aml .__mhoy railroad, west of South Amboy and just north
of aml under the crossing of the Washington road. In this cu_
there is a considerable thickness of the dark-colored to black
sandy clays, containing lignite and pyrite. Under the stoneware clay bed ill tl_c pits of E. R. Rose & Son, near the Camden
and Amboy railroad, a dark-colored, sandy earth is found ; in
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Theodore Smith's pits, a laminated, sandy clay ; in the Morgan
bank, on the shore of Raritan bay, sand ; in Otto Ernst's clay
mines, the bottom is sandy clay, with lignite in places in it; in
Noah Furman's mine, white sand. These several localities taken
together show that between these beds the predominating
material is a sandy clay of dark color, with alternating
layers of
cluartz sand, and all containing some lignite and pyrite; and
near the top of the fire clay bed--that is, near the bottom of this
series--there appears to be a layer characterized by the presence
of leaf impressions, more plainly marked and better preserved
specimens and of species differing frmn those ]bund in the more
sandy layer which lles immediately upon the Woodbridge fire
clay bed.
The thickness of these sandy clay and sand layers from the
South Amboy bed up to the stoneware clay bed, as measured on
the general section, assuming the dip of tlm former bed to be
constant as it descends under the latter, is 50 feet. If the desaent,
or dip grows less, as is indicated by the height of the clay on
the shore at South Amboy, this i_terval is scarcely 40 feet. The
distance from the fire clay outcrop at South Amboy to Morgan's
stoneware clay bank is one mile and in the direction of the dip.
At these two points the two beds are at the same height respectively. According to this distance and at the (lip as observed in
the stoneware clay bed these clays are 30 feet apart measured
vertically or at right angles to the planes of the beds. Again,
the difference in the elevation of George Sueh's clay (bottom)
and that of E. R. Rose's (bottmn) is 45 feet and these are one
mile apart on a northwest and southeast line. From these statements and examples it is evident that these layers do not exceed
50 feet in aggregate thickness and more probably range between
30 and 45 feet. On the columnar section and in the tabular
statement of the members or sub-divisimls of this formation a
thickness of 50 feet, as a maximttm, has been assigned to them.
_TONEWARE

This designation is taken from
all of which is particularly well
stoneware.
Its outcrops are seen
fire clay bed and in Sayreville

CLAY

BED.

the material of the bed, nearly
adapted to the manufacture of
southeast of the South Amboy
and Madison township.
The
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thick beds of sand and gravel, forming the surface in all the
higher ground south of the Washington and South Amboy road
and extending to the Raritan bay shore and the tide meadows
along the Chesquake creek, cover this clay so deeply that it has
been opened at one point only on this higher level--or territory
--all the other openings are on the steep slopes of this area.
The most northerly pits are those of W. C. Perrinc and E.R.
Rose & Son, southwest of South Amboy and near the Camden
and Amboy Railroad.
The bed here is covered by drift sand
and gravel.
In some of the pits of this locality the bed has
been 15 feet thick. Along the bay shore the bed has been extensively worked on the Clark property and on the Charles Morgan estate. IIere it is covered by a laminated sand and sandy
clay and it has a maximum thickness of 25 feet. In the deep
tool narrow valley of Crossway or Back creek the bed has been
opt,ned at threo points on the southeast side of the stream.
On.the southern edge of the high upland where it descends to
the Chesquake creek meadows this bed has been opened by N.
Furman, Otto Ernst and on the Morgan estate. These openings
are at the head of this creek and near Jacksonville.
This
high ground descends more gently towards the west and southwest and on this slope there is but one opening, viz., the pits of
Theodore Smith. The clay of Charles Reynolds near Tennent's
brook, west-southwest of Jacksonville, should probably be inchnted in this list of localities, although it wants some of the
characteristics belongiug to the others. From this enumeration
it will be at once remarked that this bed has not been opened at
as many points as either of the fire clay beds. There arc consequently, fewer localities and sections for the examination of its
geological relations and structure and these are not so well nnd_rstood.
The vertical extent, or thickness of this bed varies exceedingly
in these several banks where it is worked. At Rcynold's pits
there is only 5 feet of clay ; in Theodore Smith's the bed is 8
feet thick; in Noah Furman's mines it is from 7 to 12 feet thick,
including a sandy layer at the top ; in Ernst's mines it appears
to be somewhat thicker, being 12 feet in one shaft, 15 feet in
another, and in a third, the shaft and borings are reported by
Mr. Ernst to show 31 feet of clay, passing through two distinct
layers of good clay, separated by 6 feet of sandy and red to dark
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colored clays. At the sMt works dock tlm clay appeared in
pockets, one of which was found to be 18. feet thick and 20 feet
below tide level, while near this in the side hill the clay was got
18 feet above that level and 5 to 7 feet thick. Morgan's bank on
Raritan bay also shows much inequality and variation in the
thickness of the workable clay. Measured frmn extrenm top to
bottom, at deepest, it here approximates
to 30 feet in thickness.
Some of these figures and the general section, appended to this
report, indicate a mean thickness of 30 feet. Wherever it is
found covered by the laminated sand bed which succeeds it in
tim geological order, it is generally found to be thicker.
Elsewhere it seems to have been diminished in size by agencies operating at the surface. The upper part of it has very probably,
in these places, been carried away by floods of water or ice.
More extensive working in it may yet show considerable irregularity and, possibly, that it is more of a series of pocket-like
deposits than a regular, continuous bed, like the fire clays of
Woodbridge and South Amboy.
This bed rests upon a sandy stratum and, in turn, supports a
laminated sand bed.
Approaching these limits, towards the
top and bottom, it grows sandy. And the top part, which is
more sandy, is not generally recognized by clay mi_crs as the
s_on_varc clay, but is sold for inferior uses. In the vertical dimensions, given above, this has been put in as a part of the bed,
as there is not generally any well marked plane of division
between this and the stoneware clay, of the miner, which is beneath it. In one of Ernst's shafts a dark colored clay comes in
between them. The stoneware clay, proper, is a white to greyish white clay, marked by numerous small spots or specks of
ferric oxide and hence, sometimes, termed "fly speckedY
It is
quite dense, having a specific gravity of 1.97-2.15. It contains
from one-third to one-half its weight of fine, white quartz sand.
Its chemical composition appears in the following analyses of
typical specimens :
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A hmlina

.......................................................................

Sillclcacid

combim.dl ....................................................

1

'

._ta_nc_la. ......................................................................
LImr. ..................................
•........................................
P
-h
..........................................
a
Titanlc

,

TotuN ....................................................................

3

---1.07 20.45
21,29
i 29.951 29.141 29.46

W_hr'romhlrl_l
...........................................................
r _ _an ...................................
I'rrrw oxldr. .................................................................
•

........................................
acid ..................................................................

2

5.871
40.43,
1.46

6.S1
35.14
1.71

r" 0.30
0.11
1.56

0.51
races
1.61

0.30
0.I1
1•82

traces
1.1_

0•48
0.91

0.18
l.fll

i
I

7 22
36.75[
1.47

99.5_

100.86 ! 100.83

I. Stoneware clay from E. R. Rose & Son's pits.
2. Stoneware clay from Otto Ernst's clay mines.
:_. Stoneware clay from N. Furman's clay mines.
Foreign minerals are less common than in the fire clay beds,
at_d DO leaf impressions or otller organic remains have been
fontal in it. At Ernst's mines small pieces of amber have been
di_t'ovrred, but they are comparatively r_ire. It differs from
tht. fire ('htys in tlm large amount of sand and in the much
larger percentage of potash.
The latter constituent, coupled
with the sand, makes it fusible and adapted to the making
of .,t[meware. At Morgan's bank the lower part of the bed is
found ",'cry emumoDly stained red by oxide of iron (ferric
oxide), or sometimes spotted, red and white, and then, locally,
termed, from its color, " peach blossom clay." Other spotted
clay, from its use, is called "door knob clay."
In this phenomenon there is some correspondence between these several
bed,.
Whatever may have been the causes which produced
these like eft'cots, they seem to have acted uniformly in affecting
the lower rather than the upper parts of these beds.
LAML_ATED SA_D AND CLAY.

This sand and clay, succeeding the stoneware clay bed, crops
out at several prints along the Ch_squake creek valley and in the
bluff along Raritan bay. The best locality for seeing it is on the
stoncware clay in ._[organ's bank and on the Clark property adjoining, and thcnee southward along tlle line of the New York
and Long Brailch railroad to Morgan station, near the mouth
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of Chesquake creek. At Morgan's bank it rises nearly to tile top
of the hill, and there attains a maximum thickness of 40 feet.
From this point to the creek it appears in the side cut of the railroad, above the track level, and downwards to tile tide water
line. Here it is covered by yellow sand and stratified gravels.
At tile salt works dock it lies on tlle stoneware bed. Near Mr.
Ernst's mines it crops out in the hillside, and here it is quite full
of pyrite and lignite, and is covered by yellow sand and gravel
drift. Some of ttle sandy earth, or so-called "black stutt," was
found in sinking the mine shafts at this place. This, together
with the strata, seen ill the neighboring ravine where the strata
axe well exposed by surface wash, makes a total thickness of
about 40 feet. The proportion of white quartz sand seems here
to be greater than it is at Morgan's bank.
At N. Furman's old
bank, south of Ernst's mines there is 10 to 15 feet of this black sand
and clay. At the more recently worked mine of Furman, near
the head of Chesquake creek, there is 3 to 6 feet of this bed, and
hero as at Ernst's the section made up of this and the outcrop in
the adjacent hillside, is somewhat longer. The Chesquake creek
is approximately the southeastern limit of this laminated sand,
as south of that, in the cuts on the New York and Long Branch
railroad, and also along the Bay Shore there is more clay and
less sand and very little of the laminated
structure.
It is
estimated to be at least 40 feet thick. The very plainly marked
lamination is a characteristic of this bed. It is made up of drab
to black, sandy clay, generally in moderately thin layers, separated
by much thinner layers, and in some instances by mere fihny
partings of white sand. There is, however, some variation in the
size of these layers. Lignite occurs in this bed, hut most commonly in small pieces and fragmentary masses.
CLAY

AND

LIONITE_

This is at the top of our columnar section, and extends upwards to the greensand marl, or the clay marl bed, which is at
the bottom of the greensand series. The line of division between
this and the laminated clay and sand cannot be fixed accurately,
but its top is clearly defined by the greensand, or glauco_ite,
which appears irregularly disseminated through the drab and
dark-colored clay of the clay marl. Two good sections of this
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lignite-bearing
clay are seen, one along the Raritan bay shore,
from ('hcsquake creek southeast to a point a little beyond the
Monmouth county line ; the other in the several cuts on the New
York alld Long Branch railroad, from the same stream to the
Cliffwood station, ill Monmouth county. There is about 40 feet
of this hlnish-black clay in the bluff on the shore of tile bay,
east of the Travers house. Southeast of this, and near N. Furmail's brickyard and Whale creek, the bluff is 40 feet high, and
consists of a solid bluish-black clay, excepting gravelly earth a
few fl'et thick at tile top. Lignite, in the form of branches and
even sections of large tree trunks, is abundant.
On the railroad
line, south of the Chesquake creek, there is a cut 45 feet deep,
and in this there is at least 30 feet of this clay, covered by a little
sand and gravel at the top. The sandy and micaceous layers at
the h,vel of track, and seen at the north end of the cut in the
upland hank, are supposed to belong to the laminated sand and
clay. A little above the track level there is a layer largely made
up of lignite in _mall pieces and other carbonaceous materials.
This is very black. It is the bottom of this clay, and is 25 feet
above tide level. It is about 15 feet thick. Higher, and extending to the gravel, the clay is of a lighter shade of color, and
apparently faded. Lignite was discovered several years ago in
this clay, east of the railroad line and north of Whale creek, on
the tIodge farm. A bed of it, 4 feet thick, was struck 35 feet
from the surface and at about tide level. West of the railroad
line, and on the south side of the Chesquake creek meadows,
beds of it have been opened at several points. On the farm of
George C. Thomas a great deal of exploring and mining work
was done. On the farm of the late Sheriff Gordon it was found
20 feet above tide level. This lignite crumbles on exposure to
file air and soon falls to pieces, and then looks like a heap of
very black clay. The clay and lignite is about 50 feet thick,
judging from its outcrop, as measured from the northern border
of the Chesquake tide meadows, where the stoneware clay bed is
about at tide level, to the Cliffwood road crossing, or Cliff'wood
station on the .New York and Long Branch railroad, a distance
of 1:_ miles, and assuming the dip to be the same as that of the
stoneware clays and the green sand marls--about
30 feet per mile.
On Enoch tIardy's farm, near Jacksonville, there is above the
lignite layers a yellowish white sand about 30 feet thick. This is
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not seen either on the shore of tile bay or along the railroad line,
although the cuts on the latter are hardly deep enough and so
continuous as to exhibit anything, excepting a few feet of the top.
If this sand be persistent it forms the upper layer of the plastic
clay series and then the lignite-bearing clay is only 20 feet
thick. This subdivision is as yet involved in somewhat of uncertainty.
The materials of both of these subdivisions, if they be
made, are quite largely used in the manufacture of common red
brick in two or three yards on Raritan bay. The lignite is combustible, easily kindled and burns with a blaze like wood. It
has been called brown coal, or simply coal. A good specimen of
it analyzed some years ago in the laboratory of the Geological
Survey, yielded of volatile matters, mostly combustible :
Gases ...................................................................................................
Coke ...................................................................................................
Ash .....................................................................................................
Total .............................................................................................

50.2
34.6
15.2
100.0

On account of the pyrite in it there is always a disagreeable
odor in burning, and the sand and clay mixed with it make it
difficult to get in large and workable amount and sufficiently
clean for an economical fuel. Several attempts have been made
to mine it, but thus far without success or profit.
This lignitic clay is considered to be the equivalent of that
seen at Bordentown and White Hill, on the Delaware river bank.
At the latter place the laminated clay and sand, with the latter
in excess, appears just uuder the clay marls, but the beds there
are not so well defined nor so largely developed as on Raritan
bay.
The green sand of the clay marls seen in the marl pits of
Enoch Hardy and on the Gordon farm (near the farm house), or
the Conover farm near the head of Whale creek, and in the cuts
on the New York and Long Branch railroad, near the Cliffwood
road and station, marks the southeastern limit and the top of this
plastic clay series.
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I.

t. LOCALDETAILSOF BEDSNORTHOFTHERARITANRIVER.
The description of the several outcrops and openings of thes_
beds of clay, kaolin,feldspar and sands, occurring in the clay distriet of Middlesex county embraces all the local and particular
facts attaehing to them with such i'eferences to the general geography and geological structure as are necessary to define more precisely their relations, and in turn illustrate the general statements
of th,, preceding chapters.
The arrangement
of these local descriptions is geographical.
Beginning at the northeast, near
Woodhridgc, proceeding thence south and southeast to Perth
Amboy, and from that point westward, to the extreme western
openings near Martin's dock, all the outcrops and localities north
of the Raritan river are grouped together in the first section of
this chapter.
Property lines mark the limits of these localities,
with few exceptions, as, for example, where the openings on the
same property are quite separate and show some marked differences. Gt,nerally the individual openings are described as banks,
in distinction from pits, which are restricted in their meaning to
smaller excavations, such as may be made in a few days. The
pits, as here understood, are, therefore, pa_'ts of ba_d's.
In the arrangement
of the matter, descriptive Of any given
locality, an attempt has been made to put the facts, as nearly as
possible in the following order :
1. Geographical relations.
2. Columnar section of the strata.
3. Elevation above mean high tide levd.
4. Character of the materials, beginning at the surface, or with
the top clay, &c. ; with analyses.
5. tIistorieal notice of openings.
6. Modes of working, handling and transportation, with uses
and values of materials.
Cma_tant reference is made to the map and the aecompauying
general section. On the latter the localities are numbered, and
by this means any given one can be found readily and certainly.
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The numbers in the text correspond with those on the section.
In this chapter nearly all the local designations for beds, clays,
&c., are used, as properly belonging ill a full account of the facts
and peculiarities pertaining to the several localities. The fiequent repetition of some of these has prevented explanation in
each case. It is hoped that they will be understood from a comparison of the facts presented, if not plain on first reading.
The arrangement of the beds in their natural order is shown
by numbers, and these tabular statements are intended, unless it
is otherwise mentioned, to be representative of tllat locality or
opening.
The analyses were generally of the best specimens of the kinds
described.
Exceptions arc mentioned in place. These specimens were nearly all collected by the Geological Survey and
with reference to their use as the basis for microscopical, cllemieal
and physical examinations and tests and comparisons.
TlIese
examinations have fnrnishcd many of the facts regarding their
physical characters, and all of tbose relating to their chemical composition, which are included in these detailed descriptions.
The
specimens analyzed were all well air-dried.
The analyses give
the composition of the clays, kaolins, feldspars and sands as they
dr)'. in summer air.
The specific gravity* of the specimens
represents their weights as compared with the weights of equal
volumes, or bulks of water. Many of the specimens were examined under powers of 75 to 150 diameters of the compound
microscope, and the descriptions often refer to such examinations.
On account of the length of time during which this report has
been in course of preparation, many localities have been visited
several times, so that the notes of these examinations at intervals of one, two, and, in a very few cases, of three years, show
differences such as would be expected to appear in such a length
of time in the steady working and further opening of localities.
Wherever practicable, tile descriptions have been brought" up to
date, but this could, not be done in all cases, since in many of
them little work and, in "a few of them, nothing has been done
since 1874. The very general working of all the banks and lo* The method
of getting
these wm¢_as follows:
A cube or other
c_lnvenient
form Was cut out of
the _llld luz_'_, Tills
w_,s cover_'d
by a film of parat_,ne,
and then weighed,
first in air ZLIIOthor] It1
WRt_*r, 1_" this [lltlth()(|
the op_nJ_e._s or porous
c()nt[ltion
w_
conslder_d
as afft'cting
the density,
v*'hth) by t'he common
methl)d
this is negleCSed
and tile specific
gravity
iS that of the clay, _nd,
_.,
without
rcl_!rc_nce to tile spaces
or lnterstlc
'-_ betwt:en
the particles
of solid [Ii_tor.
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cahties in that year made observations easy and very full and
these are incorporated in the report as more applicable than
some of those of the succeeding years.
Where not expressly stated, the facts regarding the strata,
character of materials and other general geological observations,
are from the field notes of personal examination or verification.
The modes of working, expenses, uses, and other facts more
related to the business of mining and using the materials, are in
most case_ the statements of proprietors, or other practical men
acquainted with these facts. So far as possible these have been
verified by corroborative testimony, and a general judgment
obtaim,d as authority for what is here given. Where this has
not bcen obtained, the fact is credited to its author.
DESCRIPTION

OF

CLAY

RANKS

IN

GEOGRAPHICAL

ORDER.

E_Aa'S _ATm._CL^V.
At this place some white and reddish-white, or mottled clay
has het'n dug for making red brick, but the layer is quite thin
and the clay not suite¢_ for such use. The red-shale drift, includi]_g large boulders, lies upon it. This is the most northerly
clay outcrop in this district, and it is the most eastern locality of
the Raritan bed, to which it is referred by its elevation above
high water level and by its evident nearness to the red-shale, the
underlying rock.
.Nothing was learned of the refractory quality of this clay. It
has not probably been tried, excepting for common brick. It is
not now worked.
WILLIAM

B.

DIXON'S

CLAY

PITS.

These pits are about 30 rods north of Mr. Dixon's residence, in
the village of Woodbridge.
The top dirt here is from 8 to 12 feet
thick and largely of red shale earth. The bed of clay varies
somewhat in thickness, and its surface is quite uneven.
This
inequality corresponds with the varying amount of top dirt. The
top spit of the clay is yellowish.
Under this there is the best
clay of the bed, and from 3 to 10 feet thick. Towards the bottom
it is more sandy.
It is underlaid by sand. The thickness of
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this sand, or the nature of the strata, deeper are not known.
The clay is said to run deeper in the most southern part of the
pits. Tim average elevation of the top of the claybed is 31 feet.
This clay belongs to the Raritan fire clay bed. It appears as
number 27 on the general section.
This clay is more sandy than the rich fire clays dug about
Woodbridge.
The selected or crucible clay is greyish white;
some of it has a reddish or faint purplish tinge, and some is quite
red in color. This latter is owing to oxide of iron in considerable quantity present in it. And this red clay is very irregularly
distributed in the bed. Commonly it appears in pockets and
layers over the best white clay. Some of the clay thrown out of
these pits is covered by a greenish yellow efflorescence of sulpilate of iron, indicating tile presence of this salt with sulphide
of iron in parts of the bed. All of it is remarkable for its compactness and density.
And its specific gravity is 1.994-2.047.
An analysis of the best of it gives the following percentages :
ANALYSIS.

Alumina ................................................................................
Silicic acid ............................................
"................................
Water

(combined)

...................................................................

20.95
31.12
9.03
67.70

Silicic acid (sand) ...................................................................
Titanic acid .........................
,..................................................

28.81
1.90
30.71

Potash ..................................................................................
Soda .....................................................................................
Lime .............................................................................................

traces
traces

Magnesia ...........................................
: ..................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron .................................................................

0.07
1.24

Water

0.57

(moisture)

....................................................................

1.88
Total

........................................................................................

I00.29

These figures exhibit a closecorrespondence
in composition to
that of the German clays, which are imported for making glass
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house pots, and also with the best English crucible clays. This
clay is not quite so dense as they are. It has been tried in a few
glass houses for making pots, but the results have been rather
experimental ill character.
It stands fire well, and burns without much shrinkage or checking, and the burned clay is dense
and strong, properties which give it special valuo for making
crucibles, glass pots and the more silicious fire brick.
But few pits have been dug by Mr. Dixon, and the limited extent which its uses have reached are hardly sufficient to establish
its character in the great industries where such a clay is needed.
In view of the increasing demand in our country for such clays,
nearly all of which are now imported at very high prices to the
consumer, this promising clay deserves a careful and thorough
trial.
LE_VIS POTTERIS

CLAY PIT_.

These pits are a few rods west of Dixon's and in the same bed
of clay. The top dirt is said to be 4 to 8 feet thick, and the clay
bed 5 to 6 feet thic]_. The surface of the latter Js not more than
10 feet lower than that of Dixon's clay. Very little has been
dug on this place. This opening is in the Raritan fire clay bed.
GEORGE

W. T_UDDYT_ PI_,

These are near a small tributary of Hoards brook, a mile
north of Woodbridge, and about 200 yards west of the Uniontown road. The overlying beds are red shale drift and, at the
north end, a yellowish white fire sand. This is quite coarse
grained and is mixed with a little white clay and streaked reddish in places by oxide of iron. The clay is said to have had a
maxinmm thickness of 20 feet. White, greenish white and mottled clays were obtained.
Red shale, ia place, underlies the
clay. From the large proportion of shale found on the top of
one of the heaps, this statement appears altogether reasonable.
In the most southern pits the top of the clay is 35 feet above high
water level. Near the road, and a few rods from the house of
Mr. Ruddy, a pit was dug under a bearing of 4 feet of reddish
earth and 4 feet of sand. This clay had a greenish tinge. Carbonates of copper occur in it. Here the clay bed is reported as
12 feet thick. Of the character and value of this clay of Ruddy's
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pits, nothing definite is known, although several hundred tons
are said to have been sold. While this pit is near the group of
openings about Woodbridge it does not belong in the same bed,
but to the lower Raritan potter's clay bed. Its position being
near, if not altogether upon, the red shale hnd in contact with it,
and its elevation somewhat lower than any of the clay worked
about Woodbridge, refer it to this geological horizon. See the
general section, No. 6.
These pits have not been worked in several years, excepting
for the sand. This is supposed to belong to the fire sand bed
underlying the Woodbridge fire clay bed. But it may belong to
the drift. Some of the sandy clay of the Raritan fire clay bed
ought also to be found here, as this lies next under the fire sand
bed.
WILLIAM P. EDGAR'S CLAY BANK.

This bank is the most northerly locality in the clay district
where the Woodbridge fire clay bed is opened and worked. Itis
about a mile north of Woodbridge village and east of the Metucben road. It furnishes the following section at the northwest, viz. :
(1) Yellow sand and gravel ..................................................................
(2 / Retort clay ...................................................................................
(3) Sandy clay (for pipe) .........................
:..........................................
(4) Fire clay, No. 1...........................................................................
(5) Bhtck clay, _N'o.2 ..........................................................................

30 feet
4 feet
5 feet
2 feet
2 feet

A black sandy clay, containing much lignite and pyrite, is at
the bottom. The top of the clay in this bank, as measured at
two points, is 83 and 89 feet high, respectively.
At the east the clay bed is sand),, at the top for 2 feet downwards ; then there is 3 to 4 feet of red or spotted clay; next, fire
clay, 2 feet ; and, at the bottom, black, pipe clay, 2 feet--in all, a
thickness of 10 feet.
The sand at the top is very plainly stratified, and the gravel
is generally in thin layers in it. The sand shows the compound
ebb and flow structure.
Towards the bottom of this drift covering the gravelly layers are thicker than at the top, and there are
a few stones, from three inches to a foot in diameter, in them. In
6
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placesthere isa very thin layerof red,shaly earth at the topon
thissand.
The top layerof e]ayis verytough,and issoldformaking gas
ret(irls.
The next layer(2)ismore sandy and ,lot
so tenaciousnor
sodark-colored
as (1). This isused in sewer and drainpipe,and is
known as "pipe clay." The best fireclay,or fi_eclay,
is white,
and nearlyfreefrom grittymatter. ]t issoldforfirebrick,etc.
The black clay at the bottom (5)isnot so sandy as that at the
top. It alsoisused forpipe. Tilesandy bed under thisand-at
the bottom isquitefullof lignite,
and piecesfivefeet long are
very common in it; but no leafimpressions]lavebeen found ill
it,or in the overlyingclays which are dug. This clay bank appears as ,No.7 on the genera] section. The clays are carted to
docks on Woodbridge creek,where they are loaded on vessels.
_'ILLIAM II, BERRYIS CLAY PITS.

These are on the farm adjoiningthe :Edgarplace on the west,
and near the ,_letuchenroad. There are two separateopenings.
Th(d,o_tof thehouse is but a few rods from Edgar's bank. In
this the red-shaledriftforms the surface,and is severalfeet
thick. Under itthere is the yellow sand and grave],which is
stratified
and of varying thickness. The clay surfacehas here
an elevationof 73 feetabove mean high water level,and it is
saidto be 15 feetthick. Some of itisbluisb-blackincolor,and
very tough and without any sand or grittymatter,but it is not
so refractoryas the best white fireclay. ]t burns white,and
makes a very superiorsewer pipe. Itscompositionisas follows:

Alum{ha .........................................................................
20.II
Sillcie acid and sand
68.38
Water ................................................................................................
5.55
Oxide of iron ....................................................................................
1.71
.....

......................................................................

3Iagnt:_ia ..........................................................................................
Potash ...............................................................................................
Titanic acid .......................................................................................
Total

..........................................................................................

0.73
2.58
1.01
100.07

The potash shows that it is not refractory
as a trt_e fire clay.
The alumina and water indicate nearly one-half of it to be clay
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Quartzose sand is at the bottom in

]¢orthwest Pits.--Here the overlying beds vary greatly from
point to point. Generally thero is about 6 feet of red-shale drift.
Under this the yellow sand and gravelly layers are of varying
thickness, up to 25 feet in some places. This latter is not always
continuous, and in some parts of the bank the red-shale drift
reposes immediately upon the clay. This bauk givesthe following section, beginning with the surface of the clay bed, the
elevation of which is 81 feet.
(1) Saggar clay ....................................................................................
(2) Bluish-black
clay (for retorts) ...........................................................
(3) Slatc_eolored clay (for pipe) ..............................................................

1 foot
5 feet
2 feet

(4) Black clay ....................................................................................
(6) Black clay, full of lignite ................................................................
Yellow sand at the bottom,

3 feet
8 feet
o

The surface of the clay is very uneven, hence the height is
varying.
Tile bottom is more regular.
The best clay of the pits
is (2) that used for retorts. It is remarkably tough. Its specific
gravity is 1.743--1.789, and its composition as follows :
ANALYSIS,

Alumina
Silieic

................................................................................

36.52

acid .............................................................................

41.18

Water(combined)

....................................................................

11.30
89.00

Silicie acid (sand) ....................................................................
Titanic acid ............................................................................

6.51
1.32
7.83

Potash ..................................................................................

0.28

Soda ......................................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................

0.16

Magnesia

.....................................................................................

Se.squi-oxidc
of iron ................................................................
Water (moisture) .....................................................................

1.11
1.50
3.05

Total ..........................................................................................
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This clay burns white and is very refractory.
These banks, together with that of Edgar's adjoining, show
finely the varying character and thickness of the top dirt, consisting of the two well marked drift beds. These banks appear
at number 8 on the general section.
FIRE SA_D PIT OF THE SALAMANDER WOR/_L_.

This sand pit is a few rods south of the Woodbridge and
Metuchen road and south of the clay pits described above. The
bearing, or top dirt on the sand is red-shale drift, and is 5 to 10
feet thick. In it there are some large boulders of gneiss, traprock, indurated shale, &c., &c. The top of the sand is 60 to 64
feet above high water level, and it is said to be 8 feet thick.
This elevation agrees with the horizon of the fire sand bed, and its
place on, the general section is at number 12. The sand of this
locality is white and almost exclusively of quartz.
The pit is worked for the supply of the Salamander Works iu
Woodbridge, where it is used in fire bricks.
D_vIDFLOOD'S
CLAYe,TS.
These pits open the Woedbridgc fire clay bed, a sbort distance
west of the Uniontown or Metuchen road, and west of Mr. Flood's
residence. They are the most easterly of a group of pits or con.
tinuous openings belonging to several landowners, whose property
lines take in the little valley which is a tributary of Heard's
brook, and which heads about one mile west of Woodbridge,
near the residence of Ed. Thompson.
Flood's pits have been
worked profitably for many years, and have yielded a large
amount of valuable clay. The tet) of the fire clay at the 'northeast is 7(i feet above mean high water level. About 100 yards
west of that the elevation of the clay (sandy) bed is 89 feet. According to Mr. Flood's statements the following section may he
taken as an average of the pits. It has tlle following subdivisions and thickness, beginning with the surface of the ground :
(1/ Red-shale drlft....._ .....................................................................
(2) Yellow _and and gravel ...............................................................
(3 _, White, sandy clay (for pipe) ...........................................................
(4) Biue fire clay ...............................................................................
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(5) Mottled or spotted cl_y ..................................................................
(6) Bottom sandy clay ........................................................................
Sand at bottom of pits under tbe clay.

85

8 feet
2 feet

No. 3, the top clay, which is quite sandy is sold for making
drain pipe and tile.
The blue fire clay, or, as it is here designated, fine day, is the
best of the bank, and commands the highest price for manufacture into white ware. It is bluish white, and contains scarcely
any sand or other foreign matter.
The mottled or spotted clay
derives its name from the irregularly mixed red and white
masses, the red color being due to a comparatively large percentage of sesqui-oxide of iron. This is not au essential constituent
of the clay, but is to be considered as a foreign or accidental
constituent,
which enters irregularly
into its composition,
amounting sometimes, in the deeper red portions, to seven per
cent. of the mass. Slight digestion in dilute hydrochloric acid
removes it, leaving a white or blue fire clay, somewhat more
valuable tha'u the original mottled or spotted clay. This method
of treating such clays, in practice, will be extensively carried on
whenever the prices of pure clay shall make it profitable to do
so. These iron stained masses in this clay are not in any way
separate from the remaining portion, nor are they in any orderly
arrangement.
This mottled clay is at present used in making a
No. 2 fire brick, and is also adapted to mixtures for pipe or tile.
The bottom, sandy clay, No. 6, is a bluish white clay, becoming
dirty yellow in the heaps. It also is used in mixtures for fire
brick. Mr. Flood says that in borings southwest of his bank he
did not find any good white clay. It is possible that these explorations have been at points where tbe fire clay bed has been
entirely removed by erosion, and its place filled subsequently by
beds of drift, or, as elsewhere in this clay district, replaced by
other members of the plastic clay formation.
The fire clay bed
appears, in the workings, to thin out, going west and northwest.
Some of the borings seem to show an increased thickness of black
clay towards the west. For the !oosition of this clay bank on the
general section see No. 9.
_¥ILLIAI_ II, _RR_IS

CLkY BA_K.

Adjoining Flood's bank on the west is that of William tI. Berry,
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but it has not been worked in six or seven years. Mr. Berry says
that he got a considerahle proportion of alum clay, pipe clay
and some fire clay. And in the first pits that were dug there
some paper clay was obtained.
J. II. CA/_IPBELL ESTATE.

This property adjoins Berry's on the west. The bank, as worked
three years ago, showed the following beds in a descending order,
viz :
(]) Red-shale
drift ..........................................................................
(2) Dark Idue, sandy clay .................................................................
/31 Sand ...........................................
_...........................................
(4) Fire clay ..................................................................................

3 feet
3 feet
8-16 feet

In idaces a part of the latter was mottled, or spotted, red and
white. The sand layer (No. 3) is wanting in some of the pits,
and the fire clay is in one continuous mass or bed. The top of
the clay in this bank is 7S feet high. This bank has not been
worked steadily, having until vcry recently been idle for about
three years. Work in it has been resumed by Mr. Lougi}ridge.
The three banks of Messrs. Flood and Berry and the Campbell
estate are all on the north side of the valley of the little stream.
A_ they are all within a radius of a quarter of a mile, the general features of both the surface and tbe utlderlying beds are much
the same in all.
DAVID AYF_P.8
) CLAY BANK.

This bank is near the head of the valley, or nan, and adjoins
that of Ed. Thompson on the west, and B. Kreischer's on the
cast. The top of the clay has an elevation of S0 feet, as seen on
the general section, So. 10. The section of this bank, as it was
worked in 1_75, includes the following beds :*
(1!
(2)
13i
(41
(51

Red-_halc drift ......................................................................
]llack clay, with layers of sand, and containing lignite
T_p sandy clay ......................................................................
White quartz sand ..................................................................
Alumelay .............................................................................

• _TI_I'fl_rtlrt"lar_. IJy _[r. A_ers.
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(0) Fire clay .............................................................................
(7) Red clay ..............................................................................

7 feet
6 feet

(8)

5 feet

Extra-sandy
clay ...................................................................
Yellow, shaly earth, containing lignite, at the bottom.

Tile black clay and sand at the top (No. 2) is made up of irregularly alternating layers of dark-colored, sandy clay and
white, quartzose sand, varying greatly in thickness, and horizontally stratified.
In it there is much silver mica, lignite, and
pyrite, and some leaf ilupressions have beet) found, but these
latter are of rare occurrence.
Fish bones are also reported, but
nothing is known of them. Below this, the Nos. 3 to 8, ittclusive, are geologically parts of the Woodbridge bed, although not
all fire clays.
The top-sandy clay is of uneven grain, and quite tull of little
particles of red oxide of iron. It is used in pipe. The fire clay
(No. 6) is very white, and does not fade on exposure.
There is
scarcely any gritty matter in it. It is used in fire brick.
Selected lots of it are sold for white ware; and its reputation is
anmng the best of any of the Woodbridge clays used for this
purpose.
The red clay is a little sandy, but the sand in it is fine grained.
It contains a little pyrite and a very few scales of white mica.
On account of the iron oxide it is unfit for No. 1 fire brick. It
is used in No. 2 brick, in stove linings and in drain and sewer
pipe.
The extra sandy clay is more than half fine and white quartz
sand. It is a good refractory material, and,as sueh,isuscd in fire
brick mixed with richer clays, for the purpose of tempering them.
This bank has been worked steadily, and a large proportion of
its products have been high priced fire brick and ware clays,
obtained at a moderate cost for the labor spent in extraction.
ED. THO3IPSON_S]IA_K,

This bank is next west of that of David Ayers, and is the
furthest opening in tbat direction in this little, subordinate valley. It was not worked when visited. As it is really nothing
more than an extension of Ayers' bank, any details would be
little more than a repetition of the description which has been
given above of this latter.
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CHARLES _I. DALLYIS BANK.

This adjoins Campbell's bank, on the south, and is on tbo
south side of the stream.
No work has been done here recently,
so that the details of the place are scant),. The red-shale drift,
as seen in the bank, varies up to 10 feet in thickness, and lies oil
a thick bed of black clay. The upper part of the fire clay bed is
sandy. The maximum thickness of the clay in this bank is 20
feet, of which that suitable for fire brick manufacture is said to
range from 4 to 8 feet. At the bottom there is a yellowish sand.
CLArRA,XK
OFTHe','
SA,,A_,_DZR
WORKS.
This propertyiswestof the villageof Woodbridge,and on
thcnorthsideof the New Brun'swickroad. Tllework of excavationgoeswestwardand northwardintothehill,
which ishero
10oh,etabovemean hightidelevel.The elevation
oftheworkableclaybed (top)isabout80 feet.See generalsection,
No.17.
Thisbank has a long working face,
and consequently
exhibits
considerable
variation
in thevertical
sections
takenatdifferent
points.One observedinthesummer of1874showedthefollowlugstrata
:
(11
_21
(3,
141

Rvd-shale drift ...........................................................................
Yellow sand and gravel ...............................................................
Black, Fandy clay .......................................................................
Black clay (for pipe / ..................................................................

(51
(6_
(7)
IS)

Very _andy clay ........................................................................
Sandy clay ................................................................................
Fire clay ..................................................................................
Spotted clay ..............................................................................

Another section, seen in 1875, and further
east end of the bank, showed--

8-I0
11
3-6
2
"

Red-shale drift .............................................................
Yrllow sand and gravel ...............................................................
Clay and sand ............................................................................
Black pipe clay ..........................................................................
Sandy clay ................................................................................

(6)
(7)
I81
(9)

Light blue aml red clays .............................................................
Al.m clay ................................................................................
Fire clay, No. 1..........................................................................
Fire clay, No. 2 ..........................................................................
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8
6
6
2
3
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The red-shale
drift,
ashereshown inthecutfaceof thebank,
contains many large boulders of indurated shale and trap rock.
Some thin layers of very sandy white clay are seen in it. These
are short and unconnected.
No other evidences of stratification
ard to be seen in it. The bed of sand and gravel under it is very
irregular, sometimes thinning out entirely and leaving nothing
between the dark-colored clay and the red-shale drift. Generally
this saud is very beautifully laminated, the thin pebbly sheets
separating the thicker sand layers. Some of this sand is uniform in grain and has enough loam with it to be used in moulding. Towards the bottom there is more gravel, and the pebbles
are larger.
The clay and sand (No. 3) also shows stratification
in irregular, alterttate layers, or laminm. Scattered throughout
this bed there is much lignite and some pyrite.
Tim lignite
occurs very generally in certain horizons, or layers, and in some
of these it makes up the bulk of the mass. No leaf impressions
have been found at this bank. The pyrite and lignite and the
excess of sand in this layer make it practically worthless. The
black clay (No. 4) is slightly gritty, but very tough. It is used
in the mixture for drain and sewer pipe. An analysis of a specimen of this gave the following results:
Alumina ............................................................................................
Silicic acid and sand .............................................................................

_22.20
61.o-,5

Water (combined and moisture) ..............................................................
Potash ................................................................................................
Soda .........................................................................................................
Lime .......................................................................................................

8.00
2.44

Magnesia ............................................................................................
S_qui-oxide
of iron ..............................................................................
Lignite ...............................................................................................

0.94
5.30
0.30

Total ...............................................................................................

100.43

From the percentage of alumina and water here given, it follows that there is comparatively a large percentage of quartz
sand. The amounts of potash aud iron also are large, and indicate a clay of low degree of refractoriness.
No. 5 of the section above is too sandy to be of use.
No. 6 is also quite sandy. In places it is stained reddish by
sesqui-oxide of iron. It is used in making sewer pipe. The
• Includes titanic acid.
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alum clay contains some coarse grained sand in small aggregates,
also pyrite in little nodules.
On exposure to the weather it
fades to a yellow-buff color. It has a decidedly astringent taste.
The fire clay is of two grades--one, the upper part of tbe bed
which is used ill No. 1 fire brick, and is from this fact known as
No. 1 clay ; the other being slightly inferior in refractory properties is considered a No. 2 clay, and is made into No. 2 brick.
The No. 1 fire clay has a little very fine sand, a few small flakes
of silver mica, and on weathering shows a cream colored surface.
The .,potted or mottled clay, resembles in general that described
above, found in David Flood's bank. This also is of inferior grade
and is used for pipe, or for No. 2 fire brick. In the pits tbis
layer grows sandy towards the bottom, and at last ceases to be
sufficiently clayey to be worth extraction, and at this depth the
digging is stopped. A boring made several years ago, in the
bottom of a pit, is reported to have gone 27 feet below this clay,
all in quartz sand. Nearly the whole product of this bank is
worked up into drain and .sewer pipe and fire brick, at the Salamander Works in the village, one mile from the bank.
A little
of the inferior sort has been stocked in heaps at the bank awaiting future demands.
LOUGIIRIDGE & POWERSI BANK.

This bank adjoins that of the Salamander Works on the south
and runs to the New Brunswick road. The locality has been
sometimes called "China Hill." The section made up from observations at this locality in 1874 and 1875, includes the following subdivisions, viz :
(1 } Red-shale
drift .....................................................
(2) Yellow sand and gravel ..........................................
(3} Black clay, containing lignite and pyrite ...................
(4)
(5)
(61
(7)

Tt3p, sandy clay ....................................................
Alum clay ...........................................................
Fire clay, including ware clay ..................................
.No. 2 fire clay, sometimes mottled or red ...................

(S) ]:'ire clay [h'ad colored} .........................................
(9) Mottled or _pottt_ cJay ..........................................
(le) l".xtra sand)- clay ..................................................
(11)

Yellow

sandy

clay ...............................................
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These figures except in Nos. 3-5 inclusive, are average thicknesses. In some pits Nos. 8 and 9 were wanting.
A boring 21 feet below the bottom of the pits passed through
13 feet of the yellow sandy clay and earth, and then into a sandy
clay--8 feet. Under this a fine grained feldspar-like substance
was reported as the material at the lowest point ever reached at
this locality. This sandy clay must have been the Raritan fire
clay bed. See number 24 of the general section.
The top of the white clay here (No. 4) is 73 feet, but this elevation varies greatly on account of its remarkably uneven surface,
and a difference of 17 feet of level has been observed ill a horizontal distance of as many yards. There appear to be buuches,
or b_tnks, as here termed, of clay with intervening
hollows or
sinks in its surface, caused either by very irregular deposition,
or by subsequent erosion. As the bed is about 20 feet thick, the
of tlm surface do not correspond with those at the bottom, and
sometimes the clay goes deeper in one of these so-called bunks.
bottom has a mean elevation of 53 feet. But these inequalities
And in one of them which rose up 12 feet above the surrounding clay surface, there was said to be a thickness of 40 feet of
marketable clay.
The great thickness of the top black clay here, and in the adjoining pits of William H. Berry and David Ayers, is exceptional.
There is more or less pyrite disseminated irregularly through it,
aid some mica in very small white scales, but much of it is
tolerably free from the former constituent.
It is very dense and
tough, and slate colored, drying quite white on weathered surfaces.
The best of it will do for pipe making, but it is at present all
thrown back into the pits, where it gets mixed with tile earth
from the surface, and is thus spoiled for all future uses. In this
manner thousands of tons of this clay are annually wasted. It
could be used for common red brick, if for nothing of more
value. As it is improved by weathering, thereby gradually losing.
its sulphur through the decomposition of its pyrite, it might be
well to stock it by itself in heaps on the dump or waste, and
there let it undergo the amelioration of nature, or await, possibly,
the coming practicable methods of treating such clays so as to
render them fit for more valuable uses than those known at
present. When it is considered that the valuable clay beds of
this district are being gradually worked back, under thicker beds
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of drift and worthless clays and sands, it will be evident that the
demand for better qualities must stimulate the invention of
methods whereby these top clays, now wasted, can be made
available.
The existing practice forever puts them beyond the
reach of improvement.
It is a matter deserving the attention of
all prudent clay proprietors and miners.
The top sandy clay is light colored and contains much rather
coarse-grained quartz sand. It is used in pipe. The alum clay
is nearly always found just over the fire clay. It is generally
somewhat streaked with darker shades and contains pyrite in
small crystalline aggregates and nodules, which show plainly in
specimens freshly dug. This clay after short exposure to the air
turns greenish yellow.
The ware clay is really a part of the fire clay, which, in appearance, differs from it, in being more brittle and friable, breaking with conchoidal fracture and crumbling quickly and readily
to a soft, pulvcruleut mass. The fire clay is harder and more
solid, and show an irregular fracture.
It does not fall to pieces
so readily as the ware clay. Both are very flue, and scarcely any
gritty matter can be detected in them. The following analysis
of the ware clay of these pits may be taken as representing the
composition of the best of the fire clay layer :
Alumina

...................................................................................

39.53

Silicic acid .................................................................
*................
Water ............................................
,*........................................

42.23
13.59
--

Silica (quartz sand) ......................
: ..............................................
Titmlic acid ...............................................................................

95.35

0.50
1.40
1.90

Potash .....................................................................................
Soda .........................................................................................

0.41
0.08

Lime ........................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron ....................................................................
Hygroscopic
water ......................................................................

0.10
0.59
1.21
2.30
99.55

The specific gravity
1.sog.

of this fire clay varies
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Underlying the best fire clay there is an inferior grade, or No.
2 fire clay, which is sometimes white and at others appears motfled, red and white. This, with the clays found under it, including Nos. S to 10, as given above, are sold for No. 2 fire brick.
No. 9 is used in stove linings, saggars and drain pipe. The leadcolored clay apparently differs little from the white fire clay, except in color. The extra sandy clay, the lowest clay dug here, is
of uneven texture, being quite coarse-grained in some portions.
No mica flakes are perceptible in it. It is more than half quartz
sand, as appears in the following analysis :
Alumin_ (1) ...........................................................................
Sillclc acid ..............................................................................
Water .....................................................................................

18.92
20.00
6.70
45.6')

Silica

(sand) ...........................................................................

51.80
51.80

Potash

...................................................................................

Sesqui-oxide
Itygroscopic

0.48

of iron .................................................................
water ....................................................................

0.88
0.50
1.80
99.28

Tills clay answers well in tempering rich or "fat" clays.
The bank has been worked steadily until within a year. Although the thickness of top dirt to be removed has been great,
the amount of good clay, which has commanded high prices, has
more than paid for the heavy expense of uncovering.
:East of Loughridge & Powers' pits, the old site of the New
Brunswick road has been dug up by David Ayers and William
H. Berry. South of this road, in the bank of the latter, there is
nearly 50 feet of covering on the fire clay bed, of which about
30 feet is a dark-colored clay, with some interstratified
layers of sand. At another point the yellow sand and gravel drift above
the clay is very distinctly stratified, the thin layers of white and
yellow quartz pebbles alternating with rather coarse yellow sand.
These pebbly layers are thicker and the pebbles are larger
towards the bottom of the bed. In the overlying red-shale drift
O}

Inclult_

titanic

_Id)

wllIch

wa_ not

determined.

Sp.

gr, 1.81_--1.897.
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a thin and very uneven layer of white sandy clay appears, but
of limited extent.
The fire clay bed of theso pits being only a
few rods from that of Loughridgo & Powers, which has been
deserihed above, does not differ materially from that, and the
descril_tions of the latter apply in general to the former.
SAMUEL

DALLY_S

BANK.

South of the New Brunswick road and south of William H.
Berry'_ line, Samuel Dally owns the next bank.
It is properly
the continuation of the same general arrangement
of strata as
already described, varying, as everywhere in this district, in the
details, so that the vertical sections of openings, but a few rods
apart, do not exhibit complete parallelism in all their subdivisions. ,_-sthis property has not been worked within the time of
our survey of the district, no full description can be given of it.
PITS OF FLOOD

BROTHERS.

This property joins Dally's on the south, and is on the northwest side of the Mutton Hollow brook and between the roads.
When visited two years ago, the digging passed through black
sandy clay and white quartz sand at the top, then a dark colored
sandy bed, in which there was much lignite and one thin seam
of sandy white clay ; next a greyish pipe clay resting upon a
sandy earth where the pits stopped.
No fire clay was then got
here. The black clay and sand bed found here near the surface
must be the laminated clay and sand bed, and the pipe clay
layer the equivalent of the top white clay, so well marked in the
banks along the Raritan river. If this be so, the fire clay would
be found about 6 feet below it. This property has been worked
during the past year, but with what results is not known.
CLAY

BANK

OF

A. HALL

& S0_.

This bank is at the head of Mutton Hollow, and the most
westerly opening for clay in it. The New Brunswick road at
present runs along side of it on the north ; the original line of
the road being directly across the present diggings.
The section
which this bank gives shows considerable variation in the several
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layers from the surface to the bottom of the pits.
one represented the bank as exposed in 1875.
since does not show ally important changes :
(1) Red-shale

drift,

varying

95

The following
The working

up to ......................................................

(2) Yellow sand and gravel not continuous over the whole working
(3) Black clay and sand, varying up to................................................
(4) Bhm and buff colored clays ..........................................................
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Black, sandy earth conUfining lignite and pyrite ..............................
Fire clay ..................................................................................
Sandy clay (bottom s_ndy) ...........................................................
White quartz Rand (boring) ..........................................................

20 feet
area...
15 feet
3-8 feet
1-2
8-20
3-6
14

feet
feet
feet
feet

In some of the pits at the bottom there is a gravelly earth with
some sbaly materials mixed with it.
The red-shale drift here includes many boulders of trap rocks,
indurated shales, quartzites, &% some of which exceed 6 feet in
diameter.
Wherever the yellow sand and gravel is wanting this
lies immediately upon the black clay and sand. The two drift
beds are well exposed in this bank for the study of their relation
to each other and their structure.
No. 3 (of the section) is ctmracterized by the abundance of
lignite and some pyrite found in it. It contains some mica in
fine scales or plates. It is thrown back into the pits as filli_g, or
carted out on the dump as waste material.
The top clay--blue
and buff colored clays--is a little sandy,
the grains of sand being rather coarse and unevenly mixed
through the mass. Some pyrite, in small lenticular nodules,
occurs in it. It is considered good enough for mixture in No. 1 fire
brick. The next layer is worthless, and is thrown aside as waste.
The fire clay bed presents the usual inequalities in its surface,
and its elevation of 67 feet above mean high water level is the
average of several measurements.
These inequalities
make
the thickness also to vary from point to point. A maximum
thickness of 28 feet of fire clay has been seen at this bank. The
top spit is of a greenish yellow color and contains some pyrite, and
is sold to chemical works for alton making.
The pyrite appears
in it in small nests or aggregations of crystalline masses. This
clay weathers yellowish, on long exposure to atmospheric agencies. Sometimes a large part of the bed is sold as alum clay.
The top clay is very solid, and is said to burn tight or close. The
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best of the fireclay is very fine,having a conchoidal fracture,
and containing but littlefine quartz sand. Its composition as
shown

by the analysis of a good specimen, is as follows:

AI,tmina
..................................................................
35.83
SHiric
acid................................................................
42.05
W:_ter (c_,mbin_4) ....................................................................
12.20
90.08
Silica (quartz sand) ..................................................................
Titanic acid .............................................................................

5.70
1.10
6.80

pc,ta_h ...................................................................................
_t_la ............................................................................................
Lim*,............................................................................................
,Ma_n_ia ................................................................................
Sc_qui-oxlde of iron .................................................................
Water (moisture_ .....................................................................

Total .......................................................................................

0.44

0.11
0.77
1.50

2.82
09.70

The soda and lime were not determined.
They cannot amount
to much, judging by the analyses of the fire clays from other
localities in this district, and also by the difference between this
total and 100.
The sandy clay at the bottom, or as it is sometimes called
extra sa_dy, contains some quite coarse grained quartz sand in
irregularly shaped aggregates in the sandy clay mass. No mica
was perceptible in it. For mixture with fat clays it is liked, and
is considered to be a good refractory material.
This is properly
a part of the fire clay bed. Below this layer comes the white
sand, into which the superintendent
of the work says he has
bored 14 feet. The shaly earth seen at the bottom in some of the
pits may indicate the red-shale in place a little deeper--although
this is not so likely to be found as the sand--and then the lower
beds of this plastic clay formation.
The general section, number
23, shows the relative position of these clay pits and this boring.
Most of the fire clay got out of this batik is used in the works
of the proprietors at Perth Amboy and at Buffalo, N. ¥. A considerable amount is sold to other fire brick factories, chemical
works, &c., particularly

to some in the northern
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The product has in some years amounted to

JOHN R. WATS0_IS BANK.

Watsou's bank is south of the Mutton Hollow brook and cast
of Hall's. The beari_g, comprising the red-shale drift, the yellow sand and gravel and the black, laminated clay and sand,
varies greatly in different parts of this bank.
On the east, next
to Willittm H. Berry's line, it is between 5 and 20 feet thick ;
while on the west and southwest, the working Ires penetrated the
upland or hill, until it has become 40 feet. On the east, near
the property line, the successive strata, beginning at tbe surplice,
arc :
(1) Red-Fhale drift ............................................................................
(2) Sand and yellow clay (varying greatly) ...........................................
[3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Dark colored, plpe clay ......................................
r..........................
Sandy clay (used in stoIleware) .....................................................
Fire clay (No. 1} .........................................................................
S;mdy fire clay (No. 2) .................................................................
Extra-sandy
clay at bottom ............................................................

4 feet
8
4
6
3--5

feet
feet
feet
feet

The elevation of tbe clay at this bank is 59 feet. That is the
top of No. 4. Towards the southwest this bank shows quite a
thickness of sand and gravel, under the true boulder drift. Here,
at the east, the sand is associated witb a yellowish clay, or clayey
earth, and little gravel.
The black clay under the sand is not used, except as waste, for
fillihg tim pits. The best of it, if sorted, could be used in making pipe. The sandy clay (No. 4) is a mixture of fine quartz
sand and clay in about equal proportions, and rescmblcs the top
sandy clays of other banks. Some of it is sold to potteries for
stoneware mixture, and hence its local name of stoneware clay.
That which is dug in the mare southerly pits and under the
thicker bcari_9 is not so sandy as tha_ of the east pits where the
superficial beds are not so thick. A part of this clay is used by
Mr. Watson in his fire bribk. Geologically it is a part of the fire clay
bed, and cannot be considered a well defined layer or persistent
member of the clay formation, rl'lm same is true of tbe sandy and
extra sandy clays under the No. 1 fire clay of this bank. (See general section, No. 34.) In some of the pits an alum clay, one to
7
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three ,_piL_thick,is dug on the top of the fire clay. All of these are
part_ _)f the Woodbridge bed. They are modified somewhat by
the existence of more or iess sand and pyrite, although retaining
somewhat of their refractory nature.
The fine or No. 1 fire clay
dug at this bank is white to bluish white, fading a little oil
weathering; has very little grit in it; breaks with a conchoidal
fracture; and belongs in the class of fine clays dug ill Mutton
Itollow. Towards the bottmn it is of inferior quality and is considered as a So. 2 clay. Borings at this bank, which go down 40
feet from the top of the clay, passing through the whole of the
fire clay bed, show 20 feet of sand under it, and do not strike
ihc Raritan bad.
Mo._tof the clays dug here are carte{| to tile Watson Fire Brick
Works, at Perth Amboy, and made into fire brick.
This bank was one of the first opened in the vicinity of Woodbridge, and has been worked, with some interruptions,
since
1820.
WILLIAM H, BERRYII_BA_li*

This bank, east of 1,Vatson's,
lies not been worked lately.
As
it li(.s between Watson's and Meeker's, something may be learned
of it from the descriptions of those on either side of it. Clays
for ._ewer pipe, stoneware, and retorts were got here.
S. A, MEEKER_ BANK,

This opening occupies tile southeast angle of the Mutton Hollow group of clay pits; and, being farthest to T.hesoutheast, it
opens tbi_ fire clay bed at a less elevation than that of the other
hanks, which aro north and northwest of it, Its height is 56
feet. This dip and tile position of this bank is represented on
the general section as No. 39.
The vertical section representing the bank, as made from observations on the ground and the figures of Mr. Mocker, includes
the following layers, viz. :
{1"}Red-shale

drift ............................................................................

(2} Yvllow _nd and gravel ................................................................
{31 IlIack, laminated sand_ clay ..........................................................
{4) White, _andy clay (for stoneware) ...................................................
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(5) Drab-colored,
pipe e]ay .................................................................
(6) Retort clay .................................................................................

3 feet
1-4 feet

(7) Fire day ...................................................................................
(8) Sandy fire clay ...........................................................................
(9) Coarse yellow sand at tile bottom ...................................................

6-8 feet
4 feet

DESCRIPTION

OF

CLAY

0f this section, tile layers 6, 7 and 8 may be considered as
making the Woodbridge fire clay bed. The bearing, which consists of the layers above the stoneware (No. 4), varies somewhat,
according as the pits are nearer the bottom of the valley or further in the bank.
It is 20 feet thick in the southwestern pits.
The sand and gravel drift is very beautifully laminated.
On the
west side the bearing consists of the dirt of an old dump, then the
black clay and sand. Under this there is a clay dug for StoReware, 3 feet thick ; pipe clay, 1½ feet; retort clay, 2 feet: then a
black sandy earth.
Tire so-called stoneware clay of this bank is white and sandy,
the sand in it being tine-grained, and it contains some white
mica in small flakes. Its composition is as follows, viz. :
Alumina (l) ............................................................................
Silicic acid ..............................................................................
Water

(combbled)

21.83
19.44

...................................................................

5.90
46.17

Silica

(quartz

_nd)

....................

_ ............................................

48.40
48A0

Potasb

...................................................................................

2.24

Soda .............................................................................................
Lime ......................................................................................

0.28

31agncsm ................................................................................
Sesqul-oxide
of iron ..................................................................
Water (moisture) .....................................................................

0.24
1.57
0_S0
5.13

Total ...........................................................................................

Its specific gravity is 2.047--2.077.
From this it will be seen that the
and also that the potash is sufficient
and hence its use in the manufacture
to tile analysis of tile top white clay

99.70

amount of quartz is large,
to make it vitrify the mass,
of pottery.
It corresponds
found, in the banks of the

(i) Including titanic acid.
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Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Company, and it appears to
belong to that layer of tile clay series. Tile lower part of this
layer is more sandy, and is of inferior quality.
This stoneware
clay is used in mixture with d_e South Amboy stoneware clay for
pottery.
The pipe clay (layer So. 5) is quite sandy, but the sand in it is
fine. It is of a drab color.
The retort clay also is rather dark colored and quite sandy,
hut tough--a fire clay.
The fire clay restricted to its narrow limits, as it is by these
local names, is fine, white and free from grit, becoming sandy
towards the bottom.
The latter is used in mixture for,tempering
fitt clays, or for No. 2 brick.
Some of tlle best of the top clay and s_ind layer (3) is very hard
and solid, and is used in pipe. It contains scattering fragments of
lignite.
B. KrtEISCHERI_ PITS*

This property is east of the Mutton Hollow brook and north of
the road. The beds overlying the clay here are :
,1 * Ih.d-shah.

d rift ............................................................................

_2_ ML*t!Ird, rtal aml white, micaceous sand,
containing a whitish clay .....................
r3) Laminated

sand and clay_ sometimes

5 feet

resembling kaolin, and in places
2 ...................................

containillg

impressions

of leaves...

The clays show the following succession, beginning

5 feet
4 feet

at the top:

4t ('I=y for _tum.ware .......................................................................
5) ('lay fi*r _m¢)klng pipe ..................................................................
1_1 Ka:,l/n-lik_, sand ...........................................................................
7 ) Firt. clay ....................................................................................
'S) Blacl:_ sandy tarth, containing lignite and pyrite at the bottom ............

4 feet
1½ feel
9 inches
4 feet

Layer {t) called stoneware clay is sandy, of light bluish color.
The next layer (5) is compact, dark colored, but drying white,
and burning white. It is used with a more sandy clay for the
pipe mixture.
The fire clay of these pits is bluish and hard, but
crumbling on exposure to the weather.
Some of the overlying clay and sand layer (No. 3) is good
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enough for common brick, but it is not now used except to fill
up pits.
Further north the pits go through a bluish-white fire clay into
a light-spotted and red clay; and the total thickness of clay
there was 12 feet. Under this the sandy clay with lignite and
pyrite was found. No. 36 on the general section shows the position of this clay bank. A little of the clay dug at this bank is
sold, but nearly all of it, and all tlmfire clay, is worked up in the
fire brick and clay retort works of the proprietors, B. Kreischer
& Son, at Rossvi]le, Staten Island.
In 1873 the product of these pits is said to have been 17,000
tons of clays.
The pits of S. A. hlEE'KER, across the road, east of Kreischer's
bank, have not been worked lately, and no data respecting them
is at hand, and their description is omitted.
5IELICK

BROTHERS 1 CLAY

PITS.

These pits are south of the straight New Brunswick road and
just east of the old road, and near the village of Woodbridge.
The red-shale drift and yellow sand and gravel cover the clay
from 10 to 20 feet thick. At the north end of the bank the latter bed is wanting, and the shale drift is in contact with the clay.
A granite boulder, 10 feet in diameter, was found here, lying half
in this drift aud half imbedded in the clay. Its upper surface
was polished, while the under side was rough. The clay surface
in these pits is marked by inequalities.
The top clay is darkcolored, and is used for pipe making.
This is thin at the north,
but 3 to 6 feet thick in the southernmost pits. In the latter
there is a layer of sand 2 feet thick between the pipe clay and
the fire clay. The latter is about 6 feet thick, and its surface in
the northern pits is 57 feet above high tide level. It is underlaid by a white quartz sand. It is white, with very little gritty
matter, and very refractory.
The clays of these pits are carted
to the dock of the proprietors, on the creek southeast of the village, whence they are shipped as orders require.
The same firm
own clay lands north of these pits and north of the straight New
Brunswick road, adjoining the Salamander Works' clay bank,
but they have not worked there recently. "
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This completes the description of the Mutton Hollow group of
clay pits, consisting of several ownerships whose openings are all
connected, so that it is in reality one great excavation, which has
taken out nearly all the accessible clays of value in this hollow,
or valley, and filled it partially with great, flat-topped mounds
of waste clays and top dirt.

CLAY

PITS

SOUTH

OF

WOODBRIDGE.

Going east on the clay docks road "from Mutton Hollow there
is, on the north side of this road, a group of pits which have
been so worked that they are ahnest united, although they are
distinct in ownership, belonging to three proprietors, viz : S. A.
Meeker on the west, Isaac Inslee in the middle, and James Valentine on the east.
S.A. MEEKER_S PITS.

The suceessiol] of the layers seen in Meeker's pits, beginning
at the surface, is as follows :
(I)

Red-shale

(2,
(31
(4_
(5)

Light greyish clay ...........................................................................
Sandy, white clay..., ......................................................................
Dark coIor_-d clay ...........................................................................
White, quartz _and at bonom ...........................................................

drift ...............................................................................

9 feet
3 feet
2 h, et
5 feet

Leaf impressions are said to occur in this dark colored.to black
clay at the bottom, but no lignite or pyrite.
It is very hard and
solid and is said to burn white, and is used, together with the greyish white and sandy white clays, in pipe. According to the elevation of the Woodbridge bed on the liue of strike l)assing through
this opening, which is 48 feet, aud the heigbts of this bed in the
adjoining pits of Isaac tnslce and James Valentine, 42 and 41
feet, respectively, these pits do not get deep enough to reach it.
Tim bottom of the above described section is at 5:1 t_et. (See
general section, Nos. 40 and 41.) The existence of leaf impressions also identifies it as the leaf layer which lies over the Woodbridge bed.
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ISAAC,,_SL_'Sr_TS.
These pits showed when visited, and when worked
the following strata, viz :
(l) Red-shale
drift ...........................................................................
(2) Yellow gravelly sand ...................................................................
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

ill 1874,

_ 8 feet

Sandy, white clay ...........................................................................
White sandy bed (called "kaolin) .......................................................
Dark colored, sandy, pipe clay ..........................................................
Black, sandy earth ..........................................................................
Fire clay .......................................................................................
Dark colored sand at tile bottom ........................................................

2
4
3
2
3

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

Tile bottom of the fire clay layer has an elevation of 38 feet.
Leaf impressions have been found at the hottoni of the pit and
in the white fire clay. This is the only locality wbere they have
boca seen in that bed.
These pits have not been worked since 1875.
JA_,IES VALENTINE'S PITS.

Mr. Valentine finds tbat both the top-dirt, or beari_g, and tim
clay bed are very uneven, showing much variation from point to
point. The stratification generally exposed is as follows :
(1) Re(I-shale

drift ..........................................................................

4-6 feet

(2) Sandy clay (wldte, greyish and streaked) .......................................
(3) Sand ......................................................................................
(4) Dark-colored,
pipe clay ...............................................................
(5) Fire clay ................................................................................
(6) Sand and sandy clay, with lignite, at the bottom ..............................

3 feet
1 foot
8-]0

2 feet
feet

Some of the greyish-white sand and sandy clay found on the
pipe clay is sent to steel foundries as crucible linings. In places
this makes up nearly all of the top-dirt below theshale drift. It
is almost all quartz, although there is some clay streaked through
it in some of the pits.
The fire clay layer appears to be very irregular, lying in
bunches, or pockets. Its elevation (top) is 42 feet. This clay is
white, very tough, quite free froul sand or gritty matter, breaks
with a conchoidal fractnre, and is highly refractory.
In burning,
it shrinks considerably, like all the pure or aluminous clays of
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this fire clay bed. Mr. Valentine says that he has bored 30 feet in
the level ground north of his pits and found no fire clay. Towards the northwest he found black clay only. Southeast of the
pit_ the augt, r brings up a sandy clay. These explorations indicate a want of regularity in the bedding ill this locality greater
than is _enerally observed where the surface is so smooth _t_it is
here. The thinness of the fire clay in InsIee's pits, on the west,
also points to unevenness in the original deposition, since it appears there to be covered by beds that belong above it, in their
regular order of succession, although their complete identification is not certainly made out. A large part of the clay of these
pits is used in the fire brick and drain pipe works of M. D. Valentine ,X:Brother, about a half a mile east of tile pits.
IqAAC

I_SLEE_

pIT'_(PEItTI[

A,_IBOY ROAD.)

The_e pits are on the road side a few rods south of Mr. Inslee's
residence. There is much variation in the bedding which has
been exposed in this opening, and hardly any section is a representation of the whole. Generally there is red-shale drift at the
surfl_t.¢,,then black clay, very lmrd and showing a jointed structure; then the fire clay bed becoming sandy towards the bottom
of the pit_. The top dirt varies from 4 feet upwards in thickness.
The blat'k clay at the toll is in places 12 feet thick. It has a
laminated structure, including filmy layers of white quartz sand.
It contains a considerable amount of carbonaceous or coaly
material, which gives it a very black shade, besides small fragments of lignite. The lower part of it is very hard, and breaks
with a clean, sharp fracture into square, flattened, t)late-like
masses. Small, nodular masses of amber are occasionally found
in it. Leaf impressions also occur in it. This clay is sold for
making pipe. The best of it is destitute of the laminated structure. The fire clay has a mean height of about 30 feet, judging
fr,ma the elevation of the surface of the ground as given by the
contour lines of tile lnap, but its snrface is quite uneven.
Some
of it m.ar the top of the layer is stained by oxide of iron in filmy
coatin:zs oil cracked surfaces, apparently caused by'infiltration
from ahove. This also goes into drain pipe. it is improved by
weath_,ring.
Some is sold to foundries.
The fire clay is very
hard, breaking up under tile pick, with a conehoidal fracture.
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Both at tile top and the bottom it is sandy. The top blae, which
is sandy, is sold as a pipe clay. It is further sorted into No. 1, or
fine clay, for fire brick ; No. 2 also for fire "brick, retort clay, and
bottom sandy clay. In the latter small quartz pebbles are occasfonally found. And this contains a large percentage of very
fine sand. It burns without shrinking or checking much. The
total thickness of the fire clay bed may average 10 to 13 feet.
Thus far no water lms interfered with the digging, and this
lessens the cost of extraction.
The small amount of top dirt has
also favored the locality. ' But the clay being dry and hard it is
"not so easily or cheaply dug. These pits have been opened about
a year, and the sales are reported as encouraging, even in these
times, for new localities, which, like this, can furnish good and
marketable clays.
These pits are interesting geologically, as having been opened
since tbe publication of the map of this district, according to
which they are in clay territory, and the bed here is within accessible distance from the surface. The general section appended
to this report also shows its position (No. 50) within the limits of
the Woodbridge .bed as there drawn. A careful study of the
map shows further that the area of workable clay territory extends east of this a short distance, also a little fnrther south and
west and southwest to the clay pits above described and to those
of Hampton Cutter and Sons. And a fire clay is said to have
been got in digging Hampton Cutter's well at his house on the
hill, but this was quite deep, probably too much covered for
profitable extraction.
FIRE

CLAY

BANKS

OF HAMPTON

CUTTER

AND

SONS.

These are south-southwest
of Woodbridge and west of Mr.
Cutter's residence. The openings are properly in two groups of
pits, separated by a short space of ground that has not been
touched in the work of excavation.
The northern pits are in
lower ground and not more than 200 yards south of James Valentine's pits, described above. At these the top dirt of sandy
earths and clays is, on an average, 6 feet thick. The clay bed is
10 feet thick, and 32 feet (top) above mean high tide level. It
is stained by oxide of iron in places, and is rather sandy, becoming more so at the bottom.
It is sold as a No. 2 fire clay.
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a sand, which is full of water. This
(See general section, No. 46.) These
in two or three years.
rods southwest of that described.
A

large area of ground has been worked over, and many thousands
of tons of valuable clay have been taken from it. On account
of its extent and the inequality of the ground, the stratification
varies somewhttt in different parts of the bank.
The following
vertical sections, one at the east and the other at the west, illustrate this difference and show the sevei'al beds:
_Easlern Face of .Moin Bank.
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sandy and gravelly earth .................................................................
White quartz sam], including
thin layers of earth ................................
Saml_tone (sand cemented by oxide of iron) ......................................
While quartz sand ..........................................................................

6
9
3
]

fcct
feet
feet
foot

(5} Black, pipe clay .............................................................................
(6) Whhe ware (and paper clay in sonle plt_) clay ....................................
{7) Red clay .......................................................................................

1 foot
6 feet
7 feet

(S) Sandy

7 feet

fire clay ..............................................................................

The sand bed in this bank (No. 2) is very plainly stratified, and
much of the material in it is clean Quartz sand. The stone layer
(3) is in some places 6 feet thick. This stone is really a part
of the sand bed, which has been cemented into t_ quite solid,
stony mass by a very little reddish oxide of iron. It serves a
useful purpose in working the bank by holding up the overlying
beds, thus preventing slides and accidents from falling top dirt.
It is not firm enough fi_r a very desirable building material, altrough good enough for rough and light structures.
It is thrown
out on the waste heaps. Some of this top sand is sold to fire
brick makers for moulding.
This sand bed is supposed to belong to the drift. The clay under it begins the top of the regular series here. Southward this black clay grows thicker and is
remarkably
uniform on the top, running
nearly horizontal
through the bank. Some of the pits do not get any red clay,
the ware clay in them lying upon the extra-sandy white clay.
The western face of the bank affords the following section, viz. :
(1) Rcd-shaly
(2) Dark-colored

dirt ............................................................................
sandy

clay and layers of sand ......................................
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Whiteq.artz _md ........................................................................
Bluish-white sandy clay ...............................................................
Dark-colored sandy clay ...............................................................
Retort clay .................................................................................
Fire clay, No. 1 ...........................................................................
Extra-sandy fire clay ....................................................................

107
2-3
4-5
4
2
6

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

The black clay and sand bed (No. 2) of this bank is not used,
although much of it, if sorted, could be put into pipe, and some
into retort. It is quite dark colored, almost black in the bank,
and contains a great deal of lignite and cooly or carbonuceous
matter.
Its composition according to an analysis of a good
specimen, is as follows:
Alumina .............................................................
: ............................
Silicic acid and sand ...........................................................................
Titanic acid ........................................................................................
Water (combined) .............................................................................
Potash .............................................................................................
Soda ........................................................................................................
Lime ................................................................................................
Magnesia .........................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide of iron .............................................................................
Water (moisture) ................................................................................
Carbon ............................................................................................
Total ..........................................................................................

20.75
56.00
0.95
10.67
0.91
0.22
0.15
1.60
2.40
6.73
100.41

This analysis shows Dearly seven per cent. of woody matter
but this is not in the usual form of lignite, but rather fine carbonaceous material distributed uniformly through the clay. As
this is removed in burning, the mass is left open, and uninjured
as a fire material.
Its combustion a]so gives heat, and amounts
to so much fuel in the kiln. The percentage of potash is comparatively low. It may, therefore, be considered as a fire clay,
but of inferior quality.
The great thickness of this bed in
the western part of the bank, all of which has to be removed
to get at the retort and fire c]ays, makes the work uf extraction
expensive--and
such clay should find other uses than filling pits.
The present practice at this bank is to put it by itself, in heaps outside, where, if wanted, it can be easily reached.
In some of the
layers of this bed there is a great deal of sand and niuch pyrite
and lignite. These are worthless.
About 10 feet above the fire
clay bed there is an apparent accumulation of lignite--in the
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form of flattened twigs, limbs, and trunks of trees, and leaf impressions.
For a thickness of 2 to 4 feet the mass is mainly made
up of these vegetable relnains.
Alllle with their flattened forms
ia the plane of tile bedding, evidently compressed by the great
weight of the overlying clay and top dirt.
The blue, sandy clay (No. 3), dries white, is very sandy, and
contains many scales of mica. It is sold as a sort of sandy clay
or kaolin for fire brick and pipe mixtures.
Of the dark colored clay overlying immediately the fire clay
the bottom two spits, or two feet, is used for retorts and saggers.
It is very tough and plastic. It dries light ia color.
The fire clay of this bank is quite remarkable for its freedmn
from sand and its high character for fire brick, ware and paper
glazing.
The several varieties, as defined by these several uses,
are dug at different points, one pit yielding more of the _vare
day, another a paper" clay, &e., but they all belong to the same
continuous Woodbridge fire clay bed, and their differences in
physical and chemical characters are apparently slight.
Generally the easternmost pits have furnished the paper clay ; the
western and northern, the ware and brick clays. These clay
banks appear on the general section as Nos. 46 and 52. The
clay for fire brick is harder, more solid and breaks with a straight
fracture.
The ware clay is softer, more friable, crumbling readily
on exposure to the atmosphcric agencies, and has a very decided
conchoidal fracture.
The specific gravity of the former is 1.76-11.761_; that of the latter is 1.791-1.898, showing the ware clay to
be a little denser. In the kiln the ware clay is said to burn
more open than the brick clay. The composition of these two
varieties is not materiany
uullke;
in fact it does not differ
enough to justify any such variations as their uses intimate.
The analyses of good, typical specimens are as follows :
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38.81

Silicic acid .........
Water (combined)

Silica
Titanic

109

I

144.14
I 12.971J 95.92
9&24

(sand)

0.80

acid.

2.40

1.30

2.10

J

Potash ..................................................

t

0,17

I

L,o...............................................................
o
:::l
I_Iagnesia ....................................

I

Sesqui-oxldewater
(moisture)°firon .............................................

[
1.921

0"111

1.231"14[
J 2.65

1. Fire brick clay.
2. Ware clay.
In these analyses the lime was not determined.
From what is
known of other like clays it is scarcely a weighable constituent,
rarely amounting to as much as the magnesia.
The red clay, got in some pits, under the fire clay is quite hard,
breaking with a conehoidal fracture, and contains some fine sand
unevenly distributed through it. This is sold for stove linings.
The sandy clay, below this red layer, is used ia fire brick.
This bank is drained by underground, covered ditches that
carry the water from the lowest pits. This naturally easy and
cheap drainage, with the thinness of the top dir_ over much of
the clay which has been dug, and the high prices realized for a
large part of the clay mined, have made these pits a source of
wealth to the proprietors.
No other equal area of ground in
the clay district has yielded so large an aggregate of net returns
as these. The total number of tons of clays sold from theso pits
amounts to thousands of tons, and their sale has realized a fortune.
WILLIA_

CU2?rEItlB

CLAY

BA_KS.

The main bank of Wiiiiam Cutter is connected with that of
Hampton Cutter & Sons, lying immediately south of it. The
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geological relation and chemical and physical characters of the
clays are so like those of the former that no additional, separate
description seems needed.
It is not worked now. About 80
yards southwest of it, and in the woods, a new opening was made
in February, 1,$76,which has been worked by Messrs. William
It. and Josiah Cutter. A vertical section observed recently exhibits the following layers :
(1 i Rcdoshah'

drift earth ...................................................................

(2) Bh_ck, sandy clay, streaked
horizontally
and irregularly
layers of sand .........................................................................

2-10 fcct
with

thin

(3) Top, sandy clay .........................................................................
(4) Blue, pipe clay ..........................................................................
(;'0
(6)
(7)
(St

Y_-llowi_h, streaked (alum / clay ...................................................
Fire clay and ware clay ...............................................................
Fire clay, partly .No. 2................................................................
Sandy clay, containing lignite, at the bottom ...................................

6 feet
3-,t feet
I foot
2 feet
5 feet
5 feet

The top of the clay is quite uniform and is about 30 feet above
high water level, judging from the conLour lines of the map, on
which the surface here is 40 to 50 feet. The ware clay is sorted
from the fire clay bed. This latter bed is more sandy towards
the bottom, and this is sold as a No. 2 fire clay. The fire clay
bed proper includes (5) to (7), inclusive, of the section given above,
and is therefore about 12 feet thick.
Going west from the Cutter banks, the next openings are the
kaolin and clay pits of H. Cutter and Isaac Flood. In that of the
former, a sandy clay and a so-called kaolin was obtained.
It was
not worked when visited. West of it, and connected with it, are
THE CLAY :PITB OF ISAAC FLOOD.

The beds here when visited were as follows, beginning
surface :

at the

_1 _, RL_l-_hale drift ............................................................................

3-5 feet

/2) White, pipe clay ..........................................................................
(3) YeIlow, laminat¢_
sand ................................................................

4-5 feet
4-5 feet

(41 B].a'k, pipe clay ...........................................................................

4 feet

(5) Bbwk, sandy earth, containing some lignite and pyrite ........................
I6' Sandy wbltL, clay, used in stoneware ................................................
(7) Sandy kaolin ..............................................................................
Black clay ..................................................................................

5 feet
6 feet
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Of these layers, No. 2, which is sold for pipe mixture, is really
a fire clay of inferior grade. It is light drab-colored, and has
some irou oxide stains through it.
The next bed (3) consists of drab-colored and white, thin layers
of sand.
No. 5 of the above section contains much lignite in small fragments. The stoneware clay of these*pits is white and sandy, aud
is said to burn brown. It is used to mix with the South Amboy
stoneware clays. The top of this bed is 38 feet above high tide
level. There is some uncertainty as to the proper place of these
beds in the geological series of this clay district, inasmuch as no
fire clay is recognized here as belonging to the Woodbridge bed.
The general section at No. 48 shows that the upper layers dug
here belong above that bed, and that the stoneware clay is ill it.
If this be so, then the sandy, kaolin-like layer underlying it corresponds to the fire saud bed just under the fire clay, and the
dark-colored pipe clay (4) is the equivalent of the top-whit_ clay.
]'he next bed below this, in which there is much lignite and
pyrite, must iuclude the leaf horizon. Near the line of the property on the east a retort clay was formerly dug, 30 feet beneath
the surfi_ce of the ground, and separated from the kaolb_-like
sand by a stratum of black, sandy clay. Nothing further is
known of it, and no specimens were seen.
Cutter's pits are in the low ground east of Flood's.
E. cUTTER

FARM.

This property is south of William Cutter's lauds, west of the
Perth Amboy road, and lying along the head of Spa Spring
brook. Clays have been dug at several points in the lower
ground near this stream. At the most westerly openings (old
kaoli*_pits of the map), there was said to be a thickness of top
dirt of 18 feet, then a p_pe clay 3 feet thick overlying the sandy
bed--here called a kaolin. Its elevation, sccording to the height
of the ground here and the above figures, may have been 15 teet
(top) ; and this is about the height at which the Woodbridgebed
should be found. The kaolin may lie on it.
A short distance from these kaolin pits, down the valley of the
brook and on the east of the stream, there is a pit where a white
fire clay is said to have been dug. Its surface was about 7 feet
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above high tide level. Still further on down this valley, and an
eighth of a mile or so from the Cutter farm house, a dark-colored
day fi_r yellow ware, and also for pipe, was dug. There were 8
or 9 feet of red°shale drift over it. This latter clay appears
where the fire clay would be expected if the elevation and the
thicknesses given above are correct. (See the general section, No.
58.) It is possible that the stratification is more irregular along
the valley of this brook, and that the fire clay has, in part at
lea_t, been replaced by more sandy layers, either as dark-colored
clays and such as are suitable for pottery, or by kaolin-like sands.
Sm.h variations and localities like this are to be expected where
there seem to be exceptions to the persistence and uniformity
observed over so large a territory and in so many openings.
More careful explorations are needed here to test this property
and to settle these questions.
8. O. PHILLIPS _ _2ITS.

These are newly opened pits east of tbe Woodbridge and Pertb
Amboy road and a few rods west of Spa Springs station. The
vertical section partly from observation and partly from the
statements of the foreman of the pits, is made up of the following
layers :
(1_ Rt_l--h_le
(2)
t3,
14)
(5)

drlft ...........................................................................

Dark-color_.d clay, containing
pyrite and l]gnltc ................................
D_rk-colored
to black, pipe clay .....................................................
Firr clay ....................................................................................
Sandy fire clay ............................................................................

9 feet
4-5
9
4-5
2

feet
feet
feet
feet

The top of the fire clay bed here is about at the level of mean
tide, and the bottom of the same about 9 feet below high water
mark. Number 65 on the general section exhibits this opening.
The top black clay (2) is thrown away as waste. Of the sueceediag dark-colored clays, that in the middle of the bed (3) is
nearly black. All of it is suitable for pipe mixture.
There may
be some of it adapted to more valuable uses.
Since these pits have been opened a considerable amount of
clay has been taken out and sold.
This is another locality opened since the publication of this
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clay district map, and within the limits of clay territory represented by iL
Over the hill, south of these pits and southwest of Chas.
Anness' residence, and just west of the Perth Amboy road, several
small pits in fire clay have been dug by Mr. Phillips.
North of
this am:i on the hill across the road from Anness' house, there is
an old pit where a little dark-colored clay was dug some years
ago for making red brick at the Spa Springs yard. This belongs
in the laminated clay and sand bed, which is the great source of
the red brick clay for the several yards along the Raritan and
South rivers.
W* H* P, BEI_ONIS CLAY PITS,

These pits are in the low ground west of the Perth Amboy
road and the railroad, and south of those above mentioned.
The
first opening here was made about three years ago. The surface
of the ground is a few feet only above hlgh water and the top of
the fire clay bed, as leveled, is 7 feet below that datum plane.
The relation of these pits to this bed is shown by the general
section, No. 67, being the columnar section of these openings.
The following section, made from the observations of Mr. Benton,
shows the several strata, descending :
(1) Red-shale
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

drift ...........................................................................

12 feet

Sandy, bluc clay, for pipe .............................................................
Fire clay, No. 2...........................................................................
Blue, fire clay .............................................................................
Best, white, fire clay .....................................................................

(6) Black sand and sandy clays at the bottom,

8-9
5
2
5-6

into which boring has gone...

feet
feet
feet
feet

7 feet

The top sandy clay (No. 2) is not uniform, the sand in it being
irregularly mixed with the more clayey portions.
It contains a
little pyrite.
An analysis of a good specimen of it showed the
following constituents :
Alumina
Silicic
Water

.................................................................
acid ..............................................................................
(combined) ......................................................................

23.80
33.00
6.70
63.50

8
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Silica(Quartz sand)................................................................
29.10
Titanicaeld.......................................................................
1.70
30.80
Pot_qh .....................................................................................
Soda ......................................................................................

2.0l
0.76

Lime .......................................................................................

traee_q

Magnesia ..................................................................................
Se-_q,li-oxide of iron ..................................................................
Sulphurlc
acid ................................................................................
Pho_phorlc
acid ...................................................................
Water (moisture) ......................................................................

0.57
1.60
:..,.

trace_
1.00
5.94

Total ..........................................................................................

100.24

This is a tough clay, but not refractory.
It answers well ill
mixtures for pipe.
In some of the pits there is 2-3 feet of sharp, clean, white
quartz sand over the fire clay and under this bed.
Tile fire clay bed proper includes Nos. (3) to (5) inclusive, and
is, therefore, about 13 feet thick. Some of the last pits dug are
said to have had a greater thickness than this, and of superior
clay at the bottom. The best of the white fire clay dug hero is
bluish white; has a conchoidal fracture; contains very few gritty
particles, and crumbles readily ou exposure to the air, falling
down into a fine lumpy mass. And the best of it is said to answer for white ware equally as well as for fire brick. The composition of the best of this fire clay is given in the followiug
analysis :
ANALYSIS.

Alumina .................................................................................
Silieic acid ..............................................................................

37.56
42.00

Water

14.60

(combined)

.....................................................................

94.16
Siliclc acid (sand) .....................................................................
Titanic acid ..............................................................................

1.40
1.40
2.80

Potash ....................................................................................
Soda .......................................................................................
Lime .............................................................................................
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Magnesia ..................
: ...................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron ..................................................................
Water (moisture) ......................................................................

].10

1.04
0.80
2.56

Total ..........................................................................................

99.52

The lime and magnesia were not determined.
They arc inconsiderable in quantity, probably, together less than a half of
one per cent. of the whole.
Stone of the dark-colored clay of these pits has been called a
retort clay, but as to its composition or reputation nothing can
be said.
The depth of the fire clay bed in these pits under the top earth
and clays and below tide level, necessitates the removal of much
waste and tile raising of all the water flowing into the pit. The
cost of pumping this out added to that of stripping and digging
the clay, makes mining in these pits more expensive than the
present slow market justifies, even for fine clays. No work has
been done here in over a year• The pits are now filled with
water.
Nearly a half a mile southwest of these pits, and also in low
ground near the brook, Mr. Benton dug a single pit and went
through :
(1) Top'dirt

(sandy) ........................................................................

(2) Yellowish _v]llte clay ....................................................................
(3) Yellow sand ...............................................................................
(4) Sandy clay ................................................................................
(5) Kaolin-like sand ...........................................................................
• Dark sandy clay at the bonom .......................................................

5 feet
S feet
3 feet
3 feet
2-3 feet

This pit was not deep enough to strike the fire clay, as the
ground rises in that direction, and the clay is about on the same
level as in the pits on the roadside, judging from the strike of tile
formation.
F_rs oF c,,As.A._._ESS
_ SO_S.
Anness' clay pits are south of his residence, east of the Woodbridge and Perth Amboy railroad, and at the border of the tide
meadow. The clay bed here, as at Benton's pits, is wholly below
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tide level, its surface being somewhat uneven, but from 5 to 10
feet below that level. The strata observed here were the following:
(1)
_2)
(3)
(4)

Red sandy earth {for red brick) ................................................
Gravelly
loam and earth, in alternating
layers ..........................
PiI_* clay ................................................................................
Fire clay ................................................................................

(5) Sandy clay and sand, dark-colored,

)

10-18

feet
2 feet
4 feet

at the bottom ...........................

The top earth here is very fine and sufficiently clayey for red
brick material.
This has been stored by itself for such use whenever it is wanted. It lies upon the gravelly drift, and is probably
of alluvial origin--a meadow mud. It is from 6 to 8 feet thick.
The gravelly loam and earth (No. 2) varies greatly in thickness. It is waste.
No. 3 is an inferior fire clay that is used in pipe. It is a little
sandy, dark streaked, but dries white. The best fire clay of these
pits is bluish-white, solid ; having a specific gravity of 1.861-1.864. It contains some fine sand, which with the other constituents appear in the following analyis :
Alumina:
..............................................................................
Silieie acid .............................................................................

31.66
34.30

Water

10.50

(combined)

...................................................................

76.46

Silica

(quartz

_and) ..................................................................

20.60
20.60

Potesb ....................................................................................

1.53

Soda ............................................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................
Magnesia ......................................................................................
Semlul-oxbh" of iron .................................................................
Water (moi.ture) .....................................................................

0.74
0.60
2.87

Total ........................................................................................

Towards the bottom the bed is sandy.
Another section, seen in a pit more recently dug than
which the above figures illustrate, is as follows :
Titanic

_mld _vith the

ata_lna.
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(1) Soil ........................................................................................
(2)
(3)
4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

1foot

Sandy clay, blulsh, in places yellow ...............................................
Sandy gravel and eobbIestone.q ......................................................
l{ed_ sandy earth .......................................................................
Clay and sandy gravel, in alternating layers ....................................
Sandy clay ...............................................................................
Fire clay ..............................................................................
Black clay ................................................................................

(9) Quieksand_

blaek and underlaid

6
I-5
4
2-6
12
4-10
1

by black clay .................................

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
foot

6 feet

This last is depth of boring from tile bottom of the pits.
The layer No. 2 furnishes a superior red brick xnaterial.
The next lower layer (No. 5), is quite remarkable for its uniformly flue-grained texture and its deep red color. Thns far no
use has been found for it, although from its fineness of grain it
seems adapted for some purposes of value.
The clay of layer (6) is used either for pipe or for some kinds
of pottery or stoneware.
It may be regarded as the upper part
of the fire clay bed.
The fire clay has.been found 10 feet thick in some borings
west of the pits• In the latter, it was 4 feet thick. It is shown
by the columnar section No. 71 on the general section.
The water was raised from these pits by a centrifugal pump,
worked by steam power. ';his, of course, was attended by considerab/_e expense, as the amount of water is large, particularly
towards the bottom.
All the clay of these pits is worked up in the National Fire
Brick Works of Charles Anness & Son, into fire l_riek, drain pipe
and land tile.
FELDSPAR

AND

KAOLI._

PIT_

OF

CIfARLES

AN_E.%_

&

SOng.

These pits are one mile south of Woodbridge, and in Woodbridge township, near the line road which separates this township from Perth Amboy.
In these pits there is considerable
irregularity and variation in tim thickness of the several layers,
and the vertical section of any given pit is not always representative of that immediately adjoining it. In the southernmost
pits the following layers were observed :
(I) Red-shale
drift .....................................
; .....................................
(2) Ye ow sand and gravel .............................................................
(3) White,
(4) /_'_r

sandy clay ........................................................................
.....................................................................................
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Itcre the top of the feldspar bed was 91 feet above high water
level. About 100 feet from the above section, and in the eastern
pit face, there was :
(11 Red-shale
(2) Whitish

drift ...........................................................................
sand ..............................................................................

(3) FelK_par .....................................................................................

8 feet
7 feet
3-5 feet

And here the latter bed was 99 feet high. Tile unstratified redshale drift, and the underlying sorted sand and gravel drift, are
very finely exhibited in these pits. The former is much coarser
at the top, and includes some large boulders, scattered irregularly
through it. It is seen here from 3 to 18 feet thick.
The yellow saud and gravel is nearly all quartz, and some
parts of this drift bed are clean and sharp grained and good
enough for common mortar. The pebbles aad cobble stones are
generally in thin layers in the sand, marking very distinctly the
lines of stratification.
The top clay varies from a yellowish wl_ite to buff, and to a
deep red color. It is quite sandy and the sand in it is often of
uneven glain.
It is, however, refractory enough for admixture
with other clays, for No. 2 fire brick, and also for pipe. Its
thickness varies from 1 to 5 feet. Iu some of the pits there is a
thin layer of reddish saud, with balls or concretiouary re.asses of
iron-cemented sand, between this clay and the feldspar bed.
Thefeld.+par ranges from 3 to 10 feet in thickness.
In some of
the more westerly pits it is iu two beds, sep,_rated by a bed of
white quartz sand, which is 2 to 3 feet thick.
Here the upper
layer is of inferior quality and is considered a No. 2feldspar. [a
the main layer or bed the material is in places varied by the
presence of small irregular masses o[ white sand surrounded by
the feldspar. The material does not differ much from that dog
on the Forbes tract, and for the composition of the No. 1 feldspar
reference is made to the analysis in the description of that locality. The finer-grained portions and also that which is at all
yellowish, or stained by oxide of iron, or which has any earth with
it, are graded as No. 2. .
Under this bed there is a dark-colored clayey sand, containing
some lignite and a little pyrite. Mr. Anness says he has bored
20 feet into this sandy bed. Occasionally there is a layer of
yellow sandy clay, 1 to 2 feet thick, sllghtly mixed with feldspar,
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between the sand and the feldspar beds. Thisfddspar opening is
represented as No. 57 on the general section.
The materials dug in these pits are carted to the proprietors'
works, on Woodbridge creek and near Spa Spring station.
They
are used in the various grades of fire brick, sewer and drain
pipe and land tile.
The kaolin pits are about 200 yards north, northeast of the
feldspar opening.
These have not been worked in several years.
They are in lower ground, and the kaolin did not exceed the
height of 80 feet, or about 10 feet lower than the feldspar bed.
This is probably a sandy material belonging to the micaceous
sand bed underlying the latter. The so-called granite pits of
I. Flood are a few yards south of Anness'feldspar bank, and on a
little higher ground--near
the top of the ridge. Feldspar was
dug in them.
FORBES

FARM--FELDSPAR

BANK.

This bank is in Perth Amboy township near ttle Woodbr!dge
line road and a few rods southeast of Anness' pits. This large
opening has shown much variation in tile thickness of the feldspar,
and also in that of the overlying beds of drift, and a single
vertical section fails to represent the whole area hero opened.
The general character of the beds over the feldspar in their relative super-position, varying thickuess and inequalities are shown
by the accompanying sketch (Figure 1.) This ropresents the order
and the thickness of the several beds, not however in exact'correspondence with the bank in its whole lengi,h. It is rather a
combination of three vertical sections, as observed at different
parts of the bank.
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of the strata :

drift ...........................................................................

Yellow Rand and gravel ...............................................................
Red and white, sandy clay ............................................................
Fire sand antl sandy layers ...........................................................
Feldspar ...................................................................................

(6) Mieaeeous

sand bed (boring)

..............................

_1c_]

L..........................

6-20 feet
C_15
1-3
2-1fi
3-8

feet
feet
feet
feet

20 feet

The irregularities
are such that thicker and thin beds are
brought together. That is neither the minimum nor the maximum thicknesses are always together in any given vertical section of the bank. For example in a recently measured section
of the bearing there was of the
(1) Red-shale

drift ...........

: .................................................................

I0 feet

(2) Yellow sand and gravel ......... : ........................................................
[3) Red clay .....................................................................................

8 feet
" 2 feet

(4) Wlfite quartz sand (fire sand in part) ................................................

l0 feet

Or in all above the feld_ar

................................................................

30 feet

The two drift deposits are very finely seen here, and are
sharply defined by a very uneven divisional plane.
The clay bed (No. 3) is occasionally wanting. It is sometimes
white, sometimes red, and always sandy. It is thrown away as
waste.
The next bed is a white quartz sand, some of wbich is considered a fire sau_l. Some of it that is of finer grain and contains a little mica is sold under the name of kaolin. And it
represents the kaolin bed of the clay series, being the equivalent
of that which is found under the South Amboy fire clay bed in
the several pits where that clay is dug. Some ot this sand is yellowish and, in places, it shows oxide of iron stains. Here and
there it seems to replace in part the feldspar or it is split into thin
layers that alternate with like strata of feldspar.
The height of the feldspar in this bank is on an average 96
feet. Its thickness has been from 2 to 14 feet; the average has
been put at 5 feet. The material of this bed also varies greatly,
according as it is more sandy, or more clayey, or contains more or
less of oxide of iron stai_s or other foreigu matters.
That which
is most free from these foreign constituents and which coutains
the most clay is selected as No. 1; while inferior grades are
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marked Nos. 2 and 3, the latter being little else than a clayey
fire sand. The best of it is very white, solid and a mixture of
nearly equal parts of clay and quartz grains.
These grains are
from fine sand to those half an inch in diameter and are slightly
rounded.
The composition of the _o. l feldspar is as follows:
Alumlna and titanic acid.......'. ...................................................
Sili_'ic acid ..............................................................................
Water

/combined}

18.80
16.85

....................................................................

4.90
40,55

Silicie

acid (sand) .....................................................................

58.40
58.40

Potash ...................................................................................
Soda ......................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................
]_Iagn_,-ia ...........................

: ...............

0.15
0.21

: ..........................................................

Se_qui-nxidc
of iron ..................................................................
Water Imoisture) .....................................................................

0.49
0.80
1.65

Total .................................................................................

100.60

These figures show this strange mixture is a good fire material,
being quite as pure as the best clays of this district, and, excepting the quartz, quite as refractory as they are. In any comparisons of this kind the only material difference, chemically, is between quartz and clay. Physically, the texture of the feldspar is
difft,rent from the sandy clays, and from any fire brick mixture,
where fire sand is used, in the more uueven grain and greater
coarseness. Thefddspars of the several grades are sold for tempering clay for fire brick mixture.
They command a quite ready
sale at good prices.
The fire sand in this bank is in spots, contaminated
by balllike masses of pyrite crystals.
Neither the sand nor the }aolin
sell as well as the feldspar, and there is a large stock of them in
great heaps about the opening.
The sandy earth found in boring under thefddspar contains
quite a conspicuous amount of mica in very fine scales, and it
resembles ]_aolin. It is the micaceous sand bed of the plastic
clay series. The general section, No. 59, gives the position of
this opening and the boring in relation to the strata. On ac-
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countof theexcessive
quantityof waterin it,
thepitsstopatthe
bottomof thefddspar.
The excavation
atthisbank has workedoverseveral
acres.
In
the deeper pits at the west, the beari_g on the feldspar lms been
40 feet thick, making the cost of stripping very large ; but the
height of all the beds above easy, natural drainage down to the
bottom of the pits compensates largely for the expenses of removing so much from the top. This mode of drainage is very
important, as there is a great deal of water in the lower strata,
none of which are like the clay, wholly impervious to water, but
rather water bearing beds, allowing all the waters from above to
run through them ; and when very wet they become soft, and
slide or fall down very easily.
North of this bank feldspar has been dug in one or two small
pits near the barn on this property, and within a few yards of
the road. In these there was about S feet of yellowish, buffcolored, sandy earth; then 2 to 4 feet of No. lfddspar, and sand
at the bottmn.
The same bed has been found in trial pits and borings west of
the main bank and also north of it and east of the farm house.
It thins out in that direction, as the ground rapidly descends
below its level. South and southwest of the bank the ground rises
aml as the bed descends in that direction it soon reaches tho
limit beyond which practicable or economical working becomes
impossible.
At Kinsey's corner a half a mile south southwest of the Forbes'
feldspar bank, a well dug about thirty years ago, is said to have
reached thefddspar bed at a depth of 38 feet. The surface here
is 130 feet above tide level, and the height of this bed is 92 feet
at this place. No. 62 of the general section shows its relative
position and elevation.
On this Forbes property, southeast of the feldspar bank,.100
yards, or thereabouts, a light-colored, sandy clay has been dug
and used inpipe.
It is at an elevation of 55 to57 feet(top) above
tide level, or 35 feet below the feldspar. According to these figures it belongs in the horizon of the laminated clay and sand.
Borings near the old pits, and on the eastern part of the tract,
along the road indicate the same clay stratum as extending in
that direction, but thin and of no economic value. Lower a
dark-colored, sandy clay, full of lignite, abounds, cropping out
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along the brook, south of the road and seen in borings made
near it. This is at 20 feet above tide level and is the equiwflent
of the sandy, leaf bearing bed, which lies immediately upon tbe
Woodbridge bed. Some of. the light-colored clay fouud on this
tract may aas_ver in the manufacture of yellow ware.
D. WAT_0US'
FELDSe*R.
Within a year or so considerable digging has been done on
the farm of D. Watrous, a half a mile east of the Woodbridge and
Perth Amboy road and 150 yards northeast of his house. The
pits are in the low ground, near the head of a wet, swampy run.
Only thin seams of feldspar have been found, interstratified with
yellowish white sand and covered by a red, shaly earth and a
bluish black, sandy clay.
The total thickness of this top dirt
does not exceed 6 feet. The little feldspar obtained is much
stained by oxide of iron. It is rather clayey and the quartz in
it is quite fine grained.
On account of this associatiou in such
thin strata with ferruginous sands, the separation of marketable
grades of feldspar is scarcely practicable.
A small heap has,
however, been thus sorted out, but rather as an experiment.
The
height of the bed here is estimated from the contour (surface)
lines to he between 80 and 90 feet.
Borings in the low ground west of this opening have failed to
discover any extension of the bed in that direction.
FELDSPAR

AND

CLAY

BANKS

OF

THE

KNICKERBOCKER

LIFE

INSURANCE

C0.MPANY.

Feldspar and Fire sand.--These
banks are from 200 to 300
yards west of the Perth Amboy and Woodbridge road, and one
and a half miles north of the former place. The old bank, not
worked lately, is mainly a fire sand with thin seams of feldspar.
The following layers were observed here in 1874 :
(1) Yellow _aud and gravel ..................................................................
(2} Chocolate-colored
clay ....................................................................
t3} Yellow, sandy earth .......................................................................
(4)
(5)
(6}
(7)

Feld_ar .......................................................................................
Fire-_aud ....................................................................................
Feldspar ...................................................................................
Yellowish_ sandy earth at bottom ...................................................
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But these layers arc not persistent for any distance.
They show
the interstratification
of saud andfddspar.
Even in the sand at
the top there arc thin layers of feldspar and fire-sand. And the
whole bank seems very much mixed in character.
The highest
outcrop of the fire sand is 71 feet. East of this bank a black
clay crops out in ground a little lower than the bottom of the
bank, or at an elevation (average) of 50 feet. This is quite sandy,
and belongs under the fddspar bed. Some of it was tried in a
kiln near the pit, for making red brick, but it did not burn easily,
and the bricks were pale and tender, falling to pieces in the air.
Some of them are still at the site of the kiln, near the road.
Another bank, on this property, forfddspar and fire-sand has
been opened within a year or two. This is a little over 100 yards
northwest of the old bank, and in ground of about the same
height.
This has the following beds:
(1) Red, shaly earth with small boulders ...............................................
(2) Yellowlsh-white
sand and fine gravel ..............................................
(3) Fire-sand ...................................................................................

0-3 feet
20 feet
3-5 feet

{4} Fddspar
(average) .......................................................................
(5) Brown, chocolate-colored,
sandy clay ..............................................

5 feet
2 feet

(6) White quartz sand .......................................................................
Black, sandy clay only found at bottom of deepest trial pits.

5 feet

The red-shale earth at the top is here a part of the true
northern drift, which appears in the hollows only, as a very thin
superficial sheet. In places this is wanting, and the sand and
gravel bed forms the surface.
The sand and gravel bed is very finely laminated, some of its
layers show very plainly what is known as an ebb andflow strut.
ture, that is sands obliquely laminated as if deposited by the
changing currents of tide waters. Some of the sand in this part
of the bank is very clean, but sorting is impracticable where the
layers of it are thin and lie between those which are worthless.
The surface of the fire sand is very uneven and its thickness is
varying.
It is in places streaked by oxide of iron. The feldspar bed also varies a great deal in thickness, and has an irregularly undulating surface. Its average elevation is about 60 feet.
The material is very white, consisting of a white clay matrix
which holds the grains of white quartz, most of which are somewhat rounded on the edges and range in size from fine sand to
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pebbles half an inch in diameter.
Most of these are opaque and
crumble easily; some of them are bluish; others translucent.
Throughout some portions of the bed there are scattering earthy
specks that slightly affect its appearance and quality.
The best,
selected material contains the following constituents :
ANALYSIS.

Alumina

and titanic

acid .....................................................................

Silicic acid (combined and sand) ............................................................
Water (combined and hygroscopic) .........................................................
Sc_4ui-oxlde
of iron .............................................................................
Lime .......................................................................................................
Magne_i_ ...........................................................................................
Pnta..b ..............................................................................................

16.07
77.40
4.30
0.53
0.25
0.15

Soda .........................................................................................................
Total ...........................................................................................

98.70

The composition is verymuch
like that of the ]qo. 1 feldspar
of Wcidner's and also that of Edgar Brothers' pits. It is used
quite largely by William H. Berry & Co. in their mixture with
clay for fire brick and is much liked. A little clay has been dug
on this property, south of the farm house and near the corner of
the road. The clay was said to be yellowish white and quite
sandy, but as it was not sden, nothing further is known of it or
it_ relations.
The ground hereabouts is between 90 and 100 feet
high, and from the combilmd section the height of the South
Amboy fire clay bed is found to be between 65 and 85 feet, which
would put that clay within reach of pits of moderate depth.
And it may be that the clay dug there was a part of that bed.
but of an inferior quality.
On the same section these feldspar
openings are represented by No. 73. Another clay pit is reported
on the same tract, near the line between it and W. P. Benton's
lands, and northerly from the feldspar banks.
It must belong to
the laminated clay and sand bed overlying the Woodbridge
clay bed. Such clays as this bed furnishes, sufficiently refractory
for many purposes, are to be found not only on this tract, or
farm, but also in all of the territory lying between the outcrop
of the Woodbridge fire clay bed and the feldspar bed.
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A_Dr_RE-SA_P_S Or _SA*CI,_SLEE.
These are east of the above-described feldspar banks, and a few
reds east of the Woodbridge and Perth Amboy road. Thekaolin
was got in the north pits, and found near the surface, at an elevation of 65 feet, which corresponds to the height of that layer here,
as shown by the general section, No. 79. The fire-sand was dug
a little south of the kaolin opening, and where the surface of the
ground is a little higher. No work has been done here since the
survey of this district has been in progress.
CLAY PITfi OF JSAAC INSLEE1 JR,

These pits are between the Perth Amboy road and the Woodbridge and Perth Amboy railroad, northeast of tim last-described
locality.
One of the pits went through the following strata :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Red shale drift ..............................................................................
Blue clay ....................................................................................
Black, sandy clay, containing lignite .................................................
Sandy clay, resembling
kaolin .........................................................

(5) Dark
(6) Sand

blue clay, containing
leaf impressions .......................................
and clay ..............................................................................

(7) Light-colored

sand (boring) .............................................................

10
5
5
5

feet
feet
feet
feet

5 feet
3 feet
15 feet

The ground here is about 55 feet high, so that this pit and
boring reached within 10 or 15 feet of tide level. The section is
referred, from its position and height (see general section, h'o. 77),
to beds lying below the feldspar.
The top clay (No. 2 of the section) is considered the best of the
pit, although not sufficiently refractory for fire-brick, as it is said
to vitrify in the fire-holes of the pottery kilns. It might do for
yellow, or for Rockingham ware. An analysis of it gives the
following results :
ANALYSIS
Alumina

.............................................................................................

28.80

Silieic acid and sand ..............................................................................
Water (combined) ................................................................................
Titanic acid ..................................
, ......................................................

54.80
"7.80
1.00

Potash ................................................................................................
Soda ..........................................................................................................
Lime .....................................................................................................
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Magne_i:_ ...........................................................................................

0.64

St._qui-t,xide of into ...............................................................................
Water (mol,ture) ..................................................................................

2.20
1.50

Tot'J1 ............................................................................................

99.91

The aggregate of alkalies and of lime, magnesia and oxide of
iron, amounting to five per cent. of the clay corresponds with the
practical tests, indicating a somewhat fusible material.
The layer, No. 4 of this section, is very sandy and not of value.
Throughout all the layers of this pit scattering fragments of
lignite appear, hardly enough in some of them to be cbaracteristic, in others abundant.
Leaf impressions have been found in
No. 5--a dark blue add very tough clay.
The clays of Sos. 2, 3 and 5 are all quite good enough for
pipe. That of the latter has been thought fit for retorts, but all
of thorn are as yet, ill a measure, of undecided character and the
pits are rather more to test the ground than as clay producing
localities.
East of this pit the dark-colored clays and sandy beds, marked
by the pre*ence of more or less lignite and pyrite, are cut by the
Woodbridge and Perth Amboy railroad, and some of these bave
been dug at tb6 side of that road for pipe mixtures.
J_q. VAI.2"*.h'TINL'_4
KAOLIN Prl_ AND NEW YORK AND LONG BRANCH RAILROAD CUT.

This
creek.
kaolb_
layers

cut is through the rising ground south of the Woodbridgo
The dark-eolored clays and sands and the overlying
and feldspar are all traversed by it. The following are the
exposed here, beginning at the surface :

(1) Yelb*w sand and gravel with red-shaly earth ....................................
(21 h'aoli.--average
..........................................................................

4-6 feet
5 feet

(3) Fdd_.'par .......................................................................
1 foot
(4) Yellow sand ................................................................................
] foot
(5) Black, mleaeeous clay, lignite and pyrite ..........................................
20 feet
Blulsh_ sandy clay at bottom, at level of track ...................................

The kaolin has been _lug on each side of the railroad cut--on
the top of the ridge. It has an average thickness of 5 to 7 feet,
varying, it is said, from 2 to 18 feet. The feldspar is not over a
foot thick, and in most of the pits it has appeared at or near the
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bottom,underthekaolin.The top dirton the eastof therailroadhas an average thickness of 8 feet, and the height of the
kaolin bed (top) is about 48 feet. It may be a little higher on
the west side. This is rather low, as the general section shows
it (No. 82), although we may here see the bottomof the bed only.
The upper part of it may have been washed away or worn down
previous to the deposition of the drift bed, which now covers it.
Thefddspar here is finer grained than that of Weidner's or Anness' pits and contains some scales of mica, looking more like a
mixture of fire sand and kaolin. It can be considered as the
geological equivalent of that bed ; practically it is unimportant
and is dug with the kaolin. The bed seems to thin out in this
direction, and it does not appear either at Merrit's pits, southeast
of this, or in the kaolin localities in and near Perth Amboy.
In some of the western pits there is a thin stratum of yellowish,
sandy earth at the bottom of the pits, under the kaolin and feldspar. But more commonly they occur, lying directly on the dark
colored micaceous and sandy clay. This is, at the top, full of
lignite and pyrite, and is valueless. Some of it contains much
mica iu very small scales. The lower part of this bed, near the
bottom of the cut, is quite free from pyrite and lignite, and has
a bluish shade. Some of it is reported to be suitable for Rockingham ware. It has not been used. Previous to the opening
of this clay by the railroad cut it was supposed that there was a
valuable clay bed under the kaolin pits. A reference to the combined general section will show that this ground is occupied by
these dark colored clays and sands only, and that the fire clay is
here too deep for working.
Some of the clay in the bottom of
this cut may, however, be valuable for pipe, or some kinds of ware.
The sides of the cut have slid down somewhat, thereby mixing
the layers and presenting sections that may mislead observers on
a first inspection.
The products of these pits are carted to the works of M. D.
Valentine & Brother, near Woodbridge, onemile from these pits.
They are used in the mixtures for fire brick.
_Eaarrr's

_OLL'_

Frrs.

This opening for kaolin is in Perth Amboy township, a mile
north of the town, and a short distance west af the New York
9
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and Long Branch railroad. The top dirt is red-shale earth mixed
with sand, gravel and some thin layers of red and white sandy
clays, and is 8-17 feet thick. This bed is modified drift.
The kaolla bed is (top) 53 feet above tide level, and is from 4 to
12 feet thick. There is considerable variation, and the surface is
undulating.
Near the top it is streaked by yellowish oxide of
iron stains and some little earthy masses. Its composition is, in
part, as follows :
Alumina and sesqui-oxlde
of iron ...........................................................
sillcic acid and sand ...........................................................................
Potash ..............................................................................................
Water ...............................................................................................
Total

(determined)

17.1e
77.10
1.30
4.50

........................................................................

100.00

Aecerdiug to these figures there is clay in this kaolS_. The
quartz grains are very small, most of them less than 1-200 of an
inch in diameter.
The mica is in very fine white scales, and
this may furnish a part, if not most, of _lte potash given ia the
analysis.
It is sold for mixing with fire-clay in making fire-brick, stove
linings, &e., &c. A large area has been worked over at these
[)its. ,ks in most kaolin pits there is stone water, particularly
towards the bottom, and the digging is sometimes interfered with
hy the excessive amount of it, although good drainage is here
practicable quite to the bottom of the kaolin bed.
KAOLIX

pITS

OF

A,

IIALL

&

SON,

Itall's pits are about a half a tulle'northwest of their works,
and between the Woodbridgo mad Perth Amboy railroad and the
Easton and Amboy railroad.
The kaolin is 8-10 feet tlfiek, and
is umlerlaid by a dark-colored, sandy earth, occasionally called
"black kaolin."
The kaolin got at these pits is coarser grained
than tbat of Merritt's, and is regarded as of inferior quality.
Very little of it has been used lately.
KAOLIn,

I.N" PERTIt

AI_iBOY,

This bed is cut in several places in Perth Amboy. On the line
of the Lastou and Atnboy railroad, a few rods east of Hall's pits,

4
r
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and neartherailroad
hotel,
itwas foundinthe]ow cut,and that
under the tracklinewas dug out. Streaksof reddishand of
yol]owishearthsrun throughit,and affect
slightly
itsquality.
Itselevation
hereis(top)about30 feetabovetide]eveh Overit
therewas a thickness
of ]0 feetof red-shale
drift.
In some of the streets
of Perth Amhoy, nearthe sound,a
kaolinlikesandappearsatan elevation
ofabout25 feet,
covered
by red-shale drift. In the western part of the town it is seen
near tho freight depot of the New York and Long Branch railroad, at the level of the track. Over it there is the red-shale
drift. Its elevation is here also about 30 feet. The thickness of
the bed and the underlying strata are not known. The relative
positions of these several openings for kaolin in and near Perth
Amboy are exhibited on the general section by Nos. 88, 97
and 101. Some of the kaolin from Perth Amboy was formerly
used in the Watson fire brick works. But of late its use has
been discontinued.
This kaolis bed extends northeast beyond the souud into
Staten island, and it is extensively worked in several largo openings one-fourth of a mile northeast of Rossville. The bed there has
a maxinmm thickness of quite 30 feet, although generally the pits
stop at 20 foot in it. This kaolin is very white and the grains of
quartz are from 1-200 to 1-400 of an inch in diameter.
The
mica is in small white scales. For purposes of comparison the
following analysis is here inserted. It is of a representative
specimen from tho pits of the Staten Island Kaolin Company
and sent to the State Laboratory by Hon. Charles A. Campbell :
ANALYSIS.
Alumina
and sesqui-oxide
of iron .........................................................
Silieic acid and sand ...........................................................................
Pota,_h ...............................................................................................
Water ................................................................................................
Total (determined)

.........................................................................

5.70
92.70
0.35
0.70
09.45

SA_IITELDALLYIS FIIIESAND PIT.

This pit is a mile northwest of Per_h Amboy, close to a cross road
which connects the Woodbridge and.Perth Amboy and the township line road. The material dug here was found near the sur-
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face and resembled a coarse fire sand, excepting a little more
clay than is common to such sands. Its height, 110 to 120 feet
above tide level, is much too great for the fire sand or the feldspar
beds of this clay formation, and it can only be referred to the
sand drift.
Nothing was learned of its thickness.
Only two or three small
pits were dug, and the material thrown out was seen in a little
that was left about them.
EASTON ABD AMBOY RAILROAD CL_T--FELITSPAR,

Feldspar has been seen cropping out in the Easton and Amboy
railroad cut, one mile west of Perth Amboy and east of the
Eaglcswood road. This was in the bottom of the cut.
J, H, _ANNING_S CLAY FIT,

This locality is one and a half miles west of Perth Amboy,
near the New Brunswick road. A single, shaft-like pit was sunk
in 1874, more for testing tile ground than for the extraction of
materials.
In it the layers were:
el) Top earth---aoiI
[2)
_3)
14)
(5}
6)

and subsoil ............................................................

Clays {red and white) ....................................................................
Black, sandy clay ...........................................................................
Fire sand ....................................................................................
Buff-colored clay ..........................................................................
Fire sand ....................................................................................

7) l_dd-_vsr [boring) ...........................................................................

2-3 feet
10
2
10
4
4

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

]0 feet

The surface of the ground at this pit is 103 feet high, consequently the top of the clay is at 100 feet, and the bottom of the
feldspar at 60 feet above high tide level. The elevation of the
latter corresponds with the horizon at which its heights at other
pits and its proper dip would indicate for the bed at this point.
The fire sand of this pit is the equivalent of the kaolin bed, and
overlying it there is the buff sandy clay closely resembling the
clay in thefddapar banks. The top clay, red and white, belongs
to the South A'inboy fire clay bed. It is several,feet higher than
the same bed as opened in E. F. Roberts' and iu John De Bow's
pits, even allowing for the proper dip in the distance between
them. The general combined section exhibits this locality (No.
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72) and the difference between the mean surface line of the South
Amboy bed and the top of the clay at this place. The so-called
fire sand layer under this clay and above the buff clay, is, possibly,
a part of the South Amboy bed, which is at the bottom sandy.
The white clay at the top is ahnost free of gritty particles, and
appare_tly a rich and fine clay. Some parts of this bed are stained
reddish.
Some of the fire sand approaches a feldspar in composition,
containing small lumpy masses of hard clay.
The feldspar bed here was dug into about a foot, below which
it was bored 10 feet. Specimens from it show more sand, and are
finer grained than the average No. 1 feldspar of this district.
Working was suspended here shortly after this deep trial pit
was dug. The locality is more interesting geologically than
practically, as it shows the relative positions of the feldspar and
the clay beds. It is also a proof of the existence of these beds
in this high ground north of the Raritan river, and, probably,
in extent sufficient for further opening and mining.
Northward, and ,'tlso eastward, borings are reported, which
have reached this fire clay bed. Northeast of this point, and'near
S. Dally's pit, a clay crops out in the road side, which is, probal_ly, of the same bed. A study of the map, and the general section, will show a wide area wherein exploration is feasible and
hopeful.
E*STO_
_D _-MBOY
m'_L,O,_D
CUT_E,'.R'r_EFLOa_D*O.0W _OAD.
At the west end of'this cut a variegated, reddish and sandy
clay appears, about 4 feet above the level of the track. It is covered by a beautifully laminated, yellowish-white sand. Further
east, in the middle of the cat, a dark-colored, sandy clay is exposed. The height of the red clay, iu this cut, is about 90 feet,
which puts it in the South Amboy fire clay bed. The only clay
dug here was in the cutting for the railroad grade, and none of
it has been put in the market.
E. F. ROBERT8 _ CLAY

PITS.

These are south of the Eastou and Amboy railroad, near the
Woodbridge and Perth Amboy line, and a third of a mile north
of Florida Grove.
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The pitsaDd boringsmade in thebottomofthediggings,
furnishdataforthefollowing
schemeofstratification,
beginningat
tile
surface :
( R_.d--hale
(1_

121

drift, (at west) ......................................................

]. YLllow.and

and gravel,

' B:lti:oJ|orod

fire clay ..........................................................

(at east) ..........................................

ll_ li_], life clay ............................................................
, |lark-w,,ncd
fire ('lay .........................................................
[.i_,ht-sp<ltted [h'e clay .........................................................

10-18 feel

7-13

feet

I3) Sand.v clay (for -a_:zir_l ............................................................
(4/ Whit, sand and kudin ...............................................................

2-3 fet.t
10 feet

(51 l,;bl_l*xr ..................................................................................

3-4 feel

(6_ Wldt, sand ..............................................................................
Black c',ay at the bottom.

hithe western part of this excavatiou red-shale drift is the
bearing on the bed of clay; while towards the east, yellow sand
and gravel is found at the top. Both the top mad tile bottom of
the clay bed show great inequalities, and there are differences of
9 or 10 feet within a few yards, the elevation, of tim surface varying fr.m S0 to ,";9feet. Its thickness ranges between 7 and 13
feet. The variation in color also is considerable.
Generally the
upper part of the bed is buff; then comes a blue; next a mottled, red and white, of which the upper portion is of a darker
shade, and is termed "dark spotted," add the lower portion,
which is lighter in color, " light spotted."
A buff-colored clay is
found in some of the pits under these mottled varieties.
But
this order is not invariable.
The lines of division between these
differelIt colors, as seen in the walls of the" pits, are exceedingly
irregular.
The accompanying sketch illustrates this fact.
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Fro. 2.

a.
b.
e.
d.

Buff and yellow clays.
Blue clay.
Mottled, or spotted clay.
Buff clay.

The superintendent, Mr. English, reports finding, occasionally,
masses of blue clay e_tirely enclosed in buff-colored clay,
showing a change from above, descending and working into the
clay mass. Tim spotted clays appear to consist of red and bluish
masses irregularly intermingled.
The dark spotted, as its name
implies, is darker colored, containing niore of the reddish
masses, while in the light spotted there is a preponderance of the
blue. The biue clay is considered as No. 1 fire clay, and has
very little sand in it. It is solid, breaking with an irregular
fracture.
Its composition is given by the following
,_t NA ]LTS[_,

Ahmdna
................................................................................
SiHcle aeld ..............................................................................

38.40
40.40

Titanic acid (with ahlmina) ............................................................
Water (combined) ............................................
'........................

12.50
91.30

Silicic

acid (land) ......................................................................

5.20
5.20

Pot_h
...................................................................................
Soda ...........................................................................................
Lime ......................................................................................

0.59

Magnesia

0.25

................................................................................
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Sesqui-oxlde
of iron .................................................................
"Water (moisture) .....................................................................

1.20
].30
3.56

Total

.......................................................................................

100.06

According to these figures, this clay is like most of the best fire
clays of the Woodbrldge and South Ainboy beds in general composition, differing from some of them in having a little more of
the alkalies, oxide of iron and sand, and,possibly, not quite equal
to some in refractory qualities.
The buff clay is faintly streaked by pale reddish lines of iron
oxide. It has very little grit, but contains a little more sand
than the blue.
The spotted clays are more sandy. The shades of red are due
to a larger percentage of oxide of iron than is to be found in the
blue or light-colored masses, and in these there is more sand also.
The blue, buffand some of the light spotted clays are sold for
fire hrieks and other refractory materials.
The dark sTottsd and
the lower, more sandy, buff clays are used for saggars.
Under the clays borings have gone 20 feet into a white sand,
some of it a sort of kaolin, 10 to 15 feet thick ; then into a feldspar, 3 to 4 feet, and stopped at the top of a black, sandy clay,
resembling that which is so well developed in the river hank at
Florida Grove. The several strata bere opened and their relation to the clay fornmtion, are illustrated by the little section,
No. 78, ofthe general sectiou appended to this report.
A narrow gauge railroad to Roberts' dock, on the river, serves for the
transportation
of the clays of these pits to that point, whence
they are shipped by boat.
The first digging at this locality was in the fall of 1872, since
which date work has gone on steadily until very recently.
JOHN" DE BOWIS CLAY PITS,

These are across the road, about 200 yards west of Roberts'
pits. :Here the top dirt is red-shale drift, and is about :10 feet
thick. The top of the clay bed is 80-83 feet above high tide
level. The average thickness of the clay is said to be 10 to ]2
feet. A portion of the top of the bed is white; lower it becomes
mottled, red and white, while at the bottom red is the prevailing
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shade of color. All of it is quite sandy. The red clay contains
some iron oxide. These make it worthless for more refractory
uses, and heuce its sales have been limited and the area dugover
has been small. A white quartz sand is found at the bottom of
the pits.
FEL_'*SPARPIT_ OF E_AR

BP_OTHEILS*

This opening is on the William Watson farm, in Woodbridge
township, two miles northwest of Perth Amboy, and a quarter of
a mile north of the Perth Amboy and New Brunswick road.
When visited two years ago the following vertical section was
observed, showing the several strata there dug :
(I)
(2l

Iled-shale drift ......................................................................
Yellow sand and gravel ...........................................................

(3)
(4)
(5l
(6)

Red clay .................................................................................
Feldspar .................................................................................
Yellow saml ............................................................................
Dark-colored
L_zolin-llke sand at the bottom ....................................

J

3-16 feet
2-3 feet
1-13 feet
I foot

The top of the feldspar bed has a mean elevation of 83 feet
above high water level, corresponding to the heights of the same
bed at Anness' bank and to that on the Forbes' farm, when the
proper allowance for dip is made. (See general section, Nos. 63,
59 and 57.) There is here a wide range in the thickness of the
bearing (layers 1 and 2 el above section), and also in its character.
In some of the pits there is a red, sandy clay stratum, 2 to 3 feet
thick, between the sand and gravel and thefehlspar.
It is thrown
away as waste. As elsewhere, the.feldspar bed is very uneven,
appearing in pockets thinning out here and there to less thm_ a
foot. The material is very solid, cutting like clay. The grains
and lumps of quartz in it are from a quarter of an inch downwards in diameter, and on the average a little snialler than those
of the feldspar dug in the pits northeast of this opening.
They
also appear less rounded, or more angular. The following analysis shows the composition of the best of the pits:
ANALYSIS.
A|um_na .................................................................................
17.46
SHieicacM ...............................................................................
16.50
Water (combined)......................................................................
6.30
40,26
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Siliclc acid Iquartz _and} .............................................................
Tamlic acid .............................................................................

57.10
0.00
58.00

Potash ....................................................................................
Soda ......................................................................................

0.12
0.21

Lime ............................................................................................
•_[agne_ia ......................................................................................
Se_qui-oxidc
¢,f iron ..................................................................
',V:lter Irm)i_ture, ......................................................................

0.54
0.50
1.37

Total ..........................................................................................

09.63

These figures show a great similarity to tile analyses of tlle
same material as dug elsewhere in this clay district.
The more sandy am] finer grained portion of thisbed, together
with any which lnay be stained by oxide of iron, is selected as a
No. 2 article.
It is underlaid by the thin layer of yellow sand,
and that by the dark-colored sandy earth whicb is said to resemble l,:aollm
About 2O0 yards north of the pits, and in ground about 15 feet
higlwr than that about the pits, Mr. Edgar reports boring
through 9 fcct of red earth, 5 feet of fire sand, ] foot of spotted
clay, I ft_ot of white sand, and then 8 feet of feldspar.
Edgar's.Sld.,'par pits were first opened three years ago. A very
large amount has been dug. It is carted direct to fire brick
works in the vicinity, or to tide water for shipment to more disrant points.
W. N* WEIDNERI8 CLAY.

This opening is one mile southeast of Ford's Corners, and just
at the south side of the road to Perth Amboy. It is little more
than a trial pit dug in the hollow close to the brook. In the
bank of this stream a sandy white clay crops out covered by a
dark-colored clay, full of pyrite and lignite. In the pits thero
was red-shale drift at the surface and 3 feet thick.
Under this
a dark blue clay 8 feet thick, then a greyish clay 12 feet thick,
and at the bottom a greyish sandy earth.
As the surface of the
ground here is between 60 and 70 feet high, this ehly has an
elevation of 45 to 65 feet, which places it below the feldspar bed
and in the horizon of the lami'nated clay and sand and the
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micaceous sand beds. For its exact location in the series and its
relations to the neigbboring pits see the general combined section, and ill particular, No. 64 of that section.
B. VALENTINE18

FIRE SA*ND, FELDSPAR

AND KAOLIN

pITS.

These several pits are all near Mr. Valentine's residence, about
a quarter of a mile northwest of Florida Grove. The southern
slope to the river allows of easy access to these beds, beginning
at the top with the fire sand and descending to the dark-colored
clay at the bottom, and at the river level.
1;ira sand.--This is dug a few rods southeast of the farmhouse. The bed appears about 5 feet thick, and is 70 feet high.
It is underlaid by a hard, indurated sand. This sand is yellowish-white, and the grains of opaque, white quartz range downwards from :1:and 1-16 inch in diameter to fine quartzose dust.
There are in it a few hunps cemented by oxide of iron, but no
mica. It is most probably drift.
Fddspar.--Ncarcr
the river, and at a height of 50 feet above
it, a feldspar has been dug. It is covered by a thin layer of top
dirt, and is 2 to 5 feet thick, resting upon a black, micaceous
sand. This latter bed is reported to be 10 feet thick. This fold.
._par has more quartz and less clay than that of Weidner or Edgar Brothers, and is stained reddish by oxide of iron. The
clayey portion is unevenly mixed with the quartz, and tim latter
is in smaller grains.
Neither this nor the kaoli_t,which is found
a little to the southeast of it, can be considered as first-class in
character.
Tiffs bed appears as No. 75 on the general section.
Lower in the hillside the dark-colored clay appears.
A little
of tilis was dug years ago, but it is not good enough for refractory
uses. Its fitvorable situation for easy and cheap extraction and
its nearness to water transportation
make it a good site for the
location of red brick works.
Deeper and further excavation on this property may show that
the feldspar and kaolin beds improve in character furt!ler in the
hillside, where they are covered more dcel_ly. So far the whole
amount of excavation here has been comparatively small. Of
late years the work has been in the fire sand pits alone.
Southwest of the house and'150 yards east of the Woodbri,lgo
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Clay Company's dock, at tlm level of high water, two borings
were made about 50 yearn ago ill searclt of coal. These struck a
blue, slaty rock, at a depth of 100 feet. This is supposed to have
been hard shale or slate-like rock of the Triassic formation.
One
of these boles was sunk 23 feet further in this rock ; the other, 9
feet below the top of the slate, struck upon what was supposed
to be coal. In the absence of any notes or data, other than the
memory of the land owner, these opinions are little more than
conjectures.
But the fact of so much rock, said to be slate, and
its depth below tide water level, lead to the inference that it w_s
triassic shale, the flooring of this whole clay district. This depth
agrees with our estimate, taking the descent of the Raritan clay
bed (60 feet per mile), as that of the rock upon which it rests,
and having tbe elevation of the red-shale on the northwest
border, at Edgar's station, Ruddy's pits, on Mill brook end at
Weidner's pits (near Martin's dock) at 15 to 30 feet--that is, 120
feet iu almut two miles, the distance measured on tbe line of dip.
This exi.qence of the shale at such depth seems to prove that it
is the bottom rock under all of these clay beds, and also that it
has a general slope towards the southeast, with which they correspond.
The general section illustrates these statements.
WOf)DBR|DGE CL_Y COMPANY'S FITS---(EAST).

This company has three separate localities or groups of pits
where clay tins been dug. The easternmost of these is at the
border of the tide meadows, a half a mile west of Florida Grove,
and not far from the Raritan river. The top dirt here consists
of red-shale drift a few feet thick, then a weathered, laminated
and sandy clay. According to the workmen of the pits, the following beds are found, and have the thickness given in the
accompanying figures :
(1}
(2)
(3)
(4)

Red-shale drift ..................................................................
Laminated, sandy clay ........................................................
Dark-_lor_-d pipe clay ...........................................................
Dark-colored
sandy clay ........................................................

(5) Bluish fire clay ....................................................................
(6) Sand at bottom_ full of water ..................................................
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The thickness of the top dirt (1 and 2) varies here according
as the point of measurement is nearer or further from the level
of the tide meadow. On the northeast and in the bank the material is not properly a red-shale drift, but more of gravel, with
shaly earth and a few small boulders and cobble-stones.
And
here it may be 10 to 15 feet thick, and the total thickness of the
two beds (1 aad 2) about 20 feet. The pipe clay surface corresponds very nearly to the level of high water ; and this is apparently the equivalent of tlle top white clay of the banks northwest of this locality. The sandy clay under it is worthless. The
fire clay bed (bottom) is, on an average, 22 feet below high water.
It is represented by No. 69 on the general section.
In working these pits all the water, as well as the clays, have
to be raised to the meadow level, and there is, consequently, considerable expense attending the working of these pits. Partly
as a result of this no digging has been done since 1874, and the
pits have filled with water. The nearness to the river and the
comparatively small thickness of top partly compensate for the
drawbacks from water.
AUGUST'LI_]_ CAMPBELLIS

PITS.

These are about 150 yards west of the pits above described,
and not quite a half a mile east of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Company's works. They were formerly worked for the
firm of Maurer & Weber, but have been idle for some time. The
beds are said to correspond to these found in the pits east of the
brook, and tile bottom of the fire clay is about 20 feet below high
w ter level.
WOODBRIDGE

CLAY

CO_[PAIqY_S

PITS--(W_T).

These are west of the last mentioned pits, and about a quarter
of a mile north of the works of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Company.
The surface of tim ground immediately
about the pits ranges from 10 to 30 feet above tide water. The
top dirt varies quite as much in thickness, but in this there is 3
feet of pipe clay. The fire clay is between 3 and 11.5 feet below
high water. Sand is found at the bottom. Mr. Hope, the superintendent, reports leaf impressions in the pipe clay, just over the
fire clay.

4
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This company works pits a quarter of a mile north of these,
and east of the Crossman bank railroad lille. This locality was
opened between two and three years ago. This also is at the
tide meadow border.
Mr. Hope reports the following beds, beginning at the surface :
(1)
(21
(3}
{4)
(5)
(6)

Sandy varth aml red brick clay .....................................................
",_ky"
day varying considerably ................................................
Fire clay, _No, I )........................................................................
Fire clay, ( No. 2) ........................................................................
"_ _.ly " day .............................................................................
Extra-sandy
clay at the bottom ......................................................

4-14 feet
2-6 fcct
1-2 l_et

The so-called spceky clay is quite white but a little sandy,
although free from earthy streaks. It is sold for stove linings.
The fire clay, No. 1, is without grit, bluish white and solid..
The No. 2 fire clay is not so white as No. 1, and more friable,
crumbling easily. It is sandy. On weathered surfaces its color
is a yellowish buff.
The " seamy " clay, which is under the fire clay bed, is sandy
and streaked with yellow earth. It is sold for pipe, or sometimes,
after weathering, for _N'o.2 fire brick mixture.
The extra-sandy
clay also is sold for pipe making.
All of these clays, geologically, are one bed, whose upper and
under portions are more or less impure on account of earthy and
sandy admixtures.
The clays of these northernmost pits of this company are not
considered quite as good as those got iu the southernmost, nearer
the Crossman company's works. This company sells its clays.
The present working bank of this company _oins that of A.
Weber on the west side, and the stratification corresponds in
general to that seen in both Weber's and the Crossman Clay
Company's (east) banks. The red-shale drift is here thin, lying
upon the black clay. The top white clay layer is here recognized,
although partially replaced by a very dark-colored clay in which
there is raueh lignite in small fragments scattered through the
clayey mass. A chemical examination of an average specimen
gave seven per cent. of lignite or carbonaceous matter. In tl_o
kiln this amounts to as much fuel, besides rendering the product
more open. In practice this clay is said to burn as white, as the
best So. 1 clay of the bank. A red clay is found under the fire
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clay, and under that a sand. On the west, close to Weber's line,
the top of the fire clay bed is white and stained on fissure surfaces by thin films of oxide of iron. This occurs where there is
less top dirt aud overlying clays. ]t is not seen as yet in tlle
hank.
A. V_'EBERTSCLAY BANK,

This bank together with the several banks of the Crossman
Clay Company and that of Philip Neukumet, are all quite close
together in places adjoining, aud they are all in the side hill
where the upland level falls to the low ground immediately
bordering the tide meadows. They are withiu a quarter of a
mile of thc Easton aud Amboy railroad, and between threequarters and one and a quarter miles of the Raritan river, at the
dock of the Crossman Clay and Maaufaeturing
Compauy, to
which their clays are carried by railroad lines runniug from the
soveral banks.
At Weber's bank the stratification is very distinct, and following beds are seen :
(1) Red-shale drift ..........................................................................
(2) Bhle, pipe clay .........................................................................
(3) Black, sandy earth ....................................................................
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Black, pipe clay ........................................................................
Top white clay .........................................................................
Dark-colorell,
sandy bed .............................................................
Fire clay, No. 1........................................................................

(8) Extra-sandy

fire clay .................................................................

10-11 feet
2 feet
3 feet
3
3
4-5
5

feet
feet
feet
feet

6 feet

The top of the fire clay (No. 7) is 20 feet above high water
level, makiIIg the top of the section nearly 50 feet high. These
subdivisions are represented by No. 56 on the general section.
The drift at the top includes some sand and gravel, but unsorted. The blue clay at the top (No. 2) is a little sandy, tough,
and dries quite light-colored.
It is used in making pipe, and
also for beer bottles, from which use it is knownas blue bottle clay.
The next bed is sandy and is not used.
The blacl_, pipe, or bottle clay, (No. 4) is dark, lead-colored on
drying ; it is more sandy than the blue bottle clay, but the sand in
it is fine grained.
Its name indicates its uses.
The top _vhite clay bed is here distinctly defined. This clay
dries nearly white, although not like the fire clay proper. From
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this circumstance it gets its name--distinguishing
it frmn the
lower white fire clay. It contains considerable quartz sand and
some very flue scales of white mica. It is sold for pipe.
The fire clay is white, sligllty gritty, although no sand can be
seen with small magnifying glass, quite hard, breaking with a
conchoidal fracture.
The extra-sandy fire clay is white, quite
sandy, but very fine grained, solid, and is used in fire brick.
The clays of tbis bank are loaded on cars which run on a
narrow gauge railroad from the bank to the dock at the Crossman works, whence they are shipped to the proprietors' works,
the " Manh:dtan Fire Brick and Enameled Clay Retort Works,"
East Fifteenth street, New York City.
CLAY BANKB OF THE CROSSMAIqCLAY AND MANUFACTURING C0.NII*ANY,

The three bauks of this company, on account of their nearness
to one another and closely similar position, show a correspondence and uniformity in the relations of the several layers and
their thickness.
As they cut the clay on a northwest and southeast line the elevations of the fire clay bed show a dip towards
the southeast.
Thus, in the west bank, this bed is 25 to 37 feet
high ; in the east bank it is 10 to 21 feet, a difference of 15 or
16 feet in a distance of one-third of a mile, corresponding to a
dip of 45 to 48 feet per mile. The horizontal section from Ford's
corner to Whale creek, at the bottom of the map, cuts through
these banks and shows their location and the dip of the clay bed.
And the general section, _os. 45, 53 and 55, shows the same dip.
l_a6t .Bank,

This bank joins that of Weber on the west. Being so close to
it the vertical sections of the two are very much alike. The
section of this bank includes the following beds :
(l) Red-shale drift ..........................................................................
(2) Clay with _atad iaye_s (for red brick) .............................................
(3) Blue, pipe clay .........................................................................
(4) Black, pyritlferoua
clay ..............................................................
(5) Black, pipe clay ........................................................................
(6) Top, white clay ........................................................................
(7) Clay and _and (leaf layer) ..........................................................
(8) Fire clay, (sandy towards the bottom) ..........................................
(9) Sand, with much lignite,

at bottom

of pits .....................................
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The red-shale (]rift at the top of tile bank includes man)"
boulders of gneissic, grauitie and quartzose rocks. One of feldspar and quartz, 4 feet in diameter, was lately observed here.
The laminated sand and sandy clay is used in the red brick
yard near the bank.
The blue, pipe clay is very tough, but a little sandy. Its
specific gravity is 1.689 to 1.699. This is used for pipe.
The black clay (]No.4) is sandy and contains too much pyrite
for use.
No. 5, of this section, is a dark slate colored clay, and is used
in tile manufacture of pipe, stove linings and beer bottles. The
top while clay is rather sandy, yellowish white, and contains a
little mica in the form of small scales. The bottom eighteen
inches of this layer, or bed, is chocolate-colored, and, in places,
almost black. According to a partial analysis, it contains of:
Almnin._ and titanic ncld ...........................................................
Sillcic acid and sand .................................................................
C_mhined w_ter and moisture .....................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron .................................................................
Potash ...................................................................................

29.08
64.00
6.80
1.12
2.64

per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

From the percentage of water the clay is calculated to be about
one-half of.the mass, leaving nearly one-half of sand. The large
percentage of potash, and the iron oxide, show that it is not a
good fire clay. It is said to burn white. Its use is almost exclusively for mixing with No. 2 fire clay for stove linings.
With
other clays it has been put into fire brick, :No. 2, and is said to
give strength to the mixture.
Between this and the fire clay bed
there is a bed, 6 feet thick, made up of sand and sandy clay, in
alternating layers, these varying from an inch to two feet thick.
Just at the bottom of this, and on the top of the fire clay, leaf
impressions occur quite abundantly.
This bed has a great deal
of lignite in it, scattered irregularly through it. It is utilized by
mixing with tbe top clay and sand for red brick. In the western
part of this bank there is, between this and the, fire clay bed, a
layer of clean, white quartz sand, 1 to 2 feet tbick, probably belonging to this bed.
The fire clay is very solid, breaking wish a conchoidal fracture ;
it has in it a few scattering quartz grains which are somewhat
]0
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of an average of the bed shows the fol-

Alumlna ................................................
_..................................
Silicic acid .................................................................................
Water

35.75
37.85

combined ..........................................................................

12.30
--

Sand iquartz) .............................................................................
Titanic ._cid ...............................................................................

85.90

10.50
1.60
--

Potash ......................................................................................
:_Iagm-ia

...................................................................................

Se_qui-oxidc
of iron ...............................
:....................................
Water ......................................................................................

12.10
0.37
traces
0.95
1.00
2.82
100.82

The sandy clay at the bottom is considered a No. 2 fire material, although it is said that this will stand a more intense heat
than the fat No. 1 chty. A partial analysis gives, of
Water Lto_al) .............................................................................
Potash .....................................................................................

7.00 per cent
0.21 per cent

Scw!ui-oxide

0.78 per cent

of iron ..................................................................

The_e figures indicate about 40 per cent. of sand. The potash
and oxide of iron are each less than they are in the No, 1 clay.
This s:uldy clay is generally mixed with the rich, or fat clay for
_ire brick, or sometimes with the top white clay for other purposes.
This bank shows quite a long working bite, and the regtdarity
and perMstenee, as well as the evenness, of the several beds is
remarkable.
.!]Iiddh Ba_k,--The
order of arrangement
of the beds at this
bank is substantially the same as that already described in the
eastern bank, although it is not quite so easy to make out all of
the sub-divisions which appear in the latter. The clay at the
top of _his bank has a greyish shade of color, as if the original
bb_chad faded. Under this there is a blue, pipe clay, 4 feet thick,
then a bed, 8 feet thick, of dark-colored clay with thin sand
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partings, and containing lignite and pyrite. This bed is not
used. The lop white clay is not so well marked here as in the
east bank. The main fire clay bed is 9 feet thick, and has an
elevation (hottom) of 17 feet. Here, also, the top of this bed is
very even.
West Baak.--This
bank is about a quarter of a mile south of
Ford's Corner, and 100 yards or thereabouts from the Easton and
Amboy railroad.
Here the top dirt is no_ heavy, and is mostly
sand and gravel.
Next under it is a blue clay 8 feet thick. It
is quite sandy, and the sand in it is fine-grained.
It also contains much mica in fine scales. It is used in drain pipe and in
laud tile, and, with fire clay, for gas retorts. Descending, there
is a bed of black clay 8 feet thick. This is quite free from the
presence of lignite, but it is rather sandy, and has a laminated
structure.
Otae lay6r in it, o feet thick, contains much pyrite;
otherwise it is entirely free from this constituent, so conmmn
to the dark-colored clays. Tbe selected clay of this bed is used
in pipe making.
The fire clay in this bank is 1] to 12 feet thick, and has an
average elcvatiol_ of 25 feet. ILls bluish white, solid and is considered the best of this company's banks.
At the bottom there
is said to be a bard, red, ochrey clay.
South of this bank, and in the lower ground, this company
has another clay opeuitlg.
In it a white fire clay was got, 11
feet thick, alld covered with 2 to 3 feet of top dirt. The fractured surfuees of this clay are coated by red fihns of oxide of
iron, probably deposited by waters from above carrying this
oxide. This clay bed is the same Wo_dbridge clay bed, which
is ordinarily blue, or bluish white, which on account of its thinner covering has been more discolored by atmospheric agents
and by drainage from the surface. It is not thought to be as good
a refractory material as the blue clay. At all the banks of this
eompauy the days are above tide level, and consequently _he
drainage is thorough and not expensive, through covered drains
that open south of the banks in the lower ground.
No pumping
is needed, and digging is possible at all seasons of the year. This
is offset in part by the increasing thickness of the top dirt as the
work of excavation advances further into the upland bank.
In
consequence of the use made of much of this top, especially of
the clayey beds, in tim making of common red brick, the cos_ of
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removal is much lessened, or at least partly counterbalanced.
This use of these clays in works so near the banks, is an economy
in management worthy of tlle serious consideration of many of
the clay proprietors and miners of the clay district, and also of
the attention of capitalists who may be seeking new locations
for the manufacture of common brick. The cost of the material
is ahnost nothing, since these top clays have to be removed, and
generally the fire clay ruiner is glad to get rid of them.at the
cost of digging.
By means of a railroad about a mile long, the clay of these
hanks is sent t,o the company's works on the Raritan.
This road
also carries the coal to the red brick yard and their brick to
vessels at the docks.
On the line of the Easton and Amboy rail road, north of the Crossman Company's middle bank, and 870 feet southeast of the Stingtail brook, at its intersection with the railroad line, a boring 57
feet deep, corrJbiued with the strata seen iu the same railroad cut,
atfords the following vertical section.
(1) Red-_hale drift ........................................................................
12) Yellow sand and gravel ............................................................
(31 Sandy, slate colored clay ..............................................................
t l)
i5)
/6)
' 7)

Clay (fi)r red brick) ....................................................................
B!ue, pipe clay ...........................................................................
Clay (for red brick) ....................................................................
Black s;tnd and clay, plpeor bottle clay ..........................................

(8) T_Jplehire day ............................................................................
(9) Clay, (suitable for red brick) ........................................................
,10) Black clay ................................................................................

_

20 feet
10 feet
23
7
8
6

feet
feet
feet
feet

5 feet
7 feet
5 feet

The Boring was through Nos. 4 to 10 inclusive. The thickness
of Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are from the cut, at its deepest point. The
elevation of the track is 94 feet, so that the boring stopped at 37
feet above high water level. According to the combined general section the Woodbridge bed has at this point an elevation of
42 feet, which is 5 feet above the point where the boring stopped.
The existence of the top white clay and the general correspondenee of the boring with the general columnar section, indicates
the fire clay bed as probably very near the bottom of this boring.
This section is also interesting as it includes nearly the whole
series of beds between the feldspar bed and the Woodbridge fire
clay bed. It appears on the general section as No. 47.
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South of the railroad 250 feet, and 20 to 40 feet east of the
brook tile fire clay has been uncovered at depths of from 13 to
24 feet, and this locality has been worked during the past summer, (1877).
JOIIN I_EUKUMETJS ESTATE CLAY _A_K.

This bank is a few rods west of the west bank of the Crossman
Clay and Manufacturing Company, and about a quarter of a mile
south of Ford's Corner. In the western face of the bank the
following beds are seen :
(I) Sand and gravel and _andy clays ..................................................
(2) Black clay (for pipe) ..................................................................
(3) Sand ......................................................................................
(4 / Fire clay ..................................................................................
Sand at bottom of the pits ..........................................................

30-35 feet
5 feet
5 feet
6-13 feet

The top part of the bank was so fallen down at the time of our
visit, that the subdivisions of the upper 30 to 35 feet could not
be seen.
Towards the east and southeast there is a less thickness of top
dirt. In the eastern face there is only a little red-shale drift on
the fire clay. This is interesting as marking the western and
southwestern limit of this red-shale drift and the glacial drift.
West of this the yellow sands and gravels (sorted or stratified
drift) appear as the surface deposits.
The best fire clay of this bank is bluish white ill color and remarkable for its density and hardness, requiring the use of a
pick in getting it out.
Its density is 1.798-1.814, which exceeds
the average of this clay by one-tenth at least. In it there are
scattered grains of white quartz varyi,lg in size up to 1-32 inch
in diameter and slightly rounded.
The bottom of this bed is ,_
mottled red clay, also hard and solid. This rests upon a yellow
sandy earth. The whole bed is also remarkably dry and free
from water. An eighth of a mile or so southeast of this bank
and in the lower ground, there is another opening in which a
fire clay is dng by the. same proprietor.
At this point the top
dirt is about 3 feet thick, and the bed of white fire clay is 6 feet
thick. Under it there is a red or mottle_l clay. This clay resembles in location and character that of the southern pits of the
Crossman Clay and Manufacturing Company.
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The clays of these banks are carried by rail to the dock of the
Cros_man Company, and thence shipped to Noukmnet's Fire Brick
and Clay Retort Works, Twenty-third and Vine streets, Philadelphia.
RARITAN CLAY COMPANY_ BANK.

Going west from Neukumet's bank, there is only a short interval to this bank. As this has not been worked in several years,
no data are at hand for descriptions.
CLAY BA._KS AND PIT_ OF CaARLF.,_ A. CA*_IPBEI,L & GO.

tIere the work of excavation has cut away the hillside qtfitc to
the Perth Amboy and New Brunswick road at the Sand Itills.
A very large area has been dug over, and the large quantity of
topdirtbasaecumulated
in huge wastoheaps.
No work has been
done at this bank in several years. The average thickness and
tlie general succession of the layers seen in this bank, as reported
by Mr. Mundy, the foreman, are as follows :
(l)

_4andy earth

(2)
(31
(4_
(5)
(6t

Black, pipe chty ..............................................................................
Sand (thinning out entirely in places) ..................................................
Blue, sandy clay .............................................................................
Black, sandy earth, contahllng lignite and pyrite ...................................
Fireclay
.......................................................................................

(drih) ..........................................................................

[7) R_d clay .......................................................................................
Sandy blue clay at bottom ................................................................

g f¢_-,t
4 feet
3 J.,et
7 feet
8 feet
5 fee|

The top of the black clay in this section is about 70 feet high.
This would make the elevation of the fire clay bed about 50 feet.
The pits now worked by this firm are about 300 )'ards sotttbwest
of this bank, and not quite a half ,_ mile south of Sand Hills.
They arcin two groups, or separate openiogs. • The nIorc northerly
of these is known as the blue clay ba_k ; the otber as the'white clay
ba_&. These local names arise from tlie color of the clays found
in them.
.Yorthern, or )Tbte Clay Ba_k._In
this opening the top dirt,
or bearing on the fire clay, consists 0f yellow and _vhite sands
and gravels, with sot),le sandy, dark-colored clays in places, and
is from 3 to 12 feet thiek.
The average height of the surface of
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the fire clay is 40 feet. It is 10 feet thick. Under it there is a
red, or mottledclay 8 feet thick. The total thickness of these two
sorts of clay .has been as much as 26 feet. Some of the bed is
variegated, red and white, but there does not appear to be much
order ill the arrangement
of these shades of color, although
generally the top and bottom are bluish white and the middle portion red or mottled.
Long, irregular shaped lenticular
masses, or bodies of clean, wltite quartz sand are sometimes lbund,
enclosed in the fine clay, amdogous to the l*orscsof rock which
are seen in the bedded ores of ohler rock formations.
The bottom
clay is quite sandy.
The lllhite Clay Bank is a short distance south of the blue clay
bank. About an acre of clay has here been stripped, and the inequalities of the clay surface show finely. These are gently
undulating, but without order; ridges, furrows, small basins and
little, rounded knolls succeeding one another.
The top dirt, or
sirippilTg, was 3-10 feet thick, and mostly yellowish, sandy and
gravelly earths. The clay is frotn 5 to S feet thick, and the average elevation of the surface is 38 feet. This while clay is tile same
bed as the blue clay of the northern opening, and of the old
bank, which has lost its bluish slmde of color by the oxidation
of its iro_t (ferrous oxide), by the action of atmospheric agents
that lmve worked more easily through tlto lighter surfi_ce covering. Underneath this fire clay there is a sandy clay 4 to 5 feet
thick, and under that a sand. The blarefire clay of tbese pits is
slightly gritty, crumbling quite easily. The u,hite fire clay is
white, but stained by very t_hin films of iron oxide ; it is a little
softer than the blue and crumbles more easily, and has a rather
shaly structure.
Its composition is represented by the following
percentages :
Almnina
..................................................................................
Siliclc acid ...............................................................................
Water

(combined)

35.94
36.20

.....................................................................

12.10
--

Sand (_luartz) ..............................................................................................
Titanic acid ...............................................................................................

84,24

12.20
1.50
--

Pot,_sh ........... : .........................................................................
Soda ...............................................................................................
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Lime .............................................................................................
Magnesia .......................................................................................
Sesqui-oxlde
of iron ...................................................................

0.90

_Vat L'r(moisture)

I.I0

...........................................................................................

2.14
Total .........

_ ...............................................................................

100,08

While these figures show some sand, they also indicate scarcely
more than traces of alkalies, and not much iron oxide. Its composition is that of a very refractory clay, and quite equal to any
of the blue clay dug in these Raritan river banks. The red, or
mottled clay of Campbell's banks, is more sandy, and also of uneven texture.
The lines of color are very sharply defined, and
the red is of several shades.
Both the blue and the white
clays are sold for fire brick manufacture.
The red clay goes for
saggars, sewer pipe and No. 2 fire brick. The clay is loaded
on cars in the banks, the tracks being moved from pit to pit, so
that the workmen throw it directly into the cars. These run Oll
Campbell's clay railroad to the docks on the Raritau, whence it
is shipped by boat. A large amount is sent to Troy, N. Y.
_ire Sand Pits.--About
150 yards southeast of Campbell's
blue clay bank, a fire sand is dug from a bed 5 feet thick. The
top of this sand bed is 17 feet high, or 3 feet below the bottom
of the Woodbridge fire clay bed at this point, as determined by
the lines of strike and dip. This is supposed to belong to the
fire sand bed which separates the Woodbridge and the Raritan
fire clay beds, and to be the bottom of that bed. In the ditch
leading up to the clay banks the sand crops out higher up, under
the clay, and is much finer-grained.
This deposit of fire sand is
said to thin out towards the west. East and south-its limits arc
undetermined.
The general section in Nos. 38, 42, 44 and 49
exhibits the relative position of the several pits of this firm.
CLAY BANK OF ISAAC FLOOD & SON.

This bank is at Sand Hills, oue and a half miles east of Bonhamtown, and close to the New Brunswick and Perth Amboy
road. The clay is covered at the eastern end of the bank by 6
to 8 feet of yellow sandy loam and earth, and then by 15 feet of
fine, white quartz sand, some of which contains a little earth,
and is sold for moulding.
Further west this sand is replaced by
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a dark-colored clay containinglignite
and pyrite, interstratified
with tbinner layers of sand. The whole series of dark-colored
sandy and clayey beds appear to have been eroded down to the
fire clay, and the latter subsequently to have been covered by the
sand and gravel drift, which filled up the excavated space to the
general level of the surrounding couutry. This erosion seems to
have been continued a little way into the fire clay, as this bed is
highest at the west end of the bank where the upper beds of the
series were undisturbed.
The top fire clay (6 feet) is white, the
lower portion (4 feet) is blue. The height of the bottom of this
clay is 51 feet above tide level. A yellow clayey sand is found
at the bottom, under the fire clay.
This bank was opened ten years ago, and has yielded a large
amount of good clay.
The products of this bank are sent into market over Campbell's clay railroad, and thence by boat, and also over the Easton
and Amboy railroad, which is about half a mile distant at Sand
Hills.
CLAY BANK OF I{. N. & IL VALENTINE.

This clay bank is separated from that of Flood & Son by a
roadway which leads iato these banks, branching from the main
road that runs just north of them. The several layers of sand
and dark-colored clays above the fire clay arc very plainly
marked and well exhibited iu tbe long face of the extended
workings of this bank, and the following vertical section, from
observation and from data contributed by the Messrs. Valentine,
presents these several sub-divisions in their order and relative
thickness.
(See general section also, No. 25):
(1/ Yellow sand and gravel ...............................................................
(2) Shae-colored,
ssndy clay ..............................................................

10 feet
10 feet

(3) Grey, sandy clay .......................................................................
(4) Bl;ick sand ................................................................................

2 feet
3--4 feet

(5) Dark-colored
pipe clay ...............................................................
(6) Black, sa.dy clay, with layer_ of fine sand ....................................
(71 White sand ..............................................................................

4-5 feet
3-4 feet
2 feet

(8l Samly clay ................................................................................
(9) Blue fire clay .............................................................................
(10) Red or mottled fire clay ..............................................................
Sandy clay and sand at bottom ......................................................
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Tile toll dirt here, mainly a yellow sand and gravel mixture,
is from 4 to 10 feet thick. The next layer, the slate-colored clay,
becomes darker in shade towards the bottom. It is carted away
as waste. Tile grey sandy clay is in places good enough for
drain pipe. The sand underlying this clay (No. 4) is also waste.
No. 5 of this order is a tough black clay, aud includes an occasional cast of a fossil shell known as the CacuUeaantrorsa. Tliese
casts are of much geological interest, as they are ahnost the only
marks of animal life which have been found in the clay formation of this county, and they help to determine its ago. Leaf impressions are also reported as occurring ill this layer, but none
were seen. It is possible that they may have come from the lnore
sandy layers just over the fire clay. This clay is probably the
equivalent of the pipe aud top white clays of the banks east of
this. Ureter this there is a dark-colored, very sandy clay in thin
layer% so:_arated by thinner, white sand layers, which gives the
whok. a laminated structure.
Pyrite occurs in it, but not sufficient tc_in iure selected portions for drain pipe. Lignite is abundant, aad the fine, coaly matter in it makes it almost black. On
hurning it becomes wliite. The more sandy layers between this
and the fire clay bed are carted to tile dump as waste, or used in
filling pits.
The fire clay bed has an elevation of 51-54 feet (top), but its
surfa_'c is slightly undulating.
The clay of this bed is blue,
quite firm, breaking" up readily, and showing a COllehoidal fracture. No mica or quartz appear in it under a low magnifying
glass, although containing some sand. Its composition, according to an analysis of an average specimen, is as follows:
Alumina

and titanic

acid ............................................................

36.34

Siliclc

acid ..............................................................................

39.80

_'ater

,combined)

12.90

....................................................................

89.04
Silicic

acid

_and) .....................................................................

Potash

....................................................................................

Soda ............
_..................................................
Lime ............................................................................................

8.10

8.10

0.15
.............................

Magne_m ................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron ..................................................................

0.04
1.0i

_Vater ,moisture)

1.20

.....................................................................

2.40
Total

........................................................................................
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The pits are dug through this blue clay into a red, or mottled
and sandy clay, and generally stop in _hat.
In the low ground at the southwest end of the bank, a white
fire clay is dug under 1 to 3 feet of soil and sub-soil. This is
said to be 14 feet tJlick. The average elevation of its surface is
50 feet. This white fire clay has some iron oxide stains in it,
hut not sufficient to injure it as a refractory material.
It appears
a little more sandy than the best blue clay of the high bank.
Some of it is sandy, and has some admixture of yellowish earth.
This latter is sold as a No. 2 clay.
The fire clay bed of Valentine's bank is not so irregular or
uneven in surface as it is in many banks and pits. This is clearly
exhibited in the long stretch of excavation from east to west, and
in the sub-divisions above the fire clay also, all of which run
nearly level from one end to the other.
The figores of the several layers, or beds, given above, show
how much top has to be removed, and how large a part of it has
to be thrown on the dump as waste. And here, as at nearly all
the clay banks of this district, there are tall and large heaps of
refuse clays and sands. Some of these stand upon clay ground,
so that the working of such ground will require their removal
first. The height of the clays in this bank is considerably above
the natural drainage, permitting their extraction withont need
of puml)ing any water. Such a bank can also be worked by
driving the carts quite to the bottom level of the clay beds, and
the loading is then more easy than by throwing upwards from
planking in the pit.
The clays of this bank are nearly all used in the fire brick and
drain pipe works of M. D. Valentine & Brother, at Woodbrldge,
and are carted thither by teams.
Fire Sand Pits.--A quarter of a mile southwest of this bank
the same firm digs a fire sand. The pits go through 3 to 5 feet
of sandy top dirt; then 16 feet of white quartz sand. This bed
is plainly laminated and the layers dip gently towards the southeast. Some of the layers contain a little whitish clay. At the
bottom there is a clayey sand, 1 to 3 feet thick, which looks like
.fddsl)ar, excepting the larger proportion of sand, and is not so
coarse-grained.
Trial pits sunk still deeper show a continuation
of quartz sand, but of fine grain. The top of this fire sand is 49
feet high, which is a few feet higher than the strike and dip would
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require it at this place. According to the combined general
section the bottom of the fire clay bed would here be 44 feet high.
These figures show some inequality in the stratification.
This fire sand consists of slightly rounded grains of white,
opaque and translucent quartz of varying sizes, from one-quarter
inch downwards.
There is a little clayey matter attached to
some of these grains.
A partial analysis showed of:
Quartz sand .............................................................................
Alumina

and sesqui-oxide

of iron ...............................................

90.00 per cent.
4.20 per cent.

It is used with the clays of this bank by the same firm in their
works at Woodbridge, and is regarded by them as a very supcrior
sand.
Kaolln.--Valentine
Brothers dig a sort of kaolin in the low
ground south of their clay openings, but the work done there
has not been very great as the same and other like manufacturing firms have other and more accessible kaolin pits nearer their
works. This deposit belongs near the fire sand horizon and cminot be much above the Raritan fire clay bed.
The property was opened as a clay tract eleven years ago. As
a matter of record in the history of the clay district and its development, it was purchased at that time for $3,800. Since that
its market value has been multiplied several times.
EDGAR BROTHER_ CLAY BANK.

This locality was discovered by C. S. Edgar and opened by
him this year (1877). The bearing is a stratified_ gravelly and
sandy earth and is 3 to 10 feet thick, averaging thus far about 5
feet. The surface of the ground here is about 75 feet above the
level of tide water, so that the top of the clay bed has an elevation of about 70 feet.
This corresponds with the height of the Woodbridge fire clay
bed here. (See general section, No. 18.) The bed is about 20
feet thick. The best of the clay is found near the top and in
the middle of it. Towards the bottom it is reddish, spotted red
and blue, and a little gritty_ The upper part is a good fire clay,
bluish-white, and quite solid and compact. The finest of it is
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sorted for paper glazing.
The spotted clay may answer for Iqo.
2 fire brick, saggars, or stove linings.
This bank is interesting geologically, as it is a discovery following the hints given by the map of this district, and another
confirmation of its accuracy and the correctness of the geological structure of this country as thereon indicated.
SAMUEL

DALLYgS

PITS.

These pits are close to the New Brunswick and Perth Amboy
road, about a quarter of a mile from its junction with the Woodbridge road. The surface of the ground here has an elevation
of about 80 feet. The clay is found a few feet only beneath the
surface, covered by the soil and a reddish, gravelly earth. The
top of the clay has an average elevation of 74 feet above high
water level. A comparison of this height with that of the same
bed in the bank of R. bl. & H. Valentine shows the dip of this
bed towards the southeast, or, as it is sometimes locally termed,
the rise going northwestward.
(See general section, 1%. 15.)
The thickness of the fire clay dug here was not ascertained, as
no work has been done in these pits in several years. The heaps
show clays of several shades of color--some
yellowish-white,
others bluish, and still others reddish and mottled. On some of .
them there is a yellow efflorescence of sulphate of iron and
alumina.. None of them appeared to be very pure or fine clays.
They might answer for saggars, pipe and in To. 2 fire brick.
South of the road there are several pits, and the clay surface
has an average elevation of 66 feet. Here also both the red and
the blue clays are seen.
Very little clay seems to have been carted away from these
pits. The pits were dug by R. J. Wiley, and his name appears
on the older map.
CLAY
p_TSOr T_EnEWJ_Sm" CLAY
ASDBR,CKCOMP_.
These pits are also near the Perth Amboy road, west of Dally's
pits, and three-quarters of a mile east of Bonhamtowm
At the
most northerly pit, at the side of the road, there is but a few feet
of top dirt on the fire clay, and the elevation of the latter (top)
is 64 feet. It is 6 to 7 feet thick. It is white, a little sandy, and
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slightly stained on some of the fracture surfaces by oxide of iron,
especially near the surface. A yellow, sandy earth, also stained
by iron oxide, is found at tile bottom of the pits, underlying the
clay.
West-southwest of this pit, about 250 yards, several small pits
have been dug in the lower ground, near the head of a ravine.
The top of the clay here is 45 feet high, which corresponds to the
surface line of the Raritan fire clay bed at this point, as seen on
the combined section, No. 13. The clay here is sandy, bluishwhite on the top and red at the bottom.
It is said to be 11 feet
thick.
A yard for making front brick was started here a few years
ago, and there was a considerable outlay of capital for this manufacture. A railroad 1½ miles in length, from the yard to the
river, was built for the transportation
of clays and brick. The
greater heat necessary to .burn these clays (properly fire clays)
was not given them, and as a result the brick produced by the
ordinary kiln constructed here were pale, tender, crumbling
and of little value. This part of the enterprise proved a failure,
and the work was abandoned.
Since the yard went down very
little clay has been dug on the property.
Further exploration
and tt_e use of these lower clays for refractory purposes promise
to be successful.
The property is interesting geologically from the possession of
both the Woodbridge and the Raritan beds, in outcrops that are
quite near one another, and also near the surface of the grouild.
It ought to be made more productive than it is at present.
DAVID FLOODIS FIRE $A_'D AI_D CLAY PITS.

These pits are about three-quarters of a mile southeast of Bonha mtown and a quarter of a mile west of the New Jersey Clay
and Brick Company's pits. There are two separate openings for
clay. At the most northerly and the working locality there are
the following beds :
(1) (_-ravelly earth and sand ................................................................
(2) ]:ire sand (average) ......................................................................
(3) Fire _'laF ....................................................................................
Sandy clay at the bottom ...............................................................
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The top of the clay bed is 47 feet above mean high water level,
and that of the sand 51 feet.
This fire sand is mostly coarse grained and sharp. Its structure
is laminated.
In places it is streaked with oxide of iron and
yellowish earthy sand. It is an excellent article and commands
a steady market.
The drab colored clay is rather sandy. A partial analysis gave
9.60 per cent. of water, and 0.42 per cent of potash. The general
resemblance of this clay to those of the Raritan fire clay bed and
its elevation (see general section No. 22) refer it to that bed. Its
relation to the overlying fire sand bed also indicates its place.
The clay of the southwcstcru pits w_ near the surface and 43
feet (top) above tide level. This is streaked with earth and of inferior quality.
That from the bottom was said to be the best of
these pits. In the valley of the brook and in the lower grouud,
between these two clay openings, borings show sand. It seems
highly probably that the Raritan potters' clay bed will yet be
found in this lower ground, and below the level of these clays
here described.
Northwest of the clay pits and near the road, a pit of sand has
been dug, which is called l:aolin. Properly it is a sand containing a little mica in fine flakes or scales, and also a little clay.
Its surfi_ce is 50 feet high, or above the level of the fire clay, and
corresponding to thc horizon of the fire sand bed, and belongs to
that bed. (See general section No. 20). But little of it has been
dug. The materials from these pits are carted to a loadiug platform at the side of the railroad of the New Jersey Clay and Brick
Company, whence they are taken in cars to the river aud there
shipped as desired.
M. COSIPTONTS FIRE

SAND

BANKS,

These banks are one mile southeast of Bonhamtown, and near
the New Jersey Clay aDd Brick Company's railroad.
Thebeari,g
is yellow, sandy earth, and reddish gravel, and is 3 to 6 feet thick
in the westernmost pits. The sand is white, and ahnost wholly
of quartz, but varies considerably in the size of grain. These
varying sizes appear generally in different layers, wbich are thin,
and give to the whole a laminated structure.
In some of the
northwest pits the sand is as much as 13 feet thick. Under this
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there is a reddish, sandy clay layer 6 inches thick,,,and under
that T_icksaad. The top of the sand bed is genertdly of finergrained quartz.
These grains are angular and quite uniform in
size, being about 1-30 inch in diameter.
Under this there is a
coarser-grained layer, some of the grains being as large as a pea,
and a part of it, properly, a fine gravel.
The grains in this are
sharp, or but slightly worn, and mostly of opaque quartz.
The
more frequent sizes are from 1-16 to _ inch in diameter.
In
some of the thinner layers of it there is a very little white clay
mixed with the quartz. Near the bottom some of the fine-grained
sand is very clean and white, consisting of white, translucent
quartz grains of nearly uniform size--about 1-30 inch ill diameter. This grade has been thrown aside, as too fine-grained for a
fire sand. Partial analyses of these fire sands gave the following
results :

1

I 2

Silica

(quartz} ..........................................................................
Titanic acid .............................................................................

98.00 I,
96.40
I
0.25 .........

Alumina
and oxide of iron .........................................................
Potash ....................................................................................

1.45
2.10
0.29
aco_qI.........
tr
.........
traces'l .........

Lime ......................................................................................
Soda
......................................................................................
Totah

determinea

............................................................

_l

98,50

1. Coarse-grained fire sand.
2. Fine-grained fire sand.
According to those figures the first is a little better than the
fine-grained.
The alkalies and alkaline earths were not determined in 2.
The elevation of the fire sand bed in these banks is not known,
excepting approximately from the contour lines that run near
them. The bottom of the bed, as ascertained in this way, is about
15 feet above tide level. This, according to the section (No. 35),
puts it partly in the horizon of the Raritan fire clay bed, and
partly in the fire sand bed, as there drawn.
This property is leased and worked by Thomas Aiken, of Bonhamtown, and the sand is sold to J. R. Watson, B. Kreischer &
Co., A. Weber, and other fire brick manufacturers.
By a short
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branch tramway cars are run from from the banks to the railway
of the New Jersey Clay and Brick Company, and thence to the
.dock Oil the river. As the bea_'i_.qis light and easily handled,
the sand bed thick_ and the facilities for loading and transporting are good, the cost of putting this sand in the market is
comparatively
low. The annual sales have been large, and
steady excavaLion for eighteen years has worked out a large area
of ground.
These banks and the lower grounds near them should be
further examined for the Raritau fire clay bed, which belongs
under the fire sand. The wet and swampy character of much of
the surface south and east of the banks, indicates a tight bottom
and probably a bed of clay.
Northeast of M. Compton's residence about a quarter of a mile,
and near the Sand Hills road, there is au old fire sand pit Dot
worked in several years.
CLAYS,

&C._ IN

THE

VICINITY

OF

BONHA.*_ITOWN.

Nearly a mile southeast of this village a white clay is said to
have been opened in a trial pit near the Crossway brook, and
north of a house belonging to Ex-Sheriff Acken. This is in low
ground, much of which may be con'sidered available territory
in which to discover the lowest clay bed--the Raritan potter's
clay. The map illustrates this and the inquirer is directed to it.
South of Bonhamtown and near the village, the Woodbridge
bed has been opened in several places. On Jermne B. Ross'
lands, 150 yards southeast of John Courtcr's residence, C. S.
Edgar reports a pit which passed through white clay at the top,
then blue clay and at the bottom a red clay, in all a thickness of
24 feet of clay.
Clay is also reported on Benjamin Tappan's lands, southeast
of the village.
There is also said to be fire clay on the prooerty of L. J. Tappan, southwest of the village.
There are very probably other points in this vicinity where
trial pits have fouud this bed and of which we have not heard.
But none of these have amounted to more than exploring work.
Just north of the village a white clay has been found under
the gravel at the gravel pits of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com].1
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party, and 7 feet beueath the bottom of the excavations made
for the gravel. This was found iu boring.
This is at about the
proper height for the Raritan potter's clay bed.
A similar clay is said to have been struck in borings on Itar-"
rison Martin's farm, northeast of the village and near the Mill
brook. This also belongs to the Raritau potter's clay bed, which
has been opened and worked in the pits of Messrs. Mundy,
Ph(enix and Carman to the northwest.
West of the village, at the road for]_s arrd the chapel, a fire
clay was found in digging a well. It was 40 feet beneath the
surface of the ground, which has an elevation of 80 feet. This
agrees with the horizon of the Woodbridge bed at that point.
T, L, CARMANIS CLAY*

This clay is near the old brick yard, two-thirds of a mile north
of Bonbamtowu and west of the Metuchen road. The top clay is
(lark drab-colored, and eorrtaios a few lumps of ]igniLe. Tire red
and white or mottled clay under it, is said to be 4 to 6 feet thick
and to lie upon red-shale.
An attempt was made to use it for
making red front brick, but the location was bad, and the clay
was too hard to burn for profitable manufacture.
The top of the
clay here is 78 feet above mean high water. This clay is a part
of the Raritan potters' clay bed..
W. C. & E.._IUNDY_S PITS.

These are only a few rods southwest of Car]nan's brick yard.
Tt_c strata here, according to the statemen_ of the proprietors, is
as follows :
Earth and gravel ..............................................................................

6-8 feet

Yellow, clayey earth ..........................................................................
White clay ......................................................................................

2 feet
6-8 feet

Red clay (it_ places

I

only) ....................................................................

S feet

At the bottom red-shale was found _;asitu. These figures arc
of maximum thickness of the several layers as passed through in
these pits.
The surface of the white clay has an elevation of 77 feet above
]ligh tide. On exposure some of tire heaps show a considerable
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coating or efflorescence, of the sulphates of iron and alumina.
Most of this clay is a little gritty, Some of it was burned in tile
at adjoining works, and some of it wassent to Trenton for use ill
the potteries.
o GEORG_

PII_INIXgS CLAY

PITS.

These arc about 200 yards west of Mundy's and near floe gravel
pit railroad.
The clay bed is reported to be S feet thick under a
few feet thickness of top dirt. Both the red and the white varieties
were found here also. The mean elevation of the surface here is
78 feet above high water level. Some of this clay is said to have
been sold in Trenton for use in the potteries, but how it was used,
and with what results, are not known
Both Phoenix's and
Mundy's clays belong to theRaritan potters' clay lied. Tbeyare
shown at Nos. 2 and 3 on the general section.
JACKSON

TAPPANIS

CLAY AND

FIRE SAND.

This tract of J. Tappan lies southwest of Bonhamtown, between
the Piscataway road and the road leading due south from this
place. A single small pit of clay has been dug. Nothing was
learned of the character of the clay. It was probably in the
Woodbridge bed, although the Raritan beds ought to be found
on the lower part of the propert), nearer the marsh.
The fire sand pit is a few rods south of the road which runs
in a southwest course across the place, passing Freeman & Vanderhoven's pits. This digging is in a very sandy knoll, one of a
series of low, rounded knolls of very loose and coarse sand.
Much of the sand dug here is yellow, and some of it contains a
little yellow earth. Its structure is very plainly laminated.
A
large amount has been dug. There is said to be a coarse sandy
clay under it. This pit is in the horizon of the fire sand, hetweeu the Woodbridge and the Raritan fire clay beds. Its place
on the general section is numbered ]3½.
CLAY PITS OF FREESIAN

& VANDERIIOVEN,

These pits are one mile southwest of Bonhamtown and a third
of a mile east of the road leading to Freeman's dock on the
river. They are close to the by-road which runs northeasterly
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from the last-mentloned
road to the Red Root creek road, and
otl the southern slope of the ridge near its summit.
At the most
northerly pit there is 8 to 10 feet of bearb_g. This is clay loam
and gravelly earth, with a layer of black, sandy clay just over
the fire clay. The latter is, on an average, 10 feet thick, although it has been found 14 feet thick in'places.
Under this
there is a sandy clay, probably the bottom of the fire clay bed.
This clay is bluish.white, and has very little grit in it. An
analysis showed the following percentages :
Alumina

..........................................................................................

36.33

Sand and sillch' acid ...........................................................................
Titanic acid .......................................................................................

47.10
1.60

Water

13.60

(total} ...................................................................................

Sesqui-oxide of iron .............................................................................
Pota._h .............................................................................................
Total

.........................................................................................

1.07
0.20
99.90

The percentages of alumina and water show that thisis a rich
and pure clay. The amounts of potash and oxide of iron are
small.
The elevation of the bed at this pit is about 60 feet, which corresponds with the elevations at pits on and near this line of
strike between this point and Woodbridge.
The southwest pit
is about 10o yards from this one. At that point the covering is
but a foot or two thick. The clay is white at the top and of a
peach-blossom shade at the bottom ; and it is 4 to 9 feet thick.
Only the two or three spits at the bottom arc of the reddish, or
peach-blossom shade. This is more sandy.
In this pit the clay is at nearly the same elevation as in the
northeastern, although the ground is about ]0 feet lower than it
is about the former. On the ridge northwest of the pits the
borings go through dark-colored clay and then into a blue fire
clay, showing that the white variety is only a part of the bed
where it has not been so deeply covered, or not covered at all.
In one of these borings on the hill, where the surface altitude is
about 90 feet, the section penetrated was :
(1) Clay, loam and gravel ...................................................................
(2) Black, clay and _and .....................................................................
(3) Blue, fire clay ..............................................................................
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Mr. Freeman saysthat this blue clay burns whlte and close. It
has been tried in small lumps by the fire brick manufacturers,
with good indications.
In some of the borings on the hill there was 25 feet of bearing,
but the range was found to be from 8 to ')5 feet. Generally the
extreme thickness was in the higher ground. Towards the southeast, beyond the pits, and also towards the southwest, between
tlm two pits, there appeared, from many borings, to be breaks or
partial interruptious in the contitmity of the fire clay bed.
The location of these pits is such that an open ditch drains off
all the water ttnd the clay is very dry. The clay is carted to
Frcemaa's dock, a mile and a half distant, ou the Raritan river.
These pits make the most southwesterly outcrop or opening
of the Woodbridge fire clay bed, o'u the north side of the river.
Reference to the map shows .the extension of the clay land a
little further towards the west.
B.

ELLISONJS

CLAY.

This property borders the tide meadows of the Raritan, and is
about a mile south.southwest
of Bonhamtown.
The surface
slopes quite geutly from a n, aximum elevation of 70 feet, on the
north, near the farm house, towards the south and the meadows.
This slope being greater than the dip of the clay formation, both
the Raritan fire clay bed and the Raritan potter's clay bed are
found at workable depths, the first towards the north and on the
higher ground, and the latter on the lower portion of the farm,
near the meadows. At the spring, about 75 yards west of the
house, a boring strikes the clay under 12 feet of top dirt
They
have gone into this bed about 11 feet, not reaching the bottom.
This clay is light drab colored and quite sandy. A partial analysis of carefully selected borings and taken as representative of
the bed penetrated, gave :
Sand and silicic acid ...........................................................................
Al.mina
and titanic acid ......................................................................
Oxide of iron ....................................................................................
Potash .............................................................................................
Wa.tcr ..............................................................................................
Total ..........................................................................................
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This analysis shows tbe sand as probably about half of the
mass, by weight. The titanic acid, which is weighed with the
alumina, may be less than one per cent., leaving nearly fifteen
per cent. of alumina.
The small amount of potash and the general apperance of the clay, show a close resemblance to that of
Dixon's pits at Woodbridge.
The line of strike of this formation connects the two localities and the heights correspond
closely. These facts of similarity in character and position seem
to prove that these belong in one bed, and this clay is here placed
in the Raritan fire clay bed.
Recently a pit was dug 100 yards northwest of the spring.
The top dirt here is yellow sand and gravel, and about 5 feet
thick. The bed of clay is 15 feet thick. Its height, ascertained
by reference to the contour lines of the surface, is (top) 40 feet
above tide level. The general section, No. 19, shows its elevation
and relation to other clays. Both its character and its height
indicate its place in the Raritan fire clay bed.
The top spit of the clay dug in this pit is white streaked a little
with yellow, oxide of iron probably.
It is sandy, but the sand
is very fine-grained.
The clay, 6 feet from the top of the bed, is of a light drab color,
and without any streaks of yellow or. red. It feels quite gritty
to the touch. A complete analysis of this shows its composition
to be as follows :
A_ALYSIS.

Alumina .....................................................................................
Silicic acid ....................................................................................
"Water (combined)

20.45
29.14

........................................................................

5.87
--

Silicic acid (sand) ........................................................................
Titanic acid ....................................................................................

55.46

40.43
1.61
--

Pota._h .......................................................................................
Soda .........................................................................................
Lime .........................................................................................
3[agne_ia .................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron .........................
•...........................................
Watrr

(moisturc)

42.04
0.17
0.48
traces
0.51
1.2l

...............................................................................
2.37

Total ...................................................................................
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The clay from the bottom of this pit is a shade darker in color,
but otherwise much like that above described.
At the bottom, and under tbe clay bed, there was sand. On
account of the water in this bed the auger could not be got more
than 2 feet down into it. And, consequently, the Raritan potters'
clay stratum was not reached.
Sand Field Pits.--Ou the same property, and in what is known
as the " sand field," from fire sand occurring in its surface, anal
southwest of the house, about a quarter of a mile, two pits have
been dug. One of these, a few rods west of the meadow lane,
passed through the following layers :
(1) Sand, coarse, and, in part, a fire sand .............................................
(2}
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

"Hard pan " of sand, cemented by oxide of iron ..............................
Clay ........................................................................................
Clay and lignite ...................................................................
: ......
" Hard pan " layer (cemented _and) ..............................................
Clay ........................................................................................

7 feet
1 foot
8 feet
2 feet
1½ feet
4-4._ feet

Tbe pit was stopped in this latter bed of clay.
The upper clay (3) of this pit is white, or light drab-colored,
and sandy. It resembles closely the cloys of the pit above described, excepting that these contain more yellow streaks.
This is an interesting section, as it presents both of the Raritan beds and gives the distance between them; and it is the
only place where botb liave been seen in one vertical section-or one above the other. Theclay and lignite must be the equivalent of that seen on the top of the white clay at Edgar's station
and at Carman's pits.
Some of the clay from tbe top of this pit has been tried for
stoneware, but it did not fuse. It is a fire clay, and not adapted
to making ware. The lower clay was said to be like that of
Dally's pits, and without grit. It belongs to the Raritan potters
clay bed.
A pit was recently dug in this sand field, east of the above
mentioned one and near the lane. Here sand was found at the
top 3 feet thick, then eartby and sandy clay. The specimens
from this pit, from Mr. Ellison, are a little more sandy than those
of the western pit, and the top clay is streaked reddish.
Those
frmn 3 and 6 feet down, respectively, are less sandy, of light drab.
color, and streaked red and yellow.
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Southeast of the farmhouse a little digging has been done and
a white clay obtained.
These pits are in lower ground than the
saud field, the surface being about 20 feet above tide level. The
top clay got here is a faint buff color, with yellow streaks through
it. That lower down in the bed is bluish-white and of faintly
mottled shades of white and greenish-white.
It has a laminated
structure, and is not so homogenous as the clays of the other pits
on this property.
Its place is certainly in the lower Raritan
bed. For its location on the general section, see No. 26.
Up to date the diggings and openings on this property have
been of an exploring character, and no considerable amount of clay
has been sold. Some of this lower clay has been tried for ware,
and is said to answer for such use. It is also thought to be suitable for alum making.
One drawback of tlfis bed is its want of
uniformity in quality ; hence there is constant need of careful
sorting. The fire clay bed is much more promising, both in its
extent and character.
A tramway about a half a mile in length is now being constructed to the river for the transportation
of these clays to a
dock on the river front. This necessary work must lead to the
development of the property.
CIIARLF_

M. DALLYIS

PITS.

These pits are near the salt meadow, southwest of Ellison's,
and 13 miles southeast of Piscataway, in Raritan township. The
first opening for clay on this property was made in 1870 and
lV;71 by Edgar Brothers.
One of the pits then dug was about
300 yards northwest of the farmhouse and near the woods. The
ground here is between 20 and 30 feet high, and the clay is covered by several feet of sand and gravel. That which was seen on
the bank is partly white and partly mottled.
Some of the latter
looks as if it had been ti0ged by red-shale, or had been derived
from the wash of that rock. It is said to vitrify in the fire,
fusing to a mass of very pretty shade of color. Nothing as to
the value or uses of what was dug here was learned.
In the pits southwest of the farmhouse add at the border of
the meadow, there is an average thickness of 10 feet of yellowish-white sand and sandy gravel in thin layers. The surface of
the clay is quite uneven, varying from 6 to 13 feet below the
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level of high water. It may have an average thickness of 9 feet.
In one pit it exceeded 11 feet. The upper three spits (equivalent
to 2½ feet) is bluish-white, very tough, and contains a little
pyrite in small crystalline masses. On exposure to the air it is
soon coated by a yellow efflorescence. This clay is said to be
fusible at a moderately high temperature.
Below this the clay
is free from pyrite and almost without gritty matter. This is
safd to be quite refractory, and to burn tight and close. A partial analysis of it gave 1.71 per cent. of potash, which indicates
fusibility at a high temperature.
By judicious mixture it might
be used as a fire clay. The seventh and eighth spits down are
mottled with bluish and pinkish streaks, and the clay seems to
be a mixture, in very thin layers, of a blue clay and a very fine
reddish earth, which latter is probably detrital or silted matter
from the wash of red-shale. This mixture melts in thefire.
]n
the bottom of the pit the clay has a very plainly laminated
structure, and is more solid. Under this there is a flaky clay, out
of which the water flows very freely, and the digging stops when it
is reached.
Mr. Dally says that in the low ground east of these
pits he has bored and found the clay from 9 to 18 feet be_leath
the surStce, or 5 to 12 feet below high water level. About 350
yards east of the above described pits, a single pit was dug in
1874, and the clay was found 14 feet thick, under 11 feet of top
dirt.
Some of the clay on this property could be improved in character by washing, and so made valuable for some uses; and for
this purpose there is a good stream near the pits and the flat tide
meadows, convenient for settling vats. But the position of the
bed--wholly under tide level--necessitates the raising of all the
water from the pits, and this adds considerably to the cost of extraction.
The nearness to the Raritan river, and the stmrt distance to reach transportation by vessels, may counterbalance this
drawback from water. The outlay necessary for working such a
locality, and the slow market for such grades of clay, have prevented the development of the property.
This is one of the interesting localities in this part of the clay
district. The mixed reddish earth and clay near the bottom of
the pits belongs evidently to the lowest and first layers of this
plastic clay formation, the Raritau potters' clay bed, deposited
upon the shale. Its structure and composition indicate an alter--
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nate mingling of currents, carrying the blue clay and those flowing from red-shale areas, charged wittl shaly materials, .as if it
were a border region, where for a time neither prevailed, and
consequently in the resulting quiet and slow shifting of materials,
there was the deposition of the more or tess mixed sediments.
The old shore line must have beeu near this southeast boundary
of the present red-shale outcrop, and this shale may have been
the land whose drainage thus mingled with the muddy curre6ts
of the water wherein tile clay was deposited.
CLAY

WEST OF FREEMANI8

DOCK ROAD.

Near this road and west of Charles M. DalIy's place, some white
clay was formerly dug by Nelson Martin.
As the pits are caved
in, and none of the clay is seen, nothing of its character or extent.
is known to the survey. According to the map, this wet ground
along the brook from this point, both eastward an d westward, is
of the elevation indicating the existence of the Raritan beds at
workable depths. White clay is said to have been found on the
lands of Morby & Brown, southwest of the old pits of Martin
West of this property and east of Mill brook and lake, a white clay
crops out in the upland bank, bordering the tide meadows, on
John Van Horn's farm. In digging his well it was found 9 feet
beneath the surface, and the bed was 13 feet thick.
Borings reported on the same property passed through rich clays. All of
these localities are within the limits of the Raritan beds. The
important question is as to their quality.
Further exploration
will, doubtless, find workable amounts of good clay and other
localities along this shore--westward
to Martin's dock.
W. N. WEIDNER_S

CLAY

PITS.

These pits are near Silver lake, a half a mile south of Piscataway, and about a quarter of a mile northeast of Martin's Dock,
on the Raritan river.
The locality was opened about eight years ago by C. S. Edgar.
It is one of the most interesting in this district, on account of its
relations to the red-shale, and the overlying and newer beds ot
modified and true drift.
The accompanying section, running
from the pits southward, through a cut, for a proposed railway
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Yellow sand and gravel,
Glacial drift.
Bottom of cut.
Clay.
Red-shale.
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At the south end of the cut the red-shale is seen, dipping
towards the northwest.
Following this there is a red-shale drift,
which, in tlle cut about midway, is 8 feet thick. In this the shale
predominates, both in an earthy form, as a matrix, and in irregularly shaped and slightly rounded fragments and masses, of all
sizes--up to blocks two feet in diameter, mixed with boulders of
trap and other rocks, and sand and gravel. This is a true driR,
and shows no stratification.
The overlying bed of yellow sand
and gravel has a maximum thickness of 12 feet. It is plainly
marked by lines of sorting, and tbese lines dip gently towards
the northwest.
In some portions of it, a beach structure is plain
in the lamination of its layers. Red-shale is seen in this drift
also, but only sparingly, and nearly all of it is confined to a single
very thin ]ayer, which is interstratificd with the gravel and sand.
Many fossiliferous pebbles occur in this upper gravel and sand
drift. Both of these drift beds lie above the clay. The relations
and ages of these are discussed in the cbapter on the Geology of
the Surface. (See page 30.)
The clay, as it has been uncovered, has been very uneven, but
the average elevation above tide water may be put at 45 feet.
This appears a little low for the Raritan bed, when compared
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with the other localities where it has been opened and measured,
and as illustrated by the general section _qo. 5.
The greatest thickness of clay observed here was reported to
be 1_ feet. Towards the bottom there are streaks of yellowish
earth in it. And underneath it a greenish grey sha]y rock is
sLruck. This is probably in place. Most of the clay dug in this
pit is w.ry white, although there is some of a bluish shade. A
little copperas is detected in some of it. Selected lots are remarkably clean and free from sand, and very white. And this
does not change color on long exposure.
Its tenacity is not as
great as that of the Woodbridge clays. It also appears to be less
plastic. The fracture is not so clean and sharp as in the fire
clays. Its density is less than that of the latter, being 1.528-1.542.
An analysis of a sample, taken as the average of several tons
of this sorted white clay, shows its composition to be as follows :
Alumina ..................................................................................

39.04

Silicic

acid .................................................................................

45.61

Water

(combinedl

........................................................................

10.90
--

Sand .........................................................................................

95.55
0.71

--

0.71

Oxide of iron ..............................................................................

1.10

Magne._ia ..........................................................................................
Lime ...............................................................................................
Potm_h .....................................................................................

2.26

Soda ..........................................................................................
Titanic acid ......................................................................................

0.25
3.61

Total ............................................................................................

99.87

In this analysis the titanic acid is weighed with and included
in the alumina.
The magnesia and lime were not determined.
They do not probably amount together to one per cent. The titanic
acid may be a little over one per cent. From these figures it will
be observed that this clay is remarkably free from sand. The
potash is large, comparatively, and makes it unfit for any refractory purposes. It is said to fuse readily. It may do tbr glazing
paper, or for certain kinds of ware, if the quality can be got
uniform through enough of it to pay for working.
The blue
clay here is more sandy. A few yards west of the pits, on the
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road to the dock, the red-shale crops out on a level with the outcrop of the same rock at the south end of the cut, giving to the
clay mass the appearance of being a pocket lying in this red-shale
basin.
Extensive preparation was made here in cutting through the
ridge and building a causeway on the meadows to the dock on the
river, for the removal of the clay to vessels at this dock, but
nothing has been done since 1874. The locality has the advantage of easy and efficient drainage and of short transportation to
boats on tile river. The want of uniformity in quality throughout large masses may offset these advantages of location.
CON WA "_'_
fl CLAY*

A short distance west of Weidener's pits, and on the west side of
the Silver take outlet, two or three small pits wire dug some
years ago, on the Conway farm, by George Phoenix. The clay
was found quite near the surface of the sloping field. That seen
in the old heaps left by the pits, has a pinkish shade of color.
But nothing further of its occurrence or character is known.
From its elevation and location there can be no doubt of its
place in the Raritan bed. It may be remarked of it that it is
the most westerly outcrop of this bed on the north side of the
Raritan river. The general section shows this clay at ):o. 4.
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II.

2. LOCALDETAILSOF BEDSSOUTHOF THERARITAN.
The order of the descriptions in this section is geographical,
and proceeds from west to east, begim_ing near Lawrence brook,
first the pits and outcrops along the South river; next, those
along the Raritau slope, Sayreville and Burt's creek to South
Amboy ; then the pits south and southwest of South Amboy to
the southern limit of the district. This arrangement corresponds
in general with the geological succession of the more important
beds, in putting the stoneware clays at the end, following the
South Amboy fire clay bed and the most of the outcrops of the
latter after those of the Woodbridge and the Raritan beds.
There are, however, exceptions which can be seen by a reference
to the map.
DEVLLX_

FARM.

This property lies south of Lawrence brook and west of the
Island farm, between that and the Old Bridge turnpike.
Tho
pits dug to test the ground, are near the meadows, on the eastern
side of the tract.
The surface is about 20 feet above tide level
at the pits. Some bluish white clay was got in a bed 6 or 7 feet
thick, under which there was a red clay. The top of the bed was
about 12 feet above high water level•
Southwest af these pits C. S. Edgar reports bbrings in a sandy
blue clay near the surface of a hill, the highest point of which is
70 feet above tide level. This latter would appear to be of a
higher and different bed, perhaps the Woodbridge fire clay bed.
That of the pits in the lower grouud, is referred to the Raritan
potters' clay. (See general section No. 21.)
ISLAND

FAR._[.

On this tract the red-shale outcrops are seen on the north and
northwest, in the low, upland banks, bordering the tide marsh.
They are covered by a thin deposit of yellowish sandy loam. On
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the central and highest part of the island the sand and gravel
drift was found quite thick in the several trial pits dug by tile
Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, in search for gravel. ]n two
of these, white clay is said to have been found at the bottom,
underabout
15 feetof thedrift sand andgravel.
On the eastern
side of the island a large amount of fire sand has been taken
from the bank of Whitehead Brothers.
At this place the yellow
sand and gravel is i to 8 feet thick. Under this there is a layer
2 to 3 feet thick, consisting of alternating laminae of sandy clay
and fine grained, angular, quartz gravel. If these materials were
mixed and not thus sorted, the mass would be afddspar.
This
layer is quite hard aud compact, capping, as it were, the sand
below. This latter extends down nearly to the level of tide water,
and is about 20 feet thick.
The sand is nearly all quartz,
moderately fine grained and yellowish white. A very little clay
is mixed with it in some of the thinner layers. In digging no
attempt was ever made to sort the different grades of sand. It
was carted to the dock on the river and there loaded on vessels.
North of the fire sand bank a few rods, white clay has been
uncovered in two small pits, dug in the lower ground near the
marsh border. In these the bearing on the clay was only a few feet
thick. The clay was at the level of tide, and in these trial pits
was not more than 6 feet thick. Towards the bottom there were
ferruginous stains in it. A sample of the best found in thisdigging was analyzed.
The analysis shows the following components :
Alumina
Sillcic

..................................................................................

34.85

acid ................................................................................

Water(combined)

45.20

......................................................................

13.60
--

Silica (quartz sand) ....................................................................
Titanic acid ..............................................................................

93.65
0.50
1.40
i .90

Potash .....................................................................................
Soda .......................................................................................
Lime .......................................................................................

0.12
trace
0.25

Magnesia ..................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron ....................................................................
"Water (moisture) ......................................................................

trace
1.35
2.80
4.52

Total ...........................................................................................
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These figures show that this is a very pure clay. Tile percentage of alkalies and alkaline earths is unusually smalh The
oxide of iron is above the average of the best of the fire clays of
this district.
The ratio of silieie acid to the alumina is different
from that of the best clays. The alumina in this is relatively
smaller and the silicic acid larger than in most fire clays.
Too much stress must not be put upon this analysis, inasmuch
as this small pit was the first one dug, and this single specimen
may not be au average or representative of the bed here opened.
Its elevation corresponds with the horizon of the Raritan clay
bed, as is shown by the general section. (See No. 32.) In composition it does not agree with the analyses of other specimens
from this bed. but this is not sufficient of itself to offset the argument from elevation.
The potters clay layer is characterized by
its want of uniformity in physical properties, and by its variation in character in its different parts, so that this uuusually
pure clay may belong in it, being of limited extent and of little
practical value. The position of the fire sand of this tract appears on the general section at No. 37.
W. B, PETITIS CLAY BANK.

This bank is near the South river, and a half a mile north of
Washington.
It is worked for the supply of the red brick yard
near it, and on the river. The following is the order of t_e several beds seen in the bank, and in the face of the hill above it,
on the road leadiug west to the Old Bridge turnpike :
(1) Reddish gravel and sand .................................................................
(2) Light-colored,
sandy clay, wit)] layers of sand ....................................
(3) Clay and sand, alternating .............................................................
(4) Cemented sand (stone) ..................................................................
(5) Black clay ..................................................................................
(6) Laminated

sand and sandy clays containing

lignite,

atthe

10 feet
25 feet
20 feet
3-5 feet
5 feet

bottom .........

This level, or working floor of the hank, is 18 feet above high
water. Of the above-mentioned sub-divisions only 3,4 and 5 are
excavated, and of these No. 4 is thrown aside. The black clay
(No. 5) is very tough and solid, and is the best of the bank. It
contains a very little lignite and pyrite.
Mr. Petit dug a small
pit in the bottom level, and found a light-colored, sandy clay,
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wbich burned hard and appeared to be quite refractory--like
a
second quality fire clay.
Northwest of the main bank there is an excavation for white
sand, which is used in moulding.
This lies below the level of
the main bank, not more than 10 feet above high tide. Just over
it there crops out a dirty white, sandy clay. This may be _he
equivalent of the Woodbridge fire clay bed. Below the level of
this sand, in the ditches northeast of the bank, there is sandy,
black clay, which goes down to tide level.
The pits across the road, and south of the main bank, furnisll
a light-colored clay, which burns to a paler shade. The bluish
and the black clays of the main bank make a deep-colored, red
brick.
Tlhe position of these clays, with reference to the fire clays, is
showu on the general section (No. 60.) This shows the clay at
the bottom to be at the height of the Woodbridge fire clay bed.
Hence, from its character and its elevation, it may be regarded
as a part of that clay bed. Nothing definite is known of its
thickness, or of its character, beyond what has been learned from
the surface specimens.
The clays worked in these banks all belong in the laminated
clay and sand bed--the source of nearly all of our best red-brick
clays dug in the State.
In the old bank south of the kilns a black, pyritiferous and
lignitio clay is seen.
CLAYBAN_OF._EW_mCO_'._NY.
This is at the side of the New Brunswick road, close to and
northwest of fhe village of Washington.
The excavation has
been confined within the 10 and 30 feet contour lines above tide
level, correspondiug to the heights at Petit's bank, and the clays
dug here are geologically the same as those at the latter place.
It will be observed that the line of strike runs through this opening and the brick clay bank of Sayre & Fisher, at Sayreville,
and this shows them to belong to the same bed--the laminated
clay and sand. This bank has not been much worked in several
years past.
Northwest of this hank kaolin and a clayey sand crop out in the
bill on th_ New Brunswick road. The top of tkis _utcrop is 85
12
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to 90 feet above high water mark. This height is the same as
that .f the kaolb_, which is worked on the Whitehead estate,
so_2thwe_t of the village of WashbIg_On, btlt it is one third of a
mile northwest of that locality and does not, theretore, show any
dip in the bed. It corresponds more with the elevations of the
bed, a_ opened north of tile Raritan and shows the Whitehead
bank to be exceptionally high. This outcrop is placed on the
general section as No. 63½.
KAOLIN,

WIIITBHEAD

F_STATF_ ','¢A$1nNGTOS.

This kaolin bank is in the village of Washington, at the side
of the tlardenburg
Corners road, near the top of the hill. ]:t
is covered by a reddish, sandy gravel, which is thicker westward in the higher ground near the top of the hill. In the
excavation for road material this gravel appears in layers of
irregular extent and thickness with thicker strata of coarse
sand. The kaolia (surface) has an elevation of 82 feet above
lnean high water level and the workable bed is on an average 6
feet thick. Under it there is a fine white sand and then tile
black clay of the brick clay bank. This kaolin is very whit_
and rather ooarse-gralned, and it COtltains more white nlica than
is commonly found in the kaolbls of other localities in this district. It is not regarded as a first class article.
According to a
partial analysis it has of
Alumina

and

sesqul-oxide

iron ................................................

acid

Water

....................................................................................
Total

and

of

Sillele

sand .................................................................

(determine(t)

.............................................................

7.80

per

ccnl.

89.40

per

cent.

2.60

per

cent.

99.80

per

cent.

As the stripping is light and the drainage easy and natural
this bank is cheaply worked.
BRIC_

CLAY

BA_K

OF WILLL_r

& YATF_.

This is almost connected with the above described kaolin bank,
being a few rods east-southeast of the latter, in the village of Washington. The strata between the top of this bank [59 feet elevation) and the bottom of the kaoliu (76 feet) are not seen, excepting in the gentle slope of hill and as to these there is some un-
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certainty.
The several sub-divisions of the bank and their
relations to the kaolin arc expressed in the followhlg order,
beginning atthe top of the hill, at the gravel pit:
(1) Reddish _and and gravel ............................................................
(2) Kaolin (workable
bed) ...............................................................
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Black clay with layers of sand (parthdly obscured) .........................
Yellow, loamy clay ...................................................................
BhLck, pyrltiferous
clay ..............................................................
Bluish clayey kao/in ..................................................................

(7) Slate-colored
clay .....................................................................
(8) Clay full of pyrite .....................................................................
(9) Bluish kaolin ...........................................................................

10-15 feet
6 feet
35 feet
1._ feet
6 feet
4 feet
5 feet
13 feet
1 foot

Blue clay at tile bottom of the digging, which is 22 feet above
the level of high water. No. 3 occupies the interval between the
kaolin near the top of the hill and tile top of tile working face of
the clay bank.
In No. 8 there is very much of both lignite and
pyrite, and it is sometimes called pyrites clay. Layers 6 and 9
are sands, which are known ill the bank as kaolins.
They are
mixed with the clays for brick. The slate-colored clay (7)is
very tenacious and burns hard, and is quite refractory.
It is free
from pyrite and it is considered the best clay of the bank.
Tbe
working face of the bank stops at the bottom of this, although
in the drains and in the eastern part of the bank, nearer the
yards, lower clays bave been dug. The several clays and sands
tare mixed together in using them for the brick.
Tbe clays and sands of this bank belong to the laminated clay
and sand bed. Tile height of the kaolin in the top of tile bill,
west of the bauk, is shown on tile general section (No. 81) to be
20 feet above the horizon of that bed. Tile feldspar is wanting
here unless it is to be found in the intervening 35 feet under tbe
kaolin, that is, in _o. 3 of the above section. It is probable that
it is here replaced by sand, and also that the greater height of
the several beds hero is owing to a flattening of the strata and a
gentler dip, which would account for these apparent exceptions.
And if this be so, the Woodbridge fire clay bed should be found
higher and somewhere near tide level. Or, it is possible, tbat
the intervening beds between the fire clay and tim kaolin have a
greater aggregate thickness here than eastward and tim former
is at the lmrizon which tbe section indicates, viz., about 25 feet
below high tide level.
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Thisison thewestbank oftheSouth river,
onemilesoutlleast
of Washington. Thereishereatthetop,yellowsandand gravel
a feetthick,
then a greyishclay1 footthick,
thena kaolin-like
sand,whichisabout8 f_etthick. Then comes the blackclay,
thicklayersof which alternate
with very thinseamsof white
sand and sandy clay. One of thesethicklayersof clay is
traversed by planes of bedding and joints, which divide it into
large brick-like massess. This curious structure facilitates its
extraction and handling.
This is a very solid, tenacious clay
and has a specific gravity of 1.778--1.81_2. It is a very superior
brick clay. The top of the black clay outcrop is at the height of
22 feet above high tide level, and the bottom of the diggings 10
feet above the same datum plane. At the bottom the clay is
more sandy. This burns very red. The materials of tlle several
layers are generally mixed together and all put into common
red brick. At the top there is, over the black clay and the kaoliT,,
a greyish streak of clayey sand, which is said to be hard to burn.
This may be the bottom of the South Amboy fire clay bed and
the kaolin under it, that bed being here in place. The general
section, No. 10S, exhibits this bank as partly in the horizon of
this fire clay bed. The flattening of the whole formation on
this side of the South river, or going southeast will also explain
the apparent discrepancy in the section.
Such a flattening
would elevate the fire clay bed here and so place this brick clay
under it, where it most probably belongs.
Neither the top clay nor the kaolin, above mentioned as over
the black clay, are used. Mr. Bissett reports finding a whitish
clay in a pit and boring about 100 yards west of his residence, at
a depth of 22 feet beneath tile surface. This was in ground 40
feet high, and this clay was therefore nearly 20 feet above high
water level.
A. J. DISBROW_S

CLAY.

From fifteen to eighteen years ago about 3,000 tons of potters'
clay were dug near Old Bridge, in the side of Snake Hill, and at
the level of tide, by A. J. Disbrow. As worked, the bed was
eight fcct thick, and was underlaid by sand. Over it there was
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about 25 feet of top dirt. The clay was greyish slate-colored.
A
specimen obtained at time of visit, from the outcrop near the
river, is white, solid and sandy, but the sand in it is very finegrained.
An analysis.of this specimen gave the following percentages :
ANALYSIS.

Alumina ...................................................................................
Silicic acid ................................................................................
Water

(combined)

19.85
24.55

.......................................................................

5.70
--

Sand (quartz) .............................................................................
Titanic acid .............................
,'................................................

50.10
44.80
1.00

--

45.80

Potash ......................................................................................
Soda ........................................................................................
Sesqui-oxlde
of iron ..................................................................

1.90
0.32
1.00

Water

0.90

(moisture)

.......................................................................

4.12
Total ..............................................................................................

100.02

These figures indicate a composition suitable for pottery, corresponding as they do quite closely with the stoneware clays of
this district. This outcrop from its elevation appears too low for
the stoneware clay, unless there is a curve in the line of strike of
that bed, which is not sustained by any other fact. Hence it
seems more rcasonable to consider this clay as a part of the South
Amboy fire clay bed, although in composition and charactcr it is
allied to the stoneware clays. It. will bc observed that this outcrop is very nearly ou the line of strike with that dug on the
shore at South Amboy, aud they are much alike. This similarity
in position and character may indicate one bed, of which these
arc the only outcrops thus far dlscovered; and it may be a distinct bed intermediate to the South Amboy and the stoneware
clay beds. Additional localities are necessary to settle these
points. Knowing the horizon at which this is to be found, it
may be desirable for landowners and clay miners to look carefully after i_,,since this question has a practical as well as purely
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geological interest.
The South Amboy clay and this outcrop
are to be seen on the general section, Nos. 114 and ]15.
tIigher up in the side of this (Snake) hill and 50 feet above the
level of the tide water, there is another lnyer of light-colored,
sandy clay. It has not been worked, and none of it has been
examined.
Northwest of this and nearer the New Brunswick road, on the
same property, clay has been dug in two small openings at intervals during the past 40 years. These pits are about 100 feet
ahove tide level. The clay has been used ill making drain pipe.
Specimens from near the surface of the ground are drab-colored,
sandy and streaked with yellow earth. The same clay has been
struck, as is supposed, in several wells on the high ground ill this
neighborhood.
Its geological place is not plain, unless it be of
the drift.
The potters' clay bed, at the river level, is seen up the stream
in the bank in the villageof Old Bridge. There it is 2 feet thick.
l%lr. I)isbrow thinks it can be traced to the southwest as far as
Outealt's mills, above Spotswood. These outcrops in the low and
fiat valley of South river may also be of drift or even of alluvial
origin.
IIR[CK CLAYS

EAST

0F SOUTII

RIVER--'I_'ASIIINGTON.

The laminated clay and sand bed is worked for brick clay in
the pits of Service & Turtle, north of the Amboy road, in thoseof
t'eter Fisher, just south of the same, and in H. F. Worthington's, still further south. Those at the side of tbe road go down
a few feet below tide level, and their working necessitates the
pumping of the water. The clay of these pits is all dark-colored
and very tough, and it makes strong and good building brick.
If. F. WORTIIINGTON

Is BRIC]_

CLAY.

At the northernmost pits of Worthington, the bottom of the
excavation is about 10 feet below tide level or high water mark.
A-t the southern end of the opening the bottom of the digging is
about at tid_' level. Here the clay runs up to the top of the
ground, so that there is no waste material to be removed.
The
thickness worked is about 15 feet. At the botton there is a sandy,
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laminatedbed,and overita tough,bluish-black
claylayer.The
layersareallmixed together
forthebrick.
A shortdistance
northwest
oftile
pitsand neartheyard,a well
65 or 68 feet deep was dug about eight years ago. This went
through.
It was six feet in diameter for a depth of about 30
feet, and was then bored 32 feet, ill six holes each 2½ inches in
diameter.
From one of them water rose in abundance, and
filled the well quite up to the overflow drain. Mr. Worthhlgton
in a recent letter says: "In descending the first four or five feet
we passed through impure surface clay, known by brickmakers
as yellow-white, and contalning large quantities of sulphuret of
iron. From that on we passed through nothing but blue clay,
which, however, grew gradually darker in color as _vedescended,
until at last the clay was, when damp, almost jet black. We
came to no sand, but at the dcpth of.thirty-five feet we struck a
clearly defined stratum of clay, which was almost white, and
contained but very little sand. The contrast was very great between this and the stratum immediately over it." From the description, it is safe to infer that this white clay belongs to the
Woodbridge fire clay bed. And it is equally safe to conclude
that the water comes from the underlying fire sand bed ; and, of
course, that the bottmn of the well represents the bottom of the
Woodbridge bed at this place. According to the general section,
the bottom of the Woodbridge bed at this place should be sixtytwo feet below high water mark. The boring makes it a few feet
less than this, but the difference is not greater than is frequently
found h_ the inequalities of the bed ; and the result is a confirmation of the regularity of the beds, and of the general accuracy of the sections as previously deduced from the various surfilee workings.
Another boring, made by the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
at their docks, at Perth Amboy, since the early part of this report
was written, is so much like this ill its confirmation of the geological structure given in these pages, that a description of the
latter is hero given :
1. The well started at 26 feet above tide, and just at the bottom
there w_ 25 feet of surfilee material_,

of the kaolin bed ;

2. The boring then lm.s_ed 36 feet of black cl_ly_ aml _nnd_, Ihe variou_
over the Woodbridge bed.

layers next

3. Then ligbt-colored
clayin the placeof the Woodbridge bcd for25 feet.
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4. Fine white sand, representing
the fire sand, ll feet.
5. Thick h_yer_ of llght-colored
clays, representing
the Raritan clay bt<ls, 30 feet.
6. A thin stony layer, and red mud in which the auger sunk 17 feet.

The whole depth was 130 feet. Water should have been found
in _, but the sand is very fine and yielded none.
Both of these wells are southeast of the outcrop and all the
openings in the Woodbridge bed. They prove the extension of
that bed under the higher and more recent beds of brick clay.
BRICK CLAY.

About a mile southeast of Washington, a red brick clay was
formerly dug near the Van Deveuter place aud at the side of the
Jacksonville road. The yard was on the meadows near the
river. Nothing has been done at this place for several years.
The pits were not of much extent, and the business was limited
to a few years. The strata here are probably equivalent to the
higher beds at the bank of Willett & Yates, or to the clays above
their working bank and under the kaolin.
FRHELAND VAN DEVEIqTER_S CLAY,

This property is one mile southeast of Washington, and on
the east side of the South river. There is a red brick yard at
the border of the tide meadows, and from it a canal to the river.
Iterc Mr. Van Deventer made brick for several years. The clay
was obtained from pits near the ymd. The works are now down.
White fire clay has been found at several points on the tract.
It lies within 2 feet of the surface, about 50 yards nortbwest of the
farm house, on the Washington road. The clay here is sandy,
and contains some quite angular grains of white quartz, which
give it the appearance of some of the feldspars. The same bed is
said to have been struck in a pit dug a few rods east of the house.
]t also appears close to the surface in the swampy ground northeast of the house.
By reference to the map, it will be observed that the line of
strike of the clay beds runs from George Such's banks, across this
t)roperty, to the South river, and the general section shows the
(.h.vation of the South Amboy fire clay bed, on this line, No. 107½,
to be 30 feet. Aud this is about the height of the ground where
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tlle white clay has been discovered.
The map also indicates
this as available clay land. The clay dug at the brick yard is
lower than this white, fire clay, and belongs, most likely, close
under the kaolin.
1%he of the fire clay of this tract has been tested. The diggings
have been for exploration, and not for getting clay for use.
BRICK CLAY BA_K OF SAYRE & FI_HERj $AYREVILLE.

This large bank affords a very fine section of the strata overlying the Wood bridge fire clay bed, and extending upwards nearly
to the horizon of the feldspar. The vertical section, frmn the top
of the bank to the tide water in the river, shows the following
strata :
(1) Laminated
clay and sand layers, about .............................................
(2) Laminated sand, containing some leaf impression_ ...........................
(3) Drab-colored
clay {for front brick) ................................................
(4) White sand .............................................................................
(5) Black, sandy bed, very full of lignite and containing
sions ....................................................................................
(6) Sand

(leaf bed) at low water mark ..........

40 feet
1½-5 feet
4-10 feet
5 feet

some leaf impres6-7 feet

: ......................................

The beari_g o_l (1) is nothing more than the clayey soil--really
a part of it changed by atmospheric agents and by cultivation.
Towards the top of the bank the clay is somewhat thded, and
of a greyish color. Pyrite and lignite occur throughout all the
strata of the hank. No order is recognized in the succession of
the layers of clay and sand, nor do they run in an unvarying
thickness from one end of the hank to the other, but vary from
point to point.
_ear the bottom of this thickness (1) there is a very tough and
fat, black clay, about 4 feet thick. Then comes the sand (No. 2.)
The sand (No. 2 of the above scheme) is of clean quartz, and
beautifully htminatcd.
_No.3 is a drab-colored clay, very persistent in all parts of the
bank, and 4 to 10 feet thick. Its average elevation (top) above
high water is 15 feet. It is very hard, compact and finely laminated, and splits on these lines into flat sheets and masses. Its
specific gravity is 1.705-1.732. That of the more sandy, common
brick clay of the bank is 1.860-1.882. Under a magnifying glass
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of low poweritappearsquitefullof verysmallplatesof mica.
Itscomposition
isasfollows
:
ANALYSIS,

Alumina ..........................................................................
27.42
Silicic

m.id .............................................................................

Water

lc_mbined

I ...................................................................

28.30
6.60
62.82

Sand (quartz) ...........................................................................
Titanic acid ............................................................................

27.80
l.O0
28.80

Potash ....................................................................................

2.71

Magm.-ia

0.18

................................................................................

Se_qui-oxlde
_f iron .................................................................
Water
moisture,) .....................................................................

2.68
2.90
8.47

Total ........................................................................................

99.59

A rery little lignite and occasional small nodules of pyrite are
in it. On burning it becomes pale yellow to white, and it is
used with excellent results in the manufacture of pressed front
brick.
Geologically this bed is considered, the equivalent of the top
white clay, seen in the banks on tile north of the Raritau river,
aDd the pipe clay of other banks. A very thin, stony layer of
sand, cemented by oxide of iron, separates this from the sal;dy
beds below. In the more clayey portion of this latter and a few
feet above tide level there is a great deal of lignite in the form
of twigs, limbs and trunks of trees, and leaf impressions are
very abundant, frequently being so crowded together as to form
a "leaf bed." For a fuller notice of the species found here see
pages 27-29. Mr. Fisher says that under this sand and leaf bed,
and a few feet below tide level lie has found a white clay, which
is sufficiently refractory to make a No. 2 fire brick. This latter bed
of white clay was struck 25 to 30 feet beneath the surface, in a
well dug near the office and store of the firm. These discoveries
confirm the dip of the Woodbridge bed, as above stated, according to which it should be found here at a depth of 10 to 15 feet
below high water level.
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At the west end of the brick yards a driven well passed
through sand only for over 60 feet from the level of high tide.
This probably belongs to a more recent formation, which has
filled ul) valleys and gaps in the clay series. Pits or borings at
the east end of the bank, where the brick clays remain, would
be likely to strike the lower members of the clay series, and the
Woodbridge bed. The leaf bed and the sandy layer here resting
upon the latter shows the correspondence in the order of the
beds between this locality and tbe pits north of the Raritan.
The space here between the front brick clay and the fire clay
seems to be greater than that between the top white and the fire
clay in the Raritan river banks.
The relation of the strata as seen ill the bank of Sayre & Fisher
to the plastic clay formation is graphically presented on tile general section, No. 70.
The whole of the thick bed of clay from the surface to the
front brick clay layer is tumbled down by partial undermining
and is mixed together.
The bank has a working face over a
quarter of a mile long, and a very large amount of clay is dug
every )'car.* Cars running on narrow gauge railways carry the
clay to the yards.
WOOD'S CLAY

BANX,

Less than a quarter of a mile east of the bank of Sayre &
Fisher, James Wood digs a similar clay for his red brick yard.
The strata arc like those above described, and are their eastward
extension.
The general section, No. 80, gives the location of this
bank.
The digging does not go down quite so deep, the bottom
being about'10 feat above tide level, but as the bank is further to
the southeast the dip of the strata compensates for this less
depth, and the same brick clay is obtained as in Sayre & Fisber's
bank. As the bank is not so high--about
20 feet at the back-there is a less thickness worked.
Mr. Wood uses his clay in his
yards, adjoining those of Sayre & Fisher on tile east. Here, as
in the latter, the light amount of waste material to be removed,
tile natural drainage, the location upon navigable waters and the
nearness to the banks, all favor these manufacturers.
* The annual product of the ards of Sayre & Fisher
whicll V,'OU
l_i take at least 50,_t OlaS of raw material,

Is rep,Jrted

to be _,_,00_

brick_,
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The clark-colored brick clay has been found 15 feet beneath the
surface on the line of Sayre & Fisher's railway, about balf way
between the brick clay bank and the fire clay pits; and Mr.
Higbee (of Sayre & Fisher) reports finding it 60 feet under their
fire clay. These occurrences at such depths would he in entire
agreement with the structure of this country, as indicated by the
general descriptions and the map, and the reader is referred to
them for further details.
FIRE CLAY BA_KS OF $AYRE & FISHER.

Fire clay has been dug at several poiuts on the large tract belonging to this firm. The banks formerly worked are between a
quarter and a third of a mile northeast of the one now occupied, and tbey are all north of the Washington and South Amboy road. At the latter there is much variation in the stratification, but the following order is generally observed :
(1)
(2)
(3}
(4}
(5]

Gravelly earth and loam ............................................................
Sand with earthy layers ............................................................
White fire clay .........................................................................
Blue fire clay ...........................................................................
Sandy tlre clay ........................................................................

(6} ('laycy kaolin, containing pyrite ...................................................
(7) Fitle kaolin .............................................................................

3-4
18-20
1-4
4-9
2-3

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

5 feet
6 feet

The gravelly earth at the top evidently is a part of the drift
which covers most of this country.
The sand over the clay is beautifully laminated, and the thin,
gently undulating layers have a slight dip towards the southeast, although in places they are horizontal.
Through it there
ale some thin loamy'layers, in which tile sand is mixed with a
yellow earth. Towards the bottom, and near the clay surface,
the sand is very clean, sharp and fine-grained, resembling glass
sand. Under the microscope it appears to be nearly all white,
translucent quartz of uniform grain, about 1-100 inch in diameter ; no mica in it. As it has to be removed in mining the clay,
and can be carried cheaply to the river, it can be sold at a low
rate if wanted for any such uses. At present all the top dirt is
tumbled down together, and is used in tempering tlle clay for
the yards at Sayreville. A railway connects these with this bank.
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The fire clay is here exceedingly uneven, and sometimes there
is as much as 15 feet difference in the heights of the surface in a
horizontal distance of 30 feet. The mean elevation above the
datum plane (high water level) is 65 feet. This is the top of the
bed. As lately worked, the highest point has been near the middle of the bank, and from this its surface has descended eastand
west. In places there is a thickness of several feet of white
clayey kaolin, or a very sandy clay, between the top drift sand
and the fire clay bed. The white fireclay at the top is probably
blue clay which has faded, or has been altered by the oxidation
of the slight amount of protoxide of iron in it. Sometimes a
little lignite is seen in this, just over the blue clay. Towards the
bottom of the bed the fire clay becomes more sandy, and grades
into what is termed here a " clay kaolin." The best of the fire
clay of the bank--the
blue--is a homogenous, compact mass,
having a specific gravity of 1.657--1.705.
Its fracture is decidedly conchoidah
It does not fade or become discolored on
exposure to the air. An analysis shows its composition to be as
follows :
A_ALYSIS.

Alumina .................................................................................
Silicic acid ..............................................................................

38.66
41.10

Water

13.55

(combined)

....................................................................

93:31
Sand ......................................................................................
Titanic acid ............................................................................

3.10
1.20
4.30

Potash ....................................................................................

0.28

Soda .....................................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................

0.18

_lagnesla
.............
_.......................................................................
Sesqul-oxide of iron ...................................................................

0.74

Water

1.00

(moisture)

.....................................................................

2.20
Total (determined)

......................................................................

90.81

The kaolin at the bottom (layer No. 7) is very fine grained, and
contains a little white mica. The pits are generally stopped in
this bed, as the water comes in quite freely, but .borings have
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gone through it and into a dark-colored sand, and then stopped
in a dark-colored clay, probably the equivalent of some of the
layers in the bank on the river. For tlle relative position of these
strata, reference is made to No. 91 on the general section.
All of the clays and the kaolin, and also the top sand dug in
this bank, are used by this firm in their owu works on the Raritan. The kaolin is largely used in the mixture for front brick.
The fire clays are carted to the fire brick works by team; the
sand._ and kaolin are sent to the brick yards by cars.
The large tract of this firm has been explored by digging pits
and boring, and much valuable fireclay hasbeen discovered. Mr.
Itigbce reports such discoveries northeast of the bank now worked.
On some of the higher points the covering seems to have been
too thick for these pits or borings to reach the clay bed. A careful study of tbe contour lines of the surface together with heigl'lt
of this bed will show that these results are in accordance with
the geological structure as above set forth.
Future need will
develop these available clay areas as they are wanted.
A
practical question of constant importance is the thickness of lop
to be removed.
A halfa mile southwest of this bank and near the Washington
and South Amboy road, fire clay was formerly dug. Its character
and the thickness of the bed were not learned.
Its location is
within the outcrop lines of the South Amboy bed, as is shown by
the map.
CLAY

BANKS

OF WIIITEIIEAD

BROTIIER_ I SAYREVILLE.

These are a half mile from the Raritan, along the old road to
Burt's creek. They extend a quarter of a mile from northwest
to southeast, and on the line of the dip. And this extent of openings shows considerable variation in the character and arrangements of the several strata. The first digging was at the southeast, in what is known as the Bolton pit. in tiffs there was about
16 feet of top dirt, and then tho fire clay bed, 20 feet thick, having
an elevation (top) of 70-72 feet and lying upon kaolin. The
bank, as now worked, shows at the south end the following order
of strata :
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(1) Sand (yellowish white) in places, including some sandy clay layers.....
25-30 feet
(2) Yellow buff:colored clay ..........................................................
(3) Blue fire clay. ........................................................................
J" 1-20 feet
(4) Sand and kllolin .........................................................................

8 feet

There is, in places, a thin layer of reddish gravel at the surface,
overlying the saud.
In the northern part of this bank the strata appear in the following order and thickness:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Reddish-yellow
gravel ........................................
".....................
Yellowish white sand with streaks of clay .................................
Samty bed (called kaolin) ...........................................................
Blue fire clay ...........................................................................
Kaolin .....................................................................................

_.
j 20-25
6
4
4

feet
feet
feet
feet

(6) Black, pipe clay at the bottom.

Both the gravel and the sand, which form the bearing on the
clay bed, are very plainly marked, particularly in the middle of
the bauk. The reddish-yellow earth and gravel at the surface,
make up together 5 to 8 feet, the gravel stratum being on an
average 2 feet thick.
The sand has an average thiekuess of about 25 feet. It is in
nearly horizontal, gently undulating, thin layers, and is ahnost
all clean, white quartz, excepting an occasional thin layer in
which some yellow sandy earth is mixed with it. Some of it is
sold _o fouudries and for building purposes, bringing _1.25
a ton, on the boat. ]n the uorthwesternmost pits there is, between
the sand and the clay, a sandy htyer (No. 3), which is sold as a
kaolin. In stone of the pits there is a tbiu stratum full of wood_
on the clay. It has not yielded any leaf impressions.
Both the top and the bottom of the fire clay bed are very uneven. The height of the top, northeast of the Burt's creek road,
is 76 feet ; south of this, and west of the road, it is only 60 feet.
The general section, Nos. 84 and 85, show these heights.
Towards the northeast the top clay is generally bright red, and
• of two shades of this color, presenting a mottled appearance.
A
partial analysis showed as much as seven per cent. of peroxide
of iron ia it. This did not seem to be in combination, but simply
as a foreign constitueut, which gave color to the mass. Dilute
hydrochloric acid dissolved it readily. Yellow and also a buffcolored clay occur at the top, in some of the more southern pits.
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In a pit, at the extreme northwest, and which .was dug quite recently, the following order was observed ill the 'clay bed : Sandy
white; blue; dirty yellow; blue; red and blue. These colors
appear in irregular, thln bauds running, in general, horizontally
across the pit. All of these facts show the remarkable variation
in the fire clay bed, as opened in the different parts of this bank.
And ill the alternations of color no order is discernible.
Near
the top of the blue clay there is, in some of the pits, much pyrite,
occurring in irregularly rounded aggregations of crystals, which
are popularly known as "sulphur balls." They are from two to
five inches in diameter, and many of them are oxidized on the
exterior to a reddish-yellow oehrey mass, while the centre or interior consists of unchanged pyrite.
They seem tobe confiued
to the blue and yellow clays, aud are not seen in the red clays.
The best bluc fire clay of this bank contains a little fine sand.
Its specific gravity is 1.837-1.883.
This greater density is an
index of some sand. The red clay is more earthy and also more
crumbling.
Its specific gravity is 1.745-1.771. The buff-colored
variety is generally specked by oxide of iron and some undocomposed pyrite.
The layer under the fire clay is not so sandy as that over it
and it is the 1"aoliubed of the clay series. It is used in fire brick.
The black clay at the bottom is not generally reached, or dug.
It is sandy, aml contains both pyrite and lignite. Only the best
of it is of value as pipe materiah
The red clay of this bank is sold to foundries and is known as
"foundry clay." Some of the blue clay goes into fire brick and
some of it is used for boiler linings.
The general practice in
working this bank has been to dig the clays of the several colors
and grades of quality together and sell them uusorted for inferior uses and at lower prices, rather than to select the varieties
and sell at prices varying according to quality.
The economy
of labor in this method of working may more than counterbalance the slight loss in prices obtained.
The elevation of the clay in this bank and the rapid descent
of the ground towards the east and north allow the water to run
off without much trouble or expense and the dowu grade for the
half mile of cartage to the dock on the river are material advantages favoring it.
Northwest of Whiteheads' bank, near the Methodist Episcopal
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Church, fire clay has been dug, but.the top dirt has fallen down
so much that it _annot be seen and nothing was learned of its
extent or character. " It is within the fire clay territory.
And a
study of the map and general section will show that much of
this higher grouud to the west of this bank and south of Wood's
brick clay pits is available clay land. East of this bank there
is an interval of three-quarters of a mile in which there are no
openings.
There is no reason tJ suppose that there is any break
in the bed in this space and explorations at the proper height in
the ground south of the Burt's creek road should discover clay
at workable depths from the surface.
EAST BAiW]T_ OF _qIITEHEAD

BROTHEKS,

Tbese openings are from 50 to 300 yards south of the Sayreville and Burts' creek road and near the head of a small stream
running northward to theRaritan.
The west group of pits has
been dug within a year. These are nearest to the road. The
surface of the ground is between 40 and 60 feet high and the
yellow sand on the clay ranges from 6 to 8 feet thick, in a pit
near the road to a thickness of 20 feet in the main bank, 100
yards from it. The top of the clay is, therefore, 35-40 feet,
which corresponds with the height of this bed at this point as
given on the general combined section, No. 95. The top clay of
these pits is sandy.
About five feet down there is a layer :lS
inches thick, streaked by oxide of iron. It dries white and the
amount of iron is small. Under this the clay is blue and better.
Towards the bottom it becomes sandy. These pits are dug 8-9
feet in clay and do not go through it. The best of the clay got
here is a little sandy, but this does not materially affect its refi'actory quality.
A short distance east and southeast of these pits, there is an
older opening which has not been worked recently.
The top of
the clay bed in the southeastern part of this opening was measured and found to be 54 feet high. This was probably above
the average elevation.
As the fallen top dirt had everywhere
else covered the clay, no other heights were obtained, and no
further data respecting it were got. As the ground south and
east rises quite fast, the bearing on the clay bed .is probably
thicker in those directions, and this location is not so favorable
]3
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for g(,tting at the clay as that of the newly opened pits west of
this and described above. The clay of these pits is carted to
Whitt.ht.ad's dock on tlle river a halt a mile north of them.
WI|ITEIIEAD

BROTHEIL_' FIRE SAND PIT.

Thi_ pit is by the side of the road about a quarter of a mile
east oi the above described clay pits. It shows at the top :
I:ra_LIly earth ..................................................................................
YAb,_v ':r, <rod, with streaks of loam ..................................................
\'tr)

.: _,,',y clay in thin layer; then sand and a "clayey
hoH ,to .......................................................................................

kaolin"

1_1 feet
8 fcct
at the

Th, sand of this pit is mostly quite coarse and sharp grained.
A_ tin. h(.ight of the surface here is about 50 feet, the sand bed
has an t.ttwLtion of 34 to 46 feet, which is tile horizon of the fire
clay, t:, e(*rding to map and general section (see No. 96½ in tile
lath r._ The explanatiou of this occurrence of sand is that the
e_ay h,s beeu removed from this point, and its place subsequently
ti]lt,d 1,y the drift sand, and the _'aolin at the bottom is of the
clay series and it* place--undisturbed.
This sand is nearly all
quartz. ,_o,ue very small black grains appear in it, which may
be _,:,rl!_y and colored by organic matte,'. It is carted to boats,
whi,.h, load at the proprietors' dock on the river, and is sold to
fomL,lri_,s and iron furnaces.
Al,n: '_.half way from this pit to the dock aad west of the road,
the _al_e tirm dig a moulding sand iu the eastern side of a
t',_u,,l hill, which rises 50 feet above the surrounding surface
am'. 711_'t,(.tabove tide level. A long excavation exposes to view
about :',,I feet of quite clean white quartz sand. It is very finely
bmli_u,!,,d and is covered by a yellow, sandy earth, a few feet
,hi,.'.. thil_ningaway on the sides of the hilh Examined by the
mi('r,,_, ,,pc, this sand is found to be fine grained (grains 1-100 to
1-2,',, iT_eh in diameter.)
Mostly transparent quartz, and most
(,f th,_e quite angular.
Some crusts of cemented sand and oxide
of irt,n _,rc observable.
This _and is soh] to foundries, and also for building purposes.
It i_ said that there is a dark-colored clay underneath this
._:_,,I hi'i, which latter appears to be a drift mass of modern age.
] f '?,_r,', it ht.longs, probably, to the laminated clay and sand bed.
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CL/t_" BANK OF TLIE J. K. BI_.ICKESTATE,

This bank is at Burt's creek, in Sayreville township.
The diggiug has been along the eastern and northeastern side of a ridge,
and has exposed the strata aloug this for a quarter of a mile
from north to south. This length of continuous opening in tile
clay
ha L of course, shown the inequalities
of its surface, the
range of its variation in character, and the varying nature of the
layers associated with and contiguous to it. The top of the fire
clay is between 28 and 36 feel high, but these heights appear
within a few yards of one another.
The following vertical section gives the several layers in their order and thickness :"
(1) Yellow sand with some gravelly
(2) Buff:colored

layers

through

it ...........................

fire clay .............................................................

(3) Blue, fireclay .......................................................................
(4) Sandy fire clay .....................................................................
(5) Extra-sandy
clay, and sand ........................................................

15-40 feet
)
_
.)

.
6-14 feet
7 fee t

The sand at the top is nearly all fine white quartz, and its
layers are gently undulating, and dipping slightly southward.
This sand alternates with very thin layers of quartz pebbles
It is all thrown aside or used in filling up the pits. At the
south end of the bank there is more gravel and less saud, and
the bearil_g is not so thick as to the north, where the ground is
i]igher.
In some parts of the bank there is a thiu layer of black, sandy
earth between this sand bed and the fire clay, and in this, lignite is
abuudant.
Some leaf impressions have been found in it. At
other poiuts the sand just over the clay for 2 to 8 inches is
cemented into a sort of stone by iron oxide.
A red clay is got at the top of the more southeastern pits, and
very frequently the top of the bed is buff-colored. The upper
portion of the blue clay of the bed is considered the best, and is
here desiguated as XX clay, or No. 1. The paler blue portion,
lower down, is marked X clay, or No. 2. Towards the bottom
the bed is more sandy
The best clay is bluish white, compact, having a specific
gravity of 1.760--1.773, aud contains an occasional scale of white
mica. The No. 2 grade is a little sandy and its specific gravity
is 1.852--1.901.
It crumbles more readily than the No. 1 clay.
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The buff variety is also a little sandy aud crumbly.
streak_ of oxide of iron.

It shows

The l:aollu consists of fine quartz sand and a littl_ white clay
and without mica. It is rather a clayey sand thau kaoli_, as this
term is understood in this clay district. It is considered a first
class article and is used with the clays of this bank in fire brick.
The clays and l'aolin of this bank are used by the proprietors of
the _ame, E. D. White & Company, iu their works, which are
known as the Brooklyn Clay Retort and Fire Brick Works, Vau
Dyke street, Brooklyn.
A h,w rods northwest of the main bank and near the residence
of S. (lildersleeve, the superintendent, there is another clay bank
w_*rkcd by the same firm. This opening shows the tbllowing
layer_ :
I I) Yc]I_)w sand .............................................................................
L21 D:_rk-color_d, sandyclay ............................................................
,31 Bi_,-k clay, full of lignite and pyrite .............................................
t, Bla_.k clay, u,ed fi_r wareor No. 2 brick ........................................
_51 Y,.lh*w _aud _boring) ..................................................................

10--15 feet
4 feet
2-3._ feel
4 feet
6 feet

The' clay layer (No. 2) is sandy, but the sand in it is fine-grained,
and it dries nearly white. It is used in the manufacture of yellow war('. The next layer is quite full of leaf impressions.
Its
f)nly n,_, is as a substitute for Albany slip, in glazing pipe. The
next h)wcr clayis another potters clay stratum,although
generally
put in the mixture for No. 2 fire brick. The sand at the bottom
ba_ m*t becn dug. Borings have gone 6 feet in it.
The place of these clays in the clay series and their relation
to the fire clay bed of the adjoining bank are unsettled. Tlmir elevation, hetw('en 29 and 40 feet above high tide level corresponds
with t]lc horizon of the fire clay. As a practical opinion it may
he stawd that Mr. Giblersleevc thinks these potters clays here
replace the fire clay and he hopes to find the latter further in
the bal_k, south and southeast.
Another explanation may be in
the reference of these layers to a place in the series just below
the fire clay• For the better illustration of these lloiuts the
reader is referred to Nos. 99 and 102 on the general section.
The materials of these banks of the Brick estate are carted
about a quarter of a mile to the dock, at the head of a long slip
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or canal, which opens northward into the Raritan river.
they are shipped to the works in Brooklyn.

Thence

GEORGE SUCHIS CLAY BANKS.

These are on the Ridgcway tract, east of Burt's creek, and two
and a half miles west of South Amboy. A large area has been
dug over, but it is all comprised in two groups of pits, or openings. The eastern, east of the old Burt's creek and Jacksonville
road, is not now worked. The western bank is much larger, and
is the scene of present operations.
In so large an area there is
considerable variation in the stratification, although all within
the range of the general order of arrangement of the members
of the plastic clay series. The representation of all of these, by
any one vertical section, is ilnpossibte.
The following order is
presented as an approximate expression, and, as such, fairly representative of the bank.
(1) Yellow sand, with thin layers of gravel ......................................
(2) Dark-colored
sandy clay .........................................................
(3) White fire clay (average) .......................................................
(4) Moltled clay .......................................................................
(5) Rcdclay...:
.......................................................................

5-3_ feet
0-10 feet
l0 feet
]
)

uptol0feet

The sand at the top is nearly all white _nd yellowish white
quartz, and of varying degrees of fineness. It has a gently undulating structure.
There are a very few thin layers of pebbles
in it. No dip is apparent in the complex arrangement of the
laminae, or layers. ]n much of the area worked over this sand
bed lay immediately upon the fire clay, but on the southeast side
of the opening a black clay (2) comes in between them. This is
sandy, and includes stone thin layers of white sand. It contains
more or less lignite, and some trunks of trees, 3 feet across, have
been fonnd in it. Pyrite is also common in it. Amber isauother
mineral found occasionally in it. At present, no use is made of
this clay, excepting to fill up pits or to pile up heaps of waste on
the dump. Some of it is said to be good enough for drain pipe,
but the cost of sorting prevents its employment for snch uses.
The fire clay bed iB this bauk has an average elevation (top) of
25 feet above mean high tide level, hut its surface is full of inequalities, rising and sinking frmn 5 to 10 feet in almost as many
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yards, or within the compass of a pit, so that the track level is
in places 5 or 6 feet below the top of the clay, while in others
the black clay line runs as many feet below the same horizon,
following, as it does, the sinuosities of the fire clay line, and by its
contrast sharply defining the surface of this bed.
Mr. Armstrong, superintendent of the bank, says that towards
the soutbwest the fire clay bed thins out and is wanting, and
that the black ('lay appears to replace it, although this is not
considered the end of the former bed in that direction. These
fat.is, brought out in the very extended area here excavated, confirm tile observations made elsewhere--that
the fire clay beds
have been worn away in places, and these hollows of denudation
have been afterwards filled by the more recent beds of black
clay, salad, &c., deposited upol{ them. Tile average thickness of
the fire clay is l0 feet, ranging from 2 to 13 feet. White, buff
and red clays are got. Generally the top of the bed is white,
lower down it is spotted, or mottled, red and white, and at. the
bottom red ; but this order of colors is not uniform nor everywherc observed. Some of the white clay contains pyrite in very
minute aggregations of crystals disseminated through its mass.
This clay is washed, and thus freed from this injurious constituent.
Probably one-third of the total amount dug is thus
treated.
Some of the white clay is very pure and of superior
quality.
This is sold for fire brick. The so-called "paper clay,"
used for paper glazing, is all washed.
By a proper mixture of
clays of different colors any desirable shade from white, bull,
yellow, to red is obtaiued.
A sample of washed white clay was
analyzed, and found to contain :
Alumina .................................................................................
Sillcic acid ..............................................................................

36.34
42.90

Water

13.50

(combined)

.....................................................................

94.74

Sand (quartz) ..........................................................................
Titanic acid .............................................................................

1.50
1.20
2.70

Potash

...................................................................................

Soda ......................................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................
.Magnesia

......................................................................................
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Sesqui-oxide
of iron ..................................................................
_Vater (moisture) .....................................................................

]09
0.86
1.10
2.40

Total (determined)

................................................................

99.84

These washed samples are lighter than the (_rude clays, the
specific gravity of a buff (paper) clay being 1.530--1.57L
That
of the unwashed white clay is 1.716--1.751.
The fracture
is conchoidal, but not so smooth and clean as in the original
specimens. The unwashed clays turn yellowish on exposure to
the air; the washed remain unchanged in color. Thesechangcs
arc due, probably, to a trace of sulphate of iron in the crude clay,
which is removed by the washing.
The mottled and red clays
are more sandy. Some of these are sold for making saggars and
other uses where less refractory clays can be employed.
The red
clay where it crops out in the exposed bank, or when lying for
some time in heaps, is soon covered by stony crusts of clay
cemented by ferric oxide. These seem to be due to atmospheric
agents. Some of the white, and also some of the yellow and
buff days, turn brown on exposure, and this efflorescence has a
very astringent, or inky, taste, indicating the presence of copperas
or sulphate of iron. These are not considered of any value for
refractory purposes, as they do not stand high heat. They are
thrown out on the dump. Stone of the richer white clays, containing some pyrite, are sold for the manufacture of alum.
All of these varied phenomena of arrangement, extent and
character give a peculiar interest to _his bank, and make it a
favorable place for observations, both of a geological and of a
practical nature.
A track runs from the bank to the washing works near by and
to Such's dock, one mile distant on the Raritan. This in the bank
is shifted to suit the digging, and top dirt and clays are readily
carried in cars that arc drawn out by team to the works, deck or
to the dump for waste. These arrangements show a comprehensive management, and the economy in the handling and in the
transportation is a strong argument for similar modes of working
at other places in the clay district.
In the old "blue clay bank" east of the one now worked, the
yellow sand bearing is seen. The fire clay dug in it is bluish
white. No digging has been done there in several years past.
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The washing works are north of the clay bank, and about them
are tile large drying vats. The description of these works is given
further on ia this report.
CLAY

PITS OF LAIRD

& FURMAN.

This pit is a half a mile east southeast of Such's clay works.
But little clay has been dug here, and it has not been worked in
several y¢'ars. There is a yellow sand bed, 10-15 feet thick, on
the clay, and the latter is about 30 feet high, or nearly the same
level as Such's clay. Its extent or character was not learned,
nor any reason for the abandonment of tile locality. It is, as the
map and section show, within the available clay territory.
,_:A_NEYTRACT.--C_Yr_rs OF_ F.• J. _. ROB_S.
This large tract of about 700 acres borders the Raritan river,
m_rthca_t of Burt's creek, and one to two miles west and northwest of South Amboy.
Pits have been dug at several points, hut
inasmuch as their relative location is more easily learned from
the map, than from any extended geographical description, the
reader is referrecl to it, and only some of the local details are
given here.
|l_vtcra P/ts.--These are on both sides of the old Bnrt's creek
and S(_uth Amboy road, and about a quarter of a mile east of
Sueh's greenhouses.
The diggings here have left a narrow strip
tbr the roadway, and this may be said to divide it into two
groups of pits, one to the north and the other south of it. The
lel_gth of opening from northwest to southeast, on the line of
dip, _bows the descent to tim southeast in the greater height of
th(, fire clay bed north ot the road than in the pits south of it.
Thus, (,n the north, the top of this bed has an elevation of 32-36
feet : on the south its height is 29-35 feet. But a difference of
several feet is common within short distances.
And these inequalities appear at th_ bottmn as well as in the top. For examph,, at one point, where the top was 35 feet high, the bed was 20
feet thick, appearing both higher than tt_e general surfitce and
going below the average bottmn, or flooring. In the lower grouud,
and (_n the south of the road, the beari_g on the clay consists of
a y,,llow sand with some gravelly layers, in all, from 6 to 12 feet
thi_.k. The average thickness of the clay bed is 8 leet. Under
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it there is fine sand and kaolin. At the top a spit or two of the
clay is white, next comes the blue, or bluish white, and, at the
bottom, a red clay. But these are not to be understood as separate layers or beds. They are shades of color all in one bed, and
the color line is the only one to be seen.
South of these pits the ground is still lower, descending more
rapidly than the clay bed. This, with the known thickness of
the alluvial and diluvial beds there, precludes the probability of
finding much clay in that direction.
It may be found beyond
the low and swampy ground, where the surface again rises, going
southward.
Borings and trial pits have confirmed these geological conclusions, and slmwn the absence of a workable thickness
of valuable clay in this low ground, immediately adjoining the
pits on the south.
North of the road the digging has got into higher ground, and
there is a thicker bed of sand on the fire clay, varying fronl 10
to 30 feet. In this there are a few streaks of white gravel.
Although much of this sand is clean, sharp grained quartz, and
is excellent for masou's use, it is carted off as so much waste
material.
Tile clay bed here also preseuts inequalities, quite as
great as itl the more southern pits. The upper part of the bed
is a tmff-colored clay. Below this it is bluish white, the line between the two shades of color being distinct and clearly marked.
Concrctionary, or ball-like masses of pyrite crystals, one to three
inches iu diameter, and which are generally oxidized on the surface into a brownish, ochrey shell, are quite abundant in the top
of this buff clay. Each spit of this pyritiferous clay is examiacd, and the pyrite cut out and thrown aside. The clay thus
sorted is sold for alum making.
The lower part of this buff clay
is very rich and free from impurities, and is sold for glazing
paper, commanding a high price. The blue, or bluish white clay,
is esteemed the best of the bank. This is very rich in alumina,
and contains scarcely shy sand or foreign matters.
Its comt)osition is given in the following analysis of a selected specimen,
which can, however, be taken as representative of this clay :
ANA LY_I$.

Alumina ................................................................................
Silicic acid ...............................................................................

39.24
42.71

Water

13.32

(combined)_ .....................................................................

95,27
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_:lnd qTl:trtz )............................................................................
Taanic :reid .............................................................................

0.70
1.60
2,30

l'ol-_ _h ....................................................................................

0.47

• _l:t ......................................................................................
%
Linu" ......................................................................................
•"lI;tg,l_ _ia ....................................................
..................................

0.42
0.20

S,'_,lUi-oxi,lc of iron ..................................................................
W:_t, r (_md.ture: ......................................................................

0,46
1.58
3.13

T,JlJl ..........................................................................................

100.70

TI_, small percentages of quartz sand, alkalies and oxide of
iron -bow the purity of this clay, approaching a pure kaolinite
in (.m,_position. It dries very white, and, unlike most of the fire
clay_ of this clay district, does not show any discoloration on the
surt'a_t.e,but retains its whitcuess.
It is the most refractory of
the _']:lys dug ht,re, and is sold for fire brick.
The best clays of these pits all appear of very uniforul textur(' :rod homogenous.
Their specific gravity varies between
1.71p2aml 1.7.t2. They exhibit a conehoidaI aud clcau fracture.
Umlcr tim microscope there is seen occasionally a very small
scab' of white mica or a particle of wlfite quartz.
The red ,clay
is a little sandy, and is sold for making into saggars.
No attempt has been made in these pits to dig or utilize the
fine _and or "l_aoliT_
found under the fire clay. There is so much
waWr in the stratum that its extraction is not practicable while
digging the clay, as it would soon rush up and fill the pits.
2_;,-thcast Bank.--This is the most eastern opening along the
road, and is less than a quarter of a mile northeast of the pits
.just (lt'scribed. It is an older bank, in which work lms been
rcsumt, d within a year. At the side of the road the pits pass
through sand 6 feet thick, then through a bed of black, sandy
clay, _llso several feet thick, into the fire clay. North of this,
]0it yards or thereabouts, there is none of the black clay, but the
sand bed attains a maximum thickness of 40 feet. A very few
thin layers of white gravel occur in it. The whole has a plainly
lamiuated structure, and much of the bed is a very cleau, sharp
sand. The renmval of so great a thickness of beag'ing, which is
waste material, is costly, and is compensated only by the superior (luality of the clays which it covers. The top of tbe clay
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bed here also has its characteristic inequalities of surface. At
the top there is a white to faint buff clay, reaching down 4 feet.
The top spit of this contains a few of the "sulpl]ur balls" (above
described), which are cut out. The remaining mass is very rich
aad a fine clay. The lower portion of this buff clay is free
from ahnost all impurities, and is considered the best clay of
the tract. A fair specimen of it was carefully analyzed, and the
following results obtained :
ANALYSIS.

................................................................................

39.14

Silleic acid ..............................................................................

Alumina

44.20

Water

14.05

(combined)

....................................................................

97.39

Sillcz_ _sand) ............................................................................
Titanic acid .............................................................................

0.20
1.05
1.25

Potash

...................................................................................

Soda ............................................................................................
Lime .............................................................................

0.25
"...............

Magnesia ......................................................................................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron .................................................................

0.45

SVater (moisture)

0.00

.....................................................................

1.60
Total .......................................................................................

] 00.24

The purity of ttlis clay is apparent at a glance at these figures,
there being less than three per cent. of foreign matter, Bud of
this nine-tenths of one per cent. is moisture.
The blue portion of the bed under the buff is thought to be
equally good, but it burns a little darker strode of color than the
buff. Selected lots from this bank are sold for ware, the buff
going as a paper clay. The rest is good enough for fire brick.
Sand underlies the clay in this bank.
The digging stops when
it is reached.
Kear_ey Clay Banl_.--What was known under this name is
three-quarters of a mile north northeast of the Roberts openings
and a half a mile southeast of Kearney's dock. The ground
about this opening is 70-80 feet high and the top of the clay, as
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ascertained by levelling done in 1855, by the geological survey,
is 57 fcet high. The fire clay bed was 17 feet thick, of which
13 feet of the top was of good quality, and 4 feet at the bottom
of spotted clay. The pits stopped at a sandy clay at thc bottom.
Resting on the fire clay bed there was, in places, a black, lignitebearing clay, but most of the top or beari_g, which was 10-18
feet thick, was yellow sand. A _aolin was dug ill tlle lower
ground about 200 feet from this clay bank and at the side of the
road. Its height was 44 feet.
in Roberts' bank iworked ill 1855, but not lately) a few rott_
east nertbeast of the Kearncy bank, there was yellow sand,
15-30 feet thick, then 14 feet of fire clay. And the surface of
this latter was found to be 58 feet above mean tide level. These
differences of level observed in the several banks on this property art, explained by the dip of tile fire clay bed towards the
southeast and they show it in a very striking manner.
Tile
general, combined section also shows these banks in their resuective places on the lines of strike and the heigbts of the clay bed
at these several points. {See numbers 103, 100, 93 and 92).
In working these hanks of Messrs. Roberts the customary
practice is to throw the spits in heaps upon a board flooriug at
the side of the pit, sorting them into paper, ware, fire brick, and
alum clays according to their qtlality.
The white and buff
varieties are sold for paper; the blue and some of the buff for
fire brick ; that containing a little pyrite, for alum ; the reddish
and infi,rior sorts, for sa_gars, &c., &c. A great deal of care is
here given in the handling and sorting, thus keepiug up the
several grades to a high stamlard of purity and excellence, as
well as maintaining the character of the clays from these banks.
They are carted to Roberts' dock on the river, less than half a
mile distant, whence they are shipped wherever ordcled.
Most
of the clays go either to Jersey City or to Trenton, although some
are sent as far as Baltimore and Boston. The fire brick clay is
sold to manufacturers in Philadelphia, Reading, Lehigh Valley
amt at other points. A very small amount is used (it is said) by
manufacturers of white lead as an adulteration or dilue_t.
The aggregate production of the banks on this tract, worked
steadily for so many years, is very large. And of this amount
an unusually large proportion has been of very superior quality
and has commanded high prices, altlmugh here, perhaps more
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very much fine clay suited for
been sold for making ordinary
lower grades of clay, or such as
would have done nearly, if not

ESTATE

PITS.

Fire sand, feldspar and sandy clay have been dug at these pits,
one mile northwest of South Amboy and near the road to
I_2earney's dock. At the most westerly pit a sandy material resembling feldspar is found a few fee_ beneath the surface. The
top of this layer, as here opened, is about 30 feet high. This
agrees with the horizon of this bed as determined by the dip.
The general section illustrates this statement in its No. 94. In
the pit southeast of the feldspar, some clay has been dug, but it is
said to have been in thin layers and of limited extent.
A
yellowish white quartz sand forms the beari_2gin these pits.. The
fire sand pit is in lower ground northeast of the road.
Further exploration of the higher ground adjacent to these
pits on the west and southwest may discover a thicker bed of
better feldspar tban that which has been dug. And in this ridge
which starting here, runs southwest, passing the several pits of
E. F. & J. M. Roberts, the Souti_ Amboy fire clay bed ought to be
tbund. The cl_y in the southeast pit cannot belong to that bed
as it is too low, the surface there being 35 to 45 feet high,
whereas the top of the fire clay bed there should be 50 feet above
high water level. Allowing a few feet for superficial beds or
beari_g there is no margin lef_ for this clay. Both the fire sand
and clay dug on this property are very probably of drift origin-a part of the great sheet of sand, gravel and clays which cover
the members of the plastic clay beds in this part of tbe clay district. The clays nearer the shore and southeast of these pits appear to be of like character.
CLAY I_

SOUTH

A)IBOY.

A white clay crops out in South Amboy, near the wharf at the
end of Bordentown turnpike.
It appears about 5 feet above high
water level. A few rods southwest of this point, and also along
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the shore, a dark, drab-colored clay crops out in the upland bluff,
rising $ fcct above tide level. This appears to lie above the
whih, clay. In Mrs. Clark's pits, near the shore, this clay is seen
10 fl'ct above the same level. The clay dug in these pits is very
sandy, as is seen in the following analysis of a specimen from
them :
Alumina

and tltanic

acid ...........................................................

Sillcic acid ..............................................................................
Water

[combined

).....................................................................

17.58
I9.50
4.50
41.58

Sand

(quartz) ...........................................................................

53.20
53.20

Potash ...................................................................................
Soda .............................................................................................
L,me ......................................................................................

2.24
traces

Magnesia .................................................................................

0.43

Se_qui-oxide
of iron .................................................................
Water/moisture
.......................................................................

].42
1.20
5.29

Total (determined)

.......................................................................

100.07

Its composition is much like that of the stoneware clays of this
district.
Itis used ill making yellow ware. Towards the bottom
it is not so sandy, and is said to be too refractory for ware. Ill
sonic of this drab-colored clay there is muelt lignite and many
leaf impressions.
Their outlines are well preserved and clearly
marked.
For a notice of their age, species, &c., see page 29.
As has been referred to on page 180, there is a close correspondence between this clay and that of Disbrow's bank, at Old Bridge,
both in position and in chemical composition.
And, as there
stated, the place of these clays is still doubtful.
They are certainly below the horizon of most of the stoneware clays. And
they arc too high for the South Amboy fire clay bed, unless there
is a change in the rate of dip of the latter, and that is here higher
than it would otherwise be. The whiter portions resemble the
fire clays in external appearance.
The leaf layer over this would
also correspond with that seen over the fire clay in the bank on
the Brick estate. If it be a part of that bed, the drab-colored clay
at the top, and that dug for ware, are hardly parts of the same
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stratum.Deeperdiggingsmay discover
themore refractory
clay
oftheSouthAmboy bed.
FIRE

SAND

BANI _- OF

MAXFIELD

& PARISEN.

Sand is dug at the side of the New York and Long Branch
Railroad in South Amboy. It is on the east side of the road, and
about a quarter of a mile southeast of the station. There is at
least 30 feet thickness of this.bed.
At the top there is a thin
layer of loam. ]t shows flue lines of stratification, which descend
at an angle of 10° towards the southeast.
Along some of these
lines there is a little yellowish earth.
These alternate irregularly
with the sand. The sand is very firm and solid in the bank,
requiring the use of a pick to cut it down. And the bank stands
up nearly vertical.
The digging goes d,_wn to tide level
And
the sand is loaded on boats off the shore.
CLAY

PITS

OF

EVERETT

AND

PERRIIqE.

These pits are in South Amboy near the Jacksonville road.
The ground is 90 to ]00 feet high and rises rapidly on all s_des,
excepting towards the east. The top of the clay asopened in the
several pits is 82, 84, 85 and 88 feet high. In some dug quite recently there is 1 to 6 feet of yellow sand and gravel at the top;
then ] foot or ab.out that of black sandy earth quite full of wood ;
then 4 to 10 feet of clay, light-colored and rather sandy, becoming more sandy aud of a darker color towards the bottom. Also
pyrite occurs towards the bottom. It is underlaid by sand. This
clay is dug fur the supply of the pottery in South Amboy, belonging to the Fish estate. It is used in making yellow ware.
Southeast of the above openings clay was formerly dug at
several points by Mr. Parisen.
Sandy clay of a dark color and
containing lignite and pyrite appears in the old bank, but as no
work has been done here in some )'cars, the lower strata have not
been seen.
East of the Parisen bank there is another opening in the side
hill, worked by Messrs. Everett and Ferrine.
The clay is covered
by 5 feet of sand and gravel. At the top it is slightly stained on
seams by. oxide of iron. _'
' " body is drab-colored, drying
] he mum
bluish white and is very sandy. It is only a few feet thick and
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is undrrlaid hy sand. It is inferior to the clay of the western
pits. ]t goes to the pottery on the Bay Shore, a half a mile east
of this opening.
W. C. PERRINEIS

CLA'I* PIT_ I NEAR

SOUTH ASIB0,'.

This locality is about a half a mile south of South Amboy
and about 200 yards northwest of the old Bordentown turnpike. A
shaft was ._unk to a depth of 46 feet, of which 32 feet was through
sand and gravel, and then 14 feet in a dark-colored, tough clay,
containing a little lignite add pyrite.
From tllis, horizontal
drifts were cut, all in the same hlay bed. This shaft is square
with it._sides ldanked, and the materials are hoisted in buckets
by recalls of horse power. The clay passed through would probably do for yellow ware, but it is nora sto_eware clay. This shaft
has been abandoned.
Other trial pits are being put down near
it, in hopes of finding a good material for stoneware. The height
of the ground at the mouth of this shaft is about 130 feet. The
clay nmt with in it is, therefore, 84 to 98 feet above tide water.
In the pits, a short distance north of the shaft, there is S feet
of sand aml gravel, then the dark-colored clay 8 feet thick, below which sand is struck.
Mr. Perrine reports boring 25 feet in
this ._and, mostly white quartz, with some streaks which are
dark-colored.
All of the materials appear very dry. Here the
surface is at least 20 feet lower than at the shaft, mid the clay of
the pit is i)i to 102 feet high.
The gcolozical position of these clays of W. C. Perriue, and
those of Everett & Perriue, Dearer South Amboy, is involved in
some doubt, arising from tbeir elevation and their exceptional
character.
While they may all answer for yellow ware, they are
not adapted to the manufacture
oi stoneware, nor do they have
the peculiar speckled and characteristic appearance which belongs to the stoneware clays proper. The clay at the pits of
.Mes-rs. Everett & PerriDe is very near the height required for"
this stoneware clay bed, going northwest, being a few feet above the
height of the same bed as opened near the Camden and Amboy
railroad, in the pits of E. R. Rose and W. C. Perriuc ; but the
clay struck iu Perrine's shaft appears a little too high for that
bed. If this hc the ease, sinking this slIaft deeper should strike
the latter.
Tllis shaft and the pits along the Camden and Am-
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boy railroad (above referred to) are ou tbe same northeast and
southwest line of strike, and assuming the dip to be uniform and
the strike to continue the same direction through this intervening space, the bed of stoneware clay should be found at the
same elevation--tbat
is, 55 to 70 feet above mean high tide level,
or 14 feet below the bottom of said shaft.
The advisability of
sinking sucb shafts rather than digging pits in the lower ground
towards the north and east, is very seriously questioned. It must,
however, always be kept in mind that on. the slopes and side hills
tbe superficial covering may be thicker and more uneven, having
been subject to the modifying effects of surface drainage; and,
besides, having reached a definite layer in the shaft, it may be
easier to go through it to the next and lower beds rather than
dig several boles on sloping surfaces, where there may be the
greater uncertainty {n regard to the top dirt. A careful study
of the map and the general combined section is recommended
for the better appreciation of these statements,
lqos. 110, 111
and 112 on the latter represent tbese several openings.
_V. C. PERRINE*8

CLAY

WEST OF SOUTII

AMI_0Y I AND

NEAR

ROBERTS I BANI_S.

Here some light, drab-colored and sandy clay has been dug.
The pits are about 100 yards south of the old Burt's creek road
and in ground whose elevation above tide is about 100 feet.
The stoneware clay bed, if found so far to tlle northwest as this
point, would be higher than this, and consequently the clay of
these pits is eitber surface deposit or a lower bed. Neither does
it look at all like the true stoneware clay. Like that of the pits
near South Amboy and just described, it is not so white, but
more of a drab color and not so compact or dense. But little
bas been dug at this locality, and of this less taken away. It is
more as a trial or exploration than a working locality. Its place
on the general _ection is No. 104.
CLAY

PITS OF E. R. ROSE & SON.

These and the adjacent diggings of W. C. Perrine are at the side
of the Camden and Amboy Railroad and near the old Bordentown turnpike, one and three-quarters miles southwest of South
Amboy. The ground here, and for some distance to the north
14
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and west, is rather flat and 60 to 80 feet above tide level. Tile
strata observed in these pits are in the following order and
thickness, beginning at the surface :
,1) ,q_nd, gravel and very sandy clay ...................................................
2) S_uue_vare clay ...........................................................................
(3J Dark-colored
sandy earth at tile bottom ..........................................

6-10 feet
6 feet

Generally the top dirt is sand and gravel, but sometimes there
is a Iittle sandy clay also. The clay bed varies in thickness,
having becn found as much as 15 feet thick, but this included 8
fcct of the top clay, which is sandy and stained a little by oxide
of iron. And this top, inferior clay is sold for common yellow
ware manufacture.
The stoneware clay has a greyish color and
is marked by dark spots of oxide of iron so characteristic of the
clay of this bed and known as " fly-specked clay." It is very
solid, and its specific gravity is ').1')9--').151.
The composition of
a representative specimen of the best clay of the pits is given in
the following analysis :
Alumina ..................................................................................
Sillcic _wh!.................................................................................
Wawr

(combined)

20.12
28.60

......................................................................

7.22
--

55.94

Sand (quartz) .............................................................................
Titanic :wld ...............................................................................

37.10
1.10
--

Pota-h ....................................................................................
Soda .........................................................................................

38.20

1.50
traces

Lim('. ............................................................................................
._[agnt._ia ..................................................................................
St-_qul-oxlde of iron ....................................................................
Water _mni._ture) ........................................................................

O 29
1.38
4.18
7.35
101.49

This will be found to correspond closely with representative
spct'imens of this bed as worked in Otto Ernst's clay mines and in
Noah Furman's pits, for which see analysis under those heads.
The bed becomes more sandy towards the bottom and in the
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more northeastern pits it is underlaid by a dark-colored sandy
clay which further west is replaced by a looser, sandy earth.
The top of the bed as opened in Rose's pits has a mean height
oi_'70 feet above tide level. The position and height as here
opened, is represented by No. 113 on the general section.
_.

C. PERRINEtS CLAY pITS.

These arc just southwest of Rose's and in the flat ground.
The beari_,g on the clay is said to be thinner than in the pits of
the latter, but the clay bed has the same average thickness.
They were not worked when visited. It is said that there is no
good stoneware clay southwest of this opening.
In tile Camden
and Amboy Railroad cut, three-eighths of a mile southwest of
these pits, the following strata arc seen, viz. :
(1) Earth and gravel ...........................................................................
(2) White sand ...................................................................................
(3) Dark-colored,
sandy clay, alternating
with sand, which
the bonom of the cut ......................................................

6 feet.
6 feet.
reaches down to
: ..............

The elevation of this latter layer is 87 feet. This cut is interesting only on account of its exposure of this clay and sand as
strata overlying the stoneware clay bed in this part of the clay
district.
West of the pits of W. C. Perrine, and near the Burt's creek
and Jacksonville road, the stoneware clay has been found in borings made by Otto Ernst. These explorations were made in the
low and flat ground at the head of Burt's creek, in search of the
South Amboy fire clay bed. The layer penetrated was only one
foot thick, and was one and a half feet beneath the surface, and
under it there was white sand. Its elevation above tide level was
about 67 feet, corresponding to its heights at the pits of Rose aud
Perriuc.
So thin a layer is of no practical importance.
But it
is a proof of the extension of the bed westward, and also of the
uniformity of the dip. Two other borings near this one did not
show any of this clay. The fire clay bed was not reached, as the
borings did not get down far enough, in consequence of water
stopping the work.
The deep valley of Crossway brook, south of South Amboy,
running from the old Bordentown turnpike to Chesquakc creek,
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across tile stri]¢eof the stoneware clay bed, aflbrds filvorable localities for opening that bed. The bottom of the valley, or stream,
descends from 65 feet where it crosses the above-named road, to
high tide level near the old dam and mill pond, one mile to the
southeast.
As this descent is greater than that of the stoneware
clay, this bed is found above the stream througbout the valley.
E. R. Rose & Son, Morgan & Furman, W. C. Perrine and William
Hayes have pits in this valley, and near the moutb of the brook
Otto Ernst has a clay bank. Several of these localities have been
quite recently opened. And no doubt others will be found. The
map indicates the available area of clay territory and the general
section, in its Nos. ll(J, 116_, 116½, 116_, 117 and 117.%,exhibits"
these pits ou the lines of strike, and at their proper elevation.
And these show the dip towards the southeast.
Beginning at the
northwest, there are tim
CLAY PITS OF E, Ft. ROSE & SON,

These pits are in two groups, or two openings, 150 feet apart, on
the west side of the valley, and about a third of a mile southeast
of the residence of Mr. Rose. Tbe strata cut here are :

(1)
21 Y,.llow,
Y*_|l,*wl,h_andy
whitegravel
sand .................................................................
................................................................
(3) D;trk drab-colored
clay. ................................................................
14) B1 e, _toneware clay .....................................................................
(5) Yt.llow streaked

}

10 feet
l foot
6-7 feet

earth at the bottom ................................................

The stoneware clay is (bottom) 54 feet above tide level.
The above section was taken in a pit recently dug ill the most
northern opening.
.No work is doing at the other one. Both
were opened about the same time, nearly two years ago.
_IOROAN & FURMAN_S PITS AND _IINI_.

These are across the brook f/'o_n the above described locality
and near the head of a small tributary of the Crossway brook.
They are not more than one mile southwest of South Amboy.
The southwest opening is on the south side of the brook. The
following order of beds is reported by Mr. Furman, viz. :
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gravel .................................................................

(2) Yellow sand .............................................................................
(3) Black clay (not in all the pits) .....................................................
(4) Blue, stoneware
clay ..................................................................
(5) Dark red clay ..........................................................................

213
2-4 feet
10-11
3-4
, 10
1-2

feet
feet
feet
feet

At the bottom, there is, generally, a sandy black clay.
The top of the black clay (No. 3) was found to be 74 feet, according to which the bottom of the stoneware clay bed is about
60 feet above tide level.
The northeast pi_s are about 100 yards from the western opening and in higher ground.
The surface has an elevation of 96
feet. In these pits the top dirt consists of:
(l) Yellow sand and gravel .................................................................
(2) Black clay .................................
: ................................................

6-8 feet
3-4 feet

The blue, stoneware clay bed is 10 feet thick and lies upon a
black clay. From these figures and the elevation of the surS_ce
about the pits, the stoueware clay (bottom) is about 72 feet above
tide level.
Much of the clay of these pits contains pyrite in small crystalllne nodules aud grains.
And these damage it for finer uses.
Otherwise these openings are favorable for working as there is
not an excessive bearing, tbe drainage is natural and the bed is
thick. Neither of these places are now being worked. The first
work was dram in 1876. On ground northeast from the last
mentioned openings, and at an elevation of 110 feet, work is now
going on in miuing the clay. Square shafts are sunk through
the overlying yellow sand and gravel (20 feet) and into the clay
bed, which is said to be here 30 feet thick. From these shafts
horizontal drifts about 10 feet high and 100 feet long, are cut in
the clay, leav!ng a part of the bed as floor and roof. These are
let to fall in after the clay has been removed and then others are
driven by the side of the first and so on. The hoisting is done
by a horse whim. Mr. Furmau says that his explorations in the
vicinity of these shafts indicate a thinning out of the clay bed
towards the north and east. The thickness appears unusually
great, above the average observed elsewhere in this bed and indicates a swelling up here, so that while the bottom of this clay is
only 60 fee_ high, the top is 90 feet, higher than any stoneware
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clay outcrop or exposure in this clay district.
general section illustrates these statements.
WARD

C.

PERRINEIS

No. 116 on the

PITS.

This opening is one of the oldest in this valley, and is situated
about 60 rods southwest of Morgan & Furman's mines. It is at
the head of a brook, which flows west into the Crossway creek.
The top dirt consists of yellow sand and gravel and a drabcolored, laminated sandy earth, and, ill places, a black clay
under the above. On the southern side of the excavation there
is 25 feet, at least, of bearing. Eastward it is not so thick.
The
top of the black clay on the south side is 62 feet above high tide
level. The stoneware clay was not seen. It was said by Mr.
Perrine to he 3 feet thick. The heavy bearing and thin bed of
clay caused the stoppage of work, and the bank has been idle for
several months.
WILLIAM

HAYE_

1 CLAY

PITS*

ttayes pits are down the valley, on its eastern side, and southeast of his residence near the top of the bluff. In theso pits the
following strata are seen :
_1) Yellow
(2) Yellow

gravel .............................................................................
sand ...............................................................................

1-3 feet
12 feet

(3i Stoneware clay ...........................................................................
(4) Dark drab-colored
clay ................................................................
fS) Yellowish c_rthy clay (yellow streaked) at the bottom ........................

5-6 feet
1-2 feet

The bottom of (3) the stoneware clay bed is 43 to 44 feet above
mean high water. These pits were opened during the past summer. The clay is carted to South Amboy.
North of Hayes' pits deep gullies have cut deeply into the
earth, gravel, &c., but have not shown any clay of value, although quite low enough to reach the level of the stoneware clay
bed. These facts, with the results of borings made by Messrs.
Perrine, Rose and Furman along this Crossway brook valley,
show great inequalities and gaps where no clay is to be found.
There must have been a great deal of erosion, which cut out the
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bed and left breaks that have been filled by the more recent beds
of sand and gravel.
The map and sections indicate the probable existence of the
stoneware clay down the valley, southeast of Hayes' pits to the
Chesquake, although there are no outcrops or openings.
The
great length of the upland bluff bordering the tide meadows affords the best of facilities for exploration.
Following the bends
there is at least three miles of such banks in which searches can
be made with some degree of success in discovering clay.
MOROANIS

CLAY

BANK.

This old and well-known bank is one mile south of South
Amboy, on the shore of Raritan bay. The upland here comes
to the water front, the tide meadows disappearing, and in the
bluff the stoneware clay bed and the overlying strata of sand,
gravel and sandy clay crop out, from here southward to the
mouth of the Chesquake creek. The side cut ell the New
York and Long Branch railroad goes down to tide water level,
ahd shows the clay to that depth. To the northwest, in the old
Clark bank, on the Conover tract, the yellow sand and gravel appears at the surface, resting upon the dark-colored, laminated
sand, and sandy clay.*
The same surface gravel and sand bed is well exposed in the
cut at the side of the railroad for a quarter of a mile northward
from Morgan station. This bed is wanting in Morgan's bank
and in its place the laminated sand and sandy clay rises to the
top of the bluff, and attains a maximum thickness of ,t0 feet.
It may average 25 feet. This bed consists of thin, horizontal
la)'ers of dark-colored, very sandy clay wittl much lignite and
some pyrite, alternating with layers, or partings of white quartz
sand, which are generally, somewhat thinner than the clay layers, the whole forming a quite sandy mass when it has fallen
down in the bank and obscured the lamination.
This laminated structure is very conspicuous in freshly cut vertical or
highly ]ncliued surfaces. The material is useless, excepting to
fill pits. The sand might be used if it could be separated from
the clay.
* The fo ow ng ayer_ were observed here when thts bank was worked b Clark & Furman, fu 18_,
vIz_:--(l) Fire sand, 11 feet thick_ (2) Black ela._" (not ttsed), E-7 feet: (3) _toneware clay, 9 f_t_ (4)
"Ashy stuff'* and IEgnlte I foot; (5) Stoneware clay t_feet : (6) Dark-brown clay, full of pyrite,,
met ;
(7) liard, yelfuw clay, 3 feet ; (8) Sand and water at _ttom.
The top of (3) wo.__6 feet above lde,
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The stoneware clay bed has a very uneven surface. It is
about 25 feet high in the headland, or point east of the railroad
and about the same height in Morgan's western pits near the
Clark bank.
In the other pits the top of the clay is not over :15
feet above high water level. The following is the order of the
succession of strata and their thickness at this bank, beginning
at the surface :
i1) Laminated
_and and sandy clay .......................................................
(2_ S:mdy c;ay {inferior) .....................................................................
131 Blue, _toneware clay ......................................................................
(41 R_.d i lne]uding " peaeh-blo_om
") clay .............................................
_5) Stoneware clay (becoming sandy at bottom) .......................................
_6) Sand at the bottom ........................................................................

40 feet.
8 feel.
3 feet.
6 feet.
5 feel.

These (layers, 2 to 5 inclusive) are not all distinct, but variously
colored parts of one, the stoneware clay bed. And while this is
the order in which they appear most frequently, it is not always
tile same. .Nor do these figures apply to all pits. They were the
measurements in one pit and are representative.
The top, or
b_'ari,_gtowards the old Clark bank includes a little gravel near
the surface. This in some parts of the bank does not exceed 25
feet. From that it varies to 40 feet.
The sandy clay of the top of the bed is inferior in quality and
much of it is thrown aside as refuse. The so-called " 1)each
blossom " clay is properly a mottled, red and bluish white clay.
It is quite sandy and contains a very little mica in fine scales.
It is sold for making saggars, and some of it which is more
spotted with patches of red and white, is used in the manufacture
of door knobs. The clay under this is considered the best of the
bank. Its appearance is very similar to that of the other stoneware clays of the clay district.
It becomes sandy towards the
bottom and finally grades into sand. This more sandy clay lacks
the characteristic, dotted or " fly specked" appearance observed
in the best clay found higher up. The average thickness of the
whole clay bed is said to be 25 feet. It was found to be so in the
cut made by the Long Branch Railroad, from which the clay
was removed previous to the laying of the track.
The method of excavation here has been somewhat wtrie.d.
Mm'e commonly the top dirt is removed, and then large pits are
sunk in the clay, which are in turn, filled by the beari_g of the
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succeeding pit and so on. But sometimes a pit is dug and then
from it short drifts are cut in the clay bed, after which the top is
allowed to fall down and thus fill the excavated space. From
the pits the clay is carted at low tide to vessels lying off the
shore 8rid thence shipped as ordered. Most of it is sold for stoneware, but a large quantity of it goes to Norwalk, Conn., aud elsewhere, to door-knob factories.
The location, right ot_ the shore, but a dock's length from boat
transportation, the great thickness of the bed and that nearly
all above tide level, affording all the needed drainage and the
varying character of the clay, suited to different uses are great
natural advantages, which should be connected with systematic
and comprehensive management.
The .unusual thickness of the
bed in this bank would appear favorable to the introduction of
underground
working* or mining, such as is followed by Mr.
Ernst in his clay mines on Chesquake creek.
This bank is one of the oldest in the State or country, potters'
clay having been dug here before 1800, for the supply of potteries
at Old Bridge.
From the elevation of the clay bed here as compared with its
heights elsewhere it seems rather lower than would be expected,
indicating a greater thickness in general and also some irregularity
in it. (See No. 120 on the general section.) Frmn the rate of
dip or elevation going northwest, tbere are good reasons to suppose that this bed can be found further to the northwest beyond
the Clark bank, aud the steep, upland bluffthere offers favorable
points for explorations.
The heights can be more easily fixed by
a careful study of the map and general section.
OTTO

EP*_ST'S

CLAY

AT

SALT

WORKS

DOCK.

This locality is on the north hank of Chesquakc creek a half a
mile southwest of its mouth and thosame distance from Morgan
station. It was formerly worked by the Amboy Clay Cmnpany.
It has been reopened and worked a little by its present owner,.
Mr. Ernst.
There seem to be two distinct beds of clay here, an
upper, which was worked in the bank or side-hill, being from 5
to 7 f_et thick and 10 feet above high water level, and a lower
*Tile extraction
Clark and Furman
OVeF.

b " pits and horizontal
_n their bank north

drlfta
of th'J

was practiced
more than twenty
_-ears ago by Messra_
3.for gnu property,
and now owned by Richard
S. Con*
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one, which was found, in borings and trial pits, to be 17 feet
thick and 12 to 29 feet below the.same level. Mr. Ernst reports
having prospected this property pretty thoroughly by numerous
borings and says that he has found this lower clay confined to
narrow limits, not exceeding a few rods square, and running out
to uothidg in one direction, towards, the upland, and to 2 to 5
fevt towards the water. This clay he coqsidered very much like
that from his mines, which is also partly.below tide level.
The day of this bank is included within the boundary lines
of this stoneware clay bed as is shown by the general section
No. 124. But the lower clay found here is altogether below the
horizon of that bed, as also shown by the same section. Either
there is lmre a greater ,thickness of the whole, as one bed, or
tlwrc are two separate beds. Both of these explanations are in
part correct, as they may be regarded as parts of one bed separated, locally, by deposits of sand, sandy clay, &c., which at
other points are wanting and the two are seen together, making
a greater thickness, as in Morgan's bank. Inequalities of surface
arc also evident from these discoveries of Mr. Ernst. These may
apply to all the phenomena observed in the several pits along
the bay shore and Chesquake creek.
"mEx_oY CLAYM_r_ES---OTTO
ER_SZ.
The banksand minesincludedunder thishead arein Madison township,
nearthehead ofChesquakecreek,
and threemiles
southofSouthAmboy. The stoneware
clayon thispropertywas
openedstfirst
by diggingandsinkingpitsintheupland,whereit
slopedto the tidemeadows,southof Mr. Ernst'sresidence
and
southeast
of themines now worked. Afterfollowing
thismode
of extraction
forseveralyearsthe proprietors,
then holdingit,
began mining on a small scale, stoking shafts and then removing
the clay by cutting short horizontal drifts in the clay bed. In
18{;S Mr. Ernst canae into possession of the property and ematinned this system of mining on an extended scale. New shafts
were put down west and northwest of the old bank and old
shaft_, and nearer the head of the little semicircular depression
or valley in wh{.ch all of these clay workings are located. Three
of these, put down in 1868, 1872 and 1876 are in line, east and
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sections in these, as given by Mr. Ernst,

IVestvrn Shaft

(1872).

(1) Yellow sand m*d gravel ..................................................................
(2) " Black stu/_;" (sandy earth, lignite and pyrite) ..................................
(3) Blue quicksand ............................................................................
(4) Good clay ....................................................................................
(5) Good clay (red streaks at top/ (main drift) .........................................
(6) Good clay ...................................................................................

7 feet
2 feet
5 feet
4_ feet
8 feet
4 feet

Bottom at high water level.
Tile stoneware clay bed includes (4), (5) and (6), or a thickness
of 16½ feet. The place of the drift is represented by (5), while
(4) is left as a roof and (6) as flooring to the mine.
The middle shaft, put down in 1868, is 100 feet east of the
above and 240 feet west of that of 1876. In this the stratification was reported to be as follows :
(1) Yellow sand and gravel ...............................................................
(2) Sandy earth, containing lignite .....................................................
(3) Blue quicksand ..........................................................................
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Good day ................................................................................
Sandy clay ................................................................................
l)ark-eolored
clay .......................................................................
l_ed clny ...................................................................................

(8) Good clay (main drift) ...............................................................
(9) Good clay .................................................................................
(10) Clay

(boring) ............................................................................

13_ feet
2 feet
3 feet
3
2
2
2

feet
feet
feet
feet

9 feet
5 feet
18 feet

The top of tile drift (8) is 3 feet above high water level. Here
the worked portion of the bed is represented by (8), but, as this
section shows, there is good clay for 5 feet under it.
Shaft 1876.--(East.)
(1) Yellow
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Band andgravel

..................................................................

Quicksand ...................................................................................
Blue gravel .................................................................................
Good clay (lower 6 feet main drift) ...................................................
Sandy clay ..................................................................................
"Black
stuff" ..............................................................................

17 feet
3_
2
I0
5
2

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

The top of the good clay (4) is 4 feet above high water level.
Most of (5) ancl (6) were determined by borings.
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The._e sections show the stoneware clay bed in its relations to
tide level and the inequalities in it. In the middle and eastern
shafts the top of the bed is mostly below tbat level, whereas in
the western it is above it. If the higher strata are carefully considered, these apparent differences are explained.
Beginning at
the west, the yellow sand and gravel goes down 7 feet, or 23 feet
above high water level.
This is the plane of division between
the surface beds (drift) and the plastic clay series. In the middle shaft the dividing plane is 17 feat above tide level. In the
eastern, it is only 4 feet. These figures show that there was a
cutting out of the upper beds towards the east. The absence of
the sandy layers in the east shaft indicates that there the erosion
cut down to the good clay. These sections of Mr. Ernst are
particularly
instructive in this respect; and the slope of this
ancient surface corresponded with that of the present surface in
direction.
It was steeper, being 1 foot in 18, or nearly 300 feet
per mile. Looking at the bottom, the sections of tile middle and
east shafts.agree; the other was not deep enough to prove anything as to tile uniformity in the bottom of the bed.
In the deep ravine west of Mr. Ernst's residence, and northwest of the mines, there is a wlfite sand and sandy clay in alternating layers, 40 feet thick. A thin layer of moulding sand is
at the top of the bank, just under the soil. A dark-colored,
sandy clay, containing lignite and pyrite in the form of broken
sticks and small fragments, crops out in the bank west of the
shafts. No leaf impressions have been found in it. Small pieces
of amber are occasionally seen in it. This bed of black, sandy
clay was found over the stoneware clay in the older workings
near the meadows. The clay bed near the top is sandy and discolored by reddish streaks, as is shown by the above sections of
the west and middle shafts. These variations are common, mid
in some places the mining has found large lenticular-shapcd
mas_es of such clay surrounded by good ware clay. One of these
measured 75 feet in length and 1 by 3 feet in its other dimeusions. The shafts and borings indicate a maximum thickness of
30 fcet, bat this is much above the average.* •
• It !_ proper
hPre
ence in c!av mining,

to _tate, ln deference
to _,_r. Ernst's
extensive
p_'actical
oh_ervations
lind experithat
b_ considers
tho clay work_:l in fu.q mJn¢_ as a large pocket,
or dep(._lt, lying

gl_,"en ll_,,v., ma
b_ _.o lnt erpret_'d,
but the _urv_
of th_ other
ofllt_
nl_n_,_an_futh_acent
countrydo
no_vorsuch
an
study i*l the. map and the general
*_c_ k_n with the local details
arid cv_clu_Ive
In regard to the _,_enerallzat]ons
respecting
the

clay hank_ _nfl olltc_p_
in t|l¢_ _"[cSnlt y
hypothesis.
And we think
I_ careful
o$ this re ,err are altogether
against
it
_ano_'ar_
day br_d.
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Inasmuch as the mining isconfinedto thegood wareclay
stratumand careistakentoavoidcutting
throughit,
theunderlyingbed of black,sandyclayhas beenfound in boringsonly.
The mode ofextraction
by mining hasbeengreatlyimproved
by Mr.Ernst,and theextenttowhich he hascarrieditisshown
by themap abovereferred
to. The following
description
ofthis
method ofmining theclay,writtenin1874,asa paper forthe
American Institute
of Mining Engineers,
and printedin their
transactions,
Voh III,pages211-215,isreproducedhere iupart
as applicable todate.
The mining operatio_ have been the sinking of vertical shaf.s,
and then the removal of the clay by a system of horizontal drifts. The shafts stop in the clay stratum.
On account
of the very wet and porous beds of sand and sandy clay over it,
the sinking of the shafts was attended with much difficult),.
They had to be water tight. To do this the cribbing was
doubled, and the intervening space was carefully filled with the
best of clay, rmnmed down hard. This clay filling has been
found efficient and, so far, enduring.
From the shafts working
tunnels have been cut, slightly rising, in order to allow easy
drainage and to assist the loaded cars running to the bottom of
the shafts. Some of these main tmmels have been cut in 500
feet. They are about eight feet wide and from eight to ten feet
high. In driving these, as also in removing the clay from the
side drifts, the boring auger is in constant use to ascertain how
much clay is in front, as a thickness of five feet is always left
below for flooring, and the same overhead for roof. This is rendered all the more necessary by the irregularities in the surface of
this stoneware clay stratum, sometimes amounting to differences
of 10 to 14 feet from a horizontal plane in a distance of as many
rods. To support in part the roof, the ordinary mode of timbering horizontal drifts is employed, the uprights or props with
their corresponding sleepers or collars being set from a foot to
eighteen inches apart.
In some places, for extra security, they
are set closer, or they are doubled.
Lagging on the sides keeps
up the sand filling where the clay has been removed.
From the
main drifts laterals or side drifts are cut at right angles to the
former and parallel to one another.
In these the timbering is not so substantial, its object being
the temporary, support of the roof while the cutting goes for-
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ward. Generally the timbering follows closely the extraction of
the clay, rarely leaving more than five feet of roof in advance
unsupported.
As soon as one of these laterals has attained the
proposed length, it is filled with sand brought from the surface,
and a few yards only from the mouth of the shaft. A second
side drift or tunnel is then cut, removing the clay quite to the
first, and thus the work of extraction and filling goes on to the
further end of the working or main tunnel.
These side drifts
are rarely more than 75 feet long. One lnain serves thus for the
excavation of the clay from a width of 150 feet, or from an area
of 500 by 150 feet, or nearly two acres. Owing to the earthy
natur(, of both the roof aud the floor and the weight of the
be_,,'i,!h sinking _nd creep8occur, ultimately shutting up the most
carefully timbered tunnels.
In practice these serve about a year,
but this is generally sufficient for the removal of the clay fi'om
both sides of it. A second belt is then opened from a new shaft
and tunnel.
The sand filling has been found quite essential to
economical mining, as it prevents the cracking and fissures
through which, either in the roof or in the floor, water and
quicksand would soon flow in and fill the mine. In a word, this
sand filling completely replaces the clay, making the series of beds
almost as solid as they originally were, and accidents from such
breaks have but rarely happened.
The greatest source of danger
is in getting too near the adjacent sandy beds, and thus letting
in the water. Hence the constant use of the auger to know what
is ahead.
The clay is very solid and quite dry, and broad-edged picks,
or grubbing hoes, are used to cut it down. The mass thus broken
is shoveled into cars. Theso run on tracks which, in the lateral
drifts, are temporary, being takeu up and laid in the next drift,
when one is finished. A_more permanent track is laid in the
main tunnel, and on this the loaded cars are pushed to the shaft.
ttere they are emptied into buckets, which are hoisted by horsepower to the surface.
The ventilation is effeeted through a board flue, built up one
corm,,- of the shaft, and running from the surface down to within
three feet of the bottom. A current of air is created by the heat
this fine. Without this the air would soon be so vitiated that
work in the drifts would be impossible.
* * '* * Ventilai

of two or three large kerosene lamps burning
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lion not only supplies good air, but also removes dangerous gases.
Several explosions have resulted from these gases when ignited
from the candle flames of workmen on entering tile mine. Fortunately these have been slight, frightening rather than hurting.
From the faint, blue, flickering flame, which call be seen by holding a lighted candle close to the roof, and near the saBd filling,
where it accumulates, it is supposed to be marsh gas (methyl
hydride), mixed very likely with some carbonic acid gas (carbon
dioxide) and nitrogen, but no chemical tests have been made, as
the amount is so small, and it is not easily collected. The presence of this gas ill a clay bed appears at first to be quite improbable, or, at least, anomalous.
In this locality, however, the
clay bed that is worked is covered by dark-colored san(ly strata,
which contain much lignii:e in the form of small stems, with
leaves and fine woody matter distributed through it. And this
lignite contains some volatile hydro-carbons, as is proved, on dry
distillation.
The decomposition of the lignite, with an insufficient supply of oxygen, would furnish these gases. Through
very small cracks they might find escape into the chambers of
the mine, and there manifest themselves in the phenomena observed. Marsh gas, or fire damp, has been noticed in some of
the brown coal mines of Europe, and the conditions fltvoriug its
productions in the brown coal formations are not very unlike
those which exist in the surroundings of this clay mine.
As the clay bed is impervious to water, and the shafts, which
cut the overlying porous strata are water-tight, there is practically no water to be raised, at least only that which comes ill by
accidents, such as are sometimes unavoidable.
This mode of mining clay has been successfully employed by
Mr. Ernst for several years.
With furtlmr improvements
in
enlarged workings, in the modes of under ground transportatiou,
and in hoisting, greater econmny might be obtained.
As it is, he
gets a superior clay, since there is no mixing with overlying top
dirt or inferior clays. Then there are no interruptions caused
by slides, inclement weather, &c., common to open workings.
Ill addition to tbose advantages, the mining goes on nigbt and
day, thus doubling thecapaeity of the same area in a given time.
One disadvantage will be evident at once. For every 8 feet of
clay taken out, 10 feet (5 feet below and 5 feet above) is left. But
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the area of clay land is yet large, this is not so serious nor
objectionable.
The rapldly diminishing area of clays at depths easily accessible
by open diggings, and the iucreasing value of superior clays to
meet the large demands in making fire brick retorts, sewer and
drain pipes, and the manitbld forms of pottery, demand greater
economy in mining them, and this mode, so successfully employed,
ought t_ be more general, for it would extend vastly the workable
areas of wduable clays aud thus contribute to our mineral wealth.
The composition of the best average clay of these mines is as
follows :
Alumina ....................................................................................
Siliclc acid .................................................................................
Water

20.20
28.80

coi_lbined ..........................................................................

5.80
--

Sand (qlmr_z. .............................................................................
Titanic acid ...............................................................................

54.80
39.05
0.00
40.85

Potash .......................................................................................
Soda .............
: ................................................................................
Lime ........................................................................................
M_Lgm.,la ...................................................................................
Se_qui-oxid,. ,,f iron .....................................................................
Water ;m,,i.turc) ........................................................................

1.58
traces.
0.50
1.45
1.20
4.73

Total ...........................................................................................

100.38

The s Ia,cific gravity of this clay is 1.971-2.138. It has the "fly
specked" appearance, characteristic of this stoneware clay bed.
The sand in it is very fine grained quartz.
Mr. Ernst's practice
is to keep his mining considerably ahead of the immediate demands, and in this way he keeps a large stock of clay on hand.
And by thc exposure of some months he thinks it is improved in
quality.
The clay is carted a half a mile to his dock on Chesquake
creek, whence it is shipped to all points on the Atlantic coast
from Maine to Texas..It
is known in the market as " mine clay"
in distinction from pit clay.
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_OAH FUR._IA_S CLAY BANK.

A half a mile south southeast of Ernst's mines there is the old
bank of Noah Furman, which was described in the Geological
Survey report of 1555, page 72, as showing :
(1) Sand .....................................................................................
(2) Black clay ..............................................................................
(3) Stoneware

clay ........................................................................

3-10 feet
10-15 feet14 feet

This bank has not been worked much since that report was
made. This top black clay includes in its mass a great deal of
lignite and pyrite.
_|ORGAN ESTATE BANK.

This is southwest of the above described locality and at the
border of the marsh.
According to the same report, this bank
cut tbo following materials :
(1) Sand ......................................................................................
(2) Black clay ..............................................................................
{3) Stoneware clay .........................................................................

]5--16 feet
7 feet
I0 feet

No work has been done here lately. At both this and the last
mentioned banks the clay bed was found partly below the level
of tide water.
NOAll FUR.MAN_SCLAY MINI_S.

These pits or mines are at the head of Cbesquake creek, near
tbe old Morgan bank, and about a mile northwest of Jacksonvillc. They were opened about eleven years ago. They are in
the upland, near the marsh, and the surface is 20-30 feet above
mean high t,ido level. In one of tbe shafts the top of the stoneware clay was found at an elevation of 20 feet; in a ._econd shaft,
100 yards west of the first, it was at nearly the same height (19.5
feet) above the same datum plane, m_an high tide level. The
surface here is sand and gravel ; then there is a black clay full of
wood and pyrite, and containing some leaf impressions, 3-6 feet
thick; then the stoneware clay 5-7 feet, and at tbe bottom a
white sand. These heights correspond with the place of the bed
15
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as determined by its dip, and its elevations at other points. (See
general section Nos. 121 and 123.) The extraction is here mostly
by umler ground tunneling, or mining, proper. A vertical shaft
is sunk to the bottmn of the clay bed, and this is well timbered.
Drifts, generally 100 feet long, are cut from this shaft into the
clay, which is in this manner taken out. By means of a succession of such drifts the bed is worked out, excepting a stratum left
at the top as a roof, and another at the bottom, as floor. No particular care is taken to keep these drifts after excaw_tion,.and
consequently they soon fall in, and thus become filled with the
material from above.
This clay has the same characteristic physical qualities that
belong to the stoneware clays in general.
Its specific gravity is
2.(112-2.022, and it is, on tim aver,_ge, a little more sandy than
that of Ernst's mines, or that of Rose's pits. A selected specimen
has the chemical composition seen in the following analysis :
Ahmlina ..................................................................................
SiIich, acid ...............................................................................
Wawr

(combined)

21.13
29.23

.....................................................................

6.SI
--

Sand (,luartz) ..............................................................................................
Titanic acid ...............................................................................................

57.17

37.85
1.00
--

P()t a_h .....................................................................................
Soda .........................................................................................

38.85

1.81
0.18

Lime .............................................................................................
Magm.,ia ...................................................................................
Se_qui-oxide
of iron ....................................................................
Water (moisture) ...........................................................................................

0.22
1.68
0.69
4.58
100.60

This clay is carted to the dock on the creek, about one mile
distant.
It goes to potteries for stoneware.
TIIEODORE

SMITH_$

CLAY

PITfl,

These pits are in Madison township, a half a mile east of the
Camden and Amboy railroad, and 1½ miles northwest of Jack-
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sonville. The ground here and towards the south is 30 to 40
feet high, rather fiat, and drained by the headwaters of Prickctt's
brook, a tributary of the South river. The beari_lg on the clayis
about 9 feet thick, of which the surface layer--2 feet thick--is a
moulding sand; the remaining 7 feet is common yellow sand.
The top of tile clay bed has all average elevation above tide level
of 40 feet. Its thickness is between 3 and 10 feet. The top spit
is very sandy, and is thrown aside as waste. Towards the bottom also it grows sandy, and under it there is a laminated sand
and sandy clay. There is some pyrite and lignite ill the lower
part of tile bed. All of the clay is carefully sorted so as to avoid
the pyrite, which occurs occasionally in all partsof the bed. The
greater portion of what is dug in these pits is sold for stoneware.
It is carted to a siding on the Camden and Amboy railroad half
a mile west of the pits.
As can be seen on ttm section, No. 118, the height of the clay
bed here coincides with the lines drawn, enclosing it at the proper dip, and these lines projected to the surface would indicate
an area of available clay land south of these pits in the low, fiat
ground which extends southward to Tennen_'s brook and westward in a narrower belt to the railroad.
CIIARLES

B.

REYNOLDS

I CLAY,

Reynolds' pits are in Madison township, near the head of Jernce's mill pond, and about two miles west-southwest of Jacksonville. Tbe surface of the country hereabouts is fiat, and does not
exceed 30 feet in height above tide water. The clay dug lmre is
covered by a sandy loam and yellow sand to the depth of 3 feet.
It is 5 feet thick. It is quite sandy, and near the surface is
streaked with yellow earth. The best is drab-colored, sandy, and
dries quite white. It wants the speckled appearance observed in
the stonewa_'e clay of the pits above described.
Only a few small pits have been dug. Tile clay from these
has been carted to the pottery at Matawan, where it has been
used, mixed with Furman's clay, in making stoneware.
The clay here, so near tile top of the ground, appears to have
been somewhat changed by surface agencies acting upon it. It
looks more like a local deposit of recent age than it does like the
regular stoneware clay bed of the plastic clay formation, yet its
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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elevation and geographical position agree with the latter. Future
exploration of the country between Tennent's brook oi1 the south
and as far northward as Smith's pits, will show either a more
or ]cs_ continuous bed of clay, or the isolated and entirely
local character of this outcrop, aDd separate from all others.
Ill
the latter case it will most likely be found to be of a more recent
formation, possibly of the drift. Its place ill the general section,
No. 125, and its location on the map illustrate these statements
in part.
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II.

EXTENSION
OF THE MIDDLESEX
CLAYSACROSSTHESTATEANDALONG
THE DELAWARERIVER.
Southwest of the clay district of Middlesex county, as that
district is represented by the map accompanying this report,
white clays have been found in a few places, although not to all
extent that has led to any developments other than the few trial
pits put down to test these surface indications.
The following notes of these localities are here inserted as a
record of facts accumulated.
They indicate an extension of the
plastic clay formation southwest, and are the connecting links
between tile Middlesex county district and the outcrops along
the Delaware river. They are presented as the basis for further
exploration, which, it is hoped, will demonstrate without doubt
this extension, and still further enable the geologist to identify
entirely across the state the several sub-divisions, as now recognized in the former district. Beginning at the northeast, a little
light-colored, tough clay is cut in the road ditch on Rider's lane,
ascending the hill south of Lawrence brook. This lies on the
red-shale. It is of no practical importance as the layers are thin
and uneven.
South of this and about 250 yards nor/;h of the old mill
(Kraner's) there is an outcrop of this clay in the side of tile road.
Here its extent is not known.
Up tile valley of Lawrence brook there are several outcrops.
One of these is in the road, crossing the stream, about a quarter of
mile east of Milltown and a few rods south of the brook. Another is on the same side of the brook, in the road, a quarter of
a mile east of Parson's snuff mills. Clay was onco dug at the
latter place and used in fulling cloth. The surface material here
is spotted, blue and white, with yellowish stains of oxide of iron.
It is qui{e sandy and micaceous and looks like a mixture of blue
clay, white clay and some earthy material, derived t¥om the wear
of okter clay beds. Near the brook, north of it, red-shale crops
out, so that the clay must be close to this rock. Its l_eight abovo
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tide level (about 30 feet) conforms to the elevation of the Raritan clay bed, assuming that to extend tbis far to the southwest
and to have a uniform strike and dip.
One mile west of Parson's mills, and a short distauce south of
Lawrence brook, on the road to Duuham's Corners, clay was
found in diggiug J. Hoy's well. It was near the bottom, and 20
feet deep. North of Ifoy's place, and on the opposite side of the
stream, there is an outcrop of yellowish-white and tough clay,
but of limited extent.
Its laminated structure and its position
indicate the bottom of the Raritan bed. The red-shale is seen
very near it, in the same little ravine a few rods east of the main
road.
Another outcrop of clay is on tile Cranbury road, on lauds
of Ross Drake, two miles southwest of New Brunswick.
Here a
white clay was cut in the ditch on the road, and also ill the lot
south of the road. At the latter place it was within two feet of
the surfitee of the ground, and the layer was two feet thick. It
was al_o encountered in digging a well at Drake's house. This
clay was mixed with sand and a little earth. The red.shale
crops out a few rods east of this. It appears to bea part of a thin
sheet of clay which has bere been left upon the shale, and the
indieation_ do not favor auy workable amount.
There are probably otber points on this border of the red-shale
along Lawrence brook where white clay may be found cropping out in the road ditches, ill tile little tributary brooks of the
main stream, and in its south bank. All of these arc very close
to the red-shale, and, so fitr as their appearances and elmracters
indicate, are small areas of a once more or less continuous bed,
and that the Raritan clay bed As the course of Lawrence brook
is parallel to the general strike of the clay formation, and lies in
the red-shale near its southeast border, the valley which it follows doc,s not afford such opportunities for exploration as streams
which cross tlm strata. As it is, only tlm lowest member of the
plastic clay series is to be found along its valley.
Going further south, a yellowish-white clay crops out in the
ditch just below the old dam at Pettoy's distillery, a half a mile
southc.ast of Woodsville, in South Brunswick township.
The
thickness of the layer bus not beeu tested. That at the surface
is very white and almost free from grit. Some of it is, however,
more sandy and micaccous, and looks like kaolin. This outcrop,
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SOfartothesoutheast
of thered-shale
borderand neartlle
middleof theclaybelt,
mnst belonghigherin theseries,
possibly
as
high up astile
SouthAmhoy bed. But thesearescarcelymore
than conjectures
inourpresentwant of facts.This locality
is
interesting and promising, as it can be so readily tested. A little
boring or digging would determine the extent and thickness of
the deposit.
So far as can be learned fi'om residents and well diggers of
this country, this is the only white clay known in that part of
the clay belt south of Lawrence brook. Tile deep wells at Dayton ,'tnd Rhode Hall, some of them over 50 feet, pass thrmlgh
sands and gravels, but no clays. In the lower lands bordering
the Millstone river and the Cranbury brook tlle surface is partly
alluvial in character and partly drift. These low lands are more
easily bored or tested than the higher hills, nearly all of which
are of drift and cover the regular strata thicker.
At Cranbury a dark drab clay has been cut in a few wells, although stone
of the deepest were in sand and gravel only, indicating clays of
local extent and probably a part of the general drift covering.
Explorations could be easily made iu the flat and lower ground
along the Millstone river, near the Cranbury and Locust Corner
road; on J. D. Grover's farm, one and a half miles south of
Plainsboro, aud at Swaenger's mills, in West Windsor township,
Mercer county.
T_s m_z Ru_cLAY_
This ]ocal]fy ls a half a mile south of Ten Mile Run, in Somerset county.
The diggings and borings were made on the lands
of Isaac Webster and W. E. Baker at the side of the Ten Mile
Run and Kingston road. The clay crops out in the side ditches
of this road and also gives character to the soil over quite a
large area of land to the east of the road, towards the Sand
Hills, in Middlesex county.
In the pits of Mr. Webster there
was a gravelly and sandy earth at the top, which was 5 to 6 feet
thick ; then the clay which was 11 feet, in the pit, and in a bordng, 3 feet additional, making in all, a bed 14 feet thick. Several borings near tile pits showed 7 to 14 feet of clay within an
area of three or four acres. Red shaly materials brought up by
the anger from the bottom iadicatcd red-shale as the bed rock.
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This clay is quite hard and dry, breaking up into shaly fragments. Portions of it are very white and fine. In places it is
bluish whitc and mottled.
Oxide of iron is seen in fibny coatings on some of the cracked surfaces. Its specific gravity is
1.6_7--1.612.
An analysis of the very white and best clay of the pits gave
the following results :
Alumhla ..................................................................................
SiIicil. acid ................................................................................
Wat< r ,comblmx|/
......................................................................

35.09
38.20
12.10
--

Sillch, _eid C_,_l) ......................................................................
:itanic
acid ..............................................................................

85.39

8.60
1.30
9.90

>ota-h ....................................................................................
,%da ...............................................................................................
Lim_ ...............................................................................................
Magnesia ..................................................................................
Sc-_qni-oxide of iron ....................................................................
_Vater (moisture)
..............................................................................

2.44

0.21
1.89
4.54

Tolal ...........................................................................................

99.33

These figures show a rich clay, but contain too much oxide
of iron and potash to he refractory or of much value in the
manufacture of pottery.
Very little has been dug, and that in
these trial pits.
South of Wehster's pits on the Gutick estate a white clay bed,
7 feet thick, was passed through in digging a well, about fifteen
years ago. It was covered by sand and gravel and earth to the
depth of 10 feet.
It is reported that clay was found in digging a well several
years ago, at the upper Ten Mile Run school house, on the old
Rocky fIill road.
Mr. Webster dug and bored on his farm near the.Gulick house,
but found gravel and "hard pan " only. On the west side of his
farm he found a yellowish brick clay 2 to 3 feet thick resting
upon "hard pan." Less than a quarter of a mile north of these
several openings on the Webster farm, the red-shale crops out,
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forming the surface ill the fields and appearing in the road to
Ten Mile Run. Southward, towards I(ingston, the trap rocks
appear. The wet, tight bottom lands and the white oak timber
east of tlle road, indicate an extension of the clay to the Sand
]=[ills. The elevation of this clay above tide level, according to
aneroid measurements, is 240 feet. From its position upon the
shale this clay is the equivalent of the Raritan clay bed of hliddlesex county. Prolonging the line of strike of the bottom of
this clay bed at tide level southwest, this locality is three and a
half miles northwest of it. From that line a rise of 60 feet per
mile would place that bed 210 feet above tide water, which does
not differ many feet from the actual height of this clay. This
agreement in elevation together with its relation to the red-shale
and its composition, all show that this deposit belongs to the
Raritan bed. The trap rock and shale outcrops on the north,
west aud south, and the Sand Hills on the east, surround this
chiy holding it in a basin-like depression.
The eastern and
southern connections with the same bed, as seen elsewhere, have
been removed, and in tiffs manner this mass or pocket has been
left isolated and closed in by tllese trap rock ridges and the great
pile of drift of the Sand Hills.
Proceeding southwest the next outcrop of interest and importance is on the Pennsylvania
Railroad, one mile south of
Princeton Junction, where at the bottom of a low cut there is a
sandy white clay mixed with coarse grains of glassy quartz and
very small mica scales, a material resembling somewhat the feldspar of Middlesex county. It is, however, finer grained aud more
sandy than that. A similar mixture appears in another cutting
on the same line of railroad, near the Clarksvil]e road crossing.
This is covered by a reddish, clayey quartz gravel, which is
characteristic of the surface of the bills and knolls in this part of
the belt.
J. l=[. :Everett, at Lawrence Station, Mercer county, says that a
white clay was cut in the railroad ditch about 200 yards northwest of his residence. Also, in digging for water at a small lmuse
near the station, clay was found, from the surface down to a
depth of S feet where the work stopped.
None was found in
digging a second well a few yards distant from the site of the
first attempt.
Near Clarksville, whitish, sandy clays crop out north of the
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village, on the Port Mercer road, and also southwest of it on the
straight Trenton road. But these look more like drift clays, and
are not so promising localities for searches as those above mentioned, which arc near th_ railroad.
Mr. Walker, of Van ttiseville, who has dug many wells in this
belt between the Millstone and the Delaware rivers, says that he
has not found any white clays, except in thin streaks, although
stone of these wells are betweeu 25 and 40 feet deep. The surface
in the triaugle between Van Hiseville, Lawrence and l)utch
Neck, is a stiff clay loam. Along the Assanpink creek there is
the wc.t alluvial tract, known as Bear Swamp. In Hamilton
township the surface is more sandy. These superficial beds conceal the older strata, and in the absence of exploratious leave us
in doubt as to the underlying rocks or beds. The clay of David
Rub,u, near ttamilton Square, and that of South's pits, along
Pond Run indicate the existence of clay in places, if not
in a eontiuuous tbrmatiou.
The surface along Miry Run is also
flat, and much of it of an alluvial character, but this does not appear w'ry deep, aud in Washington township, at James Hutchinsou's mill_ and for a mile thcuee down the stream, the pits or
borings would not have to go so deep to reach the strata in t)lacc,
and thus determine the geological structure of this par_ of the
country.

Clay is said to have been found on the farm of Edwin Chambers
and ou the T. Combs' estate near Miry gun, but nothing fllrther
of the extent or character of these reported discoveries conhl be
learned.
The higher ground at Hamilton Square and in Hamiltou township is sandy and gravelly, and is probably drift to a
greater depth.
DAVID

RULONIS

CLAY.

Rulou's pits are one mile west of Hamilton Square, and a quarter of a mile southwest of Mr. Rulon's house, in the flat ground
drained by a branch of Pond run. The bearb_g on the clay is
sand and gravel, and of varying thickness, but not generally
exceeding t_ feet. The upper part of the clay bed is yellowish ;
the middle, red ; and at the bottom, white or bluisil white. The
so-called red clay is, properly, fine, mottled and streaked red aod
white,a,ld includes small, reddish masses that look like red-shale.
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All of the clay of these pits is sandy, but the sand is fine-grained.
That from the bottom is considered the best. White sand i_
found under the clay, in the bottom of the pits. This locality
was first opened about four years ago. The clay is carted to
Trenton, aud used in making saggars. It sells at about $2.00 a
ton. As the digging has been coupled with the work of the
farm, it has been done at intervals of farm leisure, and the
alaount dug has not been large.
DANIEL

SOUTII_S CJ,AY

PITS.

South's pits are about three miles east of Trenton, and near
Pond run, a tributary of the Assaupink creek. In the pits near
the farm house the clay is white, and is deeply covered by sand
and gravel. The first opening'was in these. The later digging
has been a quarter of a mile north northeast of the house, in
the low ground bordering Miry run. At these pits both red and
white clays are dug. They are quite sandy. None of the pits
are more tbau 20 feet in depth, including a few feet of top dirt.
Most of them get through the white clay and stop in the red clay.
All of these clays arc carted to Trenton and used principally in
the pottcries, in making saggars. Here, also, the clay digging is
subordinated to the work of the farm proper, and the product of
tills place is comparatively small.
These clays of Rulon and South are placed, without much
doubt, in the Plastic Clay Formation, altlmugh their exact place
in it is not at all certain.
They probably belong to beds which
crop out in the bluff southeast of Trenton, along the Delaware
river, although at present it is not possible to identify them there.
CLAY

I_ANK

OF AARO_

C. ANDSP_O_

& COMPANY.

This bank is two miles northeast of Trenton, north of the
Assanpink creek and about 100 yards north of the Delaware and
Raritan Canal. The top dirt is gravelly and imbedded in it are
many quite large boulders of white aud jaspery quartz and blue
flint. Immediately upon the clay bed there is a layer of these
flinty boulders.
Both the top and the bottom of the clay bed are
uneven and consequeutly its thickness varies considerably, but
does not exceed 23 feet. The bottom is about on a level with the
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water of the canal, or 50 feet above mean tide level. The upper
part of the bed is a mixture of white clay with sand and fine
white gr_vel. It hardens on exposure when laid o_1walks or
roads and for such purposes is admirably adapted, making not
only good but very pretty walks and roads. This clay gravel
sells at 75 cents to $1.00 per ton. Under this gravelly part of
the bed there is a mixture of white clay and fine white quartz
grains and angular masses. It is not properly a clay, but more
like a true l'aolln. It is used in the Trentou Fire Brick and
Terra ('otta Works of O. O. Bowman & Company, and sells at
$2.50 per ton. At the bottom of the bank there is some reddish
clay of inh, rior quality which is not used.
The ('rude clay has to be washed to get rid of t]Ie _sand and
quartz masses, for finer uses. The washed residue is white and
fine ctay. Its chemical composition is shown by the following
analysis taken from the Geology of New Jersey, page 653:
ANALYSIS.

Alumln'_ ............................................................................................
Silica ...............................................................................................
Water ...............................................................................................
Pota.,h ..............................................................................................

37.10
45.30
13.40
1.30

Limt, ................................................................................................
Ma_n,',i:t
Per-oxldc

..........................................................................................
of iron ................................................................

0.17
0.22
1,30

...............

Zirconia _ .........................................................................................

1.40

Total ..........................................................................................

100.19

The flint boulders lying on the white clay are broken up and
sent to the potteries in the city, bringing 85.00 a ton. They are
from 1 to 2 feet in diameter.
Some of them are remarkable for
the purity of the quartz, hence their value in the manufacture
of white ware. All of tim beds exposed in this bank consistof
unsorted materials, and show little, if any, evidences of travel.
It i_ very probable that they are, in part, the result of decomposition and disintegration of strata belonging to the gneissie formation underlying this portion of the State.
* .% rt_
zlreoni,,,
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There is a sand pit in the adjoining field, east of Anderson's
bank. The surface is lower, only a few feet above the canal level.
But little of it has been dug lately.
Along the Delaware river, south of Trenton, dark-colored clays
crop out near the foot of the upland bluff and the border of the
tide meadow. This so-called "upland
bluff" gradually rises
going from Trenton, and near the residence "of Dr. C. C. Abbott
is 70 fec_ above the river flood plain. Thence on to the Crosswicks creek bridge it slowly descends. Throughout this whole
distance it is very steep and precipitous, and is made up of a
yellow sand and gravel, resting upon the clays. 0n Isaac De
Con's farm the bank has been cut into, and some clay has been
taken out. Here the sand and gravel is between 20 and 30 feet
thick, with some thin layers of sandy clay near the bottmn. The
sand is very sharp-grained,
Some of it has been used in Trenton hs core sand and for other purposes. Feldspathie nodules,
with a hard, shell-like exterior, and soft interior mass of kaolinlike materials, are quite abundant in this gravel and sand bed.
The top of the clay outcrop is 20 feet above the river, or tide
water. The clay of the upper part of the bed is dark grey to
black, with mottled and more sandy masses. Nodular aggregates
of pyrite and lignite are common.
Leaf impressions also appear
to be quite abundant in this upper, darker-colored clay, but none
of them have as yet been studied in their botanical relations.
This bank was first worked about ten years ago. The clay was
taken out by tunneling in the side hill. Stone of these horizontal drifts were 200 feet long.
The roof was supported
by timbers.
After having been worked in this way for two or
three years the bank was abandoned on account of the cost of
timbering.
The clay was carted to Trenton and worked up into
saggars and terra-cotta ware.
On Dr. Abbott's farm a tough, yellowish-white clay crops out
in the bed of a small brook, a few rods west of his residence.
An unusually heavy rain, during the past summer, lowered the
bed of the little brook from two to four feet, and cxposcd this
clay for several rods along its course. From this wash the bed
appears to be of considerable extent, and of workable thickness.
An analysis of an average sample shows the following constituents :
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acid .......................................................................

,_iIi_ in(qudinw sand) .........................................................................
Potash .............................................................................................
Sesqui-_xi&.
Water

q_firon .............................................................................

,cq_mhin¢_l and hygroscopic)

T.ta]

td,.fl.rmined)

.........................................................

.........................................................................

]9.43
70.05
1.60
1.52
7.00
99.60

In composition there is a close resemblance to the stoneware
clays of MJddlesex county, and, theoretically, it belongs to that
class of clays. It is important that it be tried for some such use
--for pottery, or for saggars, or pipe. The apparently.workable
extent (,f (.lay of this quality, point out the locality as a promisiag one.
.No exploration or working has been done bore. This clay
outcrop is higher than that iu DeCou's bank, and it is probably
underlaid by tlle darker-colored
bed, which is worked at the
latter phtee. The lower part of the bluff is to be explored fur
this bed.
On tile farm of E. Abbott's heirs, southeast of this, there is
clay in tile bluff.
ISRAEI_ LACEY_S CLAY PITS.

These are about half way betwecu Trenton and Bordentown,
near the ('rosswicks creek draw bridge, and west of the road.
They are in the low ground near the border of the tide meadow.
Mr Lacey says that he found the clay 27 feet thick and under it
a sand. This clay was dark-colored and sandy.
East of this
bridge and the road end also on the north side of the creek _o
outcrops ef clay are seen, but yellow sand and gravel.
At the Albion mill, five miles southeast of Trenton, white
clay and ._and were observed by Prof. Henry D. Rogers in the
First Geological Survey of New Jersey and mentioned in his
Final Report, page 183. It was a rather sandy clay and supposed
to be nnlit for stoneware, but good for fire brick mixtures.
This riw'r bluff or upland bank offers facilities for mi_dng clay
as a more practicable mode of extraction than digging pits as
the thickness of the overlying sand and gravel is such as make
the latter mode of working expensive, and only possible where
there are thick beds of vahmble clays. And tlms far no such
clays have been discovered here. Clay beds may yet be found
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nearerthesurface,
orasthisbank isworked back thosealready
known, may be found to rise and the top dirt, or beari_*g,to
decrease in thickness.
Inasmuch as this ground is not thoroughly
understood, explorations are very desirable to determine its geological structure and the practical value of its strata. The Delaware river in its east southeast course from Trenton to Bordentown has cut across the plastic clays to the clay marls, thus
ma_ing a good cross section of the forlner. At Bordentown tile
river hends towards the west and thence flows on the line of
strike as far as Kinkora, where it is still more deflected towards
the west and then west northwest, again cutting the strata of
clay, but in this course, obliquely to the strike of the clay formation. This continues to Florence where it resumes its gelmral
smtthwest direction.
This curving course of the river has twice
cut across the clay formation and shown it in contact with the
clay marls at several points. From Bordentown to Kinkora the
bluff is stee l) and high and the beds of dark drab-colored clays
are seen nearly the whole distance, although in many places the
slides of the upper layers and surface washes have obscured the
stratification and made the whole look like one bed, or uniform
mass from the top down to the railroad and river line. The
dark-colored clay which in this way appears to make up tim
whole bank is very sandy and is marked throughout by the
presence of pyrite and lignite.
The followiug strata were
observed in a clean face of the bank, back of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company's freight car shop, about half a mile south of
the Bordentown (lower) depot.
(I) Yello_* sand and gravel with some clay streaks ................................
(2) Clay Inarl (green sand) ...............................................................
(3) Black, _andy clay I filll of pyrite and lignite, alternating
with layers
white quartz sand .....................................................................
(4) White quartz sand at leve[ of railroad track ....................................

8-10 feet
5 feet
of
35-40 feet

This latter level is about 10 feet above mean tide.
The clay marl at the top is a dark-colored and sandy bed, characterized by the green sand in it. The clay immediately under
it contains much sand and many crusts of oxide of iron ; sand
and clay cemented together.
Lower down, this bed shows much
pyrite, which is commonly in irregularly rounded, or elongated
masses. The sand layers are thin, generally, and are interbedded
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irregularly with the thicker clay beds. Towards the level ef the
railroad these alternations of sand and clay are particularly share
and distinct ; the former dark-colored and varying from half all
inch to an inch in thickness; the latter, of clean, white sand,
and often not thicker than a knife blade, appearing as mere fihns,
or coatlxlgs, just enough to separate the clay into these thin sheets.
There are, however, some thicker layers of this sand, especially
towards the bottom ef the bank. But this thin bedding or laminatic_l is a character of the whole 30 feet, or more, of the bank
umlcr the clay marls. The white sand seen at the railroad lille
is said to extend down to the river, or tide mark, and even lower.
At White Hill the stratification of the bank, as it appears at the
north end of Willard & MaePherson's forge building, is as follows :
(1) Yellow earth and gravel .............................................................
(21 ('lay marl .................................................................................
13) Whi_e _and containing red oxide of iron crusts ................................
(4) Black sandy cl:Ly alternating
with thin layers of sand ...................
(5) White s;md from railroad track level to tide level .............................

8-10 feet
6 feet
12 feet
'....

12 feet
10 feet

IIere also the alternations ef clay and sand are very clearly
marked, and very regularly bedded. Forty distinct layers were
counted in a vertical section of 3 feet of tile bank. This was
near the level of the railroad track. Just over it there is a
single bed of clay 3 feet thick. Tbis is dark-colored, tough, and is
found very serviceable in tile forge.
About a quarter of a mile southwest of the forge building, tile
bluff' section is very much like that described above, wanting,
however, the clay marl at the top, and showing more white sand
at the bottom. This sand is so clean and fine that it looks as if
it might be put to some use. The upper clay layers centaiu a
great deal of lignite in small pieces.
At the ice houses, and near the mouth of a large brook, the
bottom of the clay marl is 28 feet above mean tide level. This
is lower than the same bed appears at White Hill, due to the
more _*utheasterly position of the former, in which direction the
bed descends, or dips. The bank near the Kinkora depot, consists of clay marl, 6-8 feet thick ; black, sandy earth, 8 feet ; and
white ,_and, 10 feet. Fifty yards south of this point the clay
marl appears on top of a dark-colored, astringent clay. Under
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tbe latter there is a white, but very sandy, clay, of which a few
tons have been dug and sent to Trenton.
CLAY_A_ OFm_LFOR.• P_._,
_r_KOR*.
]:Iere the clay marl comes quite to the surface, and is 6 feet
thick. It lies oil tbe laminated clay and sand bed, under wbich,
at the bottom of the pits, there is a white sand. The marl and
clay are mixed together, and made into common, red brick. The
same thin layers of clean white sand and thicker beds of clay
are seen here also. A few feet under this sand, at the bottom of
the pits, there is said to be a sandy, light-colored clay. Tide
level is about 10 feet below the bottom of the pits. The adjoining cut on the Columbus and Springfield railroad, shows a section
similar to that of the pits.
The composition of this clay is as follows :
A_ALYSIS.

Alumina ...................................................................................
Siliclc acid .................................................................................
Water

(combin_t)

17.70
25.50

.......................................................................

Sillclc acid (sand} ........................................................................
Titanic achi ................................................................................

11.80
--

55.00

3],_0
" 0,90
--

32.70

Potash .......................................................................................
Soda ...............................................................................................

1,54

Lime .........................................................................................

0.16

.Magnesia ...................................................................................
_esqu_.-oxide of iron .....................................................................

0,65
6,40

Water

(moisture)

.........................................................................

3,50
--

Tou_] ...................................................................................

15.25
09.05

This represents the constitution of the laminated sand and
clay. The percentago of combined water shows a composition
unlike that of the fire clays. The percentage of oxide of iron also
is larger than it is in the latter.
In the brick clay bank south of the creek at Kinkora, there is
a tlfick bed of tough, black clay, quite free from lignite and
16
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pyrite, but there is no clay marl upon it. This is lower than the
pits of Mulford & Pine, and near tide level. Denudation has
probably removed the clay marl from the immediate valley of
Craft's creek, at this point.
These sections, here given, as well as others which could be
added, between Bordeutown and Kinkora, show very beautifully
the contact of the clay marls and the plastic clays, and the upper
membcrs of the latter series.
West of Ix_akora there are no bluffs for half a mile or more,
but round knolls and a sandy surface, sloping gently northward
to the river. Further west the ground rises, and there is a bluff
fronting the river, from 30 to 75 feet high, and running northwest to the steamboat landing.
At the ibot of this bluff, clay is
dug by Joshua Eayre and H. I. Tinsman.
_OSHC^
EA,'SE'SCLA_"
BA._KS.
The opeuings are about a half a mile northwest of Florence
station. At the extreme end of Eayre's eastern bank several pits
have been dug in a very tough black clay which is free from lignite and pyrite and is 4 feet thick.
A few rods west of this is the
main stoneware clay bank. In this there is at the toll yellow
sand with some gravel, from 20 to '2,5 feet thick ; then a bluish
white clay bed which is 9 feet thick. This is thought to be the
best clay of the bank. Under it, at tide level, there is a white
sand. Theclay is rathersandy, butthe sand iu it is finegrained.
It dries white. The cost of extraction is increased by the labor
of removing so much top dirt.
At the western opening, 500 feet west of that described above,
the strata are in the following order, begitming at tile top. The
thicknesses are approximately:
(1) Yellow

sand, in m*dulating,

wavy llne_ ..........................................

16 feet

(2/ (_ravel ....................................................................................
{3/ RL_hli_h and varle_ltted clay ........................................................
(41 WhRt clay ................................................................................

2 feet
18 feet
4feet

(5/ Clay and sandy earths .................................................................
(6) White sand (called kaolin) ...........................................................
tT/ Sand st mean _ide level ...............................................................

2 feet
6 feet
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the following

chemical

AI_AL_SIfl,

_lumina and titanic acid..............................................................
Siliclc acid.................................................................................
Water (combined)........................................................................

Siliclc acid (sand) .......................................................................

--

21.06
26.57
5.80

53.43

40.50
-40.50

Potash ......................................................................................
Soda..........................................................................................
Lime...............................................................................................
Magnesia....................................................................................
Sesqui-oxideof iron ....................................................................
Water (moisture)...........................................................................

2.47
0.2l
0.60
1.98
0.80
6.06

Total............................................................................................
Its specific

gravity,

99.99

1.989--2.023.

By referring
to the analyses on page 72 of the stoneware clays
of Niiddlesex county, it will be seen that these figures correspond
closely with those.
This contains a little more potash, _nd also
more iron oxide.
Iu places the cluy is reddish and such is sold for saggcrs and
to foundries.
Its average price is 81.75 a ton.
The bottom of
the bed is more sandy than that represented
by the analysis
given above.
As these openings are in the river bank or bluff, there is no
expensiv:e handling
beyond the wheeling from the bank to the
boats, which can approach
within a few rods of it. The most of
the red clay and the more sandy white clays are sent to Trenton.
Some of the best grades are sold in Philadelphia
and in fl_e
Lebigh Valley, mostly for stoneware, bringing $3.00 per ton.
A
more recently cut bank shows :
(1) Sand and earth, with gravelly layersnear the top of the bank ............... 30 feet
(2) Black, sandy clay, full of lignite ......................................................
6 feet
(3) White clay becomingsandy toward_the bottomand at lengthgrading into
a kaolin....................................................................................
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Some of tile sand ill (1) call be used ill tempering clay for red
brick.
Some of the white clay is quite refractory and is used as a fire
clay. A little of it has been made into retorts. The l'aoli_ has
very little mica in it, and it reaches down to the tide level in
the riw.r. Tile sales from Eayre's banks in 1874, amounted to
;;,001)ton_, including the kaolin.
•West of this Mr. Eayre says there is much red clay, and that
it is f_mnd all along this bank to the steamboat landing.
HENRY I. TINSMAN1S CLAY.

This opening is about 300 yards west northwest of Eayre's
hal]ks. The bluff here is about 30 feet high and sbows the
tbllowing layers :
,1) Sand ..........................................................................................
,2) Blat.k clay, _sith lignite .................................................................
3) Bluish wMte clay, with some included masses of red clay in it .............

15 feet
5-8 feet
12 feet

The latter reaches down to tide water.
Lignite is very
abundant in certain layers, especially in the form of flattened
branches, which lie with their longer diameters horizontally, as
if they had been flattened by the pressure of the overlying beds.
Leaf imprcssions are said to occur both here and in Eayre's banks,
hut none were obtained or seen at the time of our visits. This
bank was opened three years ago.
Back of the tIygicnic Institute the bluff is estimated to be 75
fcct high, and the clay rises from the water's edge to a bcight of
35 fcet or nearly half way to the top. Above this there is sand
and sandy clay in thin layers for 20 feet. In this latter bed the
layers of sand are from several inches to a foot thick, while those
of the clay alternating with the sand do not exceed two inches.
At the top there is the common, yellow sand and gravel of the
country.
The laminated clay aud sand bed seen iu this bank, is considercd the same as that which is cut in the clay pits at Kinkora,
rant which crops out under the clay mar], at White Hill and at
Bord_ntown.
ttere it succeeds the stoneware clay, and affords
us a clew to the order of the several beds observed along the
Delaware river. The equivalency of these beds with some of
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those of tile Raritan bay shore, between Morgau's bank and the
Chesquake creek, has been discussed on page 225.
West of Florence Heights some clay has been dug near the
foundry wlmrf, on McNeel's lands. Here, and also west of this,
on the point, the ground is low and descends gently to the river.
At William Lanning's house, Florence village, the following
were the beds cut through in digging a well :

(I)S,_nd
.............................................................
7fc_t
(2) Moulding

sand ...............................................................................

4 feet

(3) Chocolate-colored
clay, growing sandy towards the bottom ......................
S feet
(4) Quicksand at the bottom, 43 feet deep, which is about on a level with mean tide,

A black, sandy clay is very commonly reported in well digging
about Florence and Florence station, at depths of 15-25 feet
beneattl the surface. The sandy soil, and loose nature of the surface generally, at Florence and westward to the river, give no indications of the clay strata which underlie the whole district.
From the point the course of the river is a few degrees west of
south, but there are no clay outcrops, only the superficial beds of
sand and gravel, and there is no bluff along the river.
B_.IDGE_OROV_n
cr,Y.
A little
clayhas been dug near Bridgeborough,
on theRancocascreek,inCinnaminsontownship,Burlingtoncounty.
Charles
Ifa_tpshire'8
pitsarea quarterof a mileeastofthevillage,
and nearhisresidence.In thewesternpits,
whicharenear
the creek,thereisonlya thincoveringof soilon theclaybed.
The clayis]2 feetthick.Itisredand mottled,
some of itconsistlug
ofa mixtureofredand yellowish-white
masses.Although
sandyitisa toughand strongclay. Under thisthereisa layer
of white sand about a foot thick, and under that _ sandy white
clay, but the digging rarely gets deeper than the sand layer.
The red clay is sold to terra cotta lnanufacturers
and to iron
_'orks, at $l.50 to $3.00 a ton. The eastern pits are also in the
low ground, but a few feet above tide level. At these a sandy
white clay is dug. Over this there is a sandy clay, streaked with
yellow dirt, and a layer a foot thick of black clay, making alto-'
gether 5 feet of top dirt. The clay bed rises slightly going back
in the bank, towards the house, where the surface is not over 12
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feet above tide level. These pits were first opened about four
years ago.
Joseph Austin's pits are one mile east of those of Hampshire,
and also close to the south bank of the creek. No digging has
been done lately, and the locality has not been visited. The clay
was described as light-colored, sand# and suitable for some kinds
of pottery.
Current rumor says that there is clay on the Austin farm, west
of Bridgeborough.
None has been dug.
The surface of the
country on the south side of the stream, about Bridgeborough and
west to the Delaware river, is very sandy. The highest points
are not 20 feet above high water mark, and the slopes are all very
gradual, so that there are no favorable outcrops or natural sections. These clays at Bridgeborough resemble those of Florence
Heights, and they belong in the plastic clay formation.
Their
locathm, west of the outcrops of the clay marls and on the line
of strike of the clays, shows their relation to the latter in general,
although it is impossible to determine more precisely their true
geological horizon in the clay series.
IIYLTONISBANKS.

These banks are on the south of the Peusauken creek, in Camden county, and one and a quarter miles south of Palmyra.
The bluff here along this stream is about 80 feet high, and in
this, from the Pennsylvania railroad bridge eastward to the wagon
bridge, the strata are very finely exposed to view. The general
northwest course of the creek is at right angles to the strike of
these beds, or across the clay formation, so that following it up
stream, the older, and then the newer and higher beds, are
crossed. At the west end of Hyltou's bank the clay bed is almost
wholly above tide level. On the Morris property, east of that of
Hylton, it is all below the same level. But there is much variation here, not only in the thickness of the several strata, but also
in the order of arrangement of some of them. Hence no general
vertical section is applicable at all points. The following is the
order most commonly observed, and the thicknesses of the individual beds :
(1) Yellow
[2) Yellow

sand (for moulding) ..........................................................
loam and gravel ........................................................
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(3) Yellow fire sand ........................................................................
(4) Fine white _and (kaolin) ...............................................................
(5) Clay (white and red) .................................................................
(6) Fire sand, or kaolla .....................................................................
(7) Clay and Band, in alternate layers_ at tile bottom ..............................

247
20 feet
12 feet
8-20 feet
8 feet

This order is, as stated, not persistent throughout the bank.
In some places there are gaps, and in others some of these are
replaced by beds of a different character.
The gravelly e_.rth
next under the sand, at the top of the bank, is very firm and
solid, consisting of quartz "pebbles mixed with a little yellowish
red clay. When wet. it is quite sticky, but dries like a stone.
lit is thrown down through chutes to the dock level, at the foot
of the bank, where it is loaded on vessels, and shipped to foundries for moulding ill large castings. It is also used in making
walks and roads, for which it is all excellent material.
Its price
ranges from 75 cents to $1100 a ton. The yellow sand, under the
gravel (3), is nearly all quartz, mostly fine-grained.
Tbere is a
little coarse*grained in some of tile layers. It goes to the fire
brick works as fire sand.
The next bed (4) is also nearly all quartz and sharp-grained.
There is a little mica in it. All analysis shows its principal constituents to be represented by the following per centages :
Alumina .............................................................................................
Quartz and combined silicie acid .............................................................
Potash ................................................................................................
Water ........ _.......................................................................................

Total

_determined)

...................................

...................................

5.60
91.80
0.20
2.20

00.80

It is said to stand fire well, a_d is used in fire brick, &c.
The bed of clay ranges between 8 and 20 feet in thickness.
All of it is sandy, but this sand is very fine grained.
It is hard
and solid and breaks with an irregular fracture.
Its specific
gravity is 2.052--2.101.
Mos_ of it is white, sometimes with a
pinkish tinge, but in places it is reddish, or variegated red and
white. The red is more common at the west end of the bank
and often runs out as the digging gets further in the hill, as if it
had come from the surface. The composition of the clay, according to an analysis of an average specimen, typical of the bed, is :
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ANALYSIS.
Alumina and titanic acid ............................................................
Silieic acid ..............................................................................
Water

]8.ll
17.50

t,eomLined I....................................................................

5.5_)
41.11

Silieic

acid

(sand) ...................................................................

56.80
56.80

Pot,a_h ...................................................................................

0.76

Soda .....................................................................................
Lime ....................................................................................

0.20
0.11

,_Iagm.sla ..............................................................

.'.........................

_e,_lai-(ixlde of irou .................................................................
Water
(umi_ture) ....................................................................

1.09
0.40
2.56

Total ...........................................................................................

100.47

The percentage of quartz sand is large. The oxide of iron,
lime and potash, separately, exceed slightly the average amounts
of these bases found in the best clays of Middlesex county, as
can be seen by reference to tlle tabular statement of analyses in
Part IX', on economic uses of clays, but they are not so large
as in the other clays along the De/aware river, and not sufficient
to prevent its employment in making fire brick. This clay is
largely used at Trenton by 0. 0. Bowman & Co. in the manufacture of fire brick. Some of it is sent to Bethlehem, Pa., for
retorts and condensers in zinc furnaces.
Besides these it finds
other customers and some additional uses, as in stove tile and
flues, chinmey tops, garden vases, &e. But none of it has been
found to burn so as to hold the slip for terra cotta ware. The
prices range frmn $2.50 to $3.00 a ton.
The kaolin under the clay bed is not often dug, as i_ is low and
under the water. It is sold for fire bricks and to rolling mills.
Under this at the west end of the bank there is a bed, consisting
of thin, alternating
layers of white sandy clay and sand. The
vertical section of this bank, according to a letter recently
received from the proprietors, included the following beds :
(1) _lmfldlng sand .........................................................................
(2} Mn_tlltln_ gravel (clayey) ............................................................
(3) Loose gravel ..............................................................................
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(4) White sand, sharp sand and kaolin ................................................

2-20 feet

(5) White nnd monied clays .............................................................
(6) Fire sands, fdd_var and quartz .....................................................

7-23

feet

Sometimes there is a stony layer on the top of the kaolin (4).
It is mixed in character and apparently a layer or thin bed of
boulders.
Woody layers are occasionally seen in the kaolin. The quartz
in this latter is very fine and uniform in size of grain, and
angular.
Fragments of sandy clay and a few mica scales occur
in it. Some of it looks clean and of uniform size, fitting it for
glass making.
The lower fire sand, found under the clay bed is coarsergrained containing pebbles and angular masses half an inch in
diameter.
Part of this layer is a mixture of quartz and yellowish white sandy clay. The quartz appears in sharp fragments
and as pebbles and these are from 8_ to ½ inch in diameter.
It is
called feldspar. But it is much finer grained and more sandy
than the so-called feldspar" of Middlesex county. It is used as a
fire nmterial in, rolling mill furnaces.
No boring has been done to determine the strata below these,
here described.
In the kaolin or sand bed, over the clay, veins
of very rich, fat clays are often met with, from the thinnest film
to layers an inch thick.
Rounded, ball-like masses of clay are
also commou.
These abrupt changes in material are evidences of
very sudden changes in the period of formation.
And this bed
may belong with the higher, gravelly and sandy beds, to a much
later geological epoch, possibly to the later drift, or even postglacial age, and not to the clay series. A curious phenomenon
observed in this bank are vertical, cylindrical, or tubular masses
of kaolin (pipes) several inches in diameter, or smaller, ruuning
through the clay bed, as if boles in the latter had been filled by
the material of the succeeding and higher bed.
In working this b_nk, gunpowder is often employed to break
off and throw down large masses of clay, &c., upon the level
below. Thence it is easily wheeled on board of vessels at the
docks. This bank very favorably situated, having a navigable,
tide water front along the whole length of the working face and
vessels of 200 tons burden can lie close to the shore. Then
there is very little pitti_g or digging below the level and conse-
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quently no pumping expenses, or raising of water in any way.
And all the materials above the clay bed are thrown down
directly into the carts, or blasted off and so loaded. These facilities for easy handling and nearness to navigation and railroad
enable the proprietor to utilize very much more of the upper
gravel and sands than would be possible in many batiks. The
materials go into market as "Pensauken Creek clay and kaolin."
CHAS.

MORRIS 1 CLAY.

East of tIylton's bank'the
same bluff or bank continues ou
the property of Charles Morris. The clay is deeper than oil
ttylton's lands. No openings have been made, but the clay outcrop can be traced up stream as far as the old distillery site.
These clays of Florence Heights, Bridgeborough and Pcnsau ken
creek are, it may be observed, along lines of denudation where
the Delaware river and the Rancocas and Pensauken creeks have
worn into and through the beds of drift, exposing the underlying
strata of clays, sands, &c. And these openings are where nature
has thus laid bare these valuable materials and made exploration
ahnost unnecessary.
It is not to be supposed tbat these streams
have sny connection with these beds, beyond such as accidentally
occur in the drainage, and consequently there aI:e good reasons
to suppose that these beds are found in the intervals between them.
In these intervals the drift sand and gravel has covered the clays
and associated strata more or less deeply, and in the absence of
exploration by boring or digging they have not been found.
The slopes to the Delaware river and its tributary streams are"
generally very gradual, and hence there are no breaks in tbe
drift mantle or covering.
Borings and diggings for testing these
apparently barren intervals could be made easily and cheaply;
and a judicious choice of location where the drift is light and in
the lower grounds, will most certainly add to our number of clay
localities and our knowledge of the geology of this part of the
State.
The above mentioned statements apply equally well to the low
and flat country bordering the Delaware river in Camden and
Gloucester counties.
The slopes of the upland are very gentle,
and there are wide meadows along most of the streams in the
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limits of the tide water district.
Outcrops of clay have, however, been observed at a few points.
RED BANK CLAY,

Ou tbe United States government lands at tbis place and on
the bank of the river, a tough, white and sandy clay is seen at
low tide ill the gently sloping bed of the stream. The locality is
a few rods south of the battle monument.
No digging or exploring work of any kind has been done here.
"rLLL_'C,
SPORT
CLAY.
Clay is dug on B.
south of Billingsport.
is in the upland bank
of 20 feet above high
(1)
(2)
(37
(4)

A. Lodge's lands one and a quarter miles
Gloucester county. The opening for clay
or river bluff, which has an average height
water mark. The strata exposed are:

Sand and gravel .......................................................................
Yellow clay .............................................................................
Potters' clay ............................................................................
Yellow clay ...........................................................................

(5) Coarse white gravel

10-17
2
10-12
1

feet
feet
feet
foot

at the bottom ................................................

This clay is dark colored. Near the top of this bed there are
some lumps of lignite. Towards the bottom a little pyrite is sometimes observed in it. The best of it is quite sandy.
An analysis
shows Lheeomposition to be as follows:
ANALYSIS,
Alumina

and titanic

acid ............................................................

Silicic

acid .............................................................................

Water

(combined)

15.00
16.20

...................................................................

7.70
38.90

Silicic

acid (sand) ........................................................

: ............

56.00
56.00

Potash ....................................................................................
Soda ....................................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................................

1.68
0,39

Magnesia ................................................................................
Sesqul-oxide of iron .................................................................
Water (moisture) .....................................................................

0.32
1.20
1.10
4.69

Total ......................................................................................
99.59
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The sand makes up a little more than half the weight. The
per een_gcs of iron oxide and alkalies are quite large, and enough
to render it fllsible at a high temperature, and, tlmrctbre, unfit
for some u_es as a refractory material.
The clay is wheeled from the bank to vessels of light draught,
or such _t_can lle near the shore, and sent to potteries as a potter's matcrial.
A short distance southwest of this, in the flats in
the river, clay has been seen, probably tff tbe same bed as that
of Lodve's diggings.
It is also reported as found in a well at a
neighboring house, near Mr. Lodge's residence.
BRIDGEPORT

CI,AY.

This locality is near tbe Raccoon creek, one mile south of
Bridgeport, in Gloucester county. It is on lands of James Kirby.
This clay is yellowish-white and tough. None of it has been
dug lately. There is said to be a large amount of it. This is
the most southwesterly clay locality in the State.
Neither this nor Lodge's clays appear like those further to the
northeant.
And both may be more recent than the latter. With
so limited outcrops, and so far apart, it is difficult to generalize
with much certainty.
More exploration and larger opening of
these places are necessary to .determine their geological relations,
as well as their extent and practical value.
Beyond Bridgeport, southwest, the country along the river is
tow, and descends gradually to the bide water creeks and the
river. Meadows border these, excepting a few points, as at Penn's
Grovelanding, Church'slaudiug
and Pennsville, in Salem county,
where there are low banks of upland.
It is not known that any
valuable clay has ever been found in this belt of conntry along
the river. The wells are shallow, and apparently not deep enough

t

between it and the gneissie rocks, wbieh crop out on its western
shore
far south
Wilmington.
Southhere
of flows
the latter
to get as
through
the as
drift.
The Delaware
in theplace
clay,tim
or
clay formation appears on the west of the river, and its beds
crop out at _veral points in Delaware.
Christiania creek runs
along its nm.thwest border, and the southeastern follows near the
line of the Delaware and Chesapeake canal.
Both white and
red clays crop out in the bank, and in the bed of the river about
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three miles south of New Castlc. A considerable amount of clay
was formerly dug here t'or pottery manufacture.
Some of it was
used in making glass pots in West Jersey. These clays resemble
the best clays of the belt along the Delaware river in New Jcrsey,
and in character, as well as in their relations to the adjoining
greeusand marl, on the southeast _hey _ppear to belong to the
same form:_tion and to be the southwestern extension of the clay
bel_ of New Jersey, which has here been described in its outcrop across the 8rate, and along the river from Trenton to
Bridgeport, or to Red Bank.
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As no geological
classification
or arrangementof theseclay
localities
ofthesoutheastern
partoftheStateispossible,
theyare
herede._cribed
according
toa geographical
order,
beginningatthe
northeast
and proceeding
southand southwest.
CLAY

AT

BENNETT'S

_IILLS,

.NearBennett's
millsin Ocean county,thereisan outcropbf
whiteclayo11landsofCharlesH. Appleget,
lyingnearatrlhutary
of the Metcdceonkcreekand not far from the latter
stream.
Specimensselected
by Mr. Applegetand senttothe office
of the
Geological
Survey aretoughand plastic,
but quitesandyand a
little
streakedwithreddishand.yellowish
earths.The locality
hasnotbeen exploredsufficiently
totestthe sizeofthebed uncoveredsonearthesurface
oftheground.
DR_C_S_We
_R*Cr.
On this tract clay is dug near the old Seven Stars hotel and
made into red brick. This is a very stiff, tougl_ clay, an/l most
of it of some shade of yellow or red, although some of it is
said to be white.
There is on it a bearing of earth, gravel,
&c., 4 feet thick. It is possible that selected clay of these pits
couht be used for pipe or some kinds of pottery.
TO*_IS RIVER

CLAY.

$

From Brlcksburg to Toms River there is a belt of clay land
quite in contrast with some of the moro sandy surface east and
west of it. Some zravel is mixed in the surface layers of this
belt. A clay for red brick is dug one mile north of the village,
at Dubuisson's brick yard. There is here an average thickness
of 13 feet of clay covered by sand'and gravel 4 feet thick. This
clay is dark drab-colored and sandy, resembling somewhat the
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astringent earth called "rotten stone," which occurs on top of the
upper marl bed in Monmouth and Ocean counties.
It is said to
burn light colored. But little of it has been used, and the
bricks made of it are not very strong and do not command a
ready market.
By sorting, some clay could be got here which
would snake pipe.
East of Toms River a yellowish white bed of clay having a
maximum thickness of three feet, appears in the bluff on the
south side of Dillon's island. The bluff is 35-40 feet high and
this clay is at a height of 25 feet. It is interstratified with sand.
These strata dip gently towards the southeast.
STA_ONTaA_.
On this tract three miles west of Toms River and near Sunken
Branch some digging and boring 10 feet deep brought up yellowish white, sandy clays. These were found in two layers, each 18
inches thick and separated by sand. Clay, in thin layers, is said
to occur on the same tract near the Bowman place. Borings
15-25 feet in depth, made by Ex-Sheriff Ivins, at many points
on this tract did not discover any clay beds of value, although at
one point a tough blue clay was found 10 feet thick. Sands and
gravels were the prevailing strata encountered in these e_plorations.
It would be easy to increasa this list of localities where such
thin layers of clays, more or less sandy and earthy, could be
found, or are already known. Their uncertain and limited
extent and generally inferior, or worthless character, excepting
• es red brick material have rather prevented explorations which,
properly conducted, might have led to discoveries of some beds,
or deposits of more value. These clays already known, apoear
to belong with the sands, gravels and sandy earths to the drift
which constitutes the surface material over so large an area in
this part of the State, excepting the tidal meadows, the alluvial
deposits of the swamps and the more recent sand dunes that
follow the coast line.
LARRABEE_

BRICX

CLAY.

This clay is on the line of the New Jersey Soutbern Railroad,
one and a half miles northeast of Whitiug's station, in Ocean
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county. It is yellowish red in color and covered by a thin bed
of gravelly earth.
The brick yard here uses it ill making red
brick.
CLAY AT MOUNT _MISE,
R,',

Near Mount Misery, one mile south of Hanover station of tbe
New Jersey Southern Railroad, Burlington
county, clay was
formerly dug for making the brick used in tbe furnace at
ttauover.
The pits are near the old Brown's Mills road and
about a half a mile northwest of Mount Misery. They are
nearly filled up by the sand and earth of the sufaco and none of
the clay can now be seen without digging.
At tbe village a red
brick clay was dug in the south bank of the stream. It is ver:_
sandy.
An outcrop of red clay was seen near the old lilts, west
of this point. Exploration hereabouts might discover clays of.
some value, better than those once dug here.
TOW_EIq]_

CLAY, WHEATI,ANI_,

A pipe clay is dug by E. N. & J. L. Townsend one und a quarter
miles southeast of Wheatland Station, Ocean county, near the
boundary line of Burlington count),. The strata seen in these
pits are described as follows by Mr. Townsend :
I1) Gravelly s:md and clayey _and ......................................................
q2) ]llaek, .an, ly clay, full of lignite and pyrite .....................................
(31
!4)
(5)
(6}

B'.m pipe,lay ...........................................................................
l_a'd_li-h-ydlt_w, sar_dy clay ..........................................................
Sandy i'_rt h with aome clay lumps (locally called a kaolin) .................
S_m,I with some gravel at the bottom .............................................

7-10 feet
1-4 feet
3-S feet
2-3 feet
2-3 feet

In the top black clay, logs of wood (lignite) a foot in diameter
have beeu found. Mr. Townsend has applied this clay as a
fertilizer on sandy ground and observed good results from its use.
It has been called a marl, but it is not properly such, but ratber
an amendment to the soil. It must be used sparingly, otherwise
the sulphate of iron from the decomposition of its pyrite is injurious.
The blue pipe clay is sandy, the sand being very fine
grained.
This layer is throughout
very uniform in quality,
The rcddish clay at the bottom is sometimes very thin.
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A little of the sand or kaolin from tlle bottom and the blue
clay mixed together, have been made into fire brick. But most
of the clay of these pits is used ill the manufacture of p_pe and
cbimney tops at the drain pipe works of the proprietors at
Wbeatland Station.
UNION CLAY WORKS.

This locality and these works are four miles south of Wheatland Staiion, Lacey township, Ocean county. Ill the southeastern pits at this place there is a top inferior clay 8 feet thick ;
then a micaceous clay and sand 4 feet ; then white clay 10 feet
thick, and gravel at the bottmn.
In the pits nortb of the works
there is at the top a gravel with yellow, loamy clay 4 to 9 feet
thick, then a bed of white clay 10 feet thick, next a sand and
gr_ve] 4 feet thick, and at bottom white sand. These figures do
not apply throughout, as there is some variation from pit to pit.
In digging a well 62 feet deep at the works, the strata cut were
reported to be:
(l) Loamy gravel aad clay ...............................................................
(2) Clay ........................................................................................
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Gravel (thin layer) ....................................................................
(_-ood clay .................................................................................
White sand ...............................................................................
Seedy gravel at the bottom ..........................................................

S-I0

feet

2-3 feet
22 feet

Borings made near the works are said to show that this deposit,
or bed of clay, is at working distances from tile surface, under
about seventy acres of tbe lands adjacent to the works. Some
of the top clay is reddish iu streaks. It has been put into red
brick. Tile best of the clay was used in the works, in drain and
water pipes, for which it is mixed with some of the micaceous
sand which is found under the clay bed. The pipe manul_eture
here was started in 1866, previous to which date the clay was
tried for making fire brick and commoR pottery.
For the latter
it answered very well, but for tbe former it was not sufficiently
refractory.
Tbis use of it was abandoned.
It appears to be
better fitted to make stoneware thaa pipe. It has been tried in
glass pots also, but alone did not answer.
Wben mixed with
German crucible clay it is said that it did well.
17
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The first pits here were opened about eighteen years ago, but
the locality has brag been known for its clay, which the colliers
were accustomcd to use in chinking up their cabins and for other
._uch purl,est,.
This dcpo_it is oil ttle high ground, or divide, between tlm headwaters of the strcalns flowing west to the Delaware river and
tirade going cast to the ocean. It is, at least, :150 feet above tide
level. From its ass_)ciation with beds of gravel it appears more
like a tertiary, or post tertiary, deposit, than of any older epoch.
In tile southeastern portions of Ocean, Burlington and Atlantic
cmmties sandy clays have been found at a few points, but hardly
tit for any otln,r use than the manufacture of red brick. There
arc two or tlm'e such near Tuckcrton. At one of these, oil the farm
of ,loseph Nu_cnt, two miles west northwest of the village, a very
fine whitc clay, containing but little gritty material is found
within two fcct of the surface, and as Mr. Nugcnt states, is at
lcact 7 h,ct thick. The size of the deposit, or the value of this
clay, arc unknown.
As it is ill a low, sink-like basin, it must be
m_)re deeply covered in the adjacent higher ground.
This clay
hmks as if it might do for stoneware.
The locality should be
further opened end the clay tried, as it might be used for stoneware, saggars or sewer pipe, and such manufactures at Tuckerton
wouhl have cheap fucl and labor, and be near good transportation by land or water.
A clay like the above is reported on Eayre Oliplmnt's farm,
about three miles southwest of Tuckerton.
CONRADIS CLAY PITS.

These pits arc at Conrad, one mile south of Tansborougb, Camdcn ctmnty. The Williamstown railroad runs a few rods west of
them. Tilt, existence of clay here has long been known, and it
has been uscd at times by the people of the neighborhood as a
v.hi_,,.osh for outlmildings, fences, &c. About seven years ago
the first pits were dug for clay, to make pipe, aud about that
time works were erected here for the manufacture of pipe, terra
cotta and fire brick. The pits go through a beari_lg of 6 inches
to 3 feet, and then the bed of clay, 5 to 16 feet thick. Under this
latter there ix white and yellow quartz sand. Ill some places
there is a stony layer, from two to four inches thick, consisting
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of sand cemented together by iron oxide, between the clay and the
saud. James Conrad, tile former proprietor of the pits and works,
says that this clay can be traced for a mile southeast of his pits;
he has found it at several points in borings ill that direction.
This clay varies considerably ill its appearance.
Generally the
best, of it is at the bottom, near the stony layer. All of it is
sandy, and some of it is mixed with earth ill streaks. Its colors
arc bluish-white, buff and chocolate shades.
The chemical composition is expressed by the following analysis of an average specimen :
ANALYSIS.
Alumina _ ................................................................................
Silicie acid ..............................................................................
Water

{combined)

.....................................................................

23.30
29.50
7,00
59.30

Sand ......................................................................................

34.50
34.50

Pot a._]l...................................................................................
Soda .......................................................................................
],line ............................................................................................
Magm,_ia

1.77
0.16

......................................................................................

Se_qlfi-oxlde of iron ..................................................................
Water (moisture) .....................................................................

1.50
1.60
5.03

Total ................................................................................

99.33

These figures show that this clay cannot be refractory enough
for tim best fire brick. They indicate a composition like that of
some of our best stoneware clays.
The specific gravity, washed clay, is 1.853--1.929; sifted clay,
1.866--1.94(}.
All of this clay answers for pipe. Some selected lots were used
in fire brick, but nothing was learned of their character.
For
some of the finer and ornamental terra cotta ware the crude clay
is washed, sifted and pressed. Tile ware made of it has a pleasing and soft shade. Someof the statuary looks very well. For
the httter, the unwashed crude clay can be used. The products
¢_Including the tItatzlcacid.
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of the works are sbipped over the Williamstown railroad, a side
track running to the works. The thickness of the clay, the thin
covering of soil, and the location so near the railroad, favor this
place.
This deposit, like those near Wheatland, Ocean county, is on
the water shed, between the drainage towards the Delaware river
and the Atlantic slope. Its geological place is uncertain.
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IV.

CLAYSOF NORTHERNNEW JERSEY.
In the northern part of the State clays fit for the manufacture
of bricks and tiles are found very generally distributed throughout the several counties and these supply the local demands for
the more common grades. There are no such large and extensive beds, or large manufacturing establishments as in the plastic
clay belt of the central part of the State. And consequently
these deposits are of local interest and value. They are all near
the surface and belong to the drift and the alluvial formations.
Their description is omitted in this report and referred to the
chapters ou the surface in the "Geology of New Jersey," and
otber reports specially devoted to such deposits.
Two localities of clay in this part of the State are here noticed,
as they have furnished material for other and more valuable
uses. These deposits or outcrops appear to belong in older rocks
and to have resulted from changes produced in them by the
long contiuued working of atmospheric and surface agents.
The first of these localities to be meutioued is in a narrow
valley one and a half miles soutbwest of Bethlehem, Huntcrdon
county.
The following description of this clay appeared in the
ammal report of the Geological Survey of 1874, viz. :
"The ridges on each side are gneiss rocks, and the bottom of
the valley is also gneissic in character, but just here the rocks
have been so decomposed by surface agencies, that this clay is
all that is left of the original rock strata. The clay was discovered two years ago by the owner of the property, Mr. Willevcr.
For a short time, the place was worked by a company from
Eastou.
Last spring it was reopened by the present owner, S.
L. Shimer, of Phillipsburg.
The clay is covered by a very thin
bed of drift earth. Its thickness has not been ascertained,
although a shaft thirty-three feet deep ]ms been sunk in it. Two
trial pits, one lower down the valley, and the other several rods
west of the mine, indicate an extensive bed. The mining operations consist of the single shaft, and a little digging at one side
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of it. The clay is properly a kaolin, beil_g a mixture of while
clay with a large percentage of very fine white quartz, and
paltially dt.conlposcd feldspar. Analyses of the crude material
show a large amount of potash, with some lime and magnesia,
and a little oxide of iron. A trial of it lnade by a Trenton pottery firm, shows that it will not make porcelain ware, on account
of the dark color from burning.
It would probably luakc good
stone_vare; and selected portions when washed, would answer
well fi)r paper facing. The company have erected a drying shed
in which there is a washer, and at the side there are small vats
for tlm reception of the clayey liquid.
The sand in this clay is
remarkably flue, and that sorted out by washing, appears pore
enough for some uses in the arts. Only a few tons of the washed
clay have been sold, and this more for its introduction into the
market, than as a regular business."
Little work has been done since the above account was written.
Such kaolin clays or kaolins, resulting from the decomposition of
fchlspars in gncissie, granitic and syenetic rocks are found in all
paris of the world, and most of the fine and valuable porcelain
cb_y_ of England, France, Germany and some of those in our own
country belong to this class, thus formed in sill_ from the rock.
Tile porcelain clay of the IIokessin valley, Delaware, is a notable
exmnplc of this class of cloys. From these statements it follows
that
wherever there is much decomposition of rocks containing
feldspar, clays will be produced, varying greatly in character according as this chaoge in the rock has proceeded to a greater or
less extent, removing all the original potash and the excess of
silica and making a fine clay, or partially carrying away these
constituents and leaving an impure and inferior clay. The
original constitution of the rock also determines in part the
resulting product, rendering it more or less valuable as there may
he more or less of foreign constituents
in the rock mass.
Throughout much of the highlands and gneissic rock district of
the State, mul particularly towards the southwest, in the western
portion of Morris, in Warren, and in Hlmtcrdon counties, tlle
disintcgration of the str,_ta near the surfilce resulting in what is
often termed "rotten rock," is a characteristic
feature in the
gcology of these counties.
The Bethlehem clay is one of these
outcrops or localities of rock thus altered in appearance cud composition.
Other localities where a little of such clay can be dug
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are reported, but they have not been considered as sufficiently
developed to be included in this report. That others of workable
extent and of value may yet be discovered is highly probable,
and careful searches, prudently carried forward, wiild_ the limits
of the gneissic and associated rock outcrop of the so-called Azoic
formation of the State are advised.
Tile other clay locality is about a mile north of Macopin pond,
in West Milford township, Passaic county. The following description of this clay deposit, written for the annual report of the
Geological Survey, in 1874, is here inserted, inasmuch as there
has been nothing done there since that account was published :
"It was first worked about thir_y-five yem's ago, by Moses
Kinzey, afterwards by Mr. Wooley. But during the pas_ twenty
years nothing has been done. At present the pits are filled up
by the surrounding earth, and the bank is so fallen down that
there is no clay exposed to view. A little digging at the time
of our visit in September last, cut through some thin layers of
mottled (red and white)clay, which is apparently quite pure.
A chemical examination of samples thus obtained, gave four per
ceut of alkalies, indieaLing the presence of sonm par_iallydecomposed feldspar with the clay, and showing it to be unfit for the
ordinary uses of fire clay until it is washed.
"The statements of residents in the neighborhood, and of one
man who worked in the pits, arc, that the clay occurred in layers,
or beds, nearly horizontal and not exceeding two feet in thickness, and separated by thin strata of fine, white quartzose gravel.
The banks, as now exposed, show that over this clay there was
a quite thick covering of this quartz gravel, mixed with yellowish clay, and in places with a dark red sandy clay. The clay
obtained from the pits was washed in works that stood near the
pits, and the*_ carted to Mead's Basin. It's use was not learned.
This bed is very near the em,glomerate outcrop of the Kanouse
mountain razlge on tile west. Abou_ four hundred] feet west of
it in the hillside a pinkistl red bed of shaly rock was dug for
red paint.
On the east side of the valley the gneissic rocks crop
out. About a quarter of a mile south, and near the farm house
belonging to the clay mine lot, there is an old pit, in the sides of
which a conglomerate, made up of quartz pebbles and a white
clay, crops out. It is said that some clay was dug here. If so,
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it would appear to point to tMs feldspathie conglomerate rock ns
the origin of tiffs clay."
.No attempt can be made here to enumerate tile localities ill
New Jersey where clay for red earthenware, for tiles, and for
er)mm,m brick can bc found. A large number are known, and
many more can undoubtedly be tbuud by an inexpensive but
judiciou_ search.
Brh'ks of excellent quality are made at Newton, in Sussex
ccmuty. Tllt,y are made from clay found there, and may be
taken as samph's of wlmt can be made from tile clays of the
Kittatinny wdh,y. These clays have been formed by tile disintegration and u'ear of tim tIudson river slates. They are in
qmllity like tirade ou the tiudson river frmn Newburgh to
Albany.
Am| they may be looked for throughout Sussex and
Warren eountie_ wherever the slates are fouml.
A large lmsim*ss bus been done in the manufacture of bricks
an,1 drain tile at Flemington, in Huuterdon county.
The clay
is fimnd in the immediate vicinity. It is evidently produced by
the disintegrati(m of the red-shale which is the prevalent rock
thcr_,. ('lay of tim same origin is used in the manufactm'e of
bricks at Somerville, Somerset county.
A very large deposit of excellent brick clay is found near the
Morris canal, at Singaek, in Passaic county.
A large quantity of
excellent brick has been made at that place for Paterson and
other towns on the canal. A large deposit of equally fine clay
has been noticed about the flatcountry where tile Whil_pauy and
Rockaway rivers join the Passaic in Morris county.
And another
at thc south cud of tile Great Swamp in Passaic township,
Morris county. The clay of these threc localities is of comparatively recent origin, and is probably a sedimentary deposit from
the sluggish streams which flow near them. The last two mentioned have not been worked.
Scar ttackensack there are also considerable deposits of brick

I

of modern and sedimentary origin.
At Trenton there arc extensive brick yards, and large numbers
of common brick, and also ofl)resscd brick of the best quality are
made. The material used is tile clay from the decomposed gneiss
rock which umlerlies it. It is the saint material tlmt is used in
making the tint Philadelphia and Baltimore pressed brick ; and
clay, which have been extensively worked. The clay is plainly
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it is specially liked on account of the fine color and accurate
shape of the bricks made from it.
Tile localitit,s of the brick clays cannot however be further detailed. Tht,y arc numcrous, and sufficient to meet the requiremcnt of this most important though primitive art.
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COMPOSITION,
PROPERTIESAND ORIGINOF THE CLAYS,FELDSPARSAND
KAOLINS.
CHEMICALCOMPOSITION.
Tim chemical composition of the clays, f el&pars and kaolins,
occurring in the State has been given in many analyses in Part
II. In the first chapter of Part II the analyses of the clays and
feldspars of the Middlesex county clay district arc classified according to their geological position.
Thus tile Raritan bed clays are
represented by tables on pages 43 and 46; the Woodbridge bed
on page 51; the feldspars on page 62; the South Amboy bed on
page (;7, and the stoneware clay on page 72. These analyses are
of specimens dried at 212 ° Fahrenheit.
The local descriptions of
the same district include these tables and many additional analyses of clays, feldspars, kaolins and fire sands. But these are
of specimens well dried at summer temperatures (in summer
air) and they all show the presence of a small anmunt of
moisture, or hygroscopic water. Such analyses arc of economic
value since they give the composition of the raw materials, in
their natural state, after extraction and drying and when ready
for use. They are of special importance and significance to the
clay miner or dealer and to the manufacturer.
And in the considerations regarding the uses of these raw materials, for ware,
fire brick, drain pipe, building brick, alum making, paper
glazing, &c., &c., these analyses should be taken into account,
since they show in some degree the value of these materials for
special applications.
They are important to the laud owner and
clay miner also, if they would know the value of their lands, or
of the materials they would put in the market.
No intelligent
proprietor or manufacturer
dealing extensively in clays can
afford to be altogether ignorant of the facts which such analyses
give. The tables referred to above, indicate the general charac-
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ter of the several geological beds. Hence their interest to the
geologist. They may be studied advantangeously
by the practical man who desires a basis for comparisons preliminary
to
more detailed examination and study of localities. For convenience ill using these analyses scattered through this rcport the
reader _ referred to the list in the index (see under " Analyses ")
and to the table of contents.
The composition of the various clays, feldspars and kaolins,
which make up the strata or beds of geological formations, and
further studied as minerals, aggregations of which form rocks,
is here presented.
It follows naturally the descriptions of localities and of the materials as they occur. Here the analysis is
studied with reference to the constituents and their chemical
relations to one another.
It is made to explain the coustitutiou
of the etude material and to exhibit both tlm essential and clmracteristic components and those which are foreign, or which are
accidentally present. The crude clays are resolved according to
these chemical d_'terminations into their proximate and ultiumto
elemeuts.
By the former the mineral components are dctcrmim,d aml by the latter the chemical coustitution is ascertained.
For example, a clay may be separated into water, sand, mica,
lignite, titanate of iron, kaolinite, or cluy proper. Tim last
named is the essential constituent.
Alone it is clay. The others
may, one or all be wanting, that is they are accidents in the
case. These several constituents, or minerals, can be further
examined and resolved into elements, as silica, potash, titanic
acid, alumina, ¢k:e. The complete chemical analysis gives these
elemeTds,but does not necessarily indicate their relations to one
another, nor give the proximate constitution of the clay. To
get this there must be physical examiuations, special tests and
microscopical work.
The composition is, therefore, learned
through the sclentific study of the results of the chemical analysis, SUpldemented by these particular examinations which are
made for the purpose of showing the mode of combination, &c.,
&c. For the better understanding
of these discussions and for
easy comparison the analyses are computed upon the basis of
100. That is, instead of taking the weights obtained in the
laboratory and the totals of the dctcrminations
the sum is
assumed to be 100 and the several constituents calculated according to the ratio between 100 and the sum obtained.
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proportion the percentages of the several constituents are thus
obtained.
Since the difference between the totals and 100 seldom
exceeds one per cent the calculated percentages do not vary
much from the weighls got in the original analyses. Only a few
of the more fnll analyses of typical specimens are used in this
part of the report.
As has already been stated, the essential part, or constituent,
of clay is the kaolin, or kaolinite of mineralogists.
This is a
hydrous silicate of alumina.
According to analyses of pure
specimens, its composition is as follows :
Silica ................................................................................................
Alumina ...........................................................................................
Water ...............................................................................................

46,3
39.8
13.9
100.0

This composition
is expressed by the chemical formula
AI.. Oa 2Si 02 A- 2H.. 0. For comparison with this standard the
following table of seven analyses of as many of the rich and
purest clays from the Woodbridge and South Amboy fire clay
beds is presented :

Silica
...............--Alumina

.........

40.20

4--_.6_1
4-_.55 43.17
38.08

33.75 t 35.05

39,67

4345',
43.6_-38.84:

39.48

39.01

w_or
.............
I13_/14.10
1305_
1479
13_1411303
i_3_7
--

Potash .............

0.41

0.15

0.17

0.35

0.48

0.25

Sod_
...............
0o3
...............
03_0_2

0.26

96.50

0.29

0..I.8.
021

,_o_,_
..................
o.,011
......
,..................
.........
Oll
Lime ...............

01101.........

Ferric oxide .....
Titanic acid .......

0,51
1.43

0.911
1.321

1.15
1,32

0.51]

1,11' I

0.8ll

Sand ...............
Total ............

1.
2.
3.
4.

I......iiii

10O.00 100,0O1100.00;

.........

I

0.20 iiiiiiiii

....

0.15

1.051
1.42

0.46
1.62

0.451
1.061

0.87
1.21

0.78
1.34!

1.42

0.71

0.20

1.51

0.90

100.O0 lO0,OO 100.0O, 100.00

Loughridge & Powers' fire clay, Woedbridge.
I-I. Cutter & Sons' fire clay, Woodbridge.
H. Cutter & Sons' ware clay, Woodbridge.
W. H. P. Benton's fire clay, Woodbridge.
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5. E. F. & J. M. Roberts' fire clay, near South Amboy.
(k E. ]". & J. M. Roberts' selected paper clay, near South Amboy.
7. (;t'.r_e Such's washed paper clay, near South Amboy.
Av. Average of analyses, 1-7.
The -urn of the averages for the silica, alumina and water is
96.50. The calculation of the per cenLages of these constituents
upon the basis of 100, gives :
Sillca ................................................................................................
,_-Itlm_n_ .............................................................................................
W:_h.r ...............................................................................................

45.20
40.42
14.38

Or, a_ ,'ompared with the percentages deduced from the above
._tatcd fl,rmu}a, there is a deficiency in the silica, and an excess
of alumiml end water. These differences might be explained
l)y variations in analyses, which were made for technical uses,
and not of sl,ecimens best adapted to yield data for formnlas.
Su('h variations might be expected under such circumstances.
But an examination of each of these analyses shows like diffcrence_ iu _dl. No. 6 was tbc richest clay of the seven, containing,
after throwing out the insoluble silica or quartz, oxide of iron,
titanic acid, water and potash, 98.04 per cent. of solnble silica,
alumina _llnl water. These computed for 100 are as follows :
Silica .................................................................................................
Alumin._ .............................................................................................

45.27
40.'28

Wattr

14.45

................................................................................................

100.00

Tbcee last per centage figures differ'very slightly from those
of the aw'rage. They all show the excess of alumina above that
dcdu_.cd fr.m the formula of kaolinite.
Au examination of the
several a_mlvses of the fire and ware clays occurring in New
Jersey, was nnnlc to ascertain the proportion of the alumina to
tile s¢_lul)Ic ._ilica and water (combined), and the following
cla_sifi_'ation was deduced :
1. The constituents
were in amounts
approximately
exprc_-ed 1)y the average as above given. In this class nearly all
of the tire clays were found ; also, the porcelain, or ware clays.
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the alumina being in cousiderable excess. The so-called fold.
spars, the potters clays of S. A. Meeker and B. A. Lodge, and
probably others, and tile fire clay of J. D. Hylton, Pensauken
creek, belong ill this class. Charles A. Campbell's white fire clay
is also in this group.
3. The silica was found in excess. The clay of the island
farm, and the stoneware clays of Middlesex county, belong here.
Also Joshua Eayre's stoneware clay, Florence, and tbe fire clay
at Conrad.
These classes arc not sharply defined, since the analyses show
gradations from one to another, which cannot be more accurately
classified. Examples of the first class have already been given.
For the second, the following are presented :

11'213
Sili_l ..........................................................................

19.46

Alumina
_Vater

21.86 ! 17.61
5.89,
(.351

Potash

......................................................................
.....................................................................
.........................................................................

16.65

2.25,

0.12

17.$2
18.14
5.4l
0.76

Soda ............................................................................
Lime ...........................................................................
Magnesia .....................................................................
Ferr c ox'de .................................................................

i ......... ; e.21[
0.20
0.281 ......... [.........
0.24'. .................
I 1.571 0.54
1.09

Titanic

[.........

acid ...................................................................

,Sand ...........................................................................

48.45'

!

0.91! .........
57.611

56.88

I,oo.ool
1oo.ool
1oo.oo
1. S. A. Meeker's p_:tters clay, Woodbridge.
2. Edgar Brothers' feldspar, near Woodbridge.
3. ,l. H. Hylton's fire clay, Pensaukcn creek.
In Nos. ] and 3 the amounts of alumina are to be reduced,
each about one per cent., for titanic acid. With these reductions,
this constituent is relatively large in amount.
Taking the average for the three constituents, they correspond to the formula
6Al: O_ 10Sio: + llH: O.
As examples of the third class we have the following analyses :
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Silica

...........................................................................
Alumln_
............................................................
Water ...............................................
_...........................

Potash
Soda

111

13-

46.11
q 35,56
, 14.S91

29.67 i 29.29
20.87
21.17
8.61
6.72

...............................
................................................

.M gnesla

0

2

, ....................................

1.81
0.18

l.........

0.30

0.22

..................................................................

I

1.381

1.451

1.68

T, tanicaeid
...................................................................
Sand
...........................................................................

[
I

1431
1.14[
0.51 i 36.411

l.O0
37.93

Ferric

.....................................................................

1,55
].........

oxide

11oooo,'
l. White clay from Island farm, Middlesex county.
2. Stoneware clay, E. R. Rose's pits, Middlesex county.
3. Stoneware clay, N. Furman's pits, Middlesex county.
In No. 1 there is little foreign matter.
The fornlula 5AL. Os
llSi 0_ q- 12ttz O, expresses very nearly the relative proportions
of tim alumina, silica and water. Nos. 2 and 3 may bc expressed
4Al: O:_10,_i O: + 8ttz O.
The examples above stated prove conclusively that the clays
are not altogether uniform in composition, even after throwing
out all the accidental or foreign constituentq.
Either the essential ].'aolinitc is not constant, or our clays consist of this mineral
mixed in varying proportions with other hydrous silicates of
alumina.
Inasmuch as the greater number of tbe rich fire and
ware clays of the State, and also others which have been llero
examined, do correspond very closely to the eompositiml and
formula assigned to this mineral, the latter explanation is the
more plausible.
What may be tbe constitution of tlmse other
silicates is not evident from tba analyses•
The specimens
analyzed were not all of a character to furnish data for the constructiml Jf formuhts, or to determine with certainty tlle colnposition of kaolinite, but many of them were of remarkable i)urity,
and the generalizations
here stated rest upon determinations
which do net appear capable of any other explanations.
The excess of silica (soluble) may in part be due to the presence of free silica. The separation of the free or hydrated
silica wa_ attcmlded in many of the analyses, but the results,
although quite constant (ranging from .4 to 1.5 per cent. in the

P
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fire clays), were DOt considered satisfactory, and were rejecte d.
There is no doubt as to the existence of the silica in this condition, but present analytic methods fail to determine its amount
with accuracy.
ACCIDENTAL

OR FOREIGN

CONSTITUENTS,

The foreign constituents or impurities in the clays and socalled feld,_pars of New Jersey, are quartz and tlta_ic acid ill
nearly all, and feldspar, mica, pyrite, llguite, oxide of iron, amber, carbonates of copper, vivianite, red-shale, add various earthy
matters more or less widely distributed.
Quartz has been found in all the specimens analyzed.
It
exists in all, even in the most fat and appareutly gritless clays.
The smallest amount determined was two-tenths of one per
cent., in the paper clay of E. F. & J. M. Roberts' pits, near South
Amboy. This is better expressed in a practical form by four
po_v_ds i_ a ton of the crude clay. The average amount in the
best fire clays of the Woodbridgc bed, Middlesex county, according to the table on page 51, is 5.07 per cent. But there is a wide
range in the amount, as well as in the form, in which this constituent occurs. The stoneware clays of Middlesex county eoutain between thirty and rift), per cent. of fine white quartz sand.
The average size of the grains ill these clays is 1-250 of all inch
in diameter, and they range from 1-70 to 1-1200 of an inch.
There are other clays, as that of Mrs. Clark's pits at South Amboy, Loughridge & Powers' extra sandy clay, and some of the
clays along the Delaware river, in which the sand amounts to
more than half of the mass
In these latter, and generally in
the fire clays, there is considerable variation in the fineness of
the sand. In some the sand is coarse-grained, from 1-:I00 to
1-200 of au inch ; in others it is very fine, less than 1-250 of an
inch. The fineness does not necessarily go with richness of the
clay, as in Roberts' clay there are grains 1-70 inch in diameter,
although few in number.
M[orc commonly there is uniformity
in the size of the grains in the same clay, so that in the coarser
grained there is a preponderance of a larger size, while iu the
fine grained there is an absence of coarse grains, and also of the
more minute quartz dust. In the feldspars the quartzoccurs in a
18
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gr_';_er r_Ve of sizes, from dust to small pebbles half an inch in
di_Y_,.t r: :_d these latter are somewhat rounded on the edges,
as if w,,ru by attrition.
In tile clays the sand, as examined
und¢ - i!_(_microscope, appears little rounded and of exceedingly
irr,'_,_l_, r -hape_--fragments
of translucent to transparent quartz.
()c,'a-i,,,_]ly there is some yellowish and, rarely, a grain of reddi_l_ ,:_:mrt,. The, colorless, vitreous variety prevails. The sand
is _1-., _vidcnt in the greater specific gravity which its presence
giw.-. :,_ can be s_'en by reference to the table further on in this
part ,,f the R(.port. Scattering white pebbles of quartz have
been c,b_erved in the bottom of the fire clay bed at Isaac Inslee's
pits. ::e'._r _,'oodbridgc.
This occurrence is exceptional.
At the
N(".lk;;l_ t bank, San(t tIills, the fire clay has some coarse sand
grain, bl.r_, and there imbedded in it. As has been already mentiont,_l (pages 52 and t;7), there are no sharply defined planes of
divi_iCq_b,.tween lhe rich, or fat, and the sandy clays, but gradations i[ir_uIgh which tlm former passes into the latter and vice
_',,'..'.,. _r'._t)- arc not distinct beds, but variations in the same
coulil;ll,.L:s bed. Masses of sand and very sandy and inferior
cbl3 _ ',_ve been ot*s,_rve(1in the rich clays. ]:,ong lenticularsaud
nms-_-, c')l_,i_tiIIg of clean white quartz, bave been found enc!(,-t,] !". tile day.
Tllese occurrences are much like some of the
l,,,,".... f ,o_k xvhieh are found in the ore beds of older formati,m- a:::_ilike the association of the white crystalline lilnestono
and g: t.i-,ic rocks of the northern part of the State.
T,"-,'c At;d--In
the third amlual report of the Gcologieal
.qurv, y madt' in lS5_;, page 67, analyses of clays from Trenton and
Burl'- ,.r,.t,k are given, containing each 1.4 per cent. of zirco_tia.
The-t, ;_;_:llvsesmade by Julius Koch were subsequently printed
in the' '" (:cob)gy of New Jersey," 1868. In the year following the
pul)li_. _t;_,:_(,f tln' latter, a revision of these analyses was made
by 3It. ll,_gardu_, and what had been announced as zirconia was
found :_ be titanic acid. '_: These revised analyses appe_tred in
tlH' anm_vl r_'port for 1872. Later chemical examinations have
found t!t:_:dltl_l in nearly all the clays, both foreign and New
,lcrs,':', ,_l',irh have been tested.
_l:l
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The combination ill which tlle titanium exists is not certainly
known. By careful washing the most pure clay, as that of
Roberts' banks near South Amboy, (in which the quartz is 0.2 per
cent. and titanic acid 1.05 per cent.) a mixture of quartz and
brownish black grains was obtained.
These were not magnetic.
Most of them were of irregular shapes, and about of the same
size as the fine (quartz) sand about 1-250 inch or .01 centimeters
in diameter.
This granular residue was digested in sulphuric
acid and the filtrate analyzed.
An average of two results gave
the following perceutage:
Insoluble in sulphuric acid ...................................................................
Ahnnina ...........................................................................................

43.49
4.04

Ferric oxide .......................................................................................
Titanic acid .......................................................................................

I 1.31
41.16

Total ..........................................................................................

100.00

The portion insoluble in sulphuric acid was further tested and
found to contain a little soluble silica sufficient to combine with
the alumina as clay, but no titanium.
A third sample of clay was more carefully washed to ensure as
nearly as possible a complete removal of the clay. The washed
mass was digested in hydrochloric acid. A large portion of the
iron and an uuweighable trace of titanium were dissolved. The
insoluble mass was heated in sulphuric acid, the liquid filtered
and analyzed.
The results this time were :
i'nsoluble in sulphurlc
acid ...................................................................
Alumina ...........................................................................................
Ferric oxide .......................................................................................

77.97
2.05
1.44

Titanic

acid .......................................................................................

18.54

Total ..........................................................................................

100.00

A reasonable explanation of these results is that these black
grains are titanic iron (menaccanite) mixed with nigrine. Both of
these minerals are found in granitic and gneissic rocks, and such
rocks are supposed to have furnished the materials for the clay
strata. Remmelsberg iu his "Handbuch
der Mineralchemie,"
S. 1008,* describes a cmupound coutainiug of:
- _-FromGumbel's Geognostische Beschrelbung des Oatlhtyerlsehen Grenz,gehlrges, S. _--_9.
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:told .......................................................................................

89,49

]:_'rri(' oxide .......................................................................................

11.03

•_iagnc_ia

.........................................................................................

0.45

Tot_[ ..........................................................................................

100.97

These proportions of titanic acid and oxide of iron are not very
different from those given above. And its behaviour
with
chemical reagents is very similar to that of these black graius
from the clay. According to Rammelsberg this compound of his
_lnaIysi_ from Barnau, in Bavaria, is nigrine, a variety of rutile
mixed with menaccanite.
The general occurrence of titanium in the clays of the plastic
e',ay formation, and in nearly conslant amounts is most remarkable. In twenty-one clays from as many different localities, it
was found varying from 1.06 to 1.93 per cent., or excluding the
maximum, the range in tile remaining twenty was between 1.06
awl 1.1;3 per cent., varying much less than the quartz sand.
The_e titanium compounds have been found in the fdd._pars and
tlre _ands of the same clay formation.
They are evidcutly dis_t.minated throughout all its beds.
ISl,tskar and Mica occur in the plastic clay formation, irregularly distributed through the several beds. The feldspar is seen
i1_some of the coarser clays, and in the fire sands, and in the so(_Iled fdd.*par bed, but in very small fragments.
It appears
l_m(.h altered or kaolinizcd. This condition is very marked in
lhe kaolin clay at Trenton, which is tlle decomposed gnoissic
J_('k The clays on the eastern side of the State do not appear
t,b have any of this mineral in them, or if there, it is in minute
fragments.
The alkalies in some of these, as well as a part of
the siIieic acid and also of alumina, may exist in such particles
et" nndccomposed feldspars.
No examinations have been made
i,, d*.termine the feldspathic species. This determination might
I,t, interesting and suggestive, as relating to the origin of the
cIays amtfildspar.
Mica is _t more common constituent in tile
1,t,d_ of this formation.
It gives character to the micaceous sand,
(.,)mmonly termed kaolin, although in this material it does not
amount in any case to ten per cent. of the mass. It occurs iu small
_,'ales or flakes, rather unevenly mixed with the sand grains.
The t_p _ql,ite cla_ of the Middlesex couuty pits shows in wash-
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lugs the mica mixed with the quartz.
And the potash in this
clay may come from that source. As both of these minerals are
fusible at high temperatures, their presence is undesirable in fire
clays.
Pyrite is a common constituent in many of the clays in the
State. :It is most abundant in the darker-colored and more sandy
clays, rendering them, in many cases, nnfit for uses to which they
might be applied, were it not for its presence. It is so abundant
in the laminated clay and sand bed over the Woodhridge fire
clay bed, and also in the black clay overlying the stoneware clay
bed, as to give character to them. In these, as also in all the
d_lrk-eolored clays, both in Middlesex county and in the beds
along the Delaware river, it is generally associated with woody
matter, or lignite. Tile latter is very rarely seen in any amount
free from pyrite.
Its presence in the lignite beds of the upper
part of the clay formation, near Chesquake creek and the ]_aritan hay, has been one of the most serious obstacle in the utilization of that fuel. It is also common in the black clays along
the Delaware river, between Trenton and Kinkora.
The clay
diggers frequently refer to the pyrite as "sulphur," or as "sulphur balls." :It occurs in fire clays of some localities, and is removed by washing when in fine lunlps distributed through the
mass, or it is cut out by hand when present in larger ball-like
aggregations of crystals. In these clays it is not associated with
lignite. The round "sulphur balls," as commonly known, are
from two to five inches in diameter, and often partially decomposed on the exterior, so that the outer portion or s/tell of oxide
of iron encloses a centre of unaltered pyrite.
Generally, such
occurrences of spheroidal nodules are limited to certain horizons,
or levels, sometimes at the top, at others at tile bottom, and when
tile), are found in this way their removal is an easy matter--by
cutting them out of the spits as these are dug. Careful sorting
and cutting, in this nlanncr, obtains most valuable grades of fire,
ware or paper clay, even from pyritiferous beds. (See pp. 19'9,
198 and '901.) When clays, rich in alumina, contain considerable pyrite scattered through them, so that it cannot be cut out or
sorted, nor profitably washed, they can be used by alum makers,
and much of this grade of clay is thus utilized.
The oxidation
of the pyrite has produced copperas or sulphate of iron, which
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is api),qrcnt in the inky or astringent taste frequel,tly noticeable
in some of the dark-colored clays, and occasionally observed in
tb(, white fire clays. Tile deep, brown color of water standing
iI_ and _d)out ('lay pits, is owing to the presence cf SOil)hates thus
d(,riw*d fr()m tile alteration of the pyrite.
Slate this lniueral
d(),*__mt _)ccur iu sutticicnt amount to be workable as a source of
snli*hur, it eCmnot alone be utilized.
And in the clay it is positiw,ly in.i_:ri_,u_. At moderately high temperatures it fuses, and
act_ ther_,forc as a fluxing agent. It is one of the damaging
col_stitm*nts, amt its presence is altogether undesirable.
Its
o,','nrr_lcc has been given in local descriptious of Part I[, and
for localities the reader may consult that portion of the report.
Lh.l,lt¢.--This
term has been used to designate the various
f,)_'_- of" fi)--iI wood which occur in some of the beds-of the clay
f_)rNnltien, am] to which reference has already beeu made in the
n,,ti_*_,of pyrite.
It appears as trunks aud branches of trees.
Th_._e ar_, of all sizes np to logs three feet in diameter and many
fl,ct in h,ngth.
The wood structure is still apparent, aud brown
t() .[t*t hlJ_.k in shade. The smaller branches and stems are
_:_.m'r.ally flatteued,as if emnprcssed by great weight. They lie
h_rizmlt_dly, or nearly so, in the beds. Impressions or prints of
h.:_v(*_'art, (*ftcT_found accompanying the wood. This lignite
horns with u blue blaze, giving off au emDyrcumatic odor. As
al),,v,, stat_,d, l_yrite is commonly associated with the tbssil wood.
E×i,f)_,,,1 to th(, atmospheric air it soon cracks badly and falls to
l)i(L,'q"_,
SOtllt_t lumps, solid when freshly taken out of the pits, are
soon ruin(*d as specinmns in mass. Nearly all of the darkeolort,d cI.ays, and particularly the more sandy of these, conlain
]igl_ite, or _c_od,as it is cmnmouly known among clay diggers,
eitl_,.r in very small fragments very uniformly distributed
thr,,u_h the ma_s, or in the form of sticks and larger pieces more
irr(.;:uhlrly imh(dded in them. In the upl)er part of the clay
form:_tion, aml near ('hesquake creek, beds of lignite one to four
l_*etthick _)c_'ur tln)ong the black clays and sands. For a fuller
de_'riI,tiou of these lignite beds the reader is referred to the
" (_'()lngy of New Jersey," and also to pages 74 and 75 of this
rep_*rt It is nc_'dless _o mention localities, as they arc almost
everywhere ill the area of the clay formation and they are
rt'ferrcd to in the local de|ails of Part II. The composition
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made some years ago in the survey

Gases ('_o|ati|e hydrocarbons / .................................................................
Coke (carbon) .....................................................................................
bah ...................................................................................................

50.2
3.t.6
15.2
100.0

Its use as a fuel is, of course, restricted to its occurrence ill
workable masses. Elsewhere it is valueless.
It cal).UOtbe conJidered as injurious as it burns out and leaves the mass white
and more open, or porous. Tim fire clays do not contain it, or
vary rarely.
In the dark-colored to black clays it enters to the
extent of seven per cent in some of them. These are generally
used in pipe making.
Oxide of Iro,_ (Ferric Oxide).--The hydrated oxide o.f iron occurs
very generally in the clays and feldspars of the plastic clay fornmtiou. The aualyses of the white and fine ware clays indicate
from .4 to 1.2 per cent of ferric oxide. Nearly all of it is readily
4i_solved by digesting the clays in dilute hydrochloric acid,
which shows that it, or the most of it, exists uncombined and nlix ed
with the silicate of alumina, or clay proper.
And it is regarded
as an accidental constituent or iml)urity.
In none of the almlysos of fire clays, or of the fcld._pars, has there been over two per
cent., and generally it is about one per cent of the whole. The
common, red brick clays often contain much more, although in
these a part of the iron is combined as silicate with other bases.
This oxide is supposed to be the coloring agent, or matter, in
clays, owe their variegated api)earance to the iron oxide present
tim various shades of red clttys. The "spotted," or mottled
in the red portions.
The strange mixed arrangement
of the
colored clays in some parts of the fire clay bed has been referred
to on pages 52, 67, 85 and 134. Some of the red clays have been
examined and found to contain as much as seven per cent of
oxide of iron. It seems highly probable, from the behaviour of
our clays in analysis that a portion of the iron exists as a protoxide (ferrous oxide) and is combined with silica and other
bases as a double silicate.
When present to the extent of about
one-Ilalf of one per cent, as in the best fire clays of the State, it
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cannot be of much effect upon the refractoriness.
An(]
not show in any discoloration in burning.
\Vhen iL am_
three or more per cent, as ill the red clays it appears to
injurious, as these do not _taml intense heating.
The remova" of the
iron by treating with acid bus been suggested, but the pr.acticability of such a method has not been proved, at least not upon a
large scale.

,,

Amt)er (S, celnite), has been found in small, nodular masses in'
the dark-colored elays at Isaac Inslee's pits, near Woodbridge,
Ceorge Snob's pits, Burt's creek, and at Ernst's mines, on
Chesquake creek. The largest pieces which have been collected
by the survey were not more than an inch in diameter.
It was
of dark ycll.w to reddish brown color. Its occurrence in the
dark-colored, lignitic clays is an indication of vegetable origin.
Malachite, of Carbo,_ate of Copper, and P_vianite are among the
rarest of these foreign constituents of the clays. These minerals
have been observed, each in a single locality. They appeared
as incrustations, or filmy coatings, on the fractured surfaces.
Red-._halehas been mentioned as one of the foreign constituents.
Its occurrence is limited to the bottom of the lowest member of
the plastic clay series--the Raritan bed and near the red-shale
and sand.-tonc rock of the triassic age. It appears in small fragments, and as shaly earth in the clay of two or three localities.
Excepting these occurrences, no traces of these rocks have been
discovered anywbere in the beds of the clay formation.
Sandy e_,rth_"and loamy materials are found iu places with the
clays, not in one mass, mixed uniformly, but in streaks and
irregular pockets and layers in the clay. They can hardly be
considered as parts of the elays, but rather as associated impurities.
In some cases these are superficial masses, or deposits
of later age.
MICROSCOPICAL

,

1

EXAMINATIONS.

k microscopical examination of some of the clays of the State
as well as of some ohtained elsewhere, was suggested by thet)aper of
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Johnson & Blake, "on Kaolinite and Pholerite," in the American
Journal of Science and Arts, II Vol, XLIII, pp. 351-361 (1867.)
Their results, as therein presented, indicate the existence of a
mineral of definite form and composition, and this was named by
them kaolinite from the old and common word " kaolin."*
Under the microscope this mineral appears in the form of
transparent or translucent, rhombie, rhomboidal, or hexagonal
plates, or scales, which are generally aggregated in irregular,
curved and sometimes in fan-shaped, prismatic bundles.
The
same paper further indicates an intimate relation between the
plasticity of the clays and their fineness, or state of aggregation
in which the plates or scales are found. In sedimentary" clays
these are more broken and fragmentary, and there are fewer
bundles than in the kaolin proper, or clays which have resulted
from the decomposition offehlspar in place. Trituration, as rubbing between the fingers, breaks up the bundles and the mass is
rendered thereby more plast.ie than in its original state. The
plates vary greatly, from .005 to .0001 of an inch in diameter.
The examinations made for this report were with powers ranging from 200 to 800 diameters.
Many clays,fieldspars and kaoli_s
were examined, more particularly with reference to the nature of
the foreign constituents associated with the kaolinite. The specimens were exceedingly diverse in character and embraced both
kaolins and sedimentary clays of different geological ages. The
hexagonal scales or plates, were found in nearly all of these
specimens.
Generally they were much broken, and the mass
appeared largely made up of their fragments.
Curved and
prismoidal aggregates, or bundles of these nummular plates were
more abundant in the kaolins than in the sedimentary clays.
In some of the latter no plates were recognized. The following
specimens are selected as indicating the range of the examination
and the results.
1. Washed, white clay from Bethlehem, Hunterdon county.
This clay is simply the altered feldspar, in situ.
Plates very abundant and small, many fragments. No bundles.
These may have been broken apart in the washing.
*Th s word h,ao fl_ hm_ been used with rtluch ]_tItude a,'_d Its meaning greatly per_,erted in varlott'l
w'ay_
Or gina ly from he Chl lese k(_Ollngor kau-linll meaning
high ridge and l_ppiied to the
pulverized
r_ek em Ioyed in ottery--it has been translerred
to theclays resulting t'tom the decomposition of feldspat_ic rocks _n s_tu and then to those which have been removed from the original
locality and deposited tn beds or sediments of hlter geotogieal formations,
III New Jersey _nd oa
Staten Island it hm'_been still _tlrther u3ed tO designate & _icaceou8 _and. Wherever SOUSed Ca _hia
report it app_r_ Italicized.
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2. Clay from Trenton.
Another clay which is on the site of
its origin, or very near it.
Full of plates, mostly thin. Some rhomboidal but more irregular in outline.
3. Kaolin from ttokessin, Delaware.
Decomposed feldspar, in
pl*ce. Many very fine, thin plates; some masses of nummular
plates, or shapes.
.L t'aper clay, E. F. & J. M. Roberts, South Amboy. Very
little _tuartz. Mass of fine particles largely made up of small
discs or plates of irregular outline.
A few of them were approximately hexagonal ia shape.
5. Blue fire clay, same pits as No. 4. This appeared much
coarser than No. 4. Very few plates were seen in it.
6. William It. Berry's retort clay, Woodbridge, extremely
tough and plastic.
Very small particles,
No plates or bundles.
7. Charles M. Dally's clay (Raritan bed), south of Bonhamtown.
No plates or bumllcs.
S. (:lay from feldspar, Forbes' farm. Many plates, but very
small.
Prismatic bundles of nmnmular
shaped plates also
COFfl men.

9. Clay from feldspar, Knickerbocker
Life Insurance
Company's farm, Perth Amboy township.
Much coarse gritty material.
Many bundles of nummular shaped plates, but of less
diameter than those of the clays.
10. ,N. Furman's stoneware clay, Chesquake creek.
Much
quartz in grains of irregular shapes. A few thin plates.
Among the foreign specimens examined were Chinese kaolin,
which contained many small curved bundles, aud kaolin from
Aue, Saxony_ in which fine plates and bundles were very abundant.
These examinations appear to show the very general presence
of the crystallized _aolinite, and, further, the connection between
the plasticity and the state of fineness of the clays. The absence
of well defined hexagonal plates or scales, and the abundance of
irregular shapes or fragmentary plates in most of our clays accords with their sedimentary character and their highly plastic
nature.
In this place it is proper to add that an examination of
some of the altered feldspar from Trenton, discovered nummular
like shapes and some irregular (broken) plates.
The subject has a practical application, and it is highly prob-
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able that the microscope can be used to ascertain the degree of
plasticity as depending upon the abundance, nature and state of
aggregation of those crystalline forms, (kaolinite) in tbo raw
materials.
Micr()scopic examinations are also of value in the determination of the foreign, or accidental, constituents of clay, tbat is,
the minerals associated with the kaolinite. The field is very interesting both scientifically and practically.
Want of time prevented the continuation of this work further.
PROPERTIES.

All the clays occurring in New Jersey are eartby, differing
essentially from the hard and rock-like fire clays which are
found in the coal fornmtions both in this country and in Europe.
Consequently they are mined or dug from their beds by the use
of spades and grubbing hoes, and rarely are so hard as to require
the use of a pick. They break with a dull fracture, often conchoidal or irregular in outline.
When breathed upon they
exhale a peculiar a_'yi!laccous odor. Moistened with water they
form a pasty mass, more or less tough, according to a variety of
conditions all of which are not certainly known.
This affinity
for water is strong, and the combined water is entirely removed
only by intense heat.
The density, or specific gravity, varies considerably in specimens
frmn different localities, and in those from the same place according to their physical constitution.
The following table of specific
gravities of clays occurring in :New Jersey exhibits the range of
variation in this respect. ]t may be stated here as a convenience
in using this table, that water is assumed as the standard of coulparison, and is represented as unity, or 1.000. Ii, therefore, a clay
has a specific gravity of 2.000 its weight, bulk for bulk, is just
twice as great as that of water. It may be added, as convenient
in the practical application of these figures, that the weight of a
cubic foot of water is 62.5 pounds. Consoquerltly 30.4 cubic foot
will equal one ton (2,000 pounds); or 15.2 cubic feet of a clay,
whose specific gravity is 2.0, will weigh 2,000 pounds; or, in
another form, 1 cubic yard (27 cubic feet), will weigh 3,550
pounds. With a specific gravity of 1,750, the average for the
rich fire clays of Middlesex county, 1 cubic yard weighs about
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The arrangement of the table is geographical.
The percentage
of sand (quartz) appears in a second column, in the clays which
have been analyzed and that constituent determined.
_t-.....

o_
c13
Claq_ _¥orth of the Raritan
Agilliam

B. Dixon's

l{iver.
1.994--2.047

'28.81

1531--1,809
1.869
1.813--1.897
1.743--1.789

0,50
.........
.........
6.51

Salamand_,r
W_rks pipe clay .............................................
J. R. _Vat--un's line sandy clay ............................................
S. A. Meeker's potters (stoneware) clay ...............................
H. Cutter ¢_:_n_ fire clay ................................................

1,853--1,941
1.777
2.047--2,077
1.764--1.769

.........
.........
48.40
1.10

H. Cutt('r & Sons' ware clay .............................................
H. Cutter & Son_J black day .............................................
Charles Annes_ & ,ons fire clay .........................................
Philip Netlkumet'_
fire clay .............................................

1,766--1.893
1.569--1.614
1.861--1.864
1,798--1.814

0,80
.........
20.60
.........

Cro,_sman ('lay _nd ,MEnu factur lag Company'a blue plpe clay ......
%V. N. "Weidt.ncr'_ wbite clay (Martin's dock) .......................
David FIood'H mottled or "spotted"
clay ..............................
Davld Flood'_ mottled _r "spotted"
clay (white portion) .........

1,680--1.099
1.528--1.542
1.790
1.778

.........
0.71
.........
.........

David

2.170

.........

Imughridge
Lougbrid_e
Loughridge
%_illiala H.

best fire clay ......................................

& Po_vers' _¢are clay .........................................
& Powers' alum clay .......................................
& Po_*er_' sandy clay (bottom of bed) .................
Berry s fire clay (for retorts) .............................

Flood'_

amttlcd

or "spotted"

clay (red l)ortion )..........
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Clayn South of the Raritan
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GRAVITY.--(Continucd).

River.

Farm white clay ....................................................
Bissett's red brick day .............................................

1.578--1.610
1.778--1.812

0.50
.........

Sayre & Fishcr_s fire day ..................................................
Sayre & Fisber's (clay for front brick) .................................
Sayre ,(: Fisher's eonmlon brick clay ...................................
Whitehead
Brothers'
hhm fire clay .....................................
Whilehead
Brothers' red clay .............................................
J. K. Brick eatate, _N'o.1 fire day .......................................

1.657--1.7051
1.705--1.732
1.860--1.8821
1.837--1.883
1.745--1.771
1.760--1.773

3.10
27.80
.........
.........
.........
.........

J. K. Brick estat% _o. 2 fire clay .......................................
George Sueh's (unwashed ) fire clay .....................................

1.852--1.901
1.716--1.751

.........
.........

C_orge Sueh's
G-corge Sueh's
George Suell's
E. F. & J. M.
E. F. & J. M.
E. F. & J. M.

1.530--1.571
1.539
1.660
1.73S
1.723--1.742
1.702--1.746

.........
.........
.........
0.70
0.20
.........

b, lff (washed) clay .......................................
alum clay ...................................................
tot) (inferior) clay ........................................
Roberts'
fire clay .........................................
Roberts' paper clay .......................................
Robert2 common white clay ...........................
1_'ddspars.

Forbes Farnb
Edgar

W. N. Weldner's

pit_ .....................................

Brothers ...............................................................
Stoneware

Clfty_, Middlesex

2.321

53.40

2.283

57.10

County.

E. R. Rose & Son's stoneware clay ......................................
Otto Ernst's stoneware clay ...............................................
Noah Furman's stoneware clay (Chesquake
creek) ................
Tbeodore Smith's stoneware clay ........................................

2.129--2.151
; 1.971--2.13S
2.012--2.022
1.946--2.062

37.I0
39.95
37.85
.........

Clay8 Along the Delaware River.
Danlcl

South's saggar clay .................................................

1.864--1.87_

Joshua Eayre's clay_ Florence
Heights ................................
J. D. Hvlton's fire cla_, Palmyra .......................................
B. A. Lodge's

Isaac Webster's,
James Conrad's
Joseph

Sugent's

clay, Billlngsl)ort

.........................................

clay, Tuckerton,

Burlington

county ...............

.........
40.50
56.80

[ 1.893--1.917

.........

[
I ].607--1.61_
I 1.803--1.961

8.60
.........

I

Cla_s Vncla_ified.
Ten Mile Run, Somerset county ...................
washed clay, Conrad, Gloucester county .........

R L Shimer's (washed clay,) Bethlehem,
Hnnterdon
Hokessln,
Delaware (washed
clay) .................................

1.981--2.02_
2.052--2.101

I 1.327--1.86..'

county... 1 1.523--1.57 (, .........
_....I 1.604--1.62'
.........
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It will be observed that the variation in tile density, corrcspond_ in some degree with the percentage of sand, but this is
n4_t (,Ttozcther the case, as there are differences aside fi'om the
admixture of sand. Tim specific gravity of quartz is 2.5--2.8,
eon_t,lm.ntly the greater the proportion of sand, the clay being
the same, the greater the density. Some of the dark-colored
pipe lind red brick clays are exceptions to this, although they
arc generally quite sandy.
It will also be evident upon considcratiml, that clays which contain sand of various degrees of
_incm,s, or exceedingly fine sand are more dense than coarser
graim.d mixtures.
In the former case the intervening
spaces
are smaller.
In some of the 5lays the sand is almost dustfi_e;
whih, in others the average size of the grains may not be less than
.01 imh in diameter.
The clay itself, in some specimens, appear_ nmrc compact an(] dense, as, for example, tile ware clay of
1[. ('utter ¢_Son's, compared with the fire clay of the same pits.
Tile _d(h,r hed_ appear to ha more dense; thug, if there be any
difft.r,.nce between the Woodbridgc and tbe South Amboy fire
clay b,.d_, it is in tile greater density of the clay in the former.
The w_,_hcd clays are all lighter than the raw, or crude clays, of
the same grade. The table shows this in the clays of George
Sm'h aml that of Bethlehem, as also the Hokessin, Delaware
clay.
For many purposes the density of a clay is an important clement of consideration.
Wi_en strong fire brick arc needed, or
glass house pots, a dense, solid clay is desirable.
One of the
superior qualities of the celebrated Stourblidge clay of England,
and that from Coblentz, Germany, as also the Missouri clays, is
their c_mparatively great density.
That of the first named is
2.135--2.553;
that of the Coblentz, 2.220--2.266;
that of the
('heltcnhmn clay, Missouri, 1.708--1.715 ; that of the Evans Mine,
Miss(,uri, 1.759--1.789.
The nearest approach to tbcsc figures in
uur Nt,w Jersey clays, is that of Dixon's pits, Woodbridge.
Plo.4;clty is another of the essential and important properties.
By it i, undcrsteod the capacity which a clay has of absorbing
water eml forming a tough, pasty mass. On drying, it hardens,
and when burned it becomes stone-like.
The plastic property
h,"._ h_.,n vari,msly explained.
Some opinions ascribe it to the
impuritics in the clays. But this cannot be, since clays equally
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pure are not at all alike plastic.
A large percentage of sand,
which is non-plastic, may affect this property, and render a clay
more loose and friable, but ill moderately alumiuous, or rich,
fat clays, the greater or less admixture of sand does not appear
to make any differences in this direction. The alumina has been
regarded as the basis of the plasticity, and highly aluminous
clays have been said to be more plastic than others containing less of that element.
Neither is this a satisfactory explanation, as some of those which are richest in alnmina, are
deficient in this property.
The amount of combined water is
another constituent in which the plasticity has been supposed
to reside. Like the above, this also is not adequate to every
ease. There are marked exceptions to any of tile above hypotheses. And it would be easy to cite numerous examples against
any one of them.
Chemical composition does not appear to be
competent to furnish a theory which meets all cases and explains the facts. The physical constitution must afford us the
clew. And iu this direction it has been stated that the fineness
of the lnaterial, that is, of the kaolinite, or essential part, of the
clay was so related to the plasticity that the one might be
assigned as the cause of the other. To the unaided eye the clay
portion presents no differences in structure.
The accidental, or
foreigu constituents, _ sand, oxide of iron, &c., manifest themselves plainly either in their structure or in color, but tlle
kaolinite is all apparently of the same lexture--a homogenous
nmss. Microscopical examination is here necessary.
And it
discovers marked differences. Some clays appear to consist of
well defined crystalline forms; others show a few of these in a
mass of fragmentary
shapes; others still seem to be wholly
made up of irregular forms and exceedingly flns particles of
matter.
A satisfactory explanation of these different conditions
is that the more finely divided clays are those which have had
their crystalline tbrms broken up, either wholly or in part by
the several agents that have moved them from the place of their
origin to their present location, while those in which these forms
still abound have not suffered the same constitutional derangemont. _ow, it has been observed that the former class of clays
are more plastic than the latter. And a fnrther observation is
that by hreaking up these crystalline tbrms and rendering them
fiuer the plasticity was promoted.
We know that in some of the
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metals a tendency to crystallization reduces their tensile strength ;
most notably in the case of iron; and it may be that the crystalline structure of clay is somewhat analogous to the metals.
Thus f_r there seems to be a close correspondence between this
state, or condition and the property of plasticity, and it appears
to be a reasonable explanation consistent witb most, if not all,
the facts. The microscopical examination of a few of the clays
of the State, with reference to the investigations of Profs. Join>
sell and Blake, of New ttaven, given on pages 280-283. illustrate
briefly some of the above statements.
As corroborating
this
view, is the mechanical preparation of clays by variously kneading, grinding, or otherwise working up the mass, which appears
to remter tlmm more plastic and better fitted for manufacture.
Tile weathering of clays, by tile action of rains, frosts, &c., is
said to improve their texture and make them more easy to
mouhl into desired shapes. This action of atmospheric agents
may break up not only the lumps or spits as they come from the
pits _,r mines, but to some extent the crystalline structure of the
kool/,it_, as well, and thereby increase their degree of fineness and
render them more highly plastic.
One peculiar property of tile clays of all grades and varieties
is that when heated to redness, or until the cmnbined water
is exl,dled, they lose entirely the plasti_ property.
Burned
clay, _s for example, brick earth may again be wet up or become
mei._t, but cannot recover the lost water of combination.
Zn consequence of this the plasticity has been supposed to be due to
the emnhined water, and the absence of this constituent is said
to ac('mlnt for the want of it in burned clay. That the water is
essential cannot be denied. It does not, however, make clear tile
very marked differences which exist iu different clays in their
degrcv_ of plasticity.
In these statements relatillg to New Jersey
clays it must be understood that our clays are nearly all of a
sedimenlary origin, and are not properly kaolins,or porcelain clays
in the sense in which those terms are used. Tbe only clays of
the latter class are those found in tile northern part of the State.
They arc in, or very near the localities of their origin, and the
])arent rock from the decomposition of which they have resulted.
The distinctions employed in the designations of the clays of
Midrib.sex ('aunty, and of tbose along the Delaware river, as ware,
fire, potters, stoneware and pipe clays, are to some extent inter-
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changeable, that is some of the best clays may be applied in part
to all these uses and receive names according to their several applications.
The names refer to uses, and these are quite as often
determined by the demand as by tbeir adaptation to the various
uses to which they may be given.
In Europe these terms geaerally
imply special characters that mark them strongly as varieties.
Here the clays of the same geological bed are often variously
used. There are, however, marked characteristics in the materials
of the same bed, or even pits sometimes, and these do to a great
extent limit their uses, but the lines are not as sharply drawn
between them as elsewhere.
The clay of the stoneware clay bed
is perhaps as definite as any. All are plastic, but not in the same
degree; and all discussion of plasticity is relative to grades, not
to absolute distinctions of plastic and non-plastic.
F_sibility a_d Refractori',e88. Inasmuch as clays arc prepared
for their most extensive and most; varied uses by the action of
heat, or fire, their behavior when subjected to the action of
intense heat is the most important and decisive test which
can be applied to thein.
According to the results of such
tests they arc very generally classified according to the several
uses to which they are adapted.
All clays which can be
moulded into shapes can be baked and thereby made hard and
solid approximating to stone. At moderately low temperatures,
as incipient redness, nearly all are infusible and to this exteJ_t
tbeir action in the fire is somewhat alike. Bu/_ here the resemblance or uniformity ceases. Beyond the facts of baki,g and not
_nelli_,yor fusing in a moderate heat, there is nothing common
or characteristic of all. This degree of heat produces various
effects, depending in some degree upon the combinations in the
clay. The first and great change in all is the removal of the
moist, ure or hygroscopic water, and after that the expulsion of
the remaining water, which is combined with the alumina and
silica as a hydrota silicate of alumina.
As has already been
said the removal of the latter changes essentially the nature of
the clay, permanently destroying its plasticity.
It further affects
the mass by causing a shrinkage from the original shape. This
varies greatly in different clays, dependent in part upon tho
quantity of water in the original clay, and also upon its constitution.
Thus some clays which are almost exclusively silicate
19
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of alumina, that is, contain little, if any, foreign matter when
baked, contract as much as cue-quarter in linear dimensions.
And in general the fat, or aluminous, clays shrink much more
than the lepta, or sandy and impure, clays. The change is essentially in thc silicate of alumina and tile percentage of this, or of
the clay proper, is in part the measure or index of the shrinkage of
the whole mass. The various foreign constitnents, which are
not destroyed by the baL'i_g heat, or remain unaffected thereby,
as quartz saint, oxide of iron, &c., have no tendency to shrink
and in the clayey masses counteract that of the silicate of alumina
or clay proper. And their effect is proportioned to the amounts
in which they may enter into the original composition.
Consequcntly, when in quantity or in excess of the clay itself there is
little shrinkage, and sometimes it may be entirely counteracted
by the expansion of these foreign constituents.
Sandy clays
thercforc shrink but little, if at all ; in some eases they expand_
and on cooling return to their original dimensions.
Shrinkage
manifests itself variously.
It may be by a diminution
in all
directions and the baked mass may be as solid and free from
fractures as it was when fresh from the mould. The change
may be simply in bulk. The baked clay is not as long nor as
broad nor as thick as originally.
But a more common form or
development of the shrinkage is in more or less fractures,
cracks or checks, as these are sometimes termcd. The very rich
and pure clays, when baked, generally exhibit tim shrinkage
throughout in many little cracks and fractures.
Hence the need
and use of a non-shrinking
material, as quartz, to prevent too
great contraction and fractures, in other words to temper the
mixture.
The brick maker and potter have constant recourse to
some such counteracting admixture in their arts.
Tile baki_tg process produces other chaffgcs in addition to the
expulsion of water and the consequent shrinkage; and one of
these is the combustion of the carbon and hydro-carbon compounds of the raw clay. These exist in many clays, but in varied
forms. Lignite, a hyd to-carbon, is one of the most commou in our
clays of New Jersey. This is consumed in the fire, and its place left
open in the burned mass. A result of such change is seen in
the more open and porous condition of materials which, in their
unburned state, contain some of these combustible constituents.
The wllue of such fuel in the raw clay cannot be accurately
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estimated.
At low temperature it cannot be much, as then the
volatile gases might be expelled without combustion, and their
removal would consequently take up, rather than yield, any
additional heat. If volatilized, and then consumed ill tbe kihl
or furnace, they must contribute to tbe degree of heat, and in
such cases be of value in practice.
As some of our black and
dark-colored clays contain from two to seven per cent. of such
materials, they are not less valuable on this account.
The economy of fuel in such form and shape is also evident from the
common usage of brickmakcrs in mixing coal dust with their
clay and saud for the brick mixture.
When present in the form
of sticks, and large, irregular lumps in the clay, woody3natter,
or lignite, may be a disadvantage, causing vacancies and gaps
in the products.
Careful mixture, as grinding, &c,, may obviate
this evil. Another constituent affected by a moderate degree of
heat is the pyrite (sulphide of iron.) This constituent, not uncommon in sedimentary clays, is decomposed, its sulphur driven
off, and its iron oxidized to ferric oxide, or to a mixture of
ferrous and ferric oxides.
The escaping gases may produce
other ehauges, both physical and chemical, which may be prejudicial. These changes are not altogether desirable, altbough the
resultiug compounds are not so injurious as the sulphide of the
crude clay. But they are unsightly, and mar the beauty of the
baked products.
Hence their removal before baking, when possible, so as to avoid these after results. From these statements
it will appear that clays of diverse composition must behave
variously, even at moderately low temperatures, as that in ordinary brick making, or that of baking, as in the case of earthen
ware. Differences in the original clay manifest themselves in
the burning.
More intense heat produces greater and more marked effects,
and some clays reach their fusing point and are melted. This
temperature of fusion is not uniform for all, but varies.somewhat
according to many circumstances.
Some clays remain unmelted
at the highest temperature of metallurgical
operations.
They
are practically infusible.
This fire resisting or refractory property
Of clays, is the most remarkable and valuable one which they
possess. All of these terms relating to fllsion are not. absolute,
since all clays can be fused before the oxybydrogen blow pipe,
and at a given _emperature clays may be infusible, whereas when
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subjected to a greater heat they would melt. They are limited
to the degree of heat employed.
This refractory property of
clays is intimately connected with their physical nature or
structure and their chemical constitution.
Or in other words, it
is dependent upon these, and the varying phases of the latter
explain the diffc,rences in their behavior under like cmnlitions.
The physical constitation of clays has an effect upon the
fusibility in several ways. Tile density and fineness of grain ere
important elements in the consideration.
The finer grained the
clays, the more fusible they are, other things being equal.
Greater density arising from a more compact arrangement
of
constituents increases the refractory property.
In this consideration the size of the grains of sand which enter into tlle composition of most fire clays is important.
Comparisons based upon
these physical differences are not easily made as they are so apt
to be associated with slight differences in chemical constitution,
making the proper estimate of these several factors extremely
difficult. Consequently the more prominent distinctions rest
upon the
Chemical eonstlt_dion. As a starting point, it may be assumed
that the basis of clays, hydrous silicate of alumina, is practically
infnsible.
Before the oxyhydrogen blow pipe both this silicate
and alumina can be melted.
Quartz also is readily melted in the
same way. But in the highest furnace heats of metallurgical operations, alumina and its silicate, the basis of clay, are infusible.
The clays whose composition correspond to this silicate are refractory. The variations from the normal composition as a
standard are many according to the varying amounts of foreign
matters which are mixed with the kaolinite base. And they all
have their effect, separately and collectively, upon the whole.
Each one may be said to have a particular tendency, which may
vary according to its percentage of the mass. This statement
shows how difficult it is to fairly estimate, or even in some cases
to judge of the nature of the effect produced by these constituents
in making any given clay more or less refractory.
One may
neutralize in part another, or the presence of one may increase
the tendency of another to injure the fire-resisting property.
In
consequence of the difficulty there is much difference of opiniou
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re_ardlng the nature of the en'ects and their extent.
Authorities
both theoretical and practical are not altogether agreed upon
many points. And so, too, theoretical considerations are not in
all cases confirmed by practical tests and the results of work."
The variation from the kaoli_ite composition (46.3 silica, 39.8
alumina, and 13.9 water), may be by an in'crease of the alumina
or a larger percentage of silica, due to the existence of other
silicates. That such do exist is certainly the case, if the above
composition for the base (kaolinite) be accepted, cbemical analysis shows that the relative proportions of the silica and alumina
are not always expresed by the above figures. Hence the laresence of other silicates of alumina is infcrred to explain tl_o facts
of analysis.
It has been stated that the most aluminous clays
were the most refractory.
That is, the refractory property varies
directly as tim alumina to tim silica, other things being eqaal*.
Whether this is equally true in the case of two or more silicates,
and in a more basic silicate assuming a different compositiol(
from that above, is not known. As has been stated on page 270,
our clays are highly aluminous, and the alumina is in excess of
the silica, to form ],'aolinite.' An excess of silica is said, at long
continued and very high temperattxres, to favor the formation
of a fusible silicate-_. An examination of tim analyses of this
report appears to be in accordance with this proposition.
The
stoneware clays of Middlesex county, and those along the Delaware river, coutain an excess of silica (see pages 271 and 300), and
these are fusible clays. Tim percentage of potash and other bases
may, however, explain their fusibility.
The accidental.or foreign constituents found in fire clays, end
which affect their refractory property, are saud (quartz) and
titanic acid,and the bases potash, soda, lime, magnesia and oxide
of iron. In the analyses in Part H these are arraaged iu two,
groups, the quartz and titanic acbt in one, and the -bases here
mentioned in the other. The latter arc viewed.as fluxing agents,
while the former may be considered as neutral.
Silica in the form of sand is infusible, excepting at very high
temperatures.
Practically it stands the fire in all ordinary furnace work. But it is not so refractor 3, as pure clay or silicate of
alumina.
Whoa associated with the alkalies, to the extent of one
• C. BlSChof,Dlngier's
Jodrnal ._'o.
19_,
etseqr.
t Igert's Muspratt'_ Chemic, 5. 36L
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ortwopercent.
each,it
issometimesmade fusible,
by theformation
ofa slagcontaining
thesebases,
combinedasadoublesilicate.
The
tendencyofsandtoslag,
when broughtin contactwithbases,
is
wellknown tofurnacemen, and itisavoidedinconstructions
exposedto such agents. Itisvaluablefortemperingthe rich
claysand forspecial
uses,
butsimplyas refractory
material,
can
notrank withtheclaybasis.Titanicacidisfound in mostfire
clays,
but rarelyin amount above1.5percent. In New Jersey
claysitexists
intheform of rutile,
ora wtriety
of thisnlineral
withsome titanate
ofiron. Itissupposed,
from itsrelation
to
silica,
to actlikesand orquartz,
and nottobe specially
detrimeataltoa fire
clay. As itisalwaysinsuchsmallamounts,its
effects cannot be great either way.
Oxide of iron may be in the clay uncombined, or in combination with other bases and silica, or it may result from a decom• positidn of sulphide or sulphate of iron, through the action of
the fire. As to the degree of its influence upon the refractory
property of a clay, there is some difference of opinion.
Bisehof
in experiments with silicates of known composition and tests of
various mixtures containing oxide of iron, lime, magnesia and
potash, obtained the following results.*
At the melting point of
wrought iron the lime and the potash mixtures melted; the
maguesia partly melted ; the oxide of iron was unafl'ected.
At
most intense white heat the oxide of iron prism was rounded to a
ball, and the one containing potash fused to a porcelain.like mass.
In point of fusing tendency the potash was most active and the
iron least so. An increased percentage of bases gave similar results. It has been observed in the case of Stour.bridge clays that
none of them contain over two per cent. And wheu alkalies are
absent, the iron oxide may be present to the extent of three per
cent.+ This experience agrees with the observations made on
_'ew Jersey clays. Those which contain three or more per cent.
of this oxide, as some of the dark-colored, common brick clays,
and all the red and spotted clays, are less refi'aetory than the
rich blue fire clays. All of them can be filsed. It is, however,
difficult to be positive upon this point, as these contain other
bases also, and notably potash.
Lime and magnesia also exert a fluxing influence. And ac-e D_ngler's Journal, .'Wo.19_,p. 4,'_, et _oclr,
t Journal of the Iron and _tcel InStitute, 1_5, pp, 814_52_
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cording to Richters, they arc more active than potash or oxide of
irorl.* As the silicates of these bases are easily fusible, the tendcucy to the formation of such a compound would have its
fluxing effect upon the clays containing them. The clays of
Now Jersey contain low percentages of these constituents.
They
have not ill all cases been estimated, but in nolle of the complete analyses do they amount together to one-half of mm per
cent. Ill the best foreign fire clays they rarely amount to one
per cent.
Potash.--It is generally admitted that potash possesses the
most active tendency as a fluxing agent. And this, as stated
above, may be helped by the presence of other bases, as iron
oxide, favoring the production of a silicate with two or more
bases. Opinions differ as to the amouat of potash which may
be positively damaging in a fire clay. Snelus says tha_ about
one per cent. confers so much fusibility as to render tbem unsuitable at high te|nperatures.t
Bischof found that four per
cent. of potash, in a silicate of alumina, without any other bases,
could be fused at the melting point of wrought iron. The difficulty of accurate determinations of alkalies, has no doubt led to
some confusion of opinions, as compared with the results of
practice.
Clays containing from two to three per cent. of potash,
are said to stand well at high temperatures.
Tile most carefully
made analyses of the more noted and bes_ fire clays of this country and Europe, do not generally show more than two per cent.
of potasb, and the greater number do not contain one per cent.
of alkalies. So far as the clays of this State have been tried,
those which are found to have one and a half to two per cent.
and upwards of potash, have lint proved to be good fire clays,
and none containing over two per cent. are in use as fire clays.
And yet they are otherwise rich and tolerably pure clays. The
potash alone appears to explain their low refractory property.
These statements indicate tile effects based upon the chemical
constitution, and from them it follows that chemical analysis
does, to some extent, show the refractory property, or the degree
of fusibility, of a fire clay. And frmn carefully made analyses,
it is possible to draw some geueral conclusions regarding tile fire• Dlngler's
? Journal

Journal.
of the

Iron

191, ._
and

Steel

Iasa_ot

e. lP75. p. _i13.
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resisting
powerof any givenclay. Bischofhas attemptedthis,
and has constructed
thefollowing
formulaby which totestfire
clays.Itisbasedupon thegeneralprinciple
thata clayismore
refractory
thegreaterthequantityofaluminaitcontainsill
proportionto the silicaand to thefluxingconstituents.
And an
expressionisobtainedby dividingthe quotientof the fluxes
intothealumina,by thatof thealuminaintothesilica.*
This
isa verysimpleformulatouse,and itrests
upon generalizations
thatarefonndedon practical
observations
and results.Knowingthe compositionofa clay,itsfire-resisting
power,or refractoryvalue,canbe readilyascertained.
The following
tableofanalyses,
made inthelaboratory
ofthe
Survey,isherepresentedas a convenientarrangementof facts
for reference, and also as an illustration of the statements given
above. In it the constituents are arranged somewhat as in Part
IL In tlm first column the silica, which is in combination, is
given; in the second, the alumina; in the third, the water of
combination ; in the fourth, the sum of these three constituents,
or the essential elements of a clay ; in the filth and sixth, the
titanic acid and quartz sand appear; in the seventh, tile sum of
these two; in the eighth, nine, tenth, eleventh and twelfth, are
given the potash, soda, lime, magnesia and sesqui-oxide of iron ;
the thirteenth gives the sum of these; the fourteenth has the
hygroscopic water (moisture), fluxing agents. In tile last column
the total of the constituents determined, is placed.
By this
arrangement
it is easy to use tile formula of Bisehof or others,
and apply them to these analyses.
In the appendix, additional
analyses of foreign clays, by other chemists, are placed, for comparison with those of this report.
--_'A_ ()_"
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This table of analyses is valuable as a basis for comparisons
and for further examinations and practical tests. The analyses
were all made by the same chemist and under like conditions.
Some additional analyses of foreign clays will be found in the
appendix.
At present it does not appear to be possible to estimate
accurately or even approximately,$rom
the results of chemical
analyses, the fire-resisting power of all clays before they have been
tested in the fire. This is evident from the table. From some
of these analyses we should anticipate fusion of those clays, yet
they arc noted fire clays. Analyses need to be supplemented by
fire tests, and these should be of the specimens examined.
A
couple of preliminary fire tests have been made with the specimens represented in the above table and some others. They
were incomplete, and in the case of many specimens, indecisive.
Want of thne since tbe reception of many of these, and since the
analyses were finished, has prevented the completion of this most
interesting
and promising series of investigations.
The first
trials were made in a crucible steel furnace, at the Newark Steel
Works. The clays were cut in the form of tetrahedrons, seveBeighths of an inch on a side. The clays as they came trom the
pits and mines, well dried at summer'temperatures,
were used in
all cases where they could be cut easily and with regularity.
The hard clays, as those from coal formations, were pulverized
and moulded into the desired shape. A.]l were put in a graphite
crucible, and set in a steel furnace, and exposed for o_e heat
(about four hours), at least up to the melting point of hammered
steel. Among the specimens thus tested there were several pipe,
saggar, stone w_re, yellow ware, and alum clays. These were all
more or less fused. Some of them melted down to flattened
buttons ; otherswere rounded considerably.
Some fire clays were
partially fused, others were sharp and true, as at the outset. So
far as it is possible to generalize, the clays containing much oxide
of iron and potash together, were fused. The iron, when it exceeds 2.5 per cont., appears to be more detrilv_ental than the potash.
Nearly all of the more sandy clays were slightly fused. The rich
fire clays of Woodbridge, the Raritan river banks and South
Amboy, remained unaffected--not
even glazed. The Missouri
and the more noted British, French and Belgian clays, also stood
well. Further trials are needed to complete these examinations,
and to enable one to be specific, and give details as to the
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behavhmr of each clay tested. These with analyses of the same
specimen are essential to reliable and valuable results. And
from the facts already gathered it is plain that there are very
marked differences even among fire clays of good character--aud
it is believed that such a series of fire tests will agree with tho
results of practice, and be explained finally by differences of physical and chemical constitution.
TttE GEOLOGICAL
ORIGIN OF THE CLAYS.
The source from whence these clays was derived is not plainly
apparent as yet. They join on their northwestern edge, the red
sandstone and shale formation, from Woodbridge
ahnost to
Trenton.
They are of more recent age than the red sandstone
for they overlap and lie directly upon it, as is seen in many
places. At several clay pits about Woodbridge, they have dug
through the white clay, and come down at the bottom to solid
red-shale. The conclusion cannot be avoided that the latter rock
is much the oldest of the two, and yet there are no fragments of
red-shale to he found in the clay, anywhere except at its very
bottom.
If the material had come from the north it must have
passed over the red-shale, and, in so doing, it could not have
fidled to bring with it some of that peculiar and strongly marked
material ; for the red sandstone formation is about 20 miles wide;
and its eolor is everywhere a purple red, while the color of all
the red materials found iu the clays, is a yellowish or sahnon
red. The most careless observer can perceive the difference, as
they are seeu near to each other it'_very many places. The material found in one cannot have been derived from the other.
That the clay is derived from decomposed feldspar of granitic
or gneissic rocks is altogether probable, for we find feldspar in
the gncissic rocks at Trenton, Philadelphia, and near Wihnington in Delaware, in this peculiar and decomposed form, and these '
localities are all of them near to the northwest border of the
New Jersey clay deposits.
In New Jersey there are no gneisslc or other crystalline rocks
on the sontheast side of the plastic clays. But this seems to be
an exceptional case on the eastern border of the United States,
as the gneiss rocks appear ou the island of New York, and widen
out to a great breadth in their extension northeast to New Eng-
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land ; and towards the southwest the same rocks appear again at
Trenton, in a narrow point, and widen out ill Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia, into a broad belt a hundred miles
or more iu width. If this belt were continuous from New England across New Jersey to the States further south, it would
occupy all of the ground now covered by the clay, greensand and
later formations, quite out to the coast and into the ocean. An
inspection of the coast survey charts shows that the ocean over
this sunken interval is very shallow, and an upheaval to a very
small amount would bring it again above water.
The hypothesis that the plastic clays, the green sand, the dark
clays and the glass sands of New Jersey have been formed from
the decomposed rocks of the southeastern belt of the szoic formation has many facts to support it :
1. The mineral constituents of these are unlike those of the
older formations found to the northwest of them.
2. Their beds overlap the older rocks on the northwest, in a
layer which is very thin on the outoropp!ng or northwestern
edge, and becomes gradually thicker towards the southeast.
3. The fossil wood, leaves, roots, aud fruit found so commonly
in the plastic clays and the scarcity of shells, indicate that tile
deposit was a very quiet one, and probably in muddy fresh
water. This could only have been the case if the sea water was
kept out by the high ground southeast of these deposits.
4. Ttle lower beds of clay have a southeastern dip of 60 feet
or more per mile. The higher beds have a dip of only 30 feet
per mile. The green sand which is next higher has an average dip of 30 feet. The glass sand bed which is the highest of
the series has a dip of not more than 10 feet to a mile towards
the southeast, which is the same dip that the ocean bottom has
from the New Jersey shore out to the border of the gulf stream.
This regular diminution in the amount of dip in the beds
higher iu the series is consistent with the gradual subsidence of
this southeastern high ground.
The green sand formation was evidently all deposited in salt
water. It contains immense numbers of marine shells, wood is
exceedingly scarce ia it, and what there is, is bored full of
holcs bya marine worm. The lowering of the high ground would
allow of this irruption of salt water, and of tile change from a
fresh water to a marine formation.
20
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The dark clays overlying the green sand are also evidently
marine in their origin, as shells, sharks' teeth, &c., are found in
them.
The glass sand bed which is the highest in this series has not
yet yielded any fossils except an occasional piece of charcoal.
It appears to have been formed beneath the level of the sea, as
there are patches of miocene containing fossils, found in places
very near to it.
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THE ECONOMICAL
USESOF CLAY.
The economical uses of clay are numerous, indispensahle for
the common arts of life, and of the highest importance for tbeir
artistic applieations.
Clay when moistened with water is plastic and sufficiently
firm to be fashioned into any form desired. It can be shaped by
tile bands alone ; by the hands applied to the clay as it turns with
the porter's wheel, or it can be shaped by moulds, presses or tools.
When shaped and dried, and then burned in all oven or kiln, it
becomes firm and solid, like stone; water will not soften it, it has
entirely lost its plastic property, and is permanently fixed in its
new tbrms, and for its designed uses. These singular and interesting nroperties are possessed by clay alone, and it is to these
it owes its chief uses. It is used
1. For making pottery.
2. For making refractory materials.
3. For making building materials.
4. For miscellaneous purposes.
1. Pottery. Pure clay worked into shapes and burned, constitutes earthenware. Tile ware of itself is porous, and will allow
water and soluble substances to soak through it. To make it
hold liquids, the shaped clay before burning is covered with
some substance that in the burning of the ware will melt and
form a glass coating or glazing which will protect the ware in its
after uses from absorbing liquids, and give it a clean smooth surface. The color of the ware depends on the purity of the clay.
Clays containing oxide of iron burn red, the depth of color
depending on the amount of the oxide, even a small fraction of
one per cent being sufficient to give the clay a buff color•
Clay containing oxide of iron in sufficient quantity to make
it partially fusible in the heat required to burn it, when made
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into forms and burned, is called stoneware clay. The heat is carried far enough to fuse the particles together so that the ware is
solid and will not allow water to soak through it; and the fusion
has not been carried so far as to alter the shapes of the articles
burned.
The oxide of iron by the fusion has been combined
with the clay, and instead of its characteristic
red, has given
to the ware a bluish or grayish color.
Stoneware may be
glazed like earthenware, or by putting salt in the kiln, when its
vapor comes in contact with tbe heated ware and makes wlth it a
sufficient glaze.
Clay which is pure white in color and entirely free from oxide
of iron, may be intimately mixed with ground feldspar or other
minerals which contain potash enough to make them fusible,
and the mixture still be plastic so as to be worked into forms for
ware. When burned, such a composition retains its pure white
color, while it undergoes fusion sufficient to make a body that
will not absorb water.
And its surface can be made smooth and
clean by a suitable plain or ornamented
glaze. Ware of this
kind is poreelai_ or china.
Tile large portion of plain white and decorated wares now sold
a_ C. C. and white granite wares arc intermediate between' the
ohl earthenware in which the body was of clay unmixed, and
the porcelain m which the body is of mixed earths that undergo
incipicnt fusion when burned at a higb temperature.
Tile fine
carthen wares of both kinds mentioned above are being improved
in quality and appearance every year, and approaching nearer
in real excellence to porcelain.
It is the aim of the potter to give
them tile accuracy of form that characterizes earthenware, to give
them the body which shall be least porous after burning, and to
glaze them with a material that incorporates itself most perfectly
with the body of the ware and does not crack or craze with any
changes of temperature to which it is exposed.
It is the art of the potter to make these ditferent wares in such
forms and of such qualities as may suit the demands of the
market and the tastes of those who must use them.
The clay is
here in unlimited quantities, and in quality sufficient for its best
uses. It has been our own fault that they ]lave not been sooner
used. In the catalogue of British pottery in the Museum of
Practical Geology, in London, it is said that " The great advance
of the porcelain manufacture in England is due to the discovery
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of the kaolin of Cornwall by William Cookworthy, of Plymouth,
abput 1755. He apparently had his attention directed to the
subject by an American who showed him samples of China-stone
and kaolin from Virginia, ill 1745." This suggestion from our
country was productive of most fruitful results. The nmnufacture of fine wares thus begun in England has grown to an immense extent, while in the country of its origin it lay dormant
for a hundred years or more.
Stoneware from the Amboy clays was made at Chesquake and
at South River soon after the revolution, and the good quality of
that clay, and its convenience to water transportation, has caused
its use to extend very widely. At the present time it is taken
from thcre to be used in potteries ill most of the towns along the
coast from Maine to Georgia. ]ts good qualities are known and
appreciated, and the sloneware made from it is highly esteemed.
The clays for making common earthenware are very widely
distributed, and they are used in making such qualities as are ill
demand for the common purposes of daily life.
Those clays which arc pure enough to be used for making the
finer varieties of earthen ware, are by no means common.
And
it is in these that the clay district, which is described in this
report, is singularly rich. They are white and plastic, excelling
ill the latter property the fine white china clays brought from
South Carolina, or those from Indiana or Illinois.
They arc not
quite so white as those last mentioned, containing a little more
oxide of iron. But a reference to the tables of amfl3,ses will
show that this impurity is very small in either of them. It is
so small that the expense of removing it by acids and washing
wouhl not greatly increase its first cost. And some experiments
made in the State laboratory show that it can be done satisfactorily. Whenever this process is carried out, the New Jersey
clays will take precedence of all others; their superior plastic
properties making it possible to prepare stronger and better
shaped ware than from any other.
$
The manufacture of the finer kinds of pottery was established
very late in our country, but it has advanced with extraordinary
rapidity.
The precise statistics of its growth cannot be ascero
tained now. A note in the Geology of ]qew Jersey, 1868, furnishcd by a manufacturer of pottery at Trenton, says that, "In
the coming year our products will doubtless be at least one-
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eighth of the whole quantity consumed by the home market of
white ware, for which Trenton is by far the most important
point. The manufiu'ture of yellow and Rockingham ware is
more generally diffu,ed throughout the States, and the quantity
now imported is eom!)arative]y small." The value of the various kinds of pnttery imported into the United States during the
fiscal year ending June 3II, 1876, was
]_rown, earth_.n _md _tfbn. war_,. .......................................................
China, l)orc_,laln and parian war_,, plain white ...................................
('himL, porcL'Iain and i,ariJn wan., gilded or ornamented .....................
All other earthen, _tone or crockery ware (white granite and C. C.) ......
Total

value .............................................................................

$36,744

00

409,535
718,155
2,948,516

00
00
00

$4_112,953 00

The United States Potters' Association report that the value of
the goods sohl from the factories of its members, ill i875, was
$2,1P93,1)00,and most of this was of the kind enumerated in the
above list of importatiolls, under the fourth head; so that the
relative values of the home-made and the foreign, instead of
being one to eight as in 1_t;,%is now one to one and a half.
The following statistical statement from the United States Potters' Association, shows very nearly tlle condition of this branch
of industry in the United States in 1876:
Numbt, r of firm_ in tiw A--,*,,iati,*n ..................................................
•N'umbcr

of kiln_ bch*nglng

to the members .......................................

Vahw of go_ds s.ld in i_75 ...........................................................
Capital inw,stt'd .............................................................................
YearIy wa_,a paid .........................................................................
]Iorse pox_t'r emph)ytn| ..................................................................
(!al)a,'ity of works, if u.(_l the year round ..........................................
Tons of co:ll u_ed in 1'_75 ...............................................................
Other raw matt-rials, in tot_a............................................................

40
]40
$2,993,000
4,089,000
l,ll0,000
1,000
4,895,000
50,000
50,000

About three-fourths of the above is represented in the works
at Trenton.
The loeation is peculiarly favorable for getting the
requisite supplies of raw materials and fuel, and for sending off
manufactured goods by railroad, canal or river. The climate is
favorabl_,, and supplies for living abundant and cheap.
Should the present growth of the business continue, the need
for foreign importations will cease in a very few years•
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2. Refractory Materials. The largest use for the white clays of
New Jersey is in making fire bricks, and retorts for gas works
and for zinc works. Modern improvements in metallurgy, and
in furnaces for all purposes, are dependent to a great degree on
having materials for construction which will stand intense boat
without fusing, cracking, or yielding in any way. The two materials to which resort is had in ahnost all cases, are pure clay, and
quartz in the form of sand or reck. They are both infusible at
the highest furnace heats. The clay, however, is liable to have
ill it small quantities of impurities which are fusible, and it
shrinks very much when heated to a high temperature.
Quartz
rocks are very liable to crack to pieces if heated too rapidly, and
both the rocksand sand are rapidly melted when in contact with
alkalies, earths or metallic oxides, at a high temperature.
They
do not shrink in heating.
Sandstone, or quartz .rock, is not as
much used as a refractory material as it was formerly.
Bricks
to resist intense heat are made of clay, of sand, and of a mixture
of clay and sand. The different kinds are specially adapted to
different uses.
Fire bricks made of clay, or clay and sand, are the ones which
have been generally made in the United States. To make these,
the clay which stands an intense heat the best, is selected as the
plastic material of the brick. This is tempered so that it may
not shrink too much or unevenly in burning, by adding to the
raw clay a portion of clay which has been burned till it has
ceased to shrink and then ground, or a portion of coarse sand,
or a quantity of so-called feld._par. These materials are added in
the proportions which the experience of the manufacturer has
found best. The formula for the mixture is the special property
of each manufacturer, and isnotmadepublic.
Thematerials, being
mixed together and properly wet, are mouhlcd in th6 same way
as comlnon bricks are, and after they have dried a little, they
are put into a metallic mould and subjected to powerful pressure.
They are then taken out, dried, and burned in a kiln at an intense heat.
It does not appear which is the best for tempering, burned
and ground clay, or coarse sand, orfddspar.
Respectable manufacturers arc found who use each of these materia]s, and make
brick that stand fire well. It is of the utmost imporlauce to select
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file materials carefully, and to allow no impurity to get in while
handling the clay or working the cmnponents together.
The manufacture of fire brick is carried on very extensively
at Woodbridge, Perth Amboy and Sayreville.
There were made
at those places in 1873, when business was brisk, eight million
brick.
Fire bricks intended, ill addition to their refractory qualities,
to retain their size and form under intense heat witimut shrinkage, have been made to some extent.
The English Dinas bricks
are of this kind, and the German and French "silica bricks."
The Dinas bricks are of quartz sand or crushed rock, and contain very little alumina and about one per cent. of lime. They
stand fire remarkably well, the lime being just enough to make
the grains of sand stick together when the bricks are intensely
heated. In the other "silica bricks," fire clay to the amount of 5
or 10 per cent. is mixed with the sand, and this plastic material
makes the particles of the sand cohere sufficiently to allow of
handling the bricks before burning.
They have met the expectation of those who made them, and are extensively used. A few
trial bricks, like the silica brick, have been made by Mr. A. Hall,
of Perth Amboy, and they have been tested and found to stand
fire very well, but the demand for such brick has not been large.
Fire clay, fire sand and feldspar are also sent away in great
quantities, to be made into fire bricks at other places, near where
they are to be used. At the glass houses much fire clay is worked
up into large blocks, whiei_ are shaped in moulds so as to suit the
different, and perhaps irregular, parts of the furnaces.
The
quantity of clay and refractor)" materials sent off for these purposes in 1873, amounted to 260,000 tons.
The quality of these fire brick is superior.
They have satisfied the demands of the manufacturers w]m use them, so well,
that very few fire bricks of foreign manufacture are now brought
into the country.
Fire bricks are made from the fire clays or
shales of the coal formation in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio
and other States where they are needed, but for some uses the
New Jersey fire bricks or fire clays receive the preference over
all others. And the chemical composition given in the table of
analyses, as well as the fire tests of the clays made here, justify
this preference.
More refractory bricks than these are not yet
found.
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
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Retorts for gas makers' use have been made of clay for several
years past, and they are replacing the iron retorts formerly used.
They are made of material prepared in the same way that it is
for fire brick. But on account of their great size and weigh_,
peculiar management is requisite in handling and burning them.
A large quantity of clay is consumed in their manufacture.
Retorts for making zinc are also made from these clays. They
are simple in form, and are made in part, at least, by machinery.
This clay stands well in them.
Pots tbr glass makers' use are made from fire clay. Tim clay
is always tempered with burnt clay, and great care is taken in
mixi_g and working over the materials, for weeks or mouths
before using, and the pots are very carefully made by hand. Up
to this time nearly all the clay used in making these pots in this
country has been brought from Etlrope, and most of it from
Germany.
So nlueh depends on the perfection of the pots in
glass making, that the manufacturers are very careflfl to follow
the practice which experience has proved to be successful, and
avoid all experiments where much chance for damage is involved. On this account the German clay continues to be used,
and our own has not been thoroughly tried for glass pots. It is
chemically much purer, aud is more rcfractery.
It is not generally as dense as the German clay, and it may be more liable
to check in heating to intensity.
But it does not cost more than
one-third as much. Intelligent and well directed experiments
in preparing and handling our clays, must surely succeed in
making them fit for glass pots. Some experiments already made
with chty from the Raritan fire clay bed, have been very encouraging : the clay standing fire well and burning to a hard, dense
body, without cracks.
Refractory clay is also used for making sewer pipes, chimney
tops and terra cetta wares. It must stand fire so well that the
articles will be burned lmrd without softening under the heat,
or in any way losing the regularity of their forms or the accuracy
of their outlines.
If not sufficiently infusible, pipes will become
crooked and flattened in the kiln ; and objects of more elaborate
workmanship will lose their artistic character and their value.
The poorer qualities of the fire clays are sent off in enormous
quantities to the manufacturers of sewer and drain pipes, and
to terra cotta works, in all the principal cities of the Atlantic
States.
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3. U._a_
ofClay/orma,%i_g
BuildingMalerials.--Clay
ofthecornmollkindcanbe tempered,
worked intotheform ofbricks,
roofing tries, drain tiles, &e., and then burned into most durable
building material.
The clay costs but little; much of tile labor,
in working it, is unskilled, and a large amount of the work can
be done by machinery.
If works can be located on navigable
waters, so as to bring fuel and carry the products to market at
tile least expense, these indispensable articles can be furnished
to the purchasers at very low prices--far below what any otber
articles designed for the same purposes can be supplied.
In
these respects the district which has been described has singular
advantages.
The beds of clay suitable for such purposes are
very thick, 10 to 40 feet in some exposures, and they come out
in boht bluffs in many places near the water. ]n tim district of
6S square miles, there are 30 miles of navigation and 25 miles
of available water front. The distance fi'3m Perth Amboy to
New York city is only 22 miles by water, and by railroads it is
23-25 miles.
Much of the navigation is never stopped by ice, and in the
narrower passages it is seldom closed more than six or eight
weeks in a winter. And fuel is delivered along the water as
cheap as it is in the cities.
The value of bricks as building material, especially where
strength and solidity are required, can be best judged by tests of
their capability to resist the crushing force of heavy weights.
To ascertain something in regard to this quality in bricks made
from New Jersey clays, specimens of hard brick were obtained
from several placss, which were judged to be representatives
of
those made from the principal kinds of brick clay in the State.
They were tested at the establishment of Messrs. Riehlfi Brothers,
Plfiladelphia, in their machine for measuring tile force required
to crush building materials.
The following are the samples
tested, and the weight per square inch required to crush them :
_f_nufacturerg.
Savre
•

& Fisher,

Potmds.
Sayreville,

•
lt. F. V*orthmgton,

Middlesex

•
V, ashington,

A. I_idgwav," .-N*ewton,Sussex

county ..........................................
"

South River, Middle.sex

county .................

county ......................................................
'
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t 4,750
5 5 _5
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t 5,217
{ 5,337
4,500
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]_Ia_ufacturors

r'ound._.
2200.

Trenton_

Mercer

county .............................................

2795.
3340.
[2497.

The following table of the " Resistance to crushing of bricks
and natural stoue," is copied from Gem Q. A. Gihuore's "Treatise
on Coignet--Betou," &c., p. 42.
Crushing _'*'(_Ig
ht
per s_uare Inch,

Materials.

ID I)oUn(|_.

Brick, weak red .......................................................................
Brick, slrong red ......................................................................
Brick, first quality, hard ............................................................

550 to 800
1,100
2_000 to 4,363

Brick, fire .................
_.............................................................
Chalk .....................................................................................

],700
330

G_mite,
Granite,

Patapsco .....................................................................
Quincy ........................................................................

5,340
15,300

,Marble, Monlgomer.v county, Pennsylvania
....................................
Limeston%
granular ..................................................................
Limestone,
marble ..................................................................
Sandstone, strong ......................................................................

8,950
4_000 to 4,500
5,500
5,500

Sandstone_ ordinary ...................................................................
Sandstone, Connecticut ...............................................................
Caen stone ............................................................................

3,300 to 4,,I00
3,310
1_085

Brick is one of the most common and cheap of building materials. It is also one of the most strong and durable.
]t resists
fire better than any other building material whatever.
Bricks
are in such shape that they can be laid with little labor, and in
walls tbat are no thicker than is necessary for the needed
strength.
A comparison of materials in the two tables above
will give information in regard to the real values of various
well-known building stones and bricks. To make the coinparisons easily, in weight as well as size, it may be mentioned that
the specific gravity of building stones varies from 2.25 to 2.75,
and that of hard bricks from 1.75 to 2.10--common bricks weighing about four pounds each.
There are eight brick yards on the Raritan river and the bay
shore, at which 54,000,000 bricks are made annually from the
common clays of this district.
It is estimated that there are also
] 8,000,000 made yearly at Keyport and Matawan, and 10,000,000
at Trenton and Kinkora, on the Delaware.
A small number of very handsome white brick for building
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purposes have been made by Messrs. Sayre & Fisher, at Sayreville, and by Messrs. A. Itall & Son, at Perth Amboy.
Hollow bricks have been introduced for house building in
many of the countries of Europe.
They are light, strong
enough to hold up all the weight that can be loaded upon them,
and they make a drier wall. Dry bricks are not good conductors of heat, and toe air enclosed in tl,e hollows increases this
non-conducting property, so that houses built of such brick keep
out the summer's heat and the winter's cold better than those
built of solid brick. They have not been much used in this
country.
Henry Maurer. of Perth Amboy, has begun their
mauufaeture, and there is now an opportunity to make trial of
this promising improvement in building materials.
Roofing tiles have long been inuse.
They are made of brick
clay, and form a tight and durable roof. Their weight is objectionable; but they find an important use in ornamental architecture, and their strong colors and manageable forms make them
an effective addition to the resources of the architect.
The New
Jersey Building on the Centennial grounds at Philadelphia
in
1876 was covered with tiles made by Henry Maurer.
Draining tile are made from the same kinds of clay that are
used for common brick, and they are made in great quautity
from the brick clays of this district, at Woodbridgo and on the
Raritan,
The material of which common brick is made is not all clay.
It contains a good deal of sand and oxide of iron, linm, or potash
enough to make the mass easily fusible at a high tcmpcratnre.
Hard brick are obtained when the heat is great enough to produce the beginning of fusion ; and the economy of brick-making
is effected when the temperature necessary to produce well shaped
hard brick is obtained with the smallest amount of fuel. The
following analyses show the composition of two common brick
clays.
1 is from the brick yard at Chesquake creek, Middlesex county.
2 is from the brick yard at Kinkora, Burlington county.
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Silicic acid ..............................................................................
Ahmfina .................................................................................
Corn|fined
Quartz

water .......................................................................

I

2

28.30'
21.50

25.50
17.70

8.041

sand .............................................................................

11.80

28.70

3I.S0

" 1.90

" 1.54
0.16

Magnesia ...............................................................................

0.82

0.65

Ferric

oxide ...........................................................................

4.311

6.40

Sulphur

...................................................................................

Pot,_h ...................................................................................
Lime .................................
' ..............................................................

...............................................................................
I ;"0;!

Carbon ..................................................................................
I
3"801
.........
Ti anic acid......................................................................................
L
.90
Totals

...............

4.

MISCELLANEOUS

1_1_1

USES

O_

CLAY.

Paper Cl'ay. Clay which is pure white, and that also which is
discolored and has been washed to bring it to a uniform _bado
of color, is used by the manufacturers of paper hangings, to give
the smooth satin surface to the finished paper. It is used by mixing it up with a thin size, applying it to the surface of tile pieces of
paper, and then polishing by means of brushes driven by machinery.
The finest and most uniformly colored clays only are
applicable to this use, and they are selected with great care. Clay
is also used to some extent by paper manufacturers, to give body
and weight to paper.
Ahu_7, Clay. A large quantity of clay is sold every year to the
manufacturers of chemicals, for making alum. A rich clay is
needed for this purpose, but those containing lignite or pyrite
which renders them inapplicable for refractory materials, do not
spoil them for this use. Alum is made by digesting the clay in
sulphune acid, which forms sulphate of alumina, then dissolving
out the latter salt from the silica and other impurities, and formlug it into alum by the addition of the necessary salt of potash,
soda, or ammonia, and crystallizing out the alum.
Portland Cement. Hydraulic limes and hydraulic cements are
coming into large use both with engineers and builders.
The
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magnesian limestones, when burned at a low heat, furnished a
lime which possessed hydraulic properties.
The improvement
in limekilns, and the use of coal instead of wood for fuel, has
led to tlle burning of lime at higher temperatures than formerly
atnl but little lime with hydraulic properties is produced.
Limestones containing a considerable amouDt of clay are found in
many places ; when these are burned at a moderate heat and then
ground in a mill they furnish hydraulic cement.
Immense
quantities of such cement are made near Readout, New York,
at L_)uisville, Kentucky, and at other places. The cmnposition,
howvver, is liable to variation, and engiueers have sought a more
uniform and reliable article, by mixing pure clay and carbonate
of lime in proper proportions, burning them together at a moderate heat, and then grinding them for the cement. The proportions are Dearly four of carbonate of lime to one of clay. These
artificial cements are made successfully and ill large quantities in
Eoglaml, France, Germany, and other European countries.
Tile
Engli._h Portland cement, which is artificial, is brought into this
emlntry
and finds a moderate demand at high prices. The attomtit to make such cements in this country has been made
several times, but up to the ]?resent without success. It must,
however, eventually succeed. The slmres of the Raritan, Staten
Island sound, and Woodbridge creek, all of which waters are
navigable, offer most advantageous sites for such manufactories.
TIle rich clays spotted or otherwise discolored by oxide of iron,
can be had here at little cost, and the rich shell marls of Sussex
and Warren counties will supply_ at a cheap rate, all abundance
of carbonate of lime which needs no grinding, but is in its
natural condition fine and ready/_o be mixed with the clay at once.
This is a promising field for a new industry.
Cement is indispen._able in mortar which has to be exposed to water, and its use
in all mortars for stone and brick work is increasing rapidly.
Tht're were, in 1_60, 14 establishments, with a capital of $759,000,
employing 740 bands, and having an annual product of $767,000
In 1,',71),there were 45 establishments, with a capital of $1,521,000, eml)h)ying 1,190 hands and producing $2,033,000 worth of
eelnent.
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The examiuation of ground for clays iucludes, first: a careful survey of its surface features, natural outcrops and artificial
cuttings and a consideration of all tbe facts relating to previous
diggings, borings, &c.; aud second: testing the ground by boriug and digging trial pits, or shafts.
The first point of examination is the study of the best geological lnat)s of the country or locality to be examined to ascertaiu
its geological structure and to get a correct basis for the further
study of the surface and the strata whieli explorations may discover. This may at the outset indicate the improbability of discoveries of any value, and prevent useless work and disappointmeuts. Again, attention to the geology will enable the explorer
to understand the relations of the surface featmes to the strata
beneath, and thereby to interpret more clearly tim indications
which they may present to him. Thus, for example, the geological map aud survey lnay represent the locality in question as in
a region of glacial drift, and con.sequeutly one whose surface
would be characterized by irregularly shaped elevations and
depressions, all marked by abrupt changes of slope and irregularities without any apparent order of arrangement.
Knowh_g
this, the explorer finds tile coufiguration of the surface to be such
as was indicated by the glacial drift of iris map, and at once
appreciates tbe difficulties in Iris way in exploring it. He knows
that his selection of points for his bore holes and test pits niust
be made so that tbey call reach the regular strata bidden under
this boulder drift and not be compelled to stop in it, since every
boring pit which fails to penetrate this drift covering is not
only useless as indicating nothing more than the surface showed
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him, hut also a waste of time and capital and a discouragement
that may tend to retard or wholly stop further exploration.
The persmml inspection of the surface, as above stated, takes
into account the nature of the slopes as especially important in
locating pits or borings. The top of a hill or ridge is to be
avoided if it is a true boulder drift, or a bank of sand or gravel.
For a like reason the hillside may.not be suitable for exploration.
Flat lands, suci_ as tide marshes or swampy ground may also be
unfaw_rabIe, from the thickness of the alluvial or recent beds of
earth and mud. Generally the hillsides, near the foot of the
hills offer the least thickness of diluvial covering, or top earth,
and are the best locations for exploring.
Natural outcrops exposed in washes in the sides of ldl]s and
in the banks of streams ought always to be looked at, as stone of
the strata are often seen in these places, and by an examination
of them it is possible to learn the depth to which shafts must
reach in ordcr to test such localities for any given bed of clay or
other valuable material.
Tilese outcrops from their relations to
the beds searched for, may also indicate too great a depth for
sucees_fuI exploration or for practical working.
Artificial cuttings on railroad lines, street or road grading,
wells and other excavations, are also to be considered as furnishing some indications as to the nature and extent of the strata,
and by the facts they afford, aiding the explorer in his preliminary survey. All the facts from such excavations are, however,
to be eonshlered in their relation to the surface, since in certain
loealihcs these, unless very deep, may cut drift or alluvial beds
only, and consequently aflbrd no positive information of the
lower strata or beds in place. The study of the surface requires
muet_ care in considering the various facts of topography, outcrops and exposures, in order to arrive at just and valuable conclusions, and yet this preliminary work is so easily and cheaply
done, that it is economy to take time enough for i_, as subsequent
mistakes and failures are manylbld more costly and vexatious.
Boring is a common and quick mode of testing ground, preparatow to sinking shafts or pits. It is available through all
strata or bed_, and, if a chisel-pointed bar replace tho auger, can
be got through thin layers of ordim_ry brown sandstone, which
is the only hard or rock}, layer ever found in the day belt of the
State
Boulders of large size cannot bc penetrated, and 1wers
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of gravel are often difficult to get through.
Wet sand, such as
quicksand, is also troublesome, but these obstacles are of limited
extent, and by repeated trials can nearly everywhere be avoided.
The use of the auger is practicable through almost the whole
clay territory of the State. Beds of clay are readily and easily
penetrated, and tlm borings brought to the surface are tolerably
fair specimens, giving information as to the character, as well as
to the thickness, of the bed. As the boulder earth, or gravelly
strata which so generally cover the clay formation, is difficult
to penetrate, it is easier and more expeditious to dig well-like
pits through these to the clay, and then begin to use the auger,
thanto
attempt to bore from the surface. Where there is no
quicksand, and the earth stands up, trial pits 2½ to 3 feet in
diameter can be dug to a deptb of 40 feet, at a cost of 25 cents
per vertical foot, and at a lower rate where the pits are not so
deep. Owing to the treacherous nature of some of the sandy
clays and sands which occur in the clay formation, larger shafts
are necessary, and much care to prevent accidents by caving or
sliding. The depth to such pits is rarely greater than 20 feet, as
sites for boring are seldom on thick masses of drift. For boring,
various patterns of augers are in use, the nmst common and
most serviceable is the ordinary carpenter's screw auger, having
a straight cutting bit, and from an inch to two and a half inches
in diameter.
A pod auger, with a vertical or spiral slit up its
side, aud sometimes provided with a valve inside, which, opening upward, prevents the materials cut from falling back into
the hole, is another form. Sometimes the bit is made convex or
spade-shaped, instead of straight, and sometimes double edged.
For loosening the earth or clay, a tapering screw auger, with
a narrow bit, is useful. Some of the so-called well excavators-pod augers of larger size--are applicable to boring in these eartl_y
strata.
Whatever the form, those which most easily penetrate
the strata and bring up specimens as they are cut in succession,
are the best. The auger, or borer, is the essential part of the
mechanism.
The shank, or rod, may also be of various styles.
The more common form is a square iron bar, _-inch on a side
and S to 14 feet long, upon which the auger is welded. This is
made so that it can be spliced on to a second bar (the ends
being fastened together by a ring shoved over them), and that to
a third, and so on to any desh'ed length. Rods and pipes are.
21
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also used. These are generally screwed together, the threads
being reversed that the turning of the handle may not unscrew
the sections. Gas pipes or tubes are of a convenient size, easily
obiaizmd and much used. These are lighter, stiffer and cheaper
than the solid rods or bars, aad preferable to them.
The sizes are proportioned to the diameter of the bit. It is
alway_ advisable to have the size uniform throughout.
In the
deep boriug of the Crossman Clay and Manufacturing-Company,
_*nthe lim_ ot the Easton and Amboy railroad, the anger was
]:_ im'hes in diamefer, and was put down through a gas l)ipe 2
inchcs in diameter, which was driven down in sections that
screwed into one another.
The first length, that holding the
aug,.r, is usually 10 to 15 feet long. Others are not so long,
generally about S feet. Upon this bar, rod, or pipe, as the case
may h,,, a handle is fitted, so constructed that it cal) be readily
adjust(,d at any point, and also be firm enough to turn the auger.
The boring implement thus put together is worked by means
of the haudle, requiring two men to turn it. Longer bores, of
cour.-e, require nmre power. When the thread is filled the anger
is drawn nl) and the material examined, so that every portion of
the strata pcuetrated can he examined at the surface. Augers
are r:Lr¢,ly used at greater depth than forty feet, and in nearly all
cases this is sufficient to test ground.
At such depth, and even
at twei_ty fl,et, the raising of the auger is a difficult matter, and
then _, wimllass, or, better, a derrick with block and pulley, may
be emph)ycd.
Such a length of rot] also requires guides to keep
it crect, and for this purpose shear poles set tip at the mouth of
the boring are net.essary.
These may be of the same length as
the rods or a little shorter.
In the ease of wet and running material, or quicksands, it is
fre(tuc1_tly impossible to make any progress, the sand filling the
hole as fitqt as the auger removes it. Then tubing becomes
neces-ary.
For this purpose gas pipes a. little larger than the
auger _rc employed, _lsually 1½ to 2 inches in diameter.
These
are driw'u down in sections, one screwed to another at the top.
The intt, rior is then bored out, and if the tubing be driven
deep cuough to shut off all loose sand, the boring is continued
beyond to the desired depth. If gravel or cobble stones, or other
stony and hard material, is encountered, a chisel-pointed bar is
driven down to break them or drive them to the sides of the hole
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and open the way for the auger.
Equipped with these tools, two
men can put down several 30 feet holes in a day, or with a third
man, one or two 40 feet deep, hut the time is dependent on many
circumstances, aud differs with the localities. For removingthe
water, aud in case of quicksand, sand pumps have been suggested, but with how much success is not known.
In Germany boring is an almost universal nmde of searching
for brown coal. The strata covering this are eaTthy and such as
are readily penetrated by the auger, but the thickness of this
covering often exceeds 100 feet. At this, and even greater depths,
the auger is employed with success. In Saxony, borings having
an average depth of ]20 feet cost twenty-seven cents per vertical
foot. The dimneter of the bit is sometimes as much as six inches,
and then the rods are correspondingly large, and the working of
them requires long levers at the surface and increased power.
In New Jersey depths of 40 feet are in nearIy all cases sufficient,
as at greater depths the amount of top earth is too much to be
moved, and subterranean mining would be too expensive.
For
this depth m_ auger two or two and half inches in diameter, with
five-eighths inch rods, is sufficiently large.
One of the dr,'twbaeks to boring is that the specimens are not
always unmixed and representative of the variations encountered
in the hole. In the stiff clay there isno difficulty, as the threads
or pod of the auger hold it firmly, and each auger full represents the last cut made. Thus, if the auger thread be six inches
long, the auger full represents the last six inches that was cut.
But if the materials are quite loose they slip off in raising,
especially if there be any water in the bole. Again, the borings
are apt to get mixed with material on the sides of the hole while
the auger is brought to the surface. Consequently, borings are
not generally quite as good as specimens frmn diggings, and are
never to be regarded as altogether decisive, but as indications of
strong probability, which urge the final step in the exploring
work--that of sinking pits.
The digging of trial pits may be merely to test the ground or
to do work in the extraction of the materials sought. The location of pits must be determined by the borings, by the nature of
the surface and the best sites for opening and working.
The
discoveries of the auger alone are not sufficient to determine
the sites, as often the opening of a bank is best where the bed is
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thinnerorof inferior
quality,
nearthefootof thebills,
orother
advantagesof location
forsteadyworking. The sizeof thepits
is a matterof businessratherthan of exploration.To test
ground,a shaftorpit8 by _I0feetisquitelargeenough forconvenientworking; ifthe stratabe firm the pitsmay be little
more thana well,
ortheycan be asnmch largeras theexplorer
wishes.
In horing,
failure
at one point_houldnot discourage
orstop
further
work ;the hole may have been justwhere theclayor
otherbed soughtforwas once,but subsequentlywas partlyor
completely
worn away and itsplaceoccupiedby depositions
of
recentmaterial
; oritmay have chancedto strike
a pointwhere
thethickness
of thebedwas much aboveitsaveragedimensions.
llerethereshouldbeseveral
borings,
dependingsomewhaton the
disclosures they make. If tile depth and thickness of the strata
appear to be uniform, fewer borings will answer. Generally the
inequalities in these particulars require more to furnish much
vahmble information.
Wlmt has been said of borings is to a less extent true of pits.
The latter do more in showing tile exact value of the materials
dug ; the former give approximately correct ideas as to their charactor but tolerably accarate opinions as to their extent.
The employment of the auger and the digging of trial pits
ought to be far more general in the clay districts of the State.
If more generally adopted, discoveries might show beds and depnsits of superior character and great extent in localities much
more favorably situated than some of those now worked. ]t is
possible that we are expending uselessly some of our activities
that could be better employed at other points ; so that this subject of exploration is important not only to tlm capitalist and
prospector in search of new localities, but to the clay miners and
proprietors.
The map of the clay district of Middlesex county, which accompanies this report, is a guide to explorers in that part of the
State. It shows, by special designations, the location and extent
of the pits of clay, feldspar, kaolin and fire sand, as they are now
opened. It further shows the configuration of the surface, or
make of the country, by contour lines of elevation above mean
high tide level. The figures on these are the heights ahove that
level. By a series of colors it indicates the territory, or country,
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in which each of these beds may be found of workable thickness, and at depths below the surface of the ground, which are
practicable for economical digging by open pits. A thickness of
15 fcct is assumed as needed for practical working.
Whenever
the height of the ground and the dip of the bed indicate less
than this, the location is considered unavailable for working, and
it is left uncolored.
It is proper, ill this place, to state that the
absence of color does not imply barren ground, or no clays or
feldspar, bat that the bed there cannot be more than ]5 feet
thick, and tlmt it has not yet been found. Great inequalities
may show exceptlons,but these are quite as likely to make it less
than 15 feet. A thickness of 25 feet of top dirt is assumed as a
limit to practical working, beyond this, generally, the removal
of the beari_g is unprofitable.
In places where the bed is unusually thick, and particularly if this be due to a s_celli_g _p at
the top, above the general level or plane of the top of the bed,
the top dirt may not be so thick, and such groui_d may be profitably worked for that bed. Variation in the opposite direction
may make the top of the bed lower than tile mean elevation,
• and thereby increase the thickness of the covering to more than
25 feet.
Figure 4 is here presented as an illustration
of these statemcnts, and of the facts which have served as the basis for colorlug tile map.
It represents one valuable bed of clay in its
relations to tile overlying strata and the surfitce ; the map shows
tlle relations of the B.arilan clay bed, the Woodbridge fire clay
bed, the l,'eldspar and Kaolin bed, the South Amboy fire clay bed
and the stoneware clay bed, to the surface, and, accordi_lg to these
relations, the areas in which these several beds are available for
economic mining.
The figure is, therefore, an illustration of
each of the valuable beds here enulnerated.
In it there is at
the bottom a sandy clay stratum, which is not considered to be
of any value. Upou this rests the bed of clay, which is sought.
It may represent any one of those mentioned above, according
to location in the clay district. Both of these beds _rc supposed
to belong to the plastic clay series, and they dip town rds tile southeast. Another and valuable bed may be supposed as underlying
the sandy clay, but it is unimportant, as stmb woubt be too deep
to be reached, except by sinking shafts and then cutting lmrizon-
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crop of the clay bed may be discovered, at or near (E) but on
account of deuudation it is too thiu to be profitably worked.
From (D) to (E) there is a breadth of unavailable territory, or clay
laud. It will be observed that this valley is one of erosion and
the wear has removed the whole of tile boulder drift and the clay
bed, and cut down into the underlying sandy clay. This is an
illustration of many valleys of the clay district, which h,_ve
been described in the local details. East of (E) a lower hill,
or ridge, is represented.
The superficial bed in this ridge consists of stratified materials, of sand and gravel. And it is not
so thick as the boulder drift of the other hill. As its maximum
thickness nowhere exceeds 25 feet, the hill is all workable clay
lands.
The space (E)--(F) is, therefore, available territory.
Between (d) and (2') the clay bed is covered by a thin sheet of
the sand and gravel drift. Beyond (F) eastward it thins out and
is wanting at the water on the extreme cast. To resume, there are
1. Unavailable areas on account of great thickness of top dirt
B--C.
_. Unavailable areas owing to denudation of bed, e--A ; D--E
and d--F.
3. Available areas, A--B ; C--D; F_--]): The map by its several colors exhibits the areas, or territory in which each of the
beds above mentioned are of workable thickness and at accessible depths from the surface. The key to the colors appears at
the side of the map. Where _wo beds occur close together one
above the other as the feldspar and kao_ia bed and the South
Amboy fire clay bed both are represented by their colors.
DIGGING

AND

MINING
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The extraction of the clays, feldspars, kaoli_s, fire sands and
other materials occurring in the plastic clay belt of the State, is
mostly by digging pits in the beds worked, the overlying strata •
having been previously removed. The removal of tim superficial beds, or bearing, as it is frequently termed, and the digging
vary somewhat in tile details according to the nature of the circumstances of location, relation to water, cost of labor, prices of
lnaterials, transportation and business mmmgement.
The first work on opening a clay bank, aitcr satisfactory exploration, is to remove the top dirt, or bcari_,g. This is done in
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wagons incaseithas to be carried
tosome distance,
orelseby
cars on a moveable track.
Wheelbarrows are occasionally used.
At ohler banks, where a largo amount of clay is dug, a car track,
or tramway, generally runs frmn the bank to the point of delivery
--main lines of railroad, or to docks on navigable water--and ill
these the track is generally laid quite to the beading or face of
the bank, or alongside of it, so that the cars can be easily loaded.
This material is taken outside to the dumping ground.
Teams
are in comnmn use as the motive power, being cheaper than
steam, and quite as effective iu short d,stances.
If any of the
nmterials of this beari_g are of probable value they are sorted
and put by themselves preparatory to future use, or are at once
shipped as desired. Whenever, in working banks, pits or excavations, areas have to be filled, the top dirt is used for that purpose.
According to the general practice, the digging advances by a
succession of contiguous pits, and the dir_ of the pit which is
being uncovered is thrown at once into that which has just been
dug. In some cases this is sufficient to use the dirt from the top
of the new pit, and the necessity of remowd to dump or waste
heaps is avoided.
But this is exceptional, as in most localities
the amount of top dirt is in excess of thatneeded for filling, and
the surplus must be removed.
The cost of removing the toil dirt depends on so many and
such constantly varyi,g conditions that it is not possible to give
prices. The nature of the strata, the distance of removal, the
price of labor, and other items, enter into the cost. Excaw_tion
by machinery, or by steam diggers, has not been attempted.
This i_ due, apparently, to the generally limited extent of most
of these works.
Since the top dirt nearly everywhere is earthy, the employmcnt of steam excavators or similar machinery is certainly practicable. The introduction
of larger capital and more comprehensive management in the mining of these clays, &e., will be
accompanied by more machinery to replace much of the slow
and primitive methods now in use.
An important question is the location of the heaps of top dirt
or dumpings.
This is especially important at a new locality, and
care is always necessary to avoid sites which are to be worked.
By boring or digging small trial pits, it is easy to select areas
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which are not profitable for mining.
Wherever the area worked
over is large, they becomes the proper place for storing them, if
the distance is not too great.
Tlle mining of clay is generally by digging small pits; tlmse
are of different sizes according to circumstances of place and
men to be employed.
A comlnon size is a rod square, or an oblong pit of about the same area. These are dug through the
beds of value, or as deep as practicable. Generally they are made
of sufficient depth to extract all of a given bed of clay, fddspa_',
kaolin, or other materiM, which may be worked,and the digging
or pitting stops at the bottom of that bed. Thus in the fire clay
banks, they are dug through that stratum, although in some
places, where there are valuable beds underneath this, the diggiug is continued into these lower beds. The work is often stopped on account of the water in some pits; the danger of caving
in, water flooding and other such circumstances determine the
depths of the workings.
It is customary to have on the ground at the side of the pit a
platform of a few boards, on which the clay or other material is
thrown, and, if needed, is sorted into different grades.
This
sorting is done piece by piece as the spits are dug. A gouge
spade is used in digging clay. This differs from the common
spade iu having its blade cylindrical, and the upper edge is
broader titan that of the common spade, a tread to receive the
weight of the pitman, necessary to cut down into the solid clay
bcd. The lump of clay, or spit, as it is called, thus loosened is taken
by another workman, who cuts out any nodules of pyrite that
may be in it, or any other foreign matter which can be removed
by a knife, and thrown on the platform.
This workman sorts
the clays for ware, fire brick, paper, alum, pipe or other grades.
The pitman confines his operations to cutting down the clay,
continuing this over the pit area, and then begius a new spit
level, alld so proceeds till the bottmn of the bed is reached.
In some of the clay banks the working floor or base is lower
than the top of the clay bed, or on a level with the bottom of it.
The digging at these banks is not properly by pits, although it
goes forward by a succession of pit-like excavations.
The platform for the clay is below, the carts are driven to the side of the
bank and loaded at once by the workmen ; or the clay is carted
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to heaps near by aml there stored, each grade or variety by itself,
or it is taken to boats or cars for trausportation to market.
Whcrcvcr the sides or tbe walls of the pits or banks are weak
or liable to fitlI in, these have to be strengthened al_d the workmen I,rotectcd by planking and bracing.
In pits of ordinary
size three heavy planks, oil a side, are sufficient with bracing
timbers placed acr,_ss between the opposite sides. Excavation
into the hank aml ahove a working level is not often attended
hy such dangers.
The lateral thrust in pits appears to be the
more _'omnmn cause of slides or caving
In sinki_g pits it is
nect'_ry
and customary to leave walls of clay 1 to 2 feet thick
on the sides which have been wm'ked. These act to hold up the
ground and keep out the water. Most of the danger from slides
comes from thcse walls and the pressnre of wet drip behind
them. After the pit is dug and before it is filled tip, a part of
the clay walls is taken out so tlmt as little as possible is left in
the grt)und.
Occ_sionaliy picks are used instead of the gouging spade,
when thc clay is very hard and compact. At a very few localities
blastillg by powder is employed to hreak up extra hard clay or
strong layers associated with it. Underlnining
and splitting off
large masses of earth, clay, &c., by wedges or powder is practiced
at ba_ks where the materials are of a coarser or less valuable
character.
This is common at the red brick clay banks.
It consists in digging under at the foot of the bank as far as can be
done with safety, and then either allowing the undermined mass
to tumble of itself, or to force it off by using powder or wedges
at the top of the bank.
In this manner hundreds and thousands
of tons are tumbled down at once and broken, making the handling much easier than the removal of an equal weight by
spading and shoveling down from the bank.
As the beds of clay are nearly always impervious to tim flow
of water there is no water to be removed, except the very little
rainwater which falls or the leakage from the surface drain about
the top of the pits. This is usually allowed to accumulate in a
deeper corner of tbe pit and is bailed out from time to tilue with
a bucket. ,ks fl_e time for sinking a pit of the ordinary size
does not often exceed two or three days there is little water from
these sourccs. The greatest amount of water comes from t,he
sand or other layers that are sometimes iuterstratified
with the
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clay and which allow the water to percolate quite freely through
them. Sometimes the clay bed is found to be quite sandy in the
middle and to allow water to leak through.
At most of the clay banks the bed of clay is underhfid by
sand, kaolin, or sandy clay and these strata are generally full of
water so that the bottom of the pits are wetand the lilts soon fill
with water if it is not pumped out or if they arc not tilled at
ouec wifh earth.
In banks where all of the clay bed is above the
working floor, open ditches or partially covered drains are constructed so that the water can run off without further inconvenience or cost.
]n pits the water has to be hoisted to the level of ,be working
floor, and thence carried off by drains.
Various ,nodes of raising water arc iu use; the most commou is by a pump worked by
hand at intervals, as is necessary to keep the pit clear and in
working condition.
Hoisting hy buckets and u windlass has been used in u few
localities. Steam power has also beeu employed in a few places,
where the depth of the pits and the surrounding wet ground, as
in tide meadows, furnished a large amount of water to be raised.
The judicious arraugcmeut of the location and appliances so as
to avoid heavy expenses in keeping water from the pits, have
much to do with the profits of clay digging. Comprehensive
plans and skillful management are as important in this as in
any other department of industry.
The profits of clay digging
have in some instances been very large, but for lack of judicious
plans they have not been long continued.
At a few places in the State the extraction of the clay has been
by underground work or mining.
This consists, on side hills, in
cutting short drifts, or tunnels, in the clay bed, timbering them
so as to hold up, temporarily, the superincumbent earth, and,
when the work is done, allowing it to fill in. By a series of
drifts side by side most of the bed is in this way worked out.
There is some loss of material in the clay which has to be left
at the bottom as a floor and at the top as a roof to hold up the
overlying sand or other loose material, and to keep out tlm
water. These drifts are inclined a little, if the bed allows any
inclination, to let any water which may get in them by accident
run ou_. They are narrow, being only wide enough for th_
passage of men with their barrows or carts. Thetimbcringcon-
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sists of upright posts set at the sides, at varying distances apart,
sometimes close together, and at others a foot and a half or two
feet apart.
Upon these, cross beams or sleepers are lahl to support the roof. These drifts are seldom more than 100 feet long.
At Furmau's mines, on Chesquake creek, shafts are sunk through
the overlying top dirt to the clay bed, and then drifts are cut in
this. ttere tile clay has to be lmisted to the surface in buckets
by a windlass and horse power. At Morgau's bank, ou Raritan
bay shore, drifts were cut in frmu pits dug outside of the bank.
At Isaac I)e Cou's bank, on tile Delaware river, south of Trenton, the drifts were cut in from the face of the bank. This was
here possible, as the mouth of the drifts opeued several feet above
•_'ater h,vel. An excellent example of mining clay is to be seen
at Otto Ernst's mines, on Chesquake creek. For the description
of this, reference can be made to pages 221--224 of this report. where it is described.
This mode of mining clays could be adopted at several places
in the clay belt of this State. Wherever the beds of clay are
uniformly thick, the bearing heavy,and
tbe clays of superior
quality aml value, it may be practicable and more econmnical
than the ordinary mode of stripping off the top arid pitting the
clay. [t is costly and attended with risks; and these objections
must be considered in its application to any locality. It is be]iew,d that the scarcity of clay at easily accessible depths for
opeu working will in the future compel the att_ntiotl of clay
miners to it as practicable, and the only way in which some of
our cluy territory can ever be made available and productive.
The digging of fire saud, kaolin undfddspar is carried on very
much like that of the clays. As the strata are not impervious to
water, the pits are generally smaller, so tbat the length of time
in sinking one is seldom more than a day. The quantity of
water Io be raised is commonly much greater, and in some cases
it is _o large that it is scarcely possible or practicable to get to tbe
bottom.
In working the strata of these materials there is more
loss than in digging clay. More of the bed is left in the ground.
In digging these the gouge spade is rarely used, but ordinary
shovels and spades, aided occasionally by picks where the material may be more firm or too hard for spading.
Tile loading is
generally direct from the pit or the side platform into carts or
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Nearly all of the clays, and all of the feldspar, kaolin and fire
sand, are sent into market in a crude state. They are shipl)ed
in bulk, either in boats or in cars. With some varieties, as the
paper aud ware clays, more care is taken in keeping them clean
and free from admixture with inferior grades.
Formerly the
paper clays were shipped in barrels, but at the present time they
are generally transported in bulk.
The improvement of clays by washing is practised at a single
locality only, by George Such, at Burt's creek, near South Amboy.
The work is done on a large scale. The following account of
the principles and practice followed in doing the work, is perhaps sufficiently full.
Clay stirred up in water will relnain in suspension a long time,
while sand, gravel, and nodules and grains of iron pyrites settle
quickly.
And tile finer the clay is, the longer it will remain
suspended in water. Advantage is taken of this property in
washing tile clays and freeing them from impurities.
Washing
has tile further advantage, too, of bringing the clay to a uniform
tint or color. As taken from the bank or pit it may be streaked
with brown, or yellow, or red colors, or with all of these, but
after passing through the washing process these colors are all
blended into one uniform tint. And by a proper selection of
the white and staiued clays, a great variety of colors are produced.
Mr. $uch's works are located on a stream, from which an
abundance of water can be drawn for all the purposes of the
washing apparatus.
The machinery for washing the clay is
driven by a powerful steam engine.
The apparatus for washing consists of large troughs or bins,
in which the clay from the banks is dumped, covered with water,
and allowed to stand for twenty-four hours. Other large troughs,
in which long horizontal shafts, armed with knives, revolve, receive the clay. The knives are set at right angles to the sbafts,
and are fastened in a spiral line, so that at every revolution of the
shaft the clay in the whole length of the trough is thoroughly
stirred up and mixed with the water, which is constantly streaming into it. Large vats are used_ in which to receive the clay
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and water. These wtts are made of puddled clay at; tile bottom,
which is then covert,d with boards; the sides are made of a
double ca_inj of hoards, filled in wit;h puddled clay between the
boards and backed up with earth. They are nearly five teet;
deep. And they cover about an acre and a half of surfi_ce.
There arc a number of vats entirely separate from each other,
which arc intended for white clays, and different shades of colored clay,-. Each vat also has partitions or guiding boards in it;,
which art, so arranged as to cause the water, with suspended clay
in it, to circulate between them and cross the vat repeatedly
before it reaches the farthest part;, and so that the clay may have
time t(_ settle and let the water run off clear at last. Some of the
vats are low enough to be filled through troughs, which run fi'om
the wa_hcrs directly to them; while others, on higher ground,
have to be filled by pumping up the clay and water together,
from the washing machine, and running it off through elevated
troughs to the proper vats.
When the washing machine is in operation, a constant stream
of water is run into it and is thoroughly mlxed up with the clay,
which is thus divided into its finest particles and separated
from its heavy impurities, and only.that which is fine and completely suspended in the water can run off into the settling vats.
The process of washing any desired quality of clay is carried on
from day to day, till the deposit in _,ho vat is thick enough to
handb' conveniently and to furnish a supply adequate to the demand.
The operation is a very complete and satisfactory one. It improvc-_ the quality of the white clays, and indeed of all the clays
washed. It makes saleable those which would otherwise be
wortldcss.
And it brings those which in their natural state are
unsightly, to soft, pleasing, and even beautiful shades of color.
The work is a success. Tim process is slow, and the investment of capital in machinery, vats, sheds, &c., seems large.
The extension of this method of improving clays will soon beconw a ne_ssity--and
the subject should receive the attention of
all who are interested in the profits of clay digging.
The removal of sand, pyrite, or other mineral masses from
clay, by washing is easy and effectual. The removal of oxide of
iron which discolors the clay is attended with more difficult),, as
washiug does not take it out;. The treatment of such clays with
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hydrochloric acid has been tried in Europe, and found effective
in removing both oxide of iron and lime frmn them.
A
practical way of using tbis method to obtain good fire clay from
infi,ri,*r and common clays is given as follows in the Ocstcrreiche
ZeitnnT, No. 32, by Kerpcly.
" Clays containing lime and iron
are ._tlrr_,d with boiling water, the latter being poured on till it
is eight or ten inches deep above the clayey mass. To this is
added hydrochloric acid to the extent of two per cent. of the clay.
Afl_,r t'urth_,r agitation it is allowed to stand for some hours and
then the acldulated water is conducted to a second vessel to
wbi_.h mr_r_, acid is added.
The clay mass is well washed with
hot w_Lh.r,and is thrown upon a linen filter stretched over the
waste di|t.h. In fi)ur washing troughs it is possible to clean 100
ecntm.r, _5 tons) of clay for which the cost amounts to 5-5.80
flori,l_ _s t.;}lp)."
The, washing of clay is common in all kaolin districts where
clays i'or ware or paper are obtained, and also at potteries as a
furth,,r preparation for their use in the body of the finest white
ware. Thc._, modes involve various styles'of machinery whereby
the ch_y or kaolin is agitated with water, and then the clayey
liquid i_ ccmveyed to a series of settling vats. The simplest form
of a wL_hcr or agitator consists of an inclined trough in which a
cylim hr, _et with spiral rows of knives or cutters, revolves, and by
the m,*w'ment of its knives pushes the mass from the feeding end
up the. im'lincand out at the opposite end. There may be many
modi[h'atlons in the mechanical arrangement of these appliances
for stirring the clay, as well as differences in the sizes and forms
of vat_. The washed clay is allowed to dry in the vats on long
expe_erc, or the water is pressed out of it by subjecting it to
great l,r_._sure in bags. The latter method obviates the length of
tinw rL._luisite for dr.viJ)g in the open air, and does not need such
large vats.
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Appendix A.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
The method of chemical analysis adopted and pursued in tlle examinations
of the clays, fddspars,
kaolins and fire sands, which are given in tbis report
with analyses, was as follows : One gramme of' the air dried pulverized material
was digested in sulpburic
aod hydrofluoric acids until the silica was completely dissipated ; tile residue was dissolved in hydrochloric
acid (a few
drops of ilitric acid being added to oxidize the iron), and the alumina, scsqui-oxidc of iron and titanic acid were precipitated by ammonia ',in some cases
by acetate of ammonia).
In til6 filtrate the lime was precipitated by oxalate
of" ammoni:t, and weighed as carbonate.
The filtrate from the lime was
divided into two equal portions.
In one of these the magnesia was dcter.
mined, by precipitation
by phosphate of ammonia.
The second portion was
evaporated to dryness and ileatcd to drive off the ammooiaeal salts.
Tim
residue was dissolved and chloride of barium was added to remove the sulphurio acid and then caustic lime to remove the m;,gnesia.
The liquid was
boiled and then fiitercd.
To the the filtrate ammonia and carbonate of am.
monia were added to remove tile chloride of barium and lime ;tlle liquid was
filtered, evaporated to dryness and the ammonia salts driven off by ignition.
The potash was precipitated
by hi-chloride of platinum and weighed as
potassio-bi-chloride
of platinum.
The alcoholic filtrate was evaporated to
dryness, the platinum compound decomposed
by beating to redness witl_
oxalic acid; treated with water ; filtered; a few drops of hydrochloric acid
added ; ovapnrated to dryness and weighed as chloride of sodium.
A second sample (one gramme) was trcatcd with hydrofluoric and sulphurie
acids, as betbre, and then ammonia added to precipitate
the titanic acid,
alumina and oxide of iron.
This precipitate
was reserved for the deter.
ruination of the titanic acid.
The filtrate was treated as before tbr the
determination

of the potash

and soda, as duplicates.

A third sample was fused with carbonates of potash and soda; the fused
mass treated with water; hydrochloric acid added in excess; evaporated to
dryness to render tile silieie acid insoluble i treated with dilute hydrochloric
acid; hoated_ and then filtered tor the total silicie acid.
This weighed determination
was checked by the difference in the analysis by hyrofluorie acid.
The alumina, oxide of iron and titanium were precipitated by annnonia as in
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS.

the first sample
Lime and magnesia were also detcrmlncd as before (duplicate determinations).
The precipitate in the second sample, reserved for the titanium determina.
tion_ was treated with a solution of caustic potash and heated, to remove the
alumina.
The insoluble portion, consisting
of oxide of iron and titan!c
acid, was collected on a filter, burned, fused with bi-sulphate of potash, dissolved in water, and saturated
with hydrosulphurie
acid gas, to reduce the
iron oxide.
The liquid was filtered and boiled ; the titanic acid was precipitated and collected on a filter, then burned and weighed.
For the determination of the quartz the clays were digested in sulphuric
acid, and the liquid filtered.
The insoluble matter on the filter was burned
and we{ghed as a duplicate of the total silica.
This insoluble matter was
then boiled in a solution of potash, and the undissolved residue weighed as
quartz.
These determinations
were duplicated by the same method.
The moisture or hygroscopic water, was determined by heating over a water
hath, and the loss at 212 ° (I00 C.) taken as its amount.
The samples were
then heated to redness, ignited, and the loss noted as combined water,
in
most of the dark-colored clays there was some organic matter.
In a few
analyses this was estimated;
in others the combined water includes very
small amounts of organic matter.
The iron was determined
by volumetric anaiysis_ using the method by
proto-chloride

of tin.
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LIST

OF

FIRE

CLAYS EXAMINED
WITH THOSE

BY THE SURVEY,
OF NEW JERSEY.

AMERICAN
1. Trucks
White

& Parker,

Hokessin,

and buffcolored

B.

2.

3Io,mt

Savage

Delaware.

clays resulting

Fire

Allegheny

Clay,

county,

COMPARISON

CLA _t'S.

from the decomposition

itic rocks.
Used for paper glazing anti pottery.
Specific gravity of washed clay, 1.604--1.622.
For analysis of the white day (washed) see
Geological Survey.

Savage,

FOR

from

the

No. 49, page.

Union

of feldspar

300.

l_lining

in gran-

Collected

Company_

by

31ount,

Maryland.

A grey, shale clay from the Cumberland
coal field. See analysis No. 53, page
300.
Specimen from Jas. S. Maekie, President, 71 Broadway, New York.
A second samplg received frora tile mines after printing the analysis above referred
to, w_m examined, and found to contain, of sesqui-oxide
of iron, 1.12 per oent., anti
of potash, 0.80.
The following
pan).
Pa.

3. Fire
4.

specimens

L.S.Beng

day

from

Pensaukou

_I.

Creek

5. Huntingdon
don county,

were

received

Superintendent.

D. Valentine
day,

County

from

Steel

& Brother,

J. D. Hylton,

elay_ from

the

Works

Pem_syN-ania
postottiee)

Woodbridge,

Pt_tm)-ra_

Sam'l

I'/atfield,

Steal

Dauphin

N. J.

N. J.
Alexandria,

Hunting-

Pa

A Hght huff colored,
streak_ stained by oxide

very sandy) day) containing
of iron.

2.00 per ceu_ of water.

"A semi-pie.erie refractory
clay, containing
a good deal of free sand
for linings, joints and other places where it is readily held in place."
6. Lebanon
dan, Pa.

Corncounty,

Valley

Faint buff colored,
water.
"A clay similar

clay,, from
fine grained,

to above"

Horace
not quite

Keefer,

Harrisburg,

mined

as sandy a'_ (5), coutait_

and

Some
is used

at, Sheri-

5.9 per cent of

(5),
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7. ,%rely

Ridge

OF

clay,

OTHER

from

W.

CLAYS

EXA:,IINED.

It. Miller,

Center

county,

I'a.

A mixt t earthy and rock fragment ma.q5 grey, contains 9.9 per cent of water.
" \ r.ck clay, ponrly pl._qtlc, but is non-shrlnklng,
refractory and rcsisL_ cbendeal
:,-'i..n, h_uce is an excellent setting for fire brick after it Ires been screeaed
and

8. V,'.odland
fi,'],l e, nmty,

clay,

from

Woodland

Fire

Brick

Company,

Woodland,

Clear-

Pa.

])n_!* _.,,!_m.d, shaly clay.
For analysis see No. 50 of table page 300.
" A -I _y ,imilar in e_'ery respect to the above, possibly a shade more refl'actory."
'i h(' Cambria
-peciulcns

Iron

Company,

of fire clays

9 ely

frl)m near

Johnstown)

Pa,

sent

Maplcton,

Huntingdon

county_

FiiElt

clay,

following

seven

Pa.

A whit., fim_gralned,
very sandy, clay.
llas 2.1 per
l' r v_.ut i- moi-ture.
" (h*.d fiJr lining converters, mixed wltb gannlster."
10.

the

:

from

Solomon's

Run_

near

cent. of water.

Johnstown,

Pa.

Of this 0.5

Lower

coal

ltl t'.'l_ U rc_.

Very light drab colored, exceedingly Ilar*t and compact ; sub-concbohlal
fracture ;
12 t; _.,ml;.ill d water and .S hygroscopic water.
Analysis So. 51 of table, page ;]00.
" l"bn, ,iu:dity of Ilint clay from lauds of Jacoby and other 5 adjoining lands of A.
.l. I [a_*._. _%me can be had on lands of Cambrla lron Company."
11. Sprlngfield
Kaolin,
from mines of Cambria
a_s*,ciated
with hematite
ores in lower bcds of I[.
_Vi_:c,

very

tint_graine(]_

snnd_-

_alu. 5.tl per vent of combined
"( ,a.l for lining converters.
12

Flint

clay

from

inas_,

r_2seillbliIJg

Iron

some

Company.

loose

sand

Found

rocks.

Coll-

water and .4 per cent of moisture.
Mixed with tllnt clay makes a cement"

barren

measures

on

hinds

of A.

J. Hawesj

at Johns-

t,l'_ n, l)a,
Li_'i_t drab-colored
rock cla)', not quite as hard as No. l0 ; irregular
t.,.in_ 7.2 per c*nt. of combined water_ avd .9 per cent. of moisture.
*'( h*,*d fi_r common or sccolld quality of fire brick."
13.

Dark

fire clay

at J.hi*_l:.wn
l)ark

gr*y

from

lands

; also on lands
rt,ck

clay;

of

of the

hard;

A. J.

Hawes,

Cambria

irregular

fracture;

50 feet

Iron

above

fracture

; con-

coal

bed C,

Company.
water

of combination,

3.6

per

I _nL; i_,oi_tilrt, ,2 per cellt.
" I",,,_trh'r
b.mun_ ; be.4 that can be fomld for this purpose."
14

31ira,ral

Point

Li.:!_t dral_-coh,r_d

fire clay,

near

ruck clay ; hard;

Johnstown.
irregular

In
fracture;

lower

coal measures.

combined

water, 12.50 per

[, tl'.: m ,i-t,m', 0.7.
3.na]ysi_ No. 52, page 300.
" l".r rolling mill and blast furnace brick.
Best for steel works purposes
_ i: b ,_pl i tI;41ield k,_oliu."
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15. _'i_o clay
mine

ot Cambria

from

Ot_ OTHER

floor

Iron

of coal

Company,

CLAYS

bed

EXAMINED.

B, _,Iiller

_43

seam.

In

Blast

Furnace

at Johnstown.

Grey hard sbale clay ; irregular
fracture ; combined water, 4.5 per cent. ; }_ygroSCOl)iCwatcr_ 1.0 per cent.
" Good for a cementing clay to lay fire brick in, &c., &c."
The
New

following
JersDy

16.

two

specimens

clay

([ndianaite)

were

obtained

from

Porcelain

from

Very white, tolerably bard and compacL
Specific gravity 1.878--1.972
and 2.040.

Huron,

LawrcUce

Varying

in hardness

ture concboidal and smooth, opal-like.
For composition
page 30l.
Tbis cisy is used in pottery manufacture
at Trenton.
17.

Clay

from

An earthy

Pope

county,

clay of mixed

No. 55, page 301.

Charles

Frost

18

Fire
under

The

clay

19.

Utica

Indiana.

and density.

see analysis

Frac-

No. 54 of table,

It is not very plastic.

Used at Trenton.

& Co._ Winchester,
from

county,

a vein

Illinois,

12 to 17 feet

scat
titiek_

one specimen
100

feet

of

under

the

surface

coal shaft.

North
clays

Trol_ton,

Illinois.

Iiard, grey, rock clay of irregular
57 of table, page 30t.
II'_s not been used in practice.

three

Moses,

characters.

Analysis

and

John

:

Chicago

Rolling

fracture.

Mill

For its chenfical

Company,

composition

O. _.V. Pottcr_

see _o.

President,

sent

:
clay,

La

Sallo

county,

Illinois.

An uneven mixture of yellowishand
greyish clay m_._ses. Earthy and crumbling.
Its composition is given in analysis No. 56, page 30t.
"Very pIastic_ tolerably refractory.
5Iixed with quartz is used at these works for
linings and bottoms of Bessemer converters.
Capital clay for such usesY
20.

Blue

elay_ Wilmington_

Oreenlscb grey, crumbling

Will

shale 'clay.

county,
Has

Illinois.

] 1.9 per cent. of water.

"Becomes
very strong and plastic by wetting and kneading,
iNot specially refractory.
Used at these works for tap holes and repairs about lha hearth of blast filrnaces and for tap lmles of cupolas in Bessemer
21- Anna

clay,

Anna,

Union

county,

works.

Very good clay for such uses."

Illinois.

Yellowlsb
white, earthy clay, with reddish and. yellow streaks of oxide of iron.
Water (conlbined)
13.2 per cent.
"Very
plastic and tolerably
refractory.
[J_ed at the works when mixed with
quartz for linings and bottoms of Bessemer
brick_ for wbich it is excellent."

converters

and as a mortar
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LIST OF OTHER CLAYS EXAMINED.

Evens & Howard, St. Louis, Missouri, sent five samples of clays, as follows :
22. Glass-p_t clay (crudo) from (Jheltenham, blissouri.
Grey and greenish grey, irregular fracture, hard and compact. Specific gravity
1.7_--1.715.
For c(_mlm._itlousee _naly_is _o. 58 [u tabie_ on page 39t.
"Very refractory; used in glass pots and cruciblca."
23. Chelteuham clay, calcined and floated (washed).
"Not so refractory bat valuable for crucibles, allowing them to expand and contract
m_re, with less liability to fracture than crude clay/p
24. Chol_euham

clay (w_hed).

9.5. Fire clay from the Evens mines, Montgomery county, Missouri.
Light cream-colored, concboldal and smooth fraeture_ hard and compact; specific
gravity 1.759--1.789. For its composition see analysis No. 59 in table_ page 301.
"For special purposes and mixed with Cheltenham clay."
26. Calcined c_ay from Evens mines.
Used with Cheltenham clay.
BRITISH
The following samples
borough, England.

were

CLAYS.

received

through

Bell Brothers,

27, 28, 29. Stourbridgo
clay Nos. 1, 2 and 3_ (ground),
Moore, Stourbrldge, Woreostershi_e_ England.
No. 1 has 7.9 of water; 2 bus 8.7, and 3 has 11.7.
30. Stourbridgo

Middles-

from Harper

&

clay, No. 1, (strong).

Hard, solid, greyish color; 7.8 per cent. of water.
31. Stourbridgo

clay, No. 2, (mild.)*

Darker colored, finer grained and softer tban 1_o. I. It has l 1.3 per cent. of water.
These two _pecimens from King Brothers, Stourbrldge.
32. Pease's West (Durham) clay.
BI.ack-_hale clay i 11.5 per cent. of water.
33. Fresh-wrought
fire clay from the Low Main Seam, South
colliery, Noweastle-on-Tyne,
from Win. Cochran Carr_ Newcastle.
Black-shale clay.
34.

Fire clay from J. Walker

Grey-shale clay {groond.)

& Co., Kingswinford,

North

Bonwell

Dudley.

Contains 8.6 per cent. of water.

*The m S ._¢eur bridge clay i_ perhaps
fairly re re_ented
froDa np_:l_t'I]_
_ent by A. ]_. Hay, Of WInslow,
_. J,

by analysts
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35. Fire clay from South Braneepath

345

colliery, Durham i Bell Brothers.

Hald, dark grey-shale clay ; 10.2 per cent. of water.
36. Fire clay from Win. Ingham
T_ard, compact, grey, rock clay.

& Sons, Wortley,

37. Fire clay from Joseph Cliff & Sons, Wortley
Grey-shale clay ; 9.5 per cent. of water.
38. Fire day from W. Stepbenson
Sample ground.

& Sons, Thrcokley

star

fire clay, Glenboig,

Light, drab-colored, close grained, rock clay.
gives its composition.
40. Glenboig

near Leeds.

colliery,

Newcastle.

Has 7.1 per cent. of water.

Dr. C..%V. Siemens, London, sent samples
clay and gannister, as follows :
39. Glenboig
Glasgow.

near Leeds.

Water 11.8 per cent.

ganaister,

from James

of Glenbolg

Scotland,

from

Dad Stourbridge
James

Du,moehie,

Analysis No. 61 in table, page 301,

Dunnoehie.

A close grained Hght greyish sandstone.
4/. Stourbridgo
Stourbridge.

pot clay (strong)

Grey, solid rock clay.
42. Stourbridge

43,

Mobberley

& Baytey,

Analysis No. 62 in table, pogc 301.

pot clay (mild),

Light greyish, compact, rock clay.

King

from

Lye, near

10.4 per cent of water.

from above firm.
It has 9.9 per cent of water.

44 Stourbridge clay (burned
Harrison, Stourbridge

and unburned

samples),

from

George

Brown, Bayley & Dixon, limited, Sheffield Iron and Steel Works, Sheffield,
England, seat the following samples :
4:5. Crucible fir_ clay, D. Sharrott,

Halifax,

Yorkshire.

A grey shaly clay. Analysis _No.65, page 301, gives its composition.
"High class fire brick, cupola linings and Bessemer steel makers reql31rements.
The bricks are excellent."
46. Crucible fire clay, E. I. & J. Pearson, Stourbridge
Grey, hard and solid.
"Steel melters, cruclble% glass pots and retorts. Very good where liable to sudden
ckanges _rom hlgk to low temperatures."
47. Brick fire clay, Thomas Wragg, Sheffield.
Dark-colored, stony clay, uneven grained, not bomogenous in structure.
"From this clay Shcflleld fire brick are made. _ot of very good quality."
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48. Crucible fire clay, Thomas Wragg, Shcflield.
Dark dr_dp-eoloredshade clay.
" Vrmn lid. tuyeres and stoppers are made for Bessemer process.
very good."

The tuyeres are

49. Crucible fire clay, John Knowles & Co., "Woodville, Burton-on-Trent,
D('rby_hir_,, from 25 yards deep.
(;r_y, rot.k clay.
" Thi* i* Ibt, well known Derby clay--for steel makers' crucibles probably the best
in En_I:Lnd. The clay seam varies from 4 to 7 feet in thlckness; is got in same way
_ cN:d. It _omitmnd_ a bigh price."
50. S till,* locality as above, 50 yards deep.
Dark dr_0'-e'oh_red,shale clay.
p:L_e:It)
I,
51

Crurihle

Has 13.0 per cent. of water.

fire clay, Farnley

Iron Company.

Analysis No. 64 on

Limited.

Falnlcy,

Leeds.

D:trk-t'.d,,rcd, coarse grained rock clay.
" Fr, m thi- clay the well known productions of the owners are made."
52

Crucible

fire olay,Andrew

Peak,

Horwichtewn,

Lancashire•

A [rt'y, i:c _:rained, shale clay.
" U-td _;d_fly fm tt_yercs, stoppers_ &c., for the Bessemer proee_sY
53- Crut'ihle fire clay, Garnkirk
gow arid Lanark, Scotland.
No. I. ]ll_tk, *haly olaf.
ter 16.4 I_L", t'llt,

Fire

Brick

Company.

Analysis _'o. 60, page 301.

54. sat.
locality, No. 2.
Drab vo!.r_d and not so slm]y as _N'o.1.
55. ('hit1. clay, from Redruth,
Coalvilh', l.e;ccster,

Linfitcd.

Glas.

Water and organic mat-

Water 13.7 per cent•

Cornwall,

from George

Smith,

F. O. S.,

X kaolin qTuy, very white, eonslst[ng of clay and quttrtz in _.nguD.r grains. Water
kcmnhlm-.l_ ;'.2 per crnt. Analysis .No. 66_ page 301.
"Till- i- p.rccIain, or china clay. ]s used with other clays to give touglmess to
v_..t.I_ ll.d,b, t., -udden changes of temperature.
V¢ill bear frequent heating and
cool_n_ ld.h priced."
5{]. Jo.,eph Cowan & Co., of Blaydon
,ent a spccilncn of grey, sholy clay.
Thom:_
follows :

Bolt, F. G. S., of London, seat

Burn_ near

two specimens

Newcastle-on-Tyne_

of china

57. China clay (kaolin) from Cornwall, England.
Very _ b_tc and gritI,._. C_ntah_ 11.8 per cent of wate_ (cemblned).
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58. China stone, Cornwall,

ground

and used in Staffordshire.

FRENCH

From Pctin, Gaudet
were received :

317

CLAYS EXAMINED.

CLAYS.

& Co., St. Chamond,

Department

Loire, ten samples

59. St. Egreve clay, Department
Iaere, sold by Fumet.
White, sandy clay, containing 5.2 per cent of water. Used in converters.
60 Orange colored elay_ same plaea.
Sandy. 1..lper cent of water.
61. White s_a1_d,FromVoiron_ Department
Used in converters.
White, has 3.6 per cent of water.

]:sore.

][{osset ills et eio.

62. Fire clay, same place and same use.
White and sandy ; 3.2 per cent of water.
63. Macon oh,y, Department Saono ct Loire.
No. 1 sold by 3L Taupenot.
Sandy clay ; 6.0 per cent of water. Used in fire brick.
64. Le_m clay, From same place.
Sahnon colored, sandy clay; 4.6 per cent of water.

Used in coke foundry for-

llae_s.

63. Ronene clay.

Department

Vaueluse,

sold by Carton

White clay, containing a little sand.

Water 10.9 per cent.

66. Courpiore

Puy

clay, Dopartmen_

do Dome,

Jeune.

For fire bricks•

No. 2, sold

by Fraisso

frercs.

White, some quartz sand in it.
67- Courpiore

Water 10.5 per cent.

Used for crucible covers.

clay, No. 1, same p]aee and dealer.

Pearl grey, flue, very little qtmrtz.

Water 11.8 per cent.

Used in eruelblez.

68. Mussidan clays, Depar_men_ Dordogno, sold by Baignot
in making oruclblos.
White, fine grained and compact. Water 13.1 per cent.

freres.

Used

Schneider & Co., Creusot, Department Saonc et Loire, sent six samples of
fire clays, used in their works.
'].'hey are as follows :
69. Bollene

clay, near Avignon,

Department

Vaucluso.

Faintly variegated, shades of rM and green in white m_s, donne, contains 12.9 per
cent of water.
"Bh_t furnaces where the heat is most intense. '_
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LIST OF OTHER

70. Clay ir_m Decize, Department

CLAYS EXAMINED:
de Ia M_rne.

White, with streaks of yello_v. Water 10.2 per cent.
"Blast furnaces where the heat is low."
71. Clay from Lezaanej Department do ]a Marne.
Drab colored compact clay. Water and organic matter 15.2 per coat.
"Converter tuyeres and special ehapcs for steel works"
72. Clay from Macon, Department

Saone et Loire.

Salmon colored clzy. Graiasofquartzquitecoarse.
sis _o. 72, page 302.
"Is used with Lezaane clay for converter tuyeres."
73. Clay from Gravoine,

Department

Water 6.7 per cent.

Analy-

Saone et Loire.

Coerce granular mixtare of quartz and whlt¢ clay. 4.5 per cent <ff water.
" Puddling and preheating furnaces, Siemens' regenerators ; Cowper stoves ; coke
OVeDS,

l*

74. Quartz from Dorat, Department
"Silica bricks for melting furnaces."
From the Compagnie
Besseges_ five samples
They are :

Haute

Vienne.

dee Fonderies et Forges, Terre Noire, L,_ Voulto et
of fire clays used in their works, were received.

75. Macon clay, raw or crude.
Whhe, _andy, coarse grained.

Water 1.9 per cent.

76. Macon clay (prepared).
The preparation consist_in drying on heated plates, then grlndlng it. Used for
Bessemer c_nverter bottoms. Sometimes be_r over 40 euecess[ve heats. Water iu it
2.0 per cent.
77- Bollene

clay.

Fine white clay. For its composition see analysis No. 72 in table, on page 302.
"This is the mo_t noted and most sought after of French clays, for the manufitcture
of refractory materials. Used one-third crude and oue-third burned, with onethird quartz sand for tuyerea of Bessemer converters and steel furnace hearths. '_
78, Vorcppe clay.
Brown earthy and coarse sand in it. Water 3.2 per cent.
"It serves fi*r the linings of converters. Mixed with one-third quartz sand it is
used for repalrs in the Siemens-Martin steel furnace."
79. Variello clay.
Snuff.colored, coarse grains of _and. Water 3.9 per cent.
"Used without preparation or mixture for steel pots. It is moderately
and shrinks in tile fire. It_ use is very limited."
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CLAYS EXAMINED.

The Bollcne clay shrinks considerably
in the fire. Voreppe clay being
mostly quartz, shrinks little.
Macon clay also contracts
but littlcj and
becomes very hard in the fire.
BELGIAN
M. A. Greiner, Manager
ten samples of clays:

AND GERMAN CLAYS.

of the Steel

_,Vorks, at SerMng,

Belgium_ sent

80. Soree l"raneesse clay.
White, sandy, dense clay ; 7.8 per cent of water.
Lean cIay_ rarely used, except previously calcined for cement.
81. Natoye clay.
White, solid, sandy clay, containing 7.4 per cent. of water.
Used as above f_r cement only.
82

Vandaigle

clay.

Greyish white, little sandy ; contains 9.2 per cent. water.

Used as above.

83. Strud (pale) clay.
Dark greyish, solid, and contains 11.5 per cent. of water.
A strong cEay,umed mixed with othera; and sought aRer in the manufacture of
glass and steel.
84. Strud (slate)

clay.

Very dark-colored and dense.

Water 13.6 per cent.

Used as strud (pale.)

85. Nanines_ No. 2, clay.
White, solid, little gritty i renter 9.3 per cent.
86. Nanines,

Used a_ _tr,d clay_

No. 1, clay.

Black 7hard and dense ; 14.8 per cent. of water.
87. Soree (fine) clay.
White, solid and fine clay. 13.1 water. For its composition see analysis I_o. 68
in table, page 301.
A very rich clay used in the manufacture of artificial stone, beginning to vitrify at
a red heat without losing shape.
88. Soree, No. 3, clay.
Drab-coloredj fine grained, little panda', aolid ; has 7.8 per cent. of water.
89. Frankenthal

clay from Frankonthal-on.the-Rhine,

White, very llttlegrit;
Very refractory.

water 12.6 percent.

Germany.

Analysis I_o. 69 in table_ page 301.
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From A. K. Hay, of Wins|ow_

CLAYS EXAMINED.

N. J., the following samplc

90 Glm_spotclayfromCoblentz_Germany.
Winslow, X; j.
White, den-e, _pccific gravity 2.229--2.266;
70, page 30I. import_.d for gia:_ pots.

FromA.

K. Hay's glass works_

fine grained sand in it.
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was received :

Analysis _N'o.

Appendix C.
ANALYSES

SOME

OF

AMERICAN

1
Almnina .....................
Water ........................
Potash .......................

2

_lagnesia ....................
Oxide of iron.. ............

_

6t71g
26.38]
8.93]

25.64
9.681
0.48_

26.41

0251

0.131

0.301

0.I1

0.87 .........

0.85

0.70

1.00

0.02]
1.50

0.211
2.70'

0.16
0.83

0.45 ........
3.33 .........

0.231
1 461

0.081
1.70

0.07
1 61

......... o.17 0.821

1

]

4

(Copied).

10.48
0.29
0.16

Sod,,
...........................
1.........
Lime ..........................

CLAYS.

89.6(_
87.,5
35.60
86.80
13.05_ 13611 1265
13.8(_
II
J..................
0.98
0.07[

85.90
12.74
traces

1

a

FIRE

O.,doo,
m.ooanos°tr.oe.l
...... ..................
048
.........II
Sulphor
...............................
-- I--t-.....................................
__
04033
.
Sulph.ri_
_.id
......................
I O'07t0.14
..................
IZZ IIIIZ:
ZIIIII
Bisulphide

of iron .................

Total ......................

1..5lonnt
nology.

].........

1

0.03 ...........................

100.75 I100.011100.70

100.09

Savage fire clay, by Prof. J. M. Ordwayj

100.47

Massachusetts

,.........

i.........

99.6.11100.001100.00

Institute

2. Fire clay, Sandy Ridge, Centre county, Pennsylvania,
Andrew
Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania
(t874, M. 80).
3. Fire day, mine at Clearfleld,
Clearfield county, Pennsylvania.
(M. 81).

of Tech-

S. McCreath,
Same

report

4. Fire day, Johnstown,
Pennsylvania.
Analysis
by T. T. l_[orrdl, Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania
(R. P. I"I. H., p. 147).
5. Kaolhl[te
scales, Tamaqua,
Pennsylvania,
(mean of t_ro analyses puritled by
chlorhydrie
acid).
Preliminary
report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania,
by F. A
Genth, Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,
B. 119.
6. Fire day of Charles Frost & Co, Winchester,
illinois.
AnMysis of Chauvenet
& Blair, St. Louis, Missouri, (communicated
by C. F. & Co.)
7. Fire cla_.3 Cheitenimm,
lar of Evens & lloward).
8. Fire clay, Cheltenham,
lar of Evens & Howard).

Missouri,

(crude).

Missouri,

(washed).

Analysis
Analysis

by Prof.. A. Litton,

(circu-

by Prof. A. Litton,

(circu-
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ANALYS_S.
BRITISH

Copied

from Percy's

FIRE

_[etallurgy.

CLAYS,

Fuel.

i1 2
lea .....................
AIumina ................
Potash ....................

i 65.111 48.04
22.22 34.47
0.18
1.94

Pages, 98-100,

5 0 7 s
45 73!, 48.08
34.141 36.89
0.46
1.88

Soda ....................................................................

67.I2
21.18
2.02

53.05
28.1,'4.19

'

with

I

0.44

0.17
1.20

0,67
0.36_ 0,_
........ I'......
0.75
0,44 ......

Protoxlde
of irou.....!
1.9; ........
1.76 ......... ,...........................
Sesqui-oxide
of iron ...........
3,0_ .........
2.26
1.8_
2.48

0,27
0.',
2.01 ........ ......

Lime .....................
Maguesia ................

I 0.14
t 0.1_

0.6{]
0.4_

Oxide of mang; nese.. I.................
Water., (comhined)....
I 7.1( 11.1_

0,791
0.74;

55.50 46.32, 49.'
27.75 39.74 40.(
2.19 ..... *H i,.....

0,55
trace

0.3_
0.84

trace ....................................
10.17
10.87
4.82
5.82

I"'_'""
1053.1,67j

' .....
12.(

, =,h rosoo
........
446
ic......... .........
I........
......

O_=nlem_tter
.' o3_
0,70.........
0.961 9.821tracell
........ It......
Tit,,.°aold::::::.i
: ::::: t_oe
............................................
I......
Total .....................

__
69.60_ 99.76,

98.93

100.58

100.54

160.66

99.91

99.801I 99A

1. Stourbrldge clay. Best clay used for glass pots. Silica is partly free, gritty Rand
2. CIay from Stannington,
near Sheffield.
Weighed
for analysis after desiccation
at 100° C. (212 ° Fahrenheit}.
Used for cast steel pots.
3. Edgemount,
near Sheffield.
Analysis of sampledried
at 212 °. Used in making
crucibles for melting ca.qt steel in_ and said to be excellent for that purpose.
4. Edensor, near Derby.
Analysis of sample dried at 212 °. Used for cast steel
pota.
6. Dowlais, South Wale_.
Considered the best fire clay at Dowlais.
6. Dowlm_, South Wales.
This clay melted down oft the brldge(ff a balllnyfuraace.
7. Sewcastle-on-Tyne.
The soda contains some chlorine
and sulphuric
acid.
From Blaydon Brown colliery in Tyneside.
Used in fire brick.
8, China clay from Cornwall.
Analysis of specimen dried at 1O0° C.
9. China clay from Cornwall.
Analysis of specimen dried at li)_Y_ G.
The,e are said to be the finest
the _ame clay by different men.

china day in Cornwall.
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DINAS

Copied from Percy's
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a CLAY."

Metallurgy.

Fuel.

Page

147.

1
Silica .....................................................................................

2

08,311

96.73

Ahnnina .................................................................................
Protoxidc of iron ....................................................................

0,72]
0,181

1.39
0.48

]ota h and soda .......................................................................
Linle
) _......................................................................................
.

0.14
0.22
0.35

0.20
0.10

Water combined .......................................................................

"9 9_'2
I. 2 ]--!)9.490"50

These analyses give the composition of tile _and rock which is used in making the
celebrated Dinas brick.
One per cent of llmeis put in the mixture.
These bricks are
remarkable
for tileir endurance at high beats anti for their
making a tight roof for furnaces.
FIRE

STONES

ANAI*YSF_

Copied from the Journal

AND

FIRE

BY

RILEY,

property

of swelling

CLAYS.

of tile Iron and Steel Institute

No. 2, 1675, page 522.

4
Silica ...............
AI nlina ......................................
Combined water ................................

26.d5
10.95

l )otash ............................................
Lime .............................................
Magnesia

0.48
0.00

......................................

Sesqui-oxide of iron .........................
r an c ac d ....................................

2_.otl
6 96

1. Glenboig
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.34.

? ProtoxIde

95,94

22.01,
8.18

0.57
0.42

2.47 _, 2"4211.........
trace I 0.36
0.62

0.79',

1.36 _

1.9I_
0.33

4.77 4.80 ?
0 07
1.10 ..................

99.89

of iron,

clay, Star Works.

gannister,

6

59,33

Glenboig clay, calcined.
Etherley clay.
Derbyshire
clay.
)Iine slmle, Dowlais.

6. Shcffichl

!

18.47
5.22

0.81!
0.321

96.3_*1

rn&tter,

5

62.35

,o =re
.........................................
....
2,+
• Orgunic

and

imrd.

23
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9P.95

0.21

01.43

354

ANALYSES.

ANALYSES

OF

SOME

BELGIAN

AND

GERMAN

CLAYS.

v_

1
Silica

2

j

3

4

[

5

q 34.7S
I 10.73

Potash ....................
, nda ......................
Lime ....................

'

0.41

1.151I

3.18

i

0.68

0'9311

3Iagne_ia ...............
Se_qui-oxideofiron...
, and ......................
3l,dsture
................

:

0.411
1.80'
9.95,

0.671
4.60
9.43

Total .....................

i 9_.721 t00.30

'

7

S

9

19.901
40. 3;46.59

Alumina ................
%Vater ....................

Including

0

38.91
t

(combined}._,..

33.47
I1.81,

36.30
14.5_

I

17311

38.541 3,L54
57o[13oo
I 9.69
0.46 /

0.661

1.32

0.10 I, 0.19 .........

0.0SII

q02

1.ll I 0.19 .........
9.30J 0.46
0.501

0.351
0.0ff

1.28
0 69

8,011
I 4.90

5.161 .........

t

1.97 i

65.891
........

99.04

,.........

09.911

].........

99.24;

99.13

sand.

1. Andenne% Belgium.
J.urn., 200, 110 and 289).

Best Belgian

clay, according

to Bisehof.

2. VMlendar, near CobIentz on the Rbine, Germany.
According to Richter'a tests glazed at melting point of steel.
(bernie., 5 S. 623).
8. Ebernhahn,

near Vallendar.

According

to Bisehof's

(Dingl.

(Kerl's

Polyt.

Muspratt's

tesl_ very refractor)'.

Very

much sought after for gimps works use. (KerFs MIJ_pratt's Cbemis., 5 S. 623-4).
Muhlbeim on the Rbine, between Coblentzand
Andernach.
Moderately
refractor)',
very plastic; with cement very refractory.
KerFs .AIuspratt's Cbemis., 5 $. 623-4.
,5. Grunstadt, Bavarian
Palatinate, used for gla_ pots mid _teel erneibles.
Firere_i_ting power 30, as compared with Saarau [_No. 6), wbleh is put at 100, and standard of comparison.
(Bisehof, Dingl.
6. Saarau, Silesia, (w_hed
clay).
7. Saarau clay (crude).
According
,ff thi_ clay, as compared with No. 6,
s. Zt.ttlitz, Bohemi%
power 60-70.
9. Px_sau, Bavaria,
_i.che Besehreibungdes

washedkaolin.

Polyt. dr., 185 ; 39 and 200 ; 110 and 259).
(BiRebof in Dingh .[our. h e.)
to Bisehof, (Dingl. $., 1. c.), fire-rezisting power
is only 50.
(Bischof

in Dingler'sJourn.).

Fire re.4_ting

kaolin or porcelain day.
(Knaffi., 1860, in Gumbel's
Ost Baierischen Grenzgebirges
S. 359.)
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INDEX.

Page.

Abbott, Dr. C. C., clay on farm of ..............................................................
Accidental
or foreign constituent.q in clay ...................................................
Acid, hydroehlorle,
used to remove oxide of iron .........................................
Aiken's fire sand, see M.Compton ..............................................................
Albion mill, clay outcrop at .....................................................................
Alkaline
silicates fusible ..........................................................................
Alluvium
of title marshe_ ........................................................................
Alum clay ...........................................................
52, 87, 90, 92, 95.97,
use of clay in manufacture
...............................................................
Alumina, excess of_ in _New Jersey clays ...............................................
and silica, relations of, for refraetorines_
.......................................
Amber in clays ......................................................................................
fire clay .......................................................................
67,
stoneware clay ....................................................................
Amboy clay mines .................................................................................
Analysis, clmmieal, shows refractory power of clay .......................................
Analyses, cbeafical, valuable ....................................................................
Analysis, method of ................................................................................
results of. ...............................................................................
nature of specimens u_ed ...........................................................
of clay, Dr. C. C. Abbott ......................................................
Andennes, Belgium, clay ..........................................................
fire clay_ Cbarles Anness & Son ..........................................
W. IL P. Benton ................................................
sandy (pipe clay), W. H. P. Benton ...................................
fire (retort) clay, Win. H. Berry. .........................................
pipe clay,. "_$m.
r
H. Berry ....................
"
. .............................

237
273
335

168,
270,

104,
72_

238,
116,
114,
113,
83_
82,

228
295
21
He.
317
293
296
280
197
220
218
295
267
339
268
77
300
354
297
297
299
297
299

11riti_h clays ............................................................
301,352, 353
white tlre clay, Charles A. Campbell & Co ...........................
151,298
Chehenhain,
Mo, clay ......................................................
301, 35l
brick clay,
Cbe_quake
creek .....................................................
317
i
clay, Mrs. Clark ..............................................................
206, 299
Clearfield county, Pa., clays ...............................................
300, 351
fire sand_ M. Compton ......................................................
160_ 299
clay, James Conrad .....................................................
259, 300
Coruwall
clays ...............................................................
301,352
fire clay, Crossman Clay and Manufacturing
Company. ...........
146, 297
_'o. 2, Cros._man Clay and Manufacturing
Company...
146, 293
top white clay, Crossman Clay and _Ianufaeturing
Company ... 146, 299
fire clay, tL Cutter & Sons ...............................................
109, 297
ware clay, H. Cutter & Sons .....................................................
109
black clay, H. Cutter & Sons .............................................
107, 299
clays from Delaware, Maryland
and Pennsylvania
.................
300, 351
Derbyshire
clay ........................................................
301,352, 353
Dinaq clays ..........................................................................
353
fire clay, Win. B. Dixon ....................................................
79, 297
clay, A. J. Disbrow ...........................................................
181, 299
Dowlais clay ........................................................................
352
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358
Analysis

Z_DSX.
of stoneware clay, Joshua Eayre ...................................................
fddspa% Edgar Brothers ...................................................
fire clay, B. Elllson ..................................................
stoneware clay, Otto Ernst ......................................................
Etherley clay ........................................................................
feld_l_r, (tables of) ............................................................
fire clays, table of. ...........................................................
sand
................................................

r_
]371 298
165, 166, 297
224
353
62, 298
297, 351
299

fire clay_ David Flood .....................................................
riMs/mr, Forbes farm ........................................................
fire clay, Freeman
& Vanderhoven
....................................
stoneware clay, _*oah Furman ..................................................
German clays .................................................................
Glenboig star clay ...........................................................
Gruens adt clay ....................................................................
fire clay I A. Hall & Son .....................................................
J D Hv ton
_nd, J. D. II_ylton ............................................................
clays from Indiana, Illinois and Missouri ...................................
pipe clay, Isaac Inslee, Jr .................................................
clay, Island farm ............................................................
Johnstown,
Pennsylvania,
c ays ..........................................
kaolins (table of) ..............................................................
feldspar, K ckerbocker Life Insurance
Comnanv
1 g n te ( C ee.quake
creek
....................................................
clay, B. A. Lodge ...........................................................
fire clay, Loughridge
& Powers ............................................
extra _andy clay, Lougbridge
& Powers ......................................
_toneware clay, S. A. Meeker ...............................................
"l_lb,, Merritt's pits .......................................
: .................
Mount Savageclays
.........................................................
brick clay_ Mulford & Pine ...............................................
_ew Castle, England, clays ......................................................
clay of the pipe clay bed .........................................................
Pa._aa clay ...........................................................................
clays of the Raritan fire clay bed .........................................
Raritan potters' clay bed clays ..................................................
Rhenish clays ........................................................................
fireclay
E F Roberts
............................................
E. F. & J. M. Roberts ..........................................
paper clay, E. F. & J. M. Roberts .......................................
stoneware clay, E. R. Rose & Son .............................................
Saarau clays ..........................................................................
pipe clay. Salamam:lcr Works ...................................................
Sandy Ridge_ Pa., clay ............................................................
fire clay, Sayrc& Fisher ...................................................
front brick clay, Savre & Fisher .........................................
clays from S leffie d'. ..........................................................
Sheffield gannister ..................................................................
claw of South Ambo_ fire clay bed ......................................
kaolin from Staten Ismnd ..................................................
clay, of the stoneware clay bed ................................................
Stourbridge
clays ............................................................
))aper clay (washed), George Such ......................................
ramaqua, Pa, kaolinite ...........................................................
clay (washed), Trenton ....................................................
clays from Trenton and Southern New Jersey ..............................
Utica clay, Illinois ..................................
*...............................
fire clay _. _N.& H. Valentine ..........................................
Ran_, R. N. & H. Valent'ne .........................................
kadln, V_a_h'ngton ...........................................................
Winchester
clay, illinois ...................................................
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159, 297
1.2j 298
184, 298
226
301, 354
301 353
354
96, 297
248 300
247
301
127, 299
175, 299
300, 351
63, 299
]26 298
-15, 219
251, 300
92, 297
93
99, 299
130, 299
300, 351
241, 317
352
56
354
46, 297
43
354
13o, 298
201, 298
203, 298
210
354
89
351
189, 298
186, 299
352
353
67_ 298
131, 299
72
301 352
198. 298
35l
236j 300
300
301
154 298
156, 299
178, 299
300, 351

rNDEX.
Analysis

of clays of Woedbridge
fire clay bed .......................................
clay, Isaac )_'ehster .........................................................
Zettlitz clay ..........................................................................
Andennes, Belgium
clay, analysis of .........................................................
Anderson, Aaron C. & Company, clay bank of .............................................
A_dro_ieda
.............................................................................
Anness, Charles ¢'_ Son, c{ay pits ...............................................................
fe2d_par and kaolin pits of .........................................
Appleget, Cbarles H., clay on lands of ........................................................
Araliopsi_ .............................................................................................
Area of clay districts ..............................................................................
AP.qanpink creek, clay near .......................................................................
Atop% re_ic_ri8 ....................................................................................
Auger, style of, for boring ........................................................................
use of, in borin[ ...........................................................................
Austin, Joseph
clay pies ..........................................................................
Ave abe c ay and, how shown ...............................................................
illustrated .........................................................
Ayers_ David, clay bank ..........................................................................
(N. B. road) .................................................................
Azoie formation, southeast belt of ..............................................................
rocks, clays formed from ..................................................................

389
Pa_e,
51, 297
232_ 299
354
354
285
28
115
117
254
29
14
286
30
321
321
246
325
326
86
93
305
262

Barren intervals, or lands ........................................................................
250
Bases, fluxing, in clays ...........................................................................
295
Bavarian elays_ analyses of .......................................................................
354
Beach structure of drift sand ...................................................................
171
Bear swamp ..........................................................................................
234
£]earin9, removal of. ................................................................................
327
Beds of clay not continuous .....................................................................
50"
Belg]¢z:n, clefs from ..........................................................................
301, 349
Bell Brother's, clay from ..........................................................................
344
Belt, Thomas, clay from .....................................................................
346
of azoic rocks, southeast of clays, &c ...................................................
305
Bennett's milI._, clay at .............................................................................
254
Benton, W. H. P., clay pits of ..................................................................
113
Berry, Win. H., clay pits ............................................................
82, 85, 93 98
Betblehem, clay mine near .......................................................................
261
Billingsport,
clay at ................................................................................
251
Biscbot_ C,, anld'_'s_ of. ..................................................
354
fire tests of .............................................................................
294
formulas for refractory power ...................................................
296
reference to ........................................................
293, 294j 295_ 296
Bissetffs, James, clay bank .......................................................................
180
Black ciay_ great extent of .......................................................................
91
of H. Cutter & Sons, analysis of. ..............................................
107
]3lake, see Johnson & Blake .....................................................................
Blasting u_ed to throw down clay ........................................................
249, 330
Bluff alon_ Delaware river ...................................................
237 239 242, 244
Bollene (Prance) clay analysis of
..........................
302
•
y
Bo on pit, see V_ ntehead Brothers
bank ...................................................
Bonbamtown,
clays in vicinity of ..............................................................
161
Bordentown_ clay. at ................................................................................
239
secuon of bluff at .................................................................
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ERRATA.

Page
"

"

12, twentv-*ixth
and twentv-_eventh
Kt_iekerbocker Lift, Insurance

lines, read Isaac
Company.

Inslee,

Sr,

instead

of

29, in
fourth
readofsequoia
insteadfor oftitanic
sequela.
43,
analvline,i_ g3)
table, insert
acid 1.30; and for total 100.04 in_tea_ of 98.74.
51, in analysis C_) of table, 36.79 for alumina includea titanic acid.
63, third llne of foot note, read almnina instead of silieie acid.
6f;, fourteenth line, read 39 instead of 54.
82, fi_nrtt: and fifth lin_, read (3) in place of (2)_ and (2) instead of (1).
83, analysi_ ,,houht be a.qin table, page 297 (_o. 4).
99, for total of alumina, _ilieie acid and combined water read 47.17 instead of
45.17, and total of analysis 100.70.
108, _ixtb line read 14) in dace of{3),
124, e ghth I he, read west instead of ea._t.
166, analysis should be a._ No. 3 in table, on page 297.
200, fifth'line read east northeast instead of east southeast.
245, second line read 75 in place of 225.
269, in first column of table of analyses for water read 13.82.
2_1, in fourteenth, fifteenth,,,_twenty-ninth
and thirty-fourth
lines read feldspar
in plaet, offeld_par, and kaolin in place of :l_aoli_.
2_2, fifth line from top and tMrd line from bottom _me correction as page 281,
253, sixth lint. frnm bottom read 32 instead of 30.4.
and fifth line from fiottana read 16 instead of 15.02.
and third line read "_,375 in place of 3,550.
284, st_md llne read 3,000 instead of 8 100.
29:t, ninth line read per/od after accepted.
319, see.nd line from bottom insert or between boring and pit.
329, st,cond line for they read that.
d
331
fourteenth line read dirt for drip.
345,
34S,
352,
35t,

tt,nth aml fifteenth lines read gani_ter instead of _annister.
In paragraph m,venty-seven, Bollene clay, read _No. 71 instead of 2.
fifth line from the bottom read Blavdon'Burn
in place of Blavdon Brown.
In *aragraphs two and three react chemie for ehemis; insert 4 before
3]uhl mira and in _aJne paragraph
read chemie for chemls.
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